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I. Law and Politics in Asia
1. Bangladesh
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Rohingya refugees and jihadists

29 December 2017

(kg) In their fourth month since being forced to flee military atrocities in Myanmar, Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh
are beginning to supplement their meagre income by working for Bangladeshis inside the refugee camps. While aid
groups provide basic food and shelter, some refugees earn extra income to make ends meet while others are setting
up new businesses in the refugee zones. Meanwhile, Rohingya jihadists have joined counterparts from Bangladesh,
the UK, and India for terrorist training, weapons, and transport through Thailand. The discovery by Thai intelligence
has sparked fear that a new arms-smuggling route now links Rohingya terrorists with South-East Asia’s notorious
Golden Triangle, heartland of the region’s narcotics trade [Indian Express] [Voice of America].

Disappearances on behalf of the state?

29 December 2017

The mysterious abductions of an academic and a reporter in Bangladesh are merely the latest in a series of
disappearances there that may be linked to the government. The latest victims were released, but often abductees
never return. Human Rights Watch reported earlier this year that Bangladesh's law enforcement authorities have
“illegally detained hundreds of people since 2013", and 90 people were victims of "enforced disappearances" last
year alone [Aljazeera].
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Bangladesh: Agreement with Myanmar on joint group to oversee Rohingya repatriation
Some estimates place the number of Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh at around 700,000. Of that number, roughly
655,000 are Rohingya who fled to Bangladesh in the last four months due to Myanmar military attacks. This week
Bangladesh and Myanmar agreed to establish a bilateral group to oversee the voluntary repatriation of the
refugees. The movement back to Myanmar could begin by January 23. The refugees will be moved from camps and
settlements in southeastern Bangladesh for resettlement in neighboring Rakhine. Not all refugees may choose to
return to strife-torn Rakhine, though [Radio Free Asia].

22 December 2017

Bangladesh: Local challenges and international scrutiny of assisting the Rohingya

15 December 2017

Local administrators imposed a week long ban Monday on NGOs involved in distributing aid to Rohingyas in an
attempt to forestall the unintended ill consequences of international aid: loss to local business resulting from the
illegal trade of relief supplies. Officials contend that the amount of food and non-food items being distributed by the
NGOs among the refugees is more than they require. As a result, they have a surplus of food items which “might be
wasted” or sold at lower than market prices, affecting the local business. Accordingly, all NGOs except those working
under the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) must halt their relief activities from December
11 to December 17. Since Myanmar’s brutal military crackdown on AUGUST 25, more than 620,000 Rohingyas have
sought refuge in Bangladesh. Meanwhile, the European Union yesterday said implementation of the Rohingya
repatriation agreement between Bangladesh and Myanmar will have “to be accompanied and monitored extremely
carefully." The EU also helped push for a UN Human Rights Council Special Session on Myanmar last week, and has
pledged more funding than any other entity [The Daily Star] [The Daily Star].

Bangladesh: Family of man accused of NYC attack questioned

15 December 2017

Following the attempted bombing of the New York City subway by a Bangladesh man Monday, Bangladesh
counterterrorism officers are questioning the suspect’s wife and other relatives. Bangladesh’s government
condemned the attack, and reaffirmed its policy of “zero tolerance” against terrorism. The botched bombing has
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played into America’s immigration debate, and particularly President Trumps efforts to limit certain types of
immigration allowed on the basis on family relationships. Muslim-majority Bangladesh has struggled with a rise in
radical Islam in recent years [AP/Fox News].

Rohingya refugee crisis

8 December 2017

In Dhaka, Pope Francis met last week with persecuted refugees driven from Myanmar, and used a term to describe
them that he had avoided while visiting Myanmar: “Rohingya”. The pontiff has refrained from using the term in an
apparent effort to avoid reprisals against the small Christian community in Myanmar and in hopes of making
diplomatic progress with Myanmar’s leaders on stopping the brutal military crackdown of Rohingya there. In related
news, the second article highlights the continuing abuse of the Rohingya women after they find refuge in
Bangladesh: many are being sold as sex slaves. The International Organization for Migration says urgent action was
required to keep women and girls safe in Bangladesh's refugee camps [Aljazeera] [New York Times].

High Court approves death penalty for 139 in 2009 para-military mutiny massacre

1 December 2017

Bangladesh’s High Court has confirmed the death penalty for 139 of the 152 accused who were awarded capital
punishment by a lower court for their involvement in the massacre during the para-military Bangladesh Rifles (BDR)
mutiny in 2009. The bloody mutiny was reportedly carried out to create a political crisis and overthrow the newly
formed government headed by Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina. The resultant brutal massacre of 74 persons, including
57 senior officers and promising young army officers, left the nation numb. In 2013, a Dhaka court awarded death
sentences to 150 BDR members and two civilians, and life imprisonment to 160 others in the case. Some have called
for reform of the military’s “colonial” attitude towards subordinates as a result of the massacre. The Daily Star recalls
in graphic detail what transpired during the BDR’s 40-hour mutiny, and how it impacted the neighboring civilian
neighborhoods, the nation, and similar para-military forces nationwide [Daily Star] [Daily Star].

Rohingya crisis to be solved internationally, not bilaterally

24 November 2017
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China urged Bangladesh and Myanmar resolve the Rohingya crisis through bilateral negotiations instead of an
international initiative, openly criticizing the international community’s efforts to help resolve the crises as reflected
in the Reuters article. More than 600,000 Rohingya have fled to Bangladesh since late AUGUST, driven out by a
military clearance operation in Buddhist majority Myanmar’s Rakhine State. However, Bangladesh’s Foreign Minister
Abdul Hassan Mahmood Ali says Bangladesh is trying to resolve the issue both bilaterally and internationally as it
could not afford the huge burden of the refugees. In the second article, a leading Bangladesh minister and political
leader Obaidul Quader reinforced his Foreign Minister’s stand, saying that Bangladesh wants United Nations
involvement in discussion with Myanmar for repatriation of the Rohingya. The international community remains
engaged in the crisis, despite Chinese criticism: A U.S. Congressional delegation visited Bangladesh on Saturday, and
Sweden’s foreign minister Margot Wallstrom, EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Federica
Mogherini, Germany’s Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel, and Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Kona will also visit
Bangladesh this week [The Independent] [Reuters].

Domestic poverty and sexual abuse of refugees

17 November 2017

Two articles highlight the troublesome human right situation in Bangladesh haunted by the current Rohingya refugee
crisis.
The BBC report takes the fate of a 21-year old refugee woman forced into prostitution as a sad example for the
realities on the ground, while the second reports on Unicef’s findings that seven newborn babies die every hour in
the country, mostly due to poverty. This general condition reminds of the grave situation a poor nation like
Bangladesh is facing with the Myanmar caused refugee crisis [BBC] [Dhaka Tribune].

School shut for 'militant links'

10 November 2017

Authorities in Dhaka have closed down Lakehead Grammar School on charges of harboring militancy and inspiring
extremism, as detailed in these two articles. The school was allegedly operating without official permission, and was
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conducting activities against the nation and its independence, according to the Education Ministry. According to
school insiders and official sources, a number of wanted militants linked with terror groups such al-Qaeda in Arabian
Peninsula and Hizb ut-Tahrir worked at the school as teachers [Bangladesh News 24, The Daily Star].

Arrest warrant against former Prime Minister’s son for sedition
A Bangladeshi court issued an arrest warrant against opposition leader Khaleda Zia's eldest, London-based son, who
is the senior vice-chairman of the Bangladesh Nationalist Party, in a sedition case for delivering a provocative speech
in London last year [NDTV].

28 October 2017

Supreme Court Chief Justice goes on one-month leave

6 October 2017

Bangladesh Supreme Court Chief Justice Surendra Kumar Sinha is taking one-month leave from Monday on health
grounds, and the President has appointed an acting Chief Justice. His leave begins as the regular activities of the
Supreme Court begin on this week after a one-month break. The Chief Justice was widely criticized by ministers and
the ruling party leaders for his observations made in a constitutional amendment verdict [UNB].

Bangladesh PM warns Myanmar over Rohingya refugees

15 September 2017

According to the United Nations, nearly 300,000 Rohingya Muslims have fled Myanmar's Rakhine state into
Bangladesh since AUGUST 25 when fresh wave of violence erupted. Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has
promised to help Rohingya refugees but warned her government would “take steps” to ensure Myanmar “take their
nationals back” [The Australian].

Bangladesh power struggle

24 August 2017

Three articles addressing the current struggle for power in Bangladesh. The first article analyses the chances of Prime
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Minister Sheikh Haseena and her governing party, the Awami League, to be reelected in the general elections next
year against her archrival opposition leader and former Prime Minister Khaleda Zia from the Bangladesh Nationalist
Party. The second article deals with the decision of the Supreme Court which paves the way for the trial against
Khaleda Zia for bribery charges. If convicted she would be prohibited from running for election. The third article
addresses Haseena’s attack on the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court over the Court’s recent constitutional ruling
which removed the power of the parliament to impeach Supreme Court judges [New Delhi Times] [Indian Express]
[The Seattle Times].

Bangladesh sentences 10 to death for plot to kill PM

24 August 2017

A Bangladesh court issued death sentences against 10 members of the Islamic fundamentalist Harkatul Jihad-alIslami group. They have been found guilty of attempting to assassinate Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina back in 2000
[Aljazeera].

Judicial Politics over Constitutional Identity

18 August 2017

A constitutional amendment which empowered the Parliament to remove top court judges from office has been
invalidated by Bangladesh’s Supreme Court triggering a strong reaction from the government of Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina. Besides a general report on the crisis [The Hindu] some central passages from the verdict are quoted
as well [The Daily Star]. The impact of the decision lies firstly in the fact that the verdict refers to the constitutional
identity of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh and secondly in the decision’s nature as one by which a Court decides
on a law that is affecting its own business thus conflicting with the principle nemo iudex in sua causa.

The Opposition Disappears

11 August 2017

In Bangladesh, hundreds have gone missing and many killed, including political opponents of the regime, suspected
criminals, and Islamist militants. The UN and human rights activists have called for these “enforced disappearances”
8

to stop. But the pace of illegal detentions, disappearances, and deaths is on the rise [The New York Times].

Militancy rising due to poverty and misinterpretation of religion

21 July 2017

Rising radicalization towards Islamic militancy is subject of this overview, which addresses changing pattern of
radicalization, causes and catalyzing factors for militancy as well as possible counter-strategies [Prothom Alo].

Political opponents held in secret detention: HRW

16 July 2017

According to the Human Rights Watch, many opposition activists in Bangladesh have been secretly detained and
killed by security agencies [Prothom Alo].

Bangladesh jails owner of building that collapsed in 2013

31 August 2017

A Bangladesh court on Tuesday sentenced the owner of a building that collapsed in 2013 in the country's worst
industrial disaster to three years in jail for unaccounted income [Federal News Radio].

2. Cambodia
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Cambodia: Lèse-majesté?

29 December 2017

(jk) Cambodia’s government is considering implementing lèse-majesté laws similar to the law in Thailand and a num9

ber of other countries, which criminalises criticism of the monarchy. The discussion comes at a difficult time for free
speech and human rights in Cambodia with PM Hun Sen tightening his grip on power and stifling his opposition [Asian Correspondent] [Phnom Penh Post].

Cambodia: Pre-election skirmishes

22 December 2017

After the Supreme Court has dissolved the only opposition party, the Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP), at the
request of the government, on grounds that it was plotting to seize power, the United States and European Union
announced they would suspend funding for the 2018 elections. Continuing his anti-Western line ahead of the 2018
elections, Prime Minister Hun Sen mockingly encouraged the United States and European Union to freeze the assets
of Cambodian leaders abroad in response to his government’s crackdown on the opposition and civil society. For a
neat description of the opposition’s increasingly precarious position see.
While China, Cambodia’s largest aid donor, has went on to lend its support to the Hun Sen government, the
government has shut down 330 print media outlets supposedly "inactive" print media with 388 ‘functioning
newspapers’ remaining.
The government’s stance received discursive support from a seminar of the Cambodia’s Royal Academy following the
mentioned party dissolution whose main message was the claim that US democracy would not suit Cambodia [The
Phnom Penh Post 2] [The Phnom Penh Post 1] [Voice of America News] [Bangkok Post].

Muted UN statement on human rights in Cambodia versus realities of opposition

15 December 2017

A recent statement by the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Cambodia mentions some of the concerning
developments of late, but fails to really call out the seriously deteriorating human rights situation in the country. An
interview with an active opposition-in-exile politician of Cambodia’s National Rescue Party speaks more to the concerns of many democratically inclined observers [New Mandala][UN].
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Democracy clock set back to zero

1 December 2017

Roughly 25 years after the United Nations took over the administration of Cambodia – organizing the country’s first
democratic elections in 1993 – the ruling party has succeeded in what many analysts and international observers
have called the complete dismantling of the country’s democracy. Now, historians and analysts say the attempt to
shoehorn democracy into Cambodia was always naïve. Also, former opposition Deputy President Mu Sochua pointed
out that donors let the ruling party get away with too much for too long. Ben Paviour argues that the powerplay in
Cambodia has its roots in the Cold War Era, referring to the 1980s, when U.S.-backed forces tried to root out the
Vietnamese-installed regime Hun Sen eventually led. Paviour points out that his skepticism of U.S. motives continued
after his Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) converted to nominal democracy and capitalism in the early 1990s. David
Hutt points out that the CNRP’s success or failure ought not to have become synonymous with democratic hopes in
Cambodia. He draws a comparison with the events in Myanmar to demonstrate what happens when democratic
aspirations become solely concentrated in the fate of one party: that party might get into power and show itself to
be not-so-democratic after all. In the meantime, Prime Minister Hun Sen seeks more aid and investment from China
during a visit this week. Hun Sen attends a special summit held by the Communist Party on a theme espoused by
Chinese President Xi Jinping on “turning the world for the better and without interference” [Reuters] [Phnom Penh
Post] [The Diplomat][The Diplomat].

A defiant Hun Sen and a dissolved CNRP

24 November 2017

If there still was one electoral threat to Hun Sen’s Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) in the upcoming elections
scheduled for July 2018, this threat has now disappeared. After a long list of changes made to electoral and other
laws recently in order to stifle the opposition, the Supreme Court, presided over by a judge who himself is a senior
party member of the CPP, has ruled to dissolve the Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) and ban its senior
officials from political activity for five years. Earlier this year, former CNRP leader Kem Sokha was accused of plotting
with “foreign powers” to overthrow the government. The US has now announced it will cut its funding for the
election after the Supreme Court decision, which amid growing investment from China, let the PM unimpressed. Hun
Sen in the meantime, goes back to common election strategies of his party, handing out cash envelopes to potential
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voters and promising popular reforms. Two Cambodian journalists working for US-supported Radio Free Asia were
charged with espionage, exemplifying the ever-worsening trends in the country [BKK Post] [PP Post] [Reuters] [A
Times].

Opposition party dissolved by Supreme Court

17 November 2017

Cambodia's Supreme Court has ordered the country's main opposition party be dissolved. The government accused
the Cambodia National Rescue Party of involvement in a plot to topple the government. The dissolution may result in
over 100 politicians getting banned from office for five years. The verdict is seen as the latest move by Prime Minister
Hun Sen to remove threats to his power ahead of elections next year [The Telegraph].

Political clampdown continues, but with possible side effects for allied China

03 November 2017

A top Cambodian court rejected an appeal to free opposition leader Kem Sokha on Tuesday saying his release could
be a public risk as the threat of dissolution looms over his opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP). Kem
Sokha was arrested in September on charges of treason in what his supporters say is a politically-motivated case. It
comes amid a crackdown on critics of authoritarian Prime Minister Hun Sen, who could face the biggest electoral
challenge of his political career in a general election next year. However, the continued clampdown may also threaten the interests of Prime Minister Hun Sen’s closes ally, China. Development aid cuts by the US and the EU, Cambodia’s largest trading partners, and possible economic sanctions on the Southeast Asian nation could also harm Chinese export-oriented firms operating in Cambodia [South China Morning Post][Asia Times].

Ex-deputy PM flees after threat

28 October 2017

A former Deputy PM of the royalist Funcinpec has fled the country after Prime Minister Hun Sen has threatened to
file lawsuits against him for disparaging the King and accusing the government of bribing [Phnom Penh Post].
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Return of opposition chief could herald more active politics

20 October 2017

Bangladesh's opposition leader, former prime minister Khaleda Zia, returned home on Wednesday to a rapturous
welcome from her supporters after more than three months away for medical treatment in Britain [Channel News
Asia].

What went wrong with Cambodia’s opposition party

20 October 2017

The opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP) took years to form but weeks to fully unravel. Ben Paviour
takes note of the current crackdowns on the party and draws attention to possible strategic errors on the part of the
CNRP, such as the July 2014 compromise that ended the opposition’s months-long boycott of the National Assembly,
internal divisions around the party’s two leaders as well as a lack of effective defense against claims of Western
conspiracy [The Diplomat].

More law amendments in expectation of CNRP dissolution

13 October 2017

After changing the law on political parties twice this year, the ruling CPP is amending further political laws ahead of
the general elections next year. This time, it appears to “weaken” its position however, as the amendments will
change the allocation of opposite CNRP's seats after a dissolution of the party which is currently discussed to the
detriment of the ruling CPP. Opposition and human rights watchers allege ulterior motives. Reuters reports on the
worsening tensions between the Cambodian PM and the US amid the strain that is put on Cambodia’s opposition
leaders and MPs, half of which have fled the country [Reuters] [Phnom Penh Post].

Human rights violations under scrutiny by UN Human Rights Council

6 October 2017

In passing its biannual resolution on Cambodia, the UN Human Rights Council took the additional step of authorizing
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the preparation of a special report on the country. In the light of recent crackdowns on the opposition and the media, with half of the opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party’s sitting lawmakers currently overseas [The Phnom
Penh Post], the UN Special Rapporteur on Cambodia informed the HRC that efforts to undermine democratic institutions have reached an unprecedented level in Cambodia [The Online Citizen]. Also, at the UN Human Rights Council,
a group of 39 countries has raised “serious concern” regarding the human rights situation in the Philippines amid
President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs. In a joint statement released in Geneva, a group of European nations, Australia, the US and the UK emphasized that the Philippines needs to investigate all killings, combat a climate of impunity, and protect human rights defenders [Asian Correspondent]. At the same time, the Roman Catholic Church of
the Philippines has offered to protect police officers who want to come forward and testify about their participation
in President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs. The protection offer could escalate an emerging clash between the
church and the government [New York Times].

Opposition leader remains in jail

29 September 2017

The Cambodian Appeal Court upheld a lower court decision not to free a Cambodian opposition leader or to grant
him bail. The Cambodian National Rescue Party leader currently awaits trial on treason charges but no date for the
trial has been set with elections coming up next year [The Straits Times].

With close ties between Beijing and Phnom Penh, the EU and US search for leverage

22 September 2017

Having spent billions of dollars promoting a stable, nominally democratic Cambodia, the United States and the European Union are currently witnessing how their investments become increasingly futile: The opposition leader was
arrested, major newspapers and NGOs were forced to stop their operations. David Boyle discusses possible scenarios
how the EU and the US might regain influence in the country which, under the leadership of Prime Minister Hun Sen,
has established close ties with China [Voice of America].

Does China announce support for crackdown on opposition?

15 September 2017
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After Cambodia has cracked down on the opposition ahead of next year’s elections on various fronts including the
recent arrest of the leader of the parliamentary opposition, the international reaction is interestingly split with the
US, EU, Australia, and UN condemning it while a Chinese representative, the vice chairman of the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference, akin to an upper house in the Westminster system, reportedly announced support
[Voice of America].

Ongoing government crackdown on opposition and free press amidst growing tensions with US

7 September 2017

The leader of Cambodia’s main opposition party was formally charged with treason on Tuesday, after being accused
by the country’s authoritarian government of plotting to overthrow its leaders with the backing of the United States.
The charge comes amid a wider crackdown on dissent ahead of parliamentary elections next year [New York Times].
After imminent threats of closure and legal action over a disputed $6.3 million tax bill, the English-language newspaper Cambodia Daily ceased operations on Monday [The Guardian and New Mandala].

Tribunal prosecutors at odds over genocide case

7 September 2017

The international co-prosecution at the Khmer Rouge tribunal has argued that the former Khmer Rouge official Ao An
(“Ta An”) should be tried for genocide and other crimes against humanity whereas the Cambodian prosecutor is
against an indictment in order to expedite the current case against the deadly regime’s second-in-command Nuon
Chea and its head of state Khieu Samphan [The Cambodia Daily].

Land eviction on land of Hun Sen’s daughter

31 August 2017

More than 400 families have been ordered to remove their homes built on land owned by Prime Minister Hun Sen’s
daughter on last Sunday with a deadline of next Tuesday to comply [The Cambodia Daily].
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Targeting NGOs and the opposition

24 August 2017

Government-aligned news media published a raft of anonymous letters and articles criticizing US founded NGOs of
supporting misinformation to create uncertainty and confusion. Some months ago, government officials responded
to a leaked training for the major oppositional party, the Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP), by accusing the
supporting NGOs to assist the opposition intending to overthrow the government. Against the backdrop of the recent ‘Law on Associations and NGOs’, some of the country´s most renowned NGO have come under pressure including summons by the tax administration [The Phnom Penh Post]. Meanwhile, King Norodom Sihamoni left the country
on Sunday just as he was expected to be called to sign some amendments to the ‘Law on Political Parties’ after the
CNRP has asked the king to avoid the endorsement while the legislation is under review by the government-stacked
Constitutional Council. Bidding literally farewell to the King at the airport, Prime Minister Hun Sen and other core
members of the ever governing Cambodian People’s Party maintained that the king was not making a political
statement by leaving. The legislative revisions bar political parties from consorting with anyone convicted of crimes
like CNRP party leader Sam Rainsy [The Cambodia Daily]. The constitutional role of the King in Cambodian constitutional politics, who has called upon voters “not (to) be concerned about oppression, threats or intimidation by anybody” in the run-up to the June communal elections, is addressed in an instructive background article by High Privy
Councillor to the King Son Soubert [CPG].

Political Rights Under Pressure in Cambodia

18 August 2017

Two articles shedding light on the current situation of human rights in Cambodia. The first link contains a research
report conducted by human rights NGOs that reveals that, despite a basically solid legal framework which meets international standards, infringements of fundamental rights continue to occur in Cambodia, due to misapplication of
law and recent legislation containing restrictions on the exercise of rights and freedoms. The second link leads to a
ruling of the Phnom Penh Municipal Court in which analyst Kim Sokhas been sentenced to 18 months for defamation
of Hun Sen and stirring up public disorder. Rights groups view this decision as a further testimony to Prime Minister
Hun Sen’s usage of the judiciary to intimidate political opponents and silence critical voices to secure his re-election
next year [The Cambodia Daily] [McClatchy].
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Ministry Says Most NGOs Ignore Government Requirements

11 August 2017

According to information of the Cambodian Ministry of Interior, only 4% of domestic NGOs have provided banking
details to which they are obliged under the country’s Law on Associations and NGOS [The Cambodia Daily].

Cambodia Orders Expulsion of Christian Charity Fighting Sex Trafficking After CNN Report

11 August 2017

Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Shen has ordered the shutdown of Agabe International Missions (AIM), an American
Christian anti-trafficking NGO, over a CNN report about AIM’s rescue of girls sold by their mothers to sex-traffickers
[The Christian Post].

Portrait of a grass-root newcomer in Cambodian politics

11 August 2017

Portrait of one of Cambodia´s most prominent political and right activists The Nanny who currently is still arrested for
“insulting a public official” after she has lost her appeal [The Cambodia Daily].

The governing CPP’s Election Strategy in Minister´s account - Cash, Power, Beatings

4 August 2017

Far from an official government issued statement, but striking nonetheless, one of Hun Sen’s cabinet members was
allegedly citing the PM on his election strategy for 2018. According to the minister, Cambodian authorities will not
react lightly to potential protests surrounding the elections [The Cambodia Daily].

Cambodia: Party Law Sails Through; SRP Mulls Name Change

27 July 2017

The constitutional council has ruled a number of amendments to the law on the political parties in Cambodia consti17

tutional after the opposition had claimed it wasn’t and lamented that it is directed at the main opposition party and
its de facto leader in exile Sam Rainsy [The Cambodia Daily].

Cambodia's Khmer Rouge Tribunal: Mission Accomplished?

21 July 2017

With the Cambodian Khmer Rouge Tribunal coming to an end, it is time to take stock of what has been achieved. The
tribunal has been strongly criticised since its onset but proponents have highlighted key achievements [The Diplomat].

Democracy in Cambodia: Party Law Changes by Government Party

18 July 2017

The space for opposition in Cambodia keeps getting tighter as the National Assembly passes more changes to the
Law on Political Parties. Contradictory to CPP claims, the rules and regulations are perceived to be directed at the
CNRP and their former leader in exile Sam Rainsy [The Cambodia Daily].

CPP Passes More Party Law Changes in Assembly

16 July 2017

The space for opposition in Cambodia keeps getting tighter as the National Assembly passes more changes to the
Law on Political Parties. Contradictory to CPP claims, the rules and regulations are perceived to be directed at the
CNRP and their former leader in exile Sam Rainsy [The Cambodia Daily].

BOC extends yuan presence in Cambodia, but greenback is king

7 July 2017

China remains Cambodia’s largest donor country but the Yuan has a long way to go to replace the USD as the currency of choice in the country. Trade volume still lags behind the volume of that with the US and the EU and dollarization remains high at over 80% [Asia Times].
18

Khmer Rouge Trial, Perhaps the Last, Nears End in Cambodia

30 June 2017

The Khmer Rouge tribunal that began proceedings in 2006, concludes its hearings in genocide trial after another
lengthy trial comes to an end. Finding a verdict is still months away however. Cost, efficacy and prosecutions of the
tribunal have long been a controversial topic in Hun Sen’s Cambodia [The New York Times].

Cambodia ruling party big winner in local elections

30 June 2017

Sunday saw the official local election results released in Cambodia where the ruling party of PM Hun Sen expectedly
emerged as the strongest party [The Phnom Penh Post].

3. China
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

First amendment of constitution since 2004 likely

29 December 2017

(ls) The Political Bureau of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee decided Wednesday to discuss a
proposal about amending parts of China's Constitution at the second plenary session of the 19th CPC Central
Committee in January. A constitutional revision is needed to set up the new National Supervision Commission, an allencompassing anti-graft body. However, it has also been speculated that President Xi Jinping might seek to stay in
office beyond 2022 after he unveiled a new leadership line-up in October that did not include a clear potential heir.
Under the current national constitution, the president can only serve two five-year terms [Bloomberg] [Xinhua].

19

Continued military/police reshuffle providing more power for Xi Jinping

29 December 2017

(ls) Starting from 1 January 2018, China's People’s Armed Police (PAP) will be under the command of the Communist
Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and Central Military Commission (CMC). Both institutions are chaired by
President Xi Jinping. Up until now, the PAP was controlled jointly by the State Council and the Central Military
Commission. The PAP is a paramilitary police force that handles unrest, terrorism, and other conflicts involving
civilians.
The move is part of a massive restructuring of the military that Xi introduced in late 2015 aimed at turning the
People’s Liberation Army into a more nimble and modern fighting force. In September 2015, Xi announced that troop
levels would be reduced by 300,000, taking the size of the fighting force to about 2 million.
Hans Spross of Deutsche Welle looks back on 2017 and describes how China's leader Xi Jinping ends the year in an
unassailable position of power, having consolidated his grip over the Communist Party and state. According to the
analysis, Xi's ultimate goal is to transform China into a global superpower [Xinhua] [South China Morning Post]
[Reuters][Deutsche Welle].

Internet crackdowns and imprisonment of bloggers

29 December 2017

(ls) Chinese authorities shut down more than 13,000 websites for breaking laws and regulations governing the
country's internet network since 2015. While the government says its rules are aimed at ensuring national security
and stability, human rights organizations have warned that the country's tough laws governing the internet amount
to repressive measures aimed at quashing dissent.
Against this background, Wu Gan, a blogger better known by his online name of Super Vulgar Butcher, who regularly
addressed sensitive cases of government abuses of power, both online and in street protests, was sentenced to eight
years in prison on charges of “subverting state power”. He has been in pretrial detention for more than two years
after staging a protest outside a court. The embassies of the United States and Germany have issued a joint
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statement declaring that they were “deeply disappointed” by the sentence of Wu Gan [German Embassy
Beijing][Deutsche Welle] [The Guardian].

Court cases can now be filed via the WeChat application

29 December 2017

Tencent Holdings’ WeChat, the ubiquitous social media application in China, has been adopted by Beijing Court as a
means for people to file lawsuits electronically. Parties in a legal case can submit documents, verify their
identification and pay legal fees through the WeChat prosecution service platform operated by Beijing Haidian court.
While electronic filing of court documents is not new, China’s move to allow lawsuits to be filed using social media
platforms is a new development, and would be akin to Americans being able to sue each other using Twitter or
Facebook [South China Morning Post].

Ubiquitous police state in Xinjiang

22 December 2017

Xinjiang, the north-western Uygur autonomous region and China's largest administrative unit, has rapidly become an
omnipresent police state under Chen Quanguo, Communist Party Secretary for Xinjiang since 2016, with an
unprecedented level of police and digital surveillance, mass disappearance and re-education camps. In a
latest development of Chen's campaign against Uygur separatism, authorities have been tracking the whereabouts of
suspected terrorists among Uygur students studying in Islamic countries and pressuring parents to call their children
back. Back in China, many of them end up in detention. Meanwhile, Radio Free Asia reports that close to 10% of
residents of a township in Kashgar prefecture have been sent to prison or education camps this year over allegation
of harboring extremist ideas [South China Morning Post][Radio Free Asia].

Public trials still regular practice

22 December 2017

Despite official banning, public trials are still conducted by local authorities on a regular basis across the country. In
such a trial this week conducted before thousands of spectators at a sport stadium in the southern city of Lufeng 10
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people have been sentenced to death. The trial received mixed reactions of approval and refusal on social media
[The Guardian].

Upgrading PLA hardware and ‘heartware’ in the Xi Jinping Era

15 December 2017

Since Xi Jinping came to power in 2012 he has successfully been pushing for the modernization of China’s military. At
the party congress he expressed his vision of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) becoming a world-class force by
2050. With the progress of the PLA in terms of technical equipment and administrative structures comes, however,
the need to advance operational culture and military ethos which might take generations according to James Char
and Richard A Bitzinger in this article [East Asia Forum].
15 December 2017
Authorities collecting DNA from all residents of Xinjiang
In what is officially said to be an attempt of the government to ease poverty and secure social stability in the far
Western Uighur-majority province of Xinjiang, but condemned by Human Rights Watch as massive human rights
violation, government authorities in Uygur-majority Xinjiang province have been collecting - through medical
checkups including iris scans and blood taking - bio-data of close to 19 Mio Xinjiang residents aged between 12-65
years [The Guardian].
China No. 2 worldwide in numbers of imprisoned journalists

15 December 2017

According to recent findings of the Committee to Protect Journalist (CPJ), China ranks second behind Turkey and
ahead of Egypt in numbers of journalists jailed for their work. Out of a record number of 194 imprisoned journalist
worldwide, 41 journalist are behind bars in China compared to 73 in Turkey and 20 in Egypt [CPJ].

Xi Jinping: Strongman Among Rivals

8 December 2017
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The National Party Congress has confirmed Xi Jinping as the most powerful leader since Mao Zedong. He, however,
will not be able to rule in a totalitarian, unchecked way like Mao because of party-external and -internal factors, argues Gregory J. Moore. First, despite an unprecedented degree of surveillance, which critics see as a precursor to an
Orwellian society, China’s population today is much more educated, wealthier, and aware of the party’s politics and
policies than in Mao’s time. Xi is facing a totally different public. Second, among the seven members of the Politburo
Standing Committee four are considered to be protégés of Xi’s predecessors Hu Jintao and Jiang Zemin. These fractional rivalries will keep Xi in check [China Policy Institute: Analysis 1] [China Policy Institute: Analysis 2].

Westminster School to teach Chinese curriculum in China

8 December 2017

Westminster School, one of UK’s top independent schools, will next week sign an agreement with a Hong Kong education group according to which Westminster will by 2028 establish six private schools with China’s national curriculum. The opening of the first of these six 'private schools' which - different from 'international schools'- allow enrolments of Chinese students - is scheduled for 2020. Teaching political education would be under direction of the
Communist Party [Financial Times].

Human rights concerns amid mass evictions of migrants in Beijing

1 December 2017

After 19 people died in a fire this past week in a mixed residential area in Beijing, the city’s administration reacted by
intensifying inspections of potential fire hazards. This has led to a large number of evictions, mainly affecting the
many migrant workers living in the capital. An open letter to the country’s leadership circulated on social media has
criticised the action as “trampling” human rights as many evictions happened with very little to no notice and did not
follow any due process. International rights groups see a connection to another controversial policy by Beijing
authorities which targets to cut Beijing’s downtown population by 15% over the next two years [The Guardian].

Beijing vies for greater control of foreign academic and media influence

24 November 2017
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In line with Xi Jinping’s word’s at the National Party Congress “Government, military, society and schools — north,
south, east and west — the party is leader of all”, the Ministry of Education has issued a directive according to which
foreign funded universities are ordered to establish CCP units and give decision-making power to a party
representative. This order, applying to more than 2000 Sino-overseas joint ventures, follows a string of measures
recently taking by the government in order to tighten control over education, including the establishment of Xi
Jinping Thought centers in universities or pressuring foreign publishing houses to block access to articles and
educational material, the latest example of which is Sage publishing house which confirmed this week to have
received a warning of the government on a possible censorship request. Meanwhile, Australia’s largest publisher
Allen & Unwin’s decision to delay the publication of the book “Silent Invasion: How China Is Turning Australia into a
Puppet State” marks the first case of a foreign publisher bowing to Chinese pressure in the home country [Financial
Times 1][Financial Times 2][The New York Times].

626 million surveillance cameras expected within 3 years

24 November 2017

With 176 million surveillance cameras installed in 2016 and an expected increase up to more von 620 million in 2020,
China’s surveillance industry is moving forward with high speed outpacing any other country including the UK
regarded as the world’s most monitored country. Chinese Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology of which 42%
belongs to the Chinese government is the world’s largest producer of CCTV cameras and video surveillance
facilities [Technode].

Another high-profile party member arrested on corruption suspicion

24 November 2017

In another prominent case of the government’s anti-corruption campaign against high ranking state officials and
party members, Lu Wei, former head of the Cyberspace Administration of China, has been arrested in the context of
an internal anti-graft probe. Lu has served as Xi Jinping’s right hand in the cyber-security policy implementation.
Meanwhile, reflecting continued efforts of the Chinese government to control the cyberspace, Skype has been
blocked from Apple app stores on grounds of violating laws. Prior to Skype, other communication programs such as
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Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, Line, and Telegram has been blocked by the Chinese government [South China Morning
Post][Ars Technica].

The new military leaders

24 November 2017

Within his overhaul of the China’s military leadership, Xi Jinping has reduced the number of members of the Central
Military Commission from ten to six and staffed it with five loyal aides. James Char in this article shares insights about
their career paths and their relationship to Xi thereon [East Asia Forum].
Amendments to Party Statute for a new era under Xi’s imperial rule?

17 November 2017

Reflecting Xi Jinping’s undisputed power as the outcome of the 19th National Party Congress, the revision of the
Statute of the Chinese Communist Party – the de facto constitution of the country – made at the congress stipulates
the ‘Founding of a New China’ under the guidance of Xi’s thought on ‘Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a
New Era’ enshrined. With his name introduced 11 times in the new statute and 15 out of the 25 members of the
Politburo considered loyal to Xi as well as his elevation to the ‘core of the party’s leadership’, the question arises
whether Xi has become an ‘Emperor’ [China Brief: The Jamestown Foundation 1][China Brief: The Jamestown
Foundation 2].

Recent accounts on human rights violations

17 November 2017

In the book ‘The People’s Republic of the Disappeared: Stories from Inside China’s System for Enforced
Disappearances’, published this week, leading human rights lawyer Wang Yu has come forward with an account on
the human rights violations she had endured during her forced disappearance and two years of secret detention.
Meanwhile, Human Rights Watch on Wednesday published interviews with LGBT people revealing human rights
violations during conversion therapies in public and private hospitals to which young Chinese gays and lesbians,
bisexual and trans-genders are commonly pressured by their families. Therapy measures include forced medication
and electro-shocks [Quartz 1][Quartz 2].
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Challenges on the way to global leadership

10 November 2017

At the National Party Congress, President Xi Jinping announced a new era in which China will assume the position of
a global leader. On the way to realize what he coined the China Dream, Xi will have to overcome enormous
challenges, domestically and internationally, Yanzhong Huang argues. Among them are the challenges in the wake of
a looming Middle Income Trap, the growing demands for more transparency of the party's rule within the
population, as well as a possible clash with the USA out of the dialectical dynamics of the struggle for global
hegemony [China Policy Institute: Analysis].

New legislation on corruption and national anthem

10 November 2017

Further widening its large-scale anti-corruption campaign, the Chinese government has released a draft law which
mandates the establishment of a ministerial super-body with powers of investigating, interrogating and detaining
civil servants, as well as freezing their assets and seizing their property [Reuters]. In a parallel move, the government
decided to nationwide install from next year on supervisory commissions at provincial, county, and local level with
the power to supervise public functionaries’ execution of duty and ethical conduct and investigate illegal activities
such as graft, misuse of authority, neglect of duty and wasting public funds. The commissions will also be entitled to
issue administrative penalties and transfer suspected criminal cases to the procuratorates [Xinhua]. Meanwhile, the
parliament approved an amendment of the law on the protection of the national anthem which had been enacted
only a month ago. The new law increases the original punishment for public insult of the national anthem from 15
days to up to three years imprisonment [The New York Times].

Spreading Xi's Jinping's thought

03 November 2017

Within a week after Xi Jinping's thought had been enshrined in China's constitution at the National Party Congress,
20 universities across the country have established research institutions dedicated to teaching, researching and promoting Xi's ideas on "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era". Meanwhile, after Cambridge University
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Press had decided to block access to some of their articles in China as per request of Chinese authorities and then
after an international outcry reversed its decision back in AUGUST this year, German owned publisher Springer Nature has now made a similar decision and pulled a number of articles on topics deemed sensitive by the Chinese government. Whilst academics cry out again, Springer Nature thus far stands by its decision, arguing that by making
some concessions, the largest part of their contents remains accessible [South China Morning Post] [China Policy Institute][ABC].

Secretive spaceplane scheduled for 2020

03 November 2017

Reflecting China's ambitions in the field of space science, scientists of state-owned China Aerospace Science and
Technology Corporation have announced 2020 as date for the launch of a spaceplane which would not launch into
space aboard a rocket but instead would operate as a true runway-to-space-to-runway vehicle [Ars Technica].

No heir apparent as new top leadership unveiled at party congress

28 October 2017

The Chinese Communist Party Congress has revealed the new leadership with Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang continuing
their posts as party secretary general and premier respectively and 5 new members among whom no one is
considered a potential successor of Xi as they all will be over retirement age at the next party congress. In addition to
this silence on a possible heir to Xi Jinping, the decision to introduce his political thought into the constitution as well
as the military reshuffle in which Xi promoted quite a number of his allies to high posts within the PLA confirm that Xi
has been able to further consolidate his power and prepares to rule the country beyond the end of his second term
in 2022 [BBC][South China Morning Post] [China Brief: The Jamestown Foundation][South China Morning Post][The
New York Times].

Big data meets Big Brother

28 October 2017

China is advancing preparations to implement its large scale "Social Credit System" (SCS) project, a system of nation27

wide rating, ranking and rewarding of citizens' trustworthiness based on data collected from citizens' online
appearances and activities. Participation in the SCS is currently voluntary, but will be mandatory in 2020. What is
according to official policy papers an attempt to enhance 'sincerity' within state and society, resembles Orwells
'1984' vision of ubiquitous state surveillance and public manipulation [Wired].

Government looks at dropping all limits on birth control
Facing pressure on the pension system due to an ageing society, the Chinese government is considering to entirely
giving up family planning restrictions. This move comes only two years after the long standing one-child policy had
ended in 2015 and having two children has been allowed since 2016 [South China Morning Post].

28 October 2017

New detention system in the making

28 October 2017

The Chinese government has announced to introduce a new internal party disciplinary system which aims to end
abuses of power in the current system with its practice of detaining in secret locations, with family members left
unnotified about the reasons and the whereabouts of the detainee. The new system would provide improvements
including stricter internal procedures, adequate food and rest for detainees, and a time limit of 90 days for
detention, with another 90 day extension if approval is obtained [Hong Kong Free Press].

A guide to the 19th Party Congress

20 October 2017

With the Chinese leadership initiating the 19th Party congress this week, this detailed guide addresses the main
questions China watchers are waiting to have answered. Among them are whether or not Xi’s thought will be
enshrined in the constitution as such, or if and how he is looking to position himself for a possible third term beyond
the customary 10 years of Chinese presidency [Trivium].

Chinese development aid in comparative perspectives

20 October 2017
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A US research group, AidData, has published its research on Chinese development aid and how it compares to that of
the United States. Interestingly, with much being said about China catching up with the US in terms of aid it gives
across the globe, with for example cheap loans and debt forgiveness taken out of the equation and pure focus on
official development assistance, Chinese aid amounts to only about one-fifth of that of the US [AidData].
The rising stars of China's Communist Party

13 October 2017

Starting on 18 October, China's Communist Party will unveil its next generation of elite leaders when it meets for a
congress that is held every five years. Except for President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang, five of the seven
members of the party's top body, the Politburo Standing Committee (PSC), are set to retire later this year. Given the
opaque nature of Chinese politics, it is tricky to say who will fill the vacancies, though it is certain that they will likely
be those close to Xi. The BBC takes a look at the men widely expected to take over the reins of China's ruling party
[BBC].

Chinese travelers are bringing back home lots of VPNs

13 October 2017

In what could be a key indicator of the Chinese Communist Party’s efforts to create "harmonious society", Chinese
tourists going abroad often return home with a most cherished souvenir: VPNs. Virtual private networks (VPNs) are
the most common way for Chinese internet users to bypass government internet censorship -- the “Great Firewall,”
that blocks access to many popular websites including Google and Facebook. Beijing views unfiltered internet
content as a threat to national security, and Chinese President Xi Jinping stresses “cyber sovereignty”, a concept that
every country has the right to stop unwanted information at its borders. Controls over China’s internet have
intensified over the past few months, before the upcoming Communist Party congress [South China Morning Post].

Heavy political gender imbalance

13 October 2017

While China is catching up on gender equality in business and education, its political sphere starkly lags. Only a fourth
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of CCP memberships, a baseline requirement for political office holders in China, are held by women reducing even
the pool of potential female leaders significantly. While some reshuffling is expected at the upcoming party congress,
it will do little to change this [cfr].

Party-led rule-by-law regime

13 October 2017

An essential element of modernization theories is the assumption of the direct relation between democracy and rule
of law on the one side and economic development on the other side, with the latter necessarily and ultimately leading the former. China clearly defies this assumption as the CCP appears to be more determined than ever before to
establish its own version of the rule of law: that with ‘Chinese characteristics’ combining economic growth and oneparty rule. And according to Susan Trevaskes, the party under Xi Jinping has been increasingly successful in popularizing the idea and image of the harmony and identity of rule of law, party rule and the people’s interests in which the
legal system serves as an instrument to internally discipline the party against behavior damaging national interest
and to suppress external dissent seen as threats to the party [East Asia Forum]. A notable example in a string of party-internal disciplining of high ranking party officials is the recent case of Sun Zhengcai, formerly tipped to elected
member of the Politburo Standing Committee at the upcoming National Party Congress. After being sacked in July as
party chief of the city of Chongqing, an economically fast growing mega city in the southwest with a population of 30
Mio, he has now been dismissed from public office on grounds of serious violations of party discipline [The Guardian].

CCP’s 19th Party Congress

6 October 2017

At the upcoming the National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party – by far China’s most debated single political
event – Xi Jinping’s re-election as General Secretary is widely considered as secure. Uncertain, however, is how Xi will
be dealing with the issue of the retirement age of 68 for top party positions, an in-official, non-binding party rule
which however, has been adhered to since 2002. Observers speculate that Xi will push for a relaxation of this regulation as it would pave way for a possible third term for him in 2022 when he will be 69. Besides that, five out of the
seven members of the Politburo Standing Committee, the very inner circle of power, would drop out [Supchina].
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Among them is Wang Qishan, who turned 69 in July and who is Xi’s trusted right-hand man in the large scale anticorruption campaign which has been crucial for securing the party’s legitimacy and Xi’s grip on power so far [South
China Morning Post].

China's new censorship machine

6 October 2017

China’s internet censorship policy and campaign continues to roll unabated and has in the meantime established a
domestic growth industry. Conservative estimates hold that there are more than 2 Mio. online content monitors,
while companies increase their employee numbers from 40 to 1000 within two years [Reuters]. Weibo, China’s most
popular social media platform, recently announced its plan to hire 1000 online content supervisors who, according to
job description, are supposed to fulfill a target report number of 200 pieces with contraband content per month [The
Diplomat]. In another case of a foreign company meeting Beijing’s request for blocking access to user information
and posts, Facebook made un-accessible pages of a Chinese fugitive who is accusing top Chinese officials of corruption and against whom the Chinese authorities submitted a request for an Interpol red notice on bribery charges
[South China Morning Post].

Military elite turnover amid military modernisation

29 September 2017

Much like President Xi’s anti-corruption campaign, his military reform efforts do not stop at high ranking officials. The
upcoming party congress could see a major reshuffle of military leaders with up to 83% of those military leaders who
currently are members of the 18th Central Committee to be replaced [China-US Focus]. Xi’s professionalization of the
army is widely perceived as a move towards a “Western-style joint command” [South China Morning Post].

Stepping up security against Uighur militancy

29 September 2017

China has greatly expanded its security presence in Urumqi, the capital city of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, China's largest province by area but one of its poorest and least populated which is inhabited by Turkic Muslim
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Uighurs and Han Chinese. Amid increasing Uighur militance with alleged links to Islamist terrorist groups in the Middle East Beijing´s new governor, the local party secretary, who recently ruled in Tibet with an iron fist, made state
security the most important source of employment, changed the capital´s outlook with razor wire fences and cameras, required all restaurants to play two propaganda songs every hour of the day and ordered residents to download a
government app that deletes unapproved applications and videos about forbidden topics like terrorism [Sputnik
News].

Emboldened China wields its laws to silence critics from abroad

29 September 2017

Lee’s apprehension is part of Beijing’s broad and successful campaign to suppress criticism worldwide. “China has
been extending its clampdown — its choking of civil society — throughout the world, and often it is attempting this
through official channels such as the U.N. or Interpol,” says Michael Caster, a rights campaigner. “Unfortunately,
they’re very adept at doing it.” This article examines the world-wide suppression campaign in detail [The New York
Times].

China blocks WhatsApp, broadening online censorship

29 September 2017

Beijing continues to disrupt or block foreign-owned social media sites in the run up to the Chinese Communist Party
Congress on October 18. WhatsApp is the latest target, following China’s blocking of such social media favorites as
Facebook and Instagram. Technology multinationals, heavily dependent on the Chinese market, have been reluctant
to criticize Beijing for violation of its WTO and other agreements regarding freedom of data connectivity. The United
States has opened a formal investigation into whether China is violating the intellectual property of American companies, but it is not clear if the scope of the investigation includes China’s blocking of products such as WhatsApp
[The New York Times].

China using Lee case as warning to NGOs: Wang Dan

29 September 2017
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Beijing prosecuted Taiwanese human rights campaigner Lee Ming-che to warn foreign NGOs operating within its
borders to abide by its regulations, according to Wang Dan, an exiled leader of the 1989 Tienanmen Square protests. China has tightened laws governing foreign NGOs in recent years, mandating extensive registration and reporting requirements. Foreign NGOs are having a hard time coping with the new laws, which gives the police a wide
range of powers to question their foreign workers, inspect their offices, review documents, and even confiscate
premises and assets. Lee, a Taiwan community college teacher known for his pro-democracy and rights activism, disappeared under murky circumstances after entering China for talks with democracy advocates in March. Nearly 6
months later, Beijing tried and convicted him on a charge of “subversion of state power” in a court in Human Province [Taipei Times].

Ruling the country by internal party regulations

22 September 2017

Under Xi Jinping’s leadership, the Chinese Communist Party has increasingly made use of internal party rules and
regulations to formulate policies and govern the country. In many cases these regulations are in tension with, if not
in contradiction to, state laws. This trend clearly signals the claim of the party to be superior in guarding the development of the country than the state [China Policy Institute: Analysis].

New regulations forcing the country’s online ideas market out of business

22 September 2017

On 1 October two new internet related regulations of China’s Cyberspace Administration will enter into force. In line
with the Cyber Security Law of 1 June these regulations – among them the requirement to register for online forums
with the user’s real name and a ‘first-prove-then-post’ obligation of providers – manifest an unprecedented level of
internet control in China [East Asia Forum].

New head of Chinese military equipment development program

22 September
2017
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With the promotion of Central Military Commission member and space official Lieutenant General Li Shangfu to the
post of the head of the PLA’s equipment development program President Xi Jinping continues to fill military leadership positions with younger and trusted allies [South China Morning Post].

Work on mission to Mars ‘well underway’

22 September 2017

The top architect of China’s Mars exploration program – hailed as symbol of the country’s global rise – expressed at
the Beijing International Forum on Lunar and Deep-space Exploration confidence in launching China’s mars mission in
2020 as scheduled [Space Daily].

Western contempt for China turns to panic

22 June 2017

Facing China’s continued economic progress and power, long-standing Western attitudes of disdain towards Chinese
economic products and performance have given way to fear of the ongoing expansion of Chinese influence worldwide [Asia Times].

Tightening the screws on religious freedom for fear of foreign infiltration and extremism

15 September 2017

Chinese officials double down on religious freedoms and as they fear foreign influences aiming at dividing the country via religion. New, stricter rules have been past to regulate religious practices throughout the country [Reuters]
whilst a member of the Muslim Hui minority has been sentenced to two years in prison for teaching Islam online
[CBS].

Taiwanese rights activist pleads guilty to subversion in China’s mainland

15 September 2017

A Taiwanese non-profit worker in China has been prosecuted under the new NGO law that declares it illegal for NGOs
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to endanger national security, ethnic unity and allows for tight control of NGOs operating in China. He pleaded guilty
to the charges brought against him [South China Morning Post].

12,000 officials disciplined and 18,000 companies punished in China’s crackdown against pollution
07 September 2017
Unprecedented in extent and weight, inspection measures conducted by the Ministry of Environmental Protection
have led to the punishment of 12000 officials and 18000 companies across China for lax enforcement of environmental protection laws [South China Morning Post].

‘Overseas Chinese Affairs Office’ deputy removed from his post

07 September 2017

With the removal of the deputy head of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of the State Council, Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign against high ranking bureaucrats continues unabated, now expanding to Macau and Hong Kong
[South China Morning Post].

Beijing Reigns

07 September 2017

Within three years after a surge of civil protest by the pro-democracy Umbrella Movement Beijing has managed to
gain control of all three branches of power in Hong Kong putting the city under the Communist Party’s direct rule, in
contradiction the model of ‘one country, two systems’ guaranteed by the Hong Kong Basic Law [East Asia Forum].

Removing barriers to Xi’s third term

31 August 2017

Discussions within the Chinese Communist Party about a change of the retirement age can be seen as an effort to
pave the way for a third term of Xi Jinping who would be 69 years old in 2022. The current guidelines of the Party determine the retirement age at 68 [Asia Nikkei Review].
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Tens of thousands protest in Hong Kong over jailing of democracy activists

24 August 2017

Tens of thousands of people took to the streets of Hong Kong on Sunday to protest against the jailing of three young
democracy activists with many questioning the independence of the Chinese-ruled city's judiciary. The three have
been jailed for six to eight months last week for unlawful assembly [Reuters].

China’s deepening institutional decay

24 August 2017

Short before the election of the new leadership at the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China it is
safe to say that Party General Secretary Xi Jinping has achieved two things during his term of office. This is first, the
approval of his second term, and second, the successful push for a shift from the institutionalized rule of an elite
group following the Deng reform era to a much more personalized rule of one man [East Asia Forum].

Managing the State: Social Credit, Surveillance and the CCP’s Plan for China

24 August 2017

The release of the Artificial Intelligence White Paper of the Chinese government reveals the latest plan of the party
leadership to integrate artificial intelligence more decisively into the established system of control over party, state
and society to secure the rule of the Chinese Communist Party [China Brief].

Video: Prominent Chinese rights activist ‘confesses’ to inciting subversion of state power

24 August 2017

Jiang Tianyong, a prominent cause lawyer with a record of defending persecuted Chinese human rights advocates in
politically sensitive cases, stood trial for charges of subversion of state power where he confessed [Hong Kong Free
Press].
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Xinjiang’s police hiring binge comes from party boss’s Tibet playbook

18 August 2017

China’s northwestern border province Xinjiang has seen an exponential growth in security related job-offers in the
past two years, reflecting increasing police presence and surveillance in the region [South China Morning Post].

What to expect from Xi Jinping’s Communist Party congress power play

11 August 2017

The 19th National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, upcoming in fall, will end up in nothing else but a further re-enforcement of President and Party General Secretary Xi Jinping as he has managed through his anticorruption campaigns and reshuffle rounds to secure the rise of his men to power in the election of the new leader
at the Congress [South China Morning Post].

12 Regions of China: Why the Center Still Reigns Supreme

4 August 2017

China’s regions have always been seen as a potential threat to the unity of the country. Today, however, modern
technologies of transportation and communications as well as effective policies of the state governing the regions
will ensure that the center will remain politically unchallenged [The Diplomat].

After Fall of Chongqing Party Boss, Chinese Officials Clamor to Demonstrate Loyalty

4 August 2017

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s signature anti-corruption campaign continues to make major headlines. It has been argued that the campaign significantly strengthens Xi’s hand, which seems all the more important with the crucial party congress coming up this fall. Former Chongqing party boss and successor of Bo Xilai, who was sentenced under
corruption charges in 2013, Sun Zhengcai was put under investigation for “severe violations of discipline”. In the aftermath, many party officials rally around Xi [The Epoch Times].
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Keeping China’s Soundscape in Check: Censorship in Chinese Popular Music

27 July 2017

While basically effective, the Chinese government’s heightened efforts to control the print and online circulation of
the music songs sometimes bear unintended results [China Policy Institute Analysis].

Bleak Outlook: Millions of Rural Chinese Children 'Left Behind'

27 July 2017

As a consequence of labor migration in the wake of China’s economic transformation 10 million children in rural areas are growing up without their parents at their side seeing them only once a year [The News Lens].

Chinese hard power: The PLA Air Force’s “Silver-Bullet” Bomber Force

27 July 2017

In recent years, significant efforts and reforms have been undertaken by the Chinese government to transform the
People’s Liberation Army Air Force from a defensive force to one which is able to conduct offensive operations, too
[China Brief: Jamestown Foundation].

Sikkim standoff: India must counter aggressive China

27 July 2017

The military standoff in Sikkim between India and China has been ongoing for over a month. India’s troops last
month stopped China from building a road in the disputed region of Doklam. The road was seen as a geopolitical risk
due to its close proximity to India’s “Chicken’s Neck”. China has made the pullback of Indian troops the only condition for dialogue, while India maintains that it is on the right side and that the world is supporting its actions [The Indian Express].

China's defense ministry demands India withdraw troops from Doklam area

27 July 2017
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China is demanding India to withdraw its troops from the Doklam area and complains that India is in violation of
basic principles of international law [China Daily].

China will protect border with India ‘at all costs’

27 July 2017

In the dispute between China and India about the construction project in the area of Doklam Beijing has voiced in
highly assertive tone the legality of its road building [South China Morning Post].

Alarming Escalation in the South China Sea: China Threatens Force if Vietnam Continues Oil Exploration in Spratlys
China’s displays assertiveness in reaction to gas and oil-drilling activities of Viet Nam in the South China Sea [The Diplomat].

27 July 2017

Let’s be clear: China would call America’s bluff in the South China Sea

27 July 2017

White argues that the U.S. is not prepared to go to war over South China Sea territorial disputes. He believes China
“would call America’s bluff” if Washington adopted a more aggressive strategy in the South China Sea [The Interpreter].

Beijing sees joint energy venture with Manila as a ‘model’ for resolving South China Sea disputes

27 July 2017

China and the Philippines have agreed to working out a plan of a joint energy project in the South China Sea. In the
eyes of Beijing this could be a model also for other claimant countries to follow [South China Morning Post].

China backs joint energy development with Philippines in South China Sea, urges Asean to reject outside interfer-

27 July 2017
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ence
China has shown some willingness in joint energy ventures with the Philippines in the South China Sea where the two
countries claims overlap. Joint Development Zones have long been discussed as a possibility to resolve some of the
crises in the SCS [The Strait Times].

EU–China relations in the Trump era

27 July 2017

Against Donald Trump’s rejection of multilateralism as a central element of US American foreign policy, the EU-China
relationship will play a vital role in tackling challenges global governance is facing [East Asia Forum].

US-China cooperation on North Korea remains critical

27 July 2017

Indispensible for a resolution of the North Korean crisis is an effective cooperation between the USA and China. Detrimental to that, however, is the recent cooling down of the countries’ relations against the background of navy operations in the South China Sea and arms sales to Taiwan [East Asia Forum].

ICYM: What’s the Future of Sino-Palestinian Relations?
Albeit a long history of supporting Palestine, China becomes more visible in the Israel-Palestine conflict. Another sign
of China’s preparations to become a more active player in the world? [The Pavlovic]

27 July 2017

Assessing the South China Sea Arbitral Award after One Year: Why China Won and the U.S. is Losing

21 July 2017

A year after the PCA ruling on the South China Sea, it looks as though the PRC has turned a legal loss into a political
victory. Nations who have an interest in upholding the ruling have thus far failed to exploit it to their advantage, in
particular with regards to reputational costs that could have arguably been imposed upon the PRC [LAWFARE].
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Political Background: Xi Jinping and China’s Traditionalist Restoration

21 July 2017

In an effort to harmonize contemporary national consciousness with traditional Chinese values, President Xi Jinping
has been engaging in a tremendous project of reviving Chinese culture and tradition [China Brief: The Jamestown
Foundation].

Reshaping China’s military: 10 Chinese military milestones as Xi Jinping overhauls the People’s Liberation Army

21 July 2017

Since 2015 major steps have been taken to reshape China’s military and make it a modern army [South China Morning Post].

China’s Draft on Securing ‘Critical Information Infrastructure’

21 July 2017

In the context of the recent cyber security law, Chinese authorities have issued further draft regulations on
protecting “Critical Information Infrastructure”. Though unlikely to be the final version of the regulations, the
document indicates far reaching scope and significant implications for businesses and network operators. In addition
to the article, the authors have also translated the draft regulation [New America].

Human Rights: “Penetrating Law Into the Walls of Chinese Detention Centers”

21 July 2017

China’s Ministry of Public Security has released the draft law on detention centers [China Policy Institute: Analysis].

China’s economic rebalancing act is finally starting to pay off

21 July 2017

China’s economic performance in the first half of 2017 shows signs of a model of sustainable growth being achieva41

ble in China [South China Morning Post].

Dutertismo and the West Philippine Sea: Year One

16 July 2017

Despite its apparent benefits, Duterte's policy has not generated any assurance that China will not impose itself and
its pre-emptive claim over waters and resources that legally pertain to the Philippines [Rappler].

Why Won’t China Help With North Korea? Remember 1956

16 July 2017

The international community can’t rely on China to tighten the noose around Kim Jong-un’s neck. Historical lessons
show that Xi has no desire to “help” America with North Korea [China File].

Isolated, tortured and mentally scarred ... the plight of China’s human rights lawyers two years after ‘709 crackdown’

16 July 2017

Two years after the “709 crackdown”, Chinese Human Rights lawyers are struggling and whilst the President speaks
of rule of law, they are facing a different reality [South China Morning Post].

China’s biggest ally in the South China Sea? A volcano in the Philippines

16 July 2017

How the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 led to the closing of two U.S. naval bases, facilitating Chinese advancement in the South China Sea [Quartz].
China sends troops to first overseas naval base in Djibouti

16 July 2017

Military personnel have been sent to China’s first overseas naval base in Djibouti in the Horn of Africa, triggering
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worries in India [South China Morning Post].

Beijing urges Asia security framework

7 July 2017

China’s President Xi Jinping has invited 300 delegates to the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building
Measures in Asia (CICA) where the need for a common Asian security framework was discussed. Led by Xi, delegates
elaborated on how such a framework could develop and how it ties in with the China led BRI [China Daily].

China passes tough new intelligence law

7 July 2017

China has passed a new intelligence law which critics fear is purposely vaguely formulated. The law for example allows for people suspected of leaking or obstructing national intelligence work to be detained for 15 days and charged
with a crime if appropriate [Reuters].

U.S. Navy Patrols Near Disputed Island in South China Sea

7 July 2017

US conducts back-to-back sea control close to China controlled islands in the SCS which China described as a “serious
provocation”. Timing is important after Trump is supposedly growing more impatient with Beijing on the issue of
North Korea and just ahead of the G 20 summit in Hamburg. It also comes just after Beijing had voiced concerns regarding fresh US-Taiwan arms sales and the issue of US ships making port calls there [The Wall Street Journal].

Waiting in the Wings: PLAAF General Yi Xiaoguang

30 June 2017

Will General Yi Xiaoguang be the next leader of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force at the 19th Party Congress in
autumn this year? Looking at this professional background and career path, he is the most likely candidate [China
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Brief: The Jamestown Foundation].

Is a New China-Vietnam Maritime Crisis Brewing in the South China Sea?

30 June 2017

The long-planned Vietnam-China 4th Border Defense Friendly Exchange originally scheduled for 20-22 June was abruptly cancelled over differences pertaining to Vietnamese oil drilling in the South China Sea [The Diplomat].

Xi Jinping’s Marco Polo Strategy

22 June 2017

Last month, Chinese President Xi Jinping presided over a heavily orchestrated ‘Belt and Road’ forum in Beijing. The
two-day event attracted 29 heads of state, including Russia’s Vladimir Putin, and 1,200 delegates [ASPI: The Strategist].

China's Nuclear Weapons R&D Attains Highest Level

22 June 2017

China's nuclear weapons research and development has attained the world's most advanced level although the
country's nuclear weapons stockpile is small, experts said Sunday, one day after the 50th anniversary of the country's
first test of a hydrogen bomb [Global Times].

Hong Kong’s PLA Garrison no Longer just Symbolic, top Brass say

22 June 2017

The People’s Liberation Army has signalled that its Hong Kong garrison is no longer just a sovereign symbol but a
combat-ready force that could demonstrate China’s military might [South China Morning Post].
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4. India
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Government to announce list of “illegal Bangladeshis” to be deported

29 December 2017

India has announced to deport “illegal Bangladeshis” from its eastern state of Assam. Anybody who is not registered
in the National Register of Citizens shall be deported. However, the measure is targeting mainly Muslims. It is
estimated that there are more than 2 million Muslims in Assam who trace their roots to Bangladesh. Tens of
thousands of people fled to India from Bangladesh during its war of independence from Pakistan in the early 1970s.
Additionally, Rohingya refugees from Myanmar have recently come to Assam state as well [Reuters].

India: Ruling BJP wins state assembly elections

22 December 2017

Bharatiya Janata Party's (BJP) victory in the Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh state assembly elections, is also a
major confirmation of the power of Prime Minister Modi who was the chief minister of the Gujarat state three times
before becoming Prime Minister. In Gujarat BJP won 99 out of 182 seats and in Himachal Pradesh 44 out 68 seats.
BJP together with its allies now forms 19 of India’s 29 state governments [Aljazeera] [The New York Times].

India: Death penalty has no clear guidelines

15 December 2017

A study by Dehli’s National Law University indicates that India’s justice system lacks clear-cut guidance for how to
implement the most severe of its court cases: those involving the death penalty. Legal statutes are insufficiently clear
regarding sentencing procedures, and allow too much room for subjectivity. Complicating the already flawed process
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is the common use of torture by law enforcement officials to obtain evidence as well as to fabricate it. It is, says the
report, an “abysmal state of affairs" that is cause for “an overwhelming sense of concern about the integrity of the
criminal justice system” [Asia Times].

Indian industry's poor performance in fulfilling new pollution standards

15 December 2017

On December 7, India’s government finally allowed long-delayed pollution standards to take effect. The new rules
were designed to dramatically improve the health of ordinary Indians by reducing dangerous emissions and requiring
power plants to install critical pollution reduction technology. The new regulations could reduce particulate matter
emissions by nearly 40% and sulfur and nitrogen pollution by 48%. What has been the impact of the new rules by
mid-month? Not much, apparently. Despite two years of warning to get ready, not one of the more than 300 coal
power plants has begun retrofitting the new technology. Instead, India’s electricity and power regulators are lobbying to delay implementing the new rules until 2024 [Asia Times].

Child abuse cases increasing in India

8 December 2017

The Indian government has released latest figures of child sexual abuse. Among close to 110.000 cases of crimes
against children reported in 2016, more than 36.000 are child sexual abuse cases meaning one sexually abused
child in every 15 minutes. [BBC News].

Court acquits 35 from anti-piracy ship of weapons charges

1 December 2017

On Monday, an Indian court acquitted 35 men of illegal possession of arms while they were on a US-operated antipiracy boat in 2013. The case was the subject of lengthy behind-the-scenes diplomatic maneuvering. The Indian coast
guard intercepted the privately run MV Seaman Guard Ohio in Indian waters in October 2013. Semi-automatic
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weapons and thousands of rounds of ammunition were found, which the owner of the vessel asserted were all legally obtained. The crew members were charged with not having proper paperwork to carry weapons in Indian waters,
but India has faced intense diplomatic pressure over the case ever since. Indian authorities are still able to appeal,
which could prevent the 23 foreigners in the group from leaving India [Channel News India].

Film censorship on the rise

1 December 2017

India is tightening its grip on artistic content and freedom of expression. In India, a film cannot be publicly viewed
until it receives a review and censor certificate from the Central Board of Film Certificate (CBFC). In 2015-16, more
than half (54%) the films cleared by the CBFC were censored (or “cut”, to use CBFC parlance), a significant increase
over the previous year. The “censorship of films by frenzied mobs and a recalcitrant government” sparked off by the
imminent release of two Indian films dealing with sensitive issues such as the caste system. A leading actor has been
threatened with beheading, a director assaulted, and sets vandalized as the governors of India’s five most populous
states have prohibited screenings. This state censorship appears to be in violation of India’s Constitution and court
rulings, but political expediency seems to be carrying the day for the censors [Times of India][Asia Times].

Top leadership of Islamic militant organization in Kashmir Valley wiped out

24 November 2017

Indian Army officers say they destroyed Pakistan-backed Islamic militant organization Lashkar-e-Taiba’s top
leadership in the Kashmir Valley in a battle that took place in Jammu and Kashmir’s Bandipora district on Saturday.
The Lashkar leader was killed along with the six terrorists and an Indian Army commando in the gun battle. Indian
commanders continue counter-terrorist operations as they continue efforts to wean young militants away from the
terrorist organization. Concurrently, Indian officials doubt any direct IS involvement in the November 17 attack that
killed a policeman. Globally, IS has claimed credit for attacks from Las Vegas to Bangladesh and Europe in an effort
to gain attention and adherents, with authorities often dismissing its involvement due to either lack of concrete
proof or political caution about admitting IS presence. Indian intelligence acknowledges an IS strike into Kashmir
would be “cause for worry”, but they are more immediately concerned over the ability of the terrorist organization
to attract self-radicalized recruits [The Financial Express][Times of India].
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5 factors that make India the most corrupt country in Asia

24 November 2017

Moody’s upgraded India’s credit ratings last week, praising the reforms taken by the Modi government – but India
remains the most corrupt country in Asia, according to the latest list by Forbes. According to an 18-month survey by
Transparency International in March this year, where it talked to more than 20,000 people in 16 countries, regions
and territories in Asia Pacific, India’s bribery rate stands at 69 pct. In five of the six public services – schools,
hospitals, ID documents, police, and utility services – more than half the respondents have had to pay a bribe. The
report, however, recent steps taken by the Modi government against corruption did have a positive impact on the
citizens. India is followed by Vietnam on the number 2 spot with a bribery rate of 65%, followed by Thailand with a
bribery rate of 41 pct. And Pakistan placing number 4 [The Financial Express].

Judicial crisis in India over the Chief Justice's handling of corruption case

17 November 2017

The Supreme Court – a strong and respected institution of India´s constitutional system for decades – faces its
greatest crisis with the potential to taint the Supreme Court if not the entire Indian judiciary´s public perception.
Subject of the scandal is the case of a retired high court judge accused of offering his services to bribe Supreme Court
judges for cash. Handling this case at the Supreme Court, its Chief Justice Dipak Misra allegedly intervened with a
highly unusual and questionable move to ensure that only judges of his choice hear the case.
Even worse, the bribery scandal relates to a case over which Chief Justice Misra himself had presided. The affair
started with a legal reform group requesting an independent judicial investigation raising a likely bias of the Chief
Justice. The petition was then lodged for hearing by the Supreme Court’s second most senior justice, Jasti
Chelameswar before the usual constitution bench of the five senior-most judges of the court including the chief
justice.
When the Chief Justice overturned this order allocating the case to a different bench, justice Chelameswar rescheduled the case despite a note of Misra asking him not to make any decision. Chelameswar, however, attached
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the note to the publicly available case record. The Chief Justice then again overrode the decision by Chelameswar
ordering the case to be heard by a bench of his choice consisting of none of the five senior most judges.
Despite the fact, that conventional practice has been that sensitive cases were heard by the five senior most judges,
Chief Justice Misra now claims that he as chief justice alone had the power to decide the schedule and roster of the
supreme court’s hearings. Cases heard in the past by the five senior most judges were the famous election appeal of
then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and the likewise prominent Habeas Corpus case during the so called ‘Emergency’
setting a standard from which to deviate means something not only pertaining to conventions but also the very
reputational identity of India´s Supreme Court.
As unusual the use of power by the Chief Justice and as unpleasant the corruption allegations against several
Supreme Court justices are, there is also another side to the ongoing scandal. After all, it is also remarkably unusual
to have such open in-fights among judges with a senior judge effectively blowing the whistle against the chief,
whereas the case also points to the fact that the judicial system still allows for some transparency and civil society
vigilance.
Lastly, the old question remains how to secure judicial independence while holding the judiciary accountable for
appointments to the bench. Anyway, in the given situation, the Chief Justice has sadly ensured that the damage done
by the corruption allegations remains lasting - at least for him.
A similar crisis of confidence with two subsequent corruption cases over the last years has contributed to an erosion
of trust in the Indonesian Constitutional Court. In both countries the court has occupied a central position in the
respective power architecture giving these corruption cases an inherently political dimension beside their impact on
the rule of law [The Wire].

One year demonization

10 November 2017

A year ago, in November 2016, the Modi government started its demonization policy with the removal of close to
90% of the country’s currency notes by value from circulation. This drastic step was possible due the strong mandate
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Prime Minister Modi had received in the 2014 election for his pledge to combat corruption and hidden wealth as well
as to ensure effective tax collection. With this policy India has boldly returned to republican politics and put the state
back in the position of a forceful agent and driver of the res publica defying the trend towards a retreat from politics
under the pressure of the economy witnessed in more and more neighboring countries. Concurrently, a
comprehensive digitalization of the Indian economy as condition and result of the demonization has been achieved
across the country. For the demonization policy, the Modi government has received praise and critics, both in terms
of its economic and societal impacts. In legal perspective, as a consequence of the demonization a number of
measures have been undertaken by various regulatory bodies under the Companies Act 2013 [Harvard Business
Review 1] [The Economic Times] [Harvard Business Review 2][Mongaq].

Life fine for custodial torture by police?

10 November 2017

The Law Commission has submitted to the Ministry of Justice an anti-torture bill proposing life sentence for police
officers found guilty of custodial torture. Signatory to the UN Nations Conventions Against torture and other
inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment since 1997, India has not ratified the Convention yet [The
Hindustan Times].

Some bleaker sides of human rights protection

10 November 2017

Following a notification of a human rights group in Kashmir about unmarked graves in the area along the Line of
Control, which divides Kashmir between India and Pakistan, the Human Rights Commission in India demanded a
comprehensive investigation in this matter from the Indian government which, however, has continuously refused to
meet demands for such investigations since 2011. A West-Bengalen teenage girl, who had been kidnapped and sold
into prostitution, has been threatened by her traffickers to be murdered if she refuses to declare voluntary sex work
before the court. This case demonstrates how intimidation of victims and the lack of victim protection in India make
possible a ratio of less than 2 out of 5 cases leading to convictions. Meanwhile, a low-caste woman who, facing
pressure by her village council, dropped the charges against the rapists [Aljazeera][The Times of India][The
Guardian].
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The ban on commercial surrogacy and its international loopholes

28 October 2017

After having become a major target for the global baby trade India has banned commercial surrogacy in March 2017
after it had already banned gay couples in 2012 from bidding. Now, only “altruistic surrogacy” is allowed – when a
consenting female family member bears a child for a childless heterosexual Indian couple without pay, emulating
models in Canada and Australia. The article highlights both the ethical dimensions of selling pregnancy as a service
putting a price on human body parts and life but also the fact that commercial surrogacy still finds its ways using
other countries as breeding grounds such as Nepal and Kenya for India or Thailand for Cambodia. International
agreements to govern global surrogacy could be a solution which, however, seems quite difficult to achieve given the
diverging ethical understandings and normative standards [The Conversation].

India´s supreme court bans Diwali fireworks in Delhi to tackle pollution

20 October 2017

India’s supreme court has banned the sale of fireworks in Delhi during the upcoming Diwali festival, hoping to
prevent the usual spike in toxic air pollution levels that accompany the holiday. India’s highest court cited data from
the World Health Organization that found the city’s air quality to be the world´s worst and a report from the
country’s Central Pollution Control Board indicating that pollution levels in the region were four or five times as high
on Diwali. The ban will remain in place until November to monitor whether air pollution levels would be substantially
affected [The Guardian].

Pressure on foreign funded NGOs in context of a slavery research report

13 October 2017

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) and an Australia financed NGO have released figures revealing more than
40 million people currently living in slavery with successive research revealing the number of 14 to 18 million for
India which would make it the country with most slaves in the world. As a response the country´s domestic
intelligence agency, the influential and highly secretive Intelligence Bureau (IB) has reportedly informed the prime
minister’s office and other high-level government departments on the initial report and advised them to “discredit” it
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and to pressure ILO to disassociate itself from the NGO. The move is accompanied by warnings of international
organizations and NGOs that India is becoming an increasingly difficult environment to operate after restrictions
including those on foreign funding in recent years [The Guardian]

Supreme Court Criminalizing Rape of Underage Wives

13 October 2017

The SC clarified two somehow contradicting legal regimes in favor of underage girls. With an age of consent of 18 on
the one hand, marital rape has generally still not been recognized as a crime. Under the new ruling, girls who are
raped by their husbands can bring charges now within one year of the offense. While the decision affect millions of
girls it can be expected to face difficulties to be implemented. [Time]

The poisoning of Indian politics

6 October 2017

As the recent assassination of a journalist-activist was celebrated by Hindu nationalists, Amy Kazmin describes the
incident as a disturbing reflection of contemporary India, where space for civil debate and public dissent is shrinking
rapidly. She argues that, as Prime Minister Modi had made little secret of his disdain for India’s media, public debate
in India now largely consisted in verbal violence and intimidation [Financial Times].

Indian police between extrajudicial killings and smart policing

6 October 2017

The government of the northern Indian state of Uttar Pradesh has been accused of carrying out hundreds of extrajudicial killings. With a population of more than 222 million, Uttar Pradesh is India's most populous state and also its
most significant politically - it sends 80 MPs to India's parliament. But it has often been in the news for gruesome violence, rioting and rape BBC). The government under Prime Minister Modi wants to tackle current shortcomings by
modernizing the police force under the tenets of “smart policing”. Kadayam Subramanian argues that, in order to be
effective, the reform of India’s police must take much larger scale, including improvements of the living conditions of
subordinate policemen, police accountability, a separation between investigation police and law and order forces,
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and police decentralization (Asia Times).

Developments on the Rohingya in South Asia

29 September 2017

After the Indian government has announced that India would deport its entire Rohingya population, including those
having been registered as refugees by the UN, the case went to the Supreme Court where the government responded the Rohingya living in India would pose a clear and present danger to national security. The government claims to
have intelligence on links of Rohingya with global terrorist organizations, including ones based in Pakistan [BBC
News]. While the newly-emergent Rohingya militant group, the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army, that started the
surge in persecution with its attacks on Myanmar police posts, seems to represent a considerable militant force that
allegedly has links to Bangladeshi hardened terrorist group Jamaat-ul Mujahideen Bangladesh, the Indian move addresses an entire community for the perceived threat by some [The Diplomat 1]. Meanwhile, India has stepped up
security along its eastern border with Bangladesh with its security forces using pepper spray and stun grenades to
stop Rohingya Muslims from entering the country [Voice of America].
Pakistani lobbying for the fate of Myanmar´s Rohingya is responded by criticism of a double hypocrosi in the article
pointing out the country´s own intolerance towards religious and other minorities in the shadow of a constitutional
identity centered on Sunni Islam in general and the deplorable plight of the country´s own Rohingya population – the
largest out of Bangladesh and Myanmar – that has been encouraged during the Zia ul Haq regime to participate in
the Afghan jihad against the USSR [The Diplomat 2].

Internet shut-down raises free speech concerns in India

22 September 2017

The total number of internet shout-downs has gone up significantly this year with the government having moved to
legalise the efforts with new legislation last month [Aljazeera].

Ruling Bharatiya Janata Party hits back after Rahul Gandhi says dynasties are common in India

15 September 2017
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Congress vice-president Rahul Gandhi on Tuesday revived the debate on dynastic politics, telling a US audience that
dynasties are common in India – a remark that led the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) to call him a “failed dynast”
and a failed politician. BJP president Amit Shah countered that his party has removed dynastic politics from India and
introduced the politics of performance [The Indian Express] [livemint] [India Today].

Supreme Court to hear on September 18 plea of Rohingyas against deportation

15 September 2017

India´s Rohingya Muslim refugees face new deportation threat. The Supreme Court fixed September 18 for hearing a
plea challenging the government's decision to deport illegal Rohingya Muslim immigrants back to Myanmar [The
Economic Times]. This petition of two refugees was filed after Union Minister of State for Home Affairs, Kiren Rijiju,
had said that over 40,000 Rohingyas staying illegally in India stood to be deported [The Print]. Also Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh indicated that some action will be taken with regard to deportation of Rohingyas, who are considered to be a security threat to Jammu and Kashmir [Asia Times].

Enhancing India’s presence in Afghanistan

15 September 2017

Coinciding US President Trump’s suggestion to the Modi government to expand socio-economic footprints in Afghanistan the governments of India and Afghanistan plan to expand their partnership. This includes the launch of a New
Development Partnership involving 116 new high impact development projects, the implementation of 500 scholarships “for next of kin of the martyrs of Afghan Forces” and further Indian assistance for the Afghan National Defence
and Security Forces in fighting terrorism [The Economic Times].
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Indian journalist critical of Hindu politics gunned down outside home

07 September 2017

An Indian journalist and critic of right-wing Hindu nationalist politics has been shot dead causing an outcry. Condemning the murder and not the political capital that could be gained or lost from it should be put first, argues
Rakesh Sinhar [The Economic Times].

Winston Churchill accused of genocide by Indian politician

07 September 2017

An Indian politician questions the heroic legacy of Winston Churchill citing his role in the devastating famine of Bengal in 1943 [The Guardian].

With dramatics in Bihar, the BJP’s march to dominance in Indian politics continues

31 August 2017

Across India, the governing party’s (BJP) march to dominance continues with a shocking switch of political alliances in
Bihar, the subcontinent’s third most populous state leaving very few federal states with the Congress Party in power.
Events like the opposition’s collapse in Bihar and the recent election of India’s 13th Vice-President lead to the overall
conclusion of a steady decline of India’s former grand party, the Congress, while Prime Minister Modi’s BJP gains
more and more traction [The Diplomat] [The Economic Times]. For a background on the general development of the
rules of the political game in India [Youth Ki Awaaz].

Darjeeling unrest: Government begins dialogue with Gorkha leadership

31 August 2017

As of July 2017, there is still an ongoing agitation in Darjeeling. Protests first started on June 5, after the West Bengal
government announced that the Bengali language will be made mandatory in all schools across the state. The people
of Darjeeling and the adjoining areas who are predominantly Nepali speaking, saw this as an imposition of an alien
culture upon them. Fueled by the determination to preserve their own culture, identity and language, this protest
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soon turned into a full-fledged resurgence of the agitation for a separate state of Gorkhaland. Initiating a dialogue
process with an aim to end the Darjeeling impasse, the Mamata Banerjee government on Tuesday held a crucial
meeting with major hill-based political parties in Kolkata [India Today] [First Post].

Supreme Court rules privacy a 'fundamental right' in landmark case

31 August 2017

A rare nine-member bench of the Supreme Court issued a historic ruling with potentially widespread consequences,
decreeing that a right to privacy is part of the fundamental rights to life and liberty enshrined in the country's
constitution. The judges ruled the right to privacy was "an intrinsic part of Article 21 that protects life and liberty".
The ruling has implications for the government's vast biometric ID scheme, covering access to benefits, bank
accounts and payment of taxes [The Guardian] [Human Rights Watch].

Supreme court bans Islamic ‘instant divorce’

31 August 2017

India’s supreme court has banned the controversial Muslim practice of instant divorce in a ruling that furthers
women’s rights but which some fear will inflame tensions between Muslims and the country’s Hindu majority. Judges
ruled on Tuesday that “instant triple talaq” – which allows Muslim men to divorce their wives by saying “talaq, talaq,
talaq” – was illegal under the Indian constitution. Hindu men do not have the same rights and must prove in court
that their wives have wronged them to be granted a divorce [The New York Times].

Why India doesn’t have a Uniform Civil Code

31 August 2017

The article ponders the question whether India should have a Uniform Civil Code and why it has not, giving a number
of reasons among which social diversity and the correspondingly diverging interests and values are the main reasons
[The Economic Times].
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Narendra Modi stakes his claim for a new, conservative India

24 August 2017

Last week, India marked its 70th independence anniversary. After the country has long been dominated by the Congress India’s levers of power are largely in the grip of Prime Minister Modi and his Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata
Party. The political vision they pursue in a clean break with the past is those of a majoritarian society shaped by conservative Hindu cultural norms analyzes Amy Kazmin [Financial Times].

A yawning gap in India’s political spectrum

24 August 2017

Indian governments through the decades have been dominated either by the statist, socialist tendencies of the Congress or, in more recent years, the statist, majoritarian tendencies of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), analyzes Narayan Ramachandran, arguing that India must go down as one of the very few large democracies that does not have a
credible center-right party. According to his analysis, the space is wide open for a political party to capture the centrist narrative [Live Mint].

Ten-year-old rape victim delivers baby

24 August 2017

A 10-year-old rape victim whose abortion plea was turned down by the country's Supreme Court has delivered a baby. A local court had refused to grant the child an abortion, saying it was too risky at such a late stage. A plea to the
Supreme Court was dismissed. An increasing number of such cases have come to the courts in recent years
[Aljazeera].

Indian Supreme Court on women´s abuse of anti-abuse laws

24 August2017

India's laws on dowry and domestic violence are meant to protect women against mistreatment by violent husbands.
The Indian Supreme Court, noting that a large number of false cases have being filed to intimidate or blackmail hus57

bands, has ruled that charges against men should be verified in future first instead of men being automatically arrested and put behind bars when their wives level allegations [Sydney Morning Herald].

India proved James Madison right about federalism

18 August 2017

Modern federalism can be traced all the way back to James Madison and the Philadelphia constitutional convention
230 years ago. The event arguably constitutes the most important American contribution to democratic government.
Without it, vast and populous countries such as India, Canada, Australia, and Germany could not be governed in such
a diverse yet unified manner [The Economic Times].

Junk today’s secularism: India needs a reinvented secularism 2.0 rooted in separation of religion and state

11 August 2017

India is in need of a new definition of secularism to finally end the state’s power of granting religious freedoms and
its involvement in religious activities, the root cause for India’s failed securalism [Times of India].

Two articles on the current political condition of the Indian state
4 August 2017
While Mihir Bose argues that, since Narendra Modi’s astonishing election victory in 2014, the country seems to be
turning its back on the tolerant, secular society India’s founding fathers wanted, Manish Tewari write that the Bharat-India cleavage has widened to an unprecedented degree. According to his analysis, the disconnect between
ground narrative and public discourse is nothing short of hallucinatory [The Guardian].

What is India's president actually for?

4 August 2017

The Indian presidency differs from most presidencies across the world. The president does not exercise executive
powers - he is the head of the state, and is required by the constitution to act on the advice of ministers. This article
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assesses how previous presidents interpreted their office and how their legacy affects the role of the president today
[BBC News].

Sikkim standoff: India must counter aggressive China

27 July 2017

The military standoff in Sikkim between India and China has been ongoing for over a month. India’s troops last
month stopped China from building a road in the disputed region of Doklam. The road was seen as a geopolitical risk
due to its close proximity to India’s “Chicken’s Neck”. China has made the pullback of Indian troops the only condition for dialogue, while India maintains that it is on the right side and that the world is supporting its actions [The Indian Express].

The only way to deal with the Chinese is directly, says Shivshankar Menon

27 July 2017

Shivshankar Menon, an Indian diplomat, former national security adviser to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and
ambassador to China and Israel says that China as well as India will be increasingly assertive. India needs to talk directly to China and find a new way of coexisting despite the larger strategic competition between the two [The Hindu].
Indian - Pakistan Border ceasefire violations

21 July 2017

The Indian army has retaliated against Pakistani ‘heavy shelling and firing’ in Kashmir. The Indian army and the Pakistani army routinely accuse each other of initiating fire across the Line of Control that separates Pakistani and Indian
Kashmir [The Indian Express] [Voice of America].

‘Powerful convergences’ with ASEAN can boost cooperation: India

16 July 2016

At a distinguished lecture in Singapore, India’s foreign secretary Jaishankar highlighted strong convergences between
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India and ASEAN, which can spur cooperation, harmonize global contradictions, and create credible meeting points
[The Indian Express].

India, U.S. and Japan Begin War Games, and China Hears a Message

16 July 2017

For the first time since their inception in 1992, India’s Malabar series prompted joint naval exercises by the Indian,
Japanese, but also US navies. The goal of the exercises is to permanently station warships near the Strait of Malacca,
a strategic stronghold which could be used to put pressure on Chinese supply and trade routes [The New York
Times].

Nagaland declared as ‘disturbed area’ under AFSPA for 6 more months

7 July 2017

While Gorkha agitation has lasted over 20 days in Darjeeling, India’s central government has declared Nagaland as a
‘disturbed area’ for 6 more months under AFSPA, empowering security forces to conduct operations without prior
notice. The area, considered to be in a ‘disturbed and dangerous condition’, and prone to ‘killings, loot and extortion’, has remained under AFSPA enforcement for over 18 years [The Indian Express].

Vietnam for greater Indian role in SE Asia

7 July 2017

The Delhi Dialogue IX, marking the beginning of celebrations of 25 years of ASEAN-India diplomatic ties, saw a strong
call by Vietnamese leaders for ASEAN and India to further strengthen ties amid new geopolitical circumstances in Indo-Pacific Asia [The Hindu].

When the opposition party played the role of NGO

30 June 2017

By committing to desilt water bodies across the state, Tamil Nadu’s opposition party DMK moves away from the
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mere organization of protests, towards a strategy of actively fulfilling the government’s allegedly unfulfilled work
[The Hindu].

All eyes on Modi-Trump meet: What to expect

30 June 2017

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi will meet with U.S. President Donald Trump to discuss three conflict regions of
Afghanistan, ISIS-held Syria and Iraq, as well as tensions in the South China Sea. Since the U.S.’s revised “Af-Pak” policy is only a few weeks away, the discussion on Afghanistan is quite significant [The Hindu].

Minister sees need for scrutiny of Indian judiciary

22 June 2017

"(…) maybe, there is a case for greater scrutiny of the judiciary. The particular incident you have cited only underscores the compelling need." [The Hindu]

India’s Ceasefire Violations took 832 Lives in AJK

22 June 2017

Lahore - Unprovoked firing by Indian forces across the Line of Control (LoC) has taken 832 lives in Azad Jammu and
Kashmir, the National Assembly’s Standing Committee on Kashmir Affairs learnt on Monday. 3,000 civilians have
been injured and 3,300 houses been damaged in repeated Indian aggression [The Nation].

5. Indonesia
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue
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Recent ruling of the Indonesian Constitutional Court is not what some want it to be

29 December 2017

After the Constitutional Court recently rejected a bid to criminalise gay sex (as reported in previous AiRs), some, especially Western observers, have celebrated this as a big win and a blow to hardline Islamic forces in the country.
This opinion takes a closer look and argues this win is nowhere near as big as it may have appeared [Straits Times].

Political Islam on the rise in Indonesia and the presidential election 2019

22 December 2017

Last year an unprecedented phalanx of pro-Islam groups rallied against then Jakarta governor Ahok, an ethnic
Chinese and Christian, for “blasphemous” comments putting President Widodo under significant pressure while
entrenching the reach of extremist Islamic groups like the Islamic Defenders Front (FPI) more broadly into society.
Now, the Islamic forces have not only celebrated a reunion whose success had been assessed differently by
observers but managed to mobilize an overwhelming 100,000-strong pro-Palestine crowd to protest over US
President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the Israeli capital. In general, radical Islamic organizations and
thought has steadily grown in importance since last year marking a general trend towards conservatism, nationalism
and Islamism that is accompanied by the armed forces whose old main factions are advancing an increasing political
influence. Behind the Islamic movement in the country’s capital have been and are identified not only former fringe
leaders of extremist Islam but also former generals turned political party leaders, former president Yudhoyono and
Suharto’s former son in law Prabowo, who almost managed to win the last presidential elections and heads the third
largest party in parliament, the right-wing Gerindra. Since the Ahok rallies of 2016, Islamist ideas have increasingly
consolidated among Indonesia’s Muslim population, the biggest worldwide, putting not only the President under
pressure but also the social contract and its constitutional manifestation in a country that never has been a secular
one but one that recognized several religions. In a related development, Islamic militants – referring to a fatwa of the
Indonesia's Islamic Clerical Council issued in 2016 – have announced to raid businesses in which Muslims are forced
to wear Santa Claus hats during the upcoming Christmas days [A Times 1] [The Diplomat] [A Times 2][Independent].

Concerns to stay despite Indonesia’s Constitutional Court’s rejection to ban gay and extramarital sex

22 December 2017
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Following last week’s ruling of the Indonesian Constitutional Court in which it rejected a petition to ban gay and
extramarital sex, human rights activists remain skeptical of the prospects of LGBT rights as the petition will now be
delivered to the Parliament for consideration and criminalization of homosexuality continues to exist under the
Pornography Law under which at the same day of the Constitutional Court’s decision a North Jakarta court issued 2years imprisonment sentences against eight men taking part in a gay sex party [Voice of America News].

West Papua independence rallies

22 December 2017

In more than a dozen cities in Indonesia, West Papuan students demonstrated for an independent West Papua on
Tuesday. According to Free West Papua Compaign, the rallies received an unprecedented wave of solidarity from
people across the country. West Papua has been a province of Indonesia since 1961. A petition for independence
submitted to the United Nations was rejected in September [Asia Pacific Report].

Indonesian Constitutional Court not criminalising gay sex or sex outside of marriage

15 December 2017

The Constitutional Court in Indonesia has rejected an attempt to criminalise sex outside of marriage or between gay
couples by a close 5 to 4 majority-decision of the 9 judges. The ruling argued it is not the CC’s role to criminalise private behavior whereas the dissenting opinion of the other judges argued in favor of criminalisation on moral grounds
[South China Morning Post]. The decision comes amid an ongoing struggle between more and less tolerant Islamic
strains in Indonesian politics and a worrying trend in which radical Islam is politically weaponised and used for oppression and surveillance [Lowy].

Identity politics in Indonesia and an analysis of the reunion of the 212 movement

8 December 2017

In the ongoing discussion about identity politics in Indonesia, the country’s largest Muslim organization, Nahdlatul
Ulama (NU), has warned that politicians who use Islam to win votes inevitably end up discriminating against minori63

ties and provoking intolerance that can lead to religious conflict. In the run-up to May 2017 gubenartorial elections,
the country was rocked by massive demonstrations led by Islamist groups to protest against Jakarta’s former ethnic
Chinese Christian governor, Basuki “Ahok” Tjahaja Purnama who eventually lost the election. The anti-Ahok Islamist
groups came to be known as Aksi Bela Islam 212 [Channel News Asia]. Ray Yen reflects on the anniversary of the 212
mass mobilization in December 2016. Reporting from the Muslim activists’ reunion in Jakarta, he points to the far
lower turnout this year due to the electoral defeat and the imprisonment of Ahok, as the raison d’etre of last year’s
mobilization no longer exists. However, he also submits that The Aksi Bela Islam 212 is an opportunity for a symbolic
convergence of heterogeneous groups in the name of Islamic unity, and that it cannot be described as being primarily a tool for competing oligarchs. He states that the people who attend the Aksi Bela Islam events do not necessarily
share the political objectives of the elites who are supposedly pulling the strings [New Mandala]. In Malaysia, critical
voices against identity politics are raised as well. The Sultan of Perak, Sultan Nazrin Shah, expressed concern over the
abuse of power, arrogance and high-handedness of certain religious officers and religious institutions in their enforcement activities that he said tarnished the good name of Islam. He referred to incidents such as torture and
abuse, implemented for the purpose of enforcement of regulations for the safeguarding of Islam [The Sun Daily].

Indonesia: A critical assessment of the identity politics narrative – And: One contestant less for the 2019
presidential election

1 December 2017

Many observers have commented on the rise of nativist sentiment and Islamic radicalism in Indonesia and have
argued that this new salience of identity politics posed a threat to pluralism and the rule of law. Based on recent
surveys after local elections, Diego Fossati argues that voters do take into account the actual performance of their
local governments, independent of identity issues. However, he qualifies this finding: Performance-based voting
behaviour is strong in Samarinda and Surabaya, but not in Medan — a city where local politics is characterised by
ethno-religious polarisation and widespread corruption. Meanwhile, the Indonesian business tycoon Hary
Tanoesoedibjo said on Tuesday that he was not planning to stand in the country’s 2019 presidential election, and
that he would support current President Joko Widodo if he chose to run again. He previously stood as a candidate for
vice president in the 2014 election and subsequently founded his own political party, which will contest Indonesia’s
general elections in 2019. Tanoesoedibjo is also U.S. President Donald Trump’s business partner in two resort
developments in Indonesia [East Asia Forum] [Reuters].
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Religious freedom?

24 November 2017

In Indonesia, where Islam, Catholicism, Protestantism, Buddhism, Hinduism and Confucianism have long been the
only officially recognised religions, a constitutional court ruling earlier in November has ruled the state ought to
recognise traditional faiths as well. Whilst this sounds like a win for religious freedom in Indonesia, minority beliefs
still face an uphill battle, and the trend of more fundamental Islam in the country is also increasing [A Times]
[Diplomat].

Blasphemy, religions, pornography, and Hitler

17 November 2017

The man, whose edit and upload of a controversial video led to the jailing of ex-Jakarta governor Basuki (Ahok)
Tjahaja Purnama for blasphemy, was sentenced to one and a half years in jail for breaching information and
electronic transaction laws. Before the blasphemy allegations, Ahok was the overwhelming favorite for re-election.
Also, this week, the Constitutional Court of Indonesia ruled that the Population Administration Law’s prohibition on
adherents of native faiths from listing their religion on official identification cards is unconstitutional. Prior to the
court’s ruling, members of religious minorities faced an impossible choice: leave blank the ID card’s religion column
and possibly be accused of being an atheist – which is punishable under the blasphemy law – or select one of
Indonesia’s six officially protected religions and be accused of falsifying their identity. Another piece of legislation,
however, continues to produce discussions: the country’s strict anti-pornography law. Ethnic minority groups voiced
opposition to it on the basis that it would potentially outlaw traditional forms of cultural expression, including art
and dance. Also, women’s groups opposed aspects of the legislation that seek to control how women can act or
dress. Meanwhile, an Indonesian visual effects museum that encouraged visitors to take selfies with a waxwork of
Adolf Hitler against a giant image of the Auschwitz extermination camp has removed the exhibit after protests
[Straits Times] [Human Rights Watch] [South China Morning Post][Associated Press].

Natural resources: Attack on copper mine in Indonesia; Thailand faces arbitration over gold mine

17 November 2017
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An Indonesian police officer was killed and a second wounded after being shot in the back in an area near a giant
copper mine in the eastern province of Papua. A string of shooting incidents in the area since mid-AUGUST have
wounded at least eight people and killed two police officers. Meanwhile, the Thai government has begun preparing
for arbitration in the conflict over the ordered closure of an Australian gold mine in Phichit. The Australian mining
company had previously announced that it would commence proceedings, claiming that the government’s order to
suspend the mining operation had harmed their business and violated the Thailand-Australia Free Trade Agreement
(TAFTA). Nevertheless, Thailand appears poised to attract more foreign direct investment, particularly by the
development of the so called Eastern Economic Corridor [Straits Times][The Nation] [Asia Times].

West-Papua: Independence revisited?

10 November 2017

Starting with what is widely perceived as a flawed plebiscite in 1969, the question of West Papuan Independence has
long been discussed. Alleged human rights abuses and a repressive colonial style rule of the province by Indonesia
and its military have been reported repeatedly by several organisations working on the issue. The complex and highly
sensitive questions surrounding independence have long been suppressed by Jakarta but it seems more attention is
being given more recently [Asia Sentinel].

Need for justice reform exposed

3 November 2017

Indonesia’s troubled legal system is again coming under scrutiny, after rulings in two high-profile cases that have
alarmed both Western expatriates and local organizations that fight corruption in the country’s judiciary. One case
involved a Canadian educator serving an 11-year term in a high-security prison on charges of sexually assaulting
kindergartners, the other a powerful Indonesian politician who avoided prosecution in a corruption scandal [New
York Times].

A new party outfit pro secularism and diversity

28 October 2017
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In preparation of the 2019 general elections Indonesia’s young Solidarity Party (PSI) stands out as a promoter of diversity and ‘clean’ politics. The article presents the crowd-funded PSI as an unprecedented alternative by young people for young people that is characterized by the open online recruitment of electoral candidates which it has carried
out and its bid to offer a counterweight to the xenophobic nationalism and purification rhetoric that currently dominates political discourses [Today Online].

Political Islam and constitutional democracy

28 October 2017

An advancing political Islam uses the processes of democratic constitutionalism to enforce an agenda that partly
converges with those of nationalist conservatism. While political Islam has always been a factor in Indonesian
constitutional politics, recent years saw an unprecedented shift of its more radical strands from the fringe to the
center of the political discourse. The article examines this development as a reaction to the exclusion of more
fundamentalist notions of Islam after democratization in 1998 and observes a successful appropriation of dominant
Indonesian constitutionalism [The Diplomat].

Shrinking spaces for minorities in Indonesia

28 October 2017

The first report of HRW sheds light on adoption laws and practices that effectively exclude adoptions of children of
unknown (and Muslim) identity by religious minorities while the second article addresses the shrinking space for
LGBT. Originating in the xenophobic rhetoric of a resurging military that warns of the LGBT movement as part of a
proxy war against Indonesia, the issue has been broadly taken up by a variety of societal forces creating an
increasingly repressive environment for LGBT people in the country. Meanwhile the unprecedented hostility has
even reached mainstream TV with the broadcast commission warning of suspicious content in a recently aired
comedy and the parliament considering legislation that would ban any LGBT content from TV by the end of the year
[Human Rights Watch][The Sydney Morning Herald][NBC News].
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Jakarta’s new governor and the Islamization of Indonesian politics

20 October 2017

Anies Baswedan was sworn in as governor of Jakarta on Monday, while Basuki Tjahaja Purnama, Jakarta’s recently
departed governor, is serving a two-year prison sentence after being convicted of blaspheming Islam. In his inaugural
speech, Anies doubled down on the identitarian religious rhetoric that sustained his campaign and propelled him into
office, Tom Pepinsky analyzes. Women’s rights advocates say recent controversies, including the launch of a mobile
dating app for polygamists in Indonesia, have highlighted how cultural and religious views are increasingly impeding
efforts towards gender equality in the world’s most populous Muslim-majority nation [New York Times] [New
Mandala][South China Morning Post].

Jakarta will swear in new governor as Jokowi’s popularity rises

13 October 2017

Jakarta’s governor in spe Anies Baswedan will be sworn in next week after winning the controversial election which
saw fellow candidate and former governor “Ahok” sentenced to a two-year prison sentence on blashpheny charges,
which he now serves. Baswedan is close to hardline Islamist groups who have supported his bid. Rumours are already
surfacing that he might run for the presidency in 2019 against the current president who momentarily enjoys soaring
approval rates [Cogit Asia] [The Straits Times].

Is the military advancing as a political player?

13 October 2017

At a show-of-strength parade of the founding of the Indonesia’s military, with details on the new weapon systems
showcased, the Indonesian President said that it should only be loyal to state and government and stay out of
politics. The Indonesian forces (TNI) officially withdrew from the central political role they used to have prior to the
New Order regime years ago but remain to some extent a political force that has shown increasing assertiveness in
recent times under Armed Forces Commander General Gatot. Nevertheless, the TNI chief has reiterated his force´s
loyalty [Antara News 1] [The Straits Times] [Antara News 2].
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Deregulating economy and relegating rights

6 October 2017

President Joko “Jokowi” Widodo takes another effort to deregulate and clear the country´s thicket of legal red tape
now preparing a presidential regulation that will integrate all business licensing paperwork by the end of March
2018. However, experts voice concern about its enforceability at the regional/local level [Jakarta Globe]. At the same
time, legislators are debating a law that would ban LGBT characters from national television shows after the LGBT
community had come under increasing pressure from conservative forces across the country. “We have to ban it
early before it becomes a lifestyle,” said one legislator [The Telegraph].

Indonesian Islam Today

15 September 2017

Indonesia, the world´s nation with the largest Muslim population, displays an ongoing turn towards the global Islamic
revival with Islam becoming steadily more relevant for social as well as political life and order [Deutsche Welle]. Accordingly, visible is the response to the recent violence involving the Rohingya Muslim community in Myanmar going
on to spark enormous outrage in Indonesian Muslim communities and prompting the government to send 34 tons of
aid to the suffering Rohingya [Sun Star].

The mothers who infiltrated an online pedophile group

15 September 2017

A group of mothers infiltrated a pedophile Facebook group saving and screening evidence of horrible crimes against
children eventually leading to the arrest of five suspects among the 7,000 members pedophile group that has produced and distributed at least 400 videos of child abuse with the network being linked to 11 countries also over
WhatsApp groups. Indonesia has last year passed strict laws in relation to convicted pedophiles including chemical
castration and execution [BBC News].

Former Constitutional Court Judge sentenced to eight years

7 September 2017
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Indonesia's corruption court sentenced Patrialis Akbar to eight years in prison for taking bribes, the second time a
Constitutional Court judge has been imprisoned for bribery since 2014. Back then, Akil Mohtar, the former President
of the nine-member bench was sentenced to life in prison for accepting bribes causing a crisis of identity of the powerful Court [OCCRP].

Lynching highlights rise in vigilante justice

7 September 2017

The lynching of a petty criminal this month in a suburb of Jakarta has shocked Indonesia and opened a broader discussion about why vigilante mobs continue to torture and execute petty criminals. The article portraits possible reasons such as a weak justice system and the down-side of urbanization, in particular the influx of large numbers of migrant workers [The New York Times].

LGBT crackdown feared in Indonesia after 12 women evicted from home

7 September 2017

A raid against a group of women sharing a house in West Java confirms the worsening of the situation of LGBT in the
wake of the increasing influence of Islamism in Indonesia [The Guardian].

Rising inequality, a ticking time bomb in Indonesia

7 September 2017

Lacking a comprehensive approach to strengthen Indonesia’s economy, the government’s budget plan for 2018 is not
suitable to substantially tackle the problem of increasing inequality, reflected in the number of close to 28m Indonesians considered as poor, Siwage Dharma Negara analyses in this article [Today Online].

Saudi Arabia’s Influence on Indonesia’s Growing Islamic Extremism

7 September 2017
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The growing strength of Islamic fundamentalism in Indonesia is in many ways connected to Saudi-Arabia, historically,
ideologically, and financially. The Indonesian government needs to keep a close eye on the country’s influence in Indonesia to prevent a regression to the Middle Ages, Stanley A. Weiss warns [The Huffington Post].

What next after Indonesia’s tax amnesty

24 August 2017

The Indonesian government has just completed the largest tax amnesty in the country’s history which aims at improving the population´s low compliance rate with tax obligations. Compared to most Asian neighbours, Indonesia
suffers from low revenue collection while the country has one of the highest wealth inequality figures in the world. A
way to increase the effective tax revenue as the article suggests would be to just tax wealth by introducing an inheritance tax, a land-value tax or an annual wealth taxation, all of which would represent steps towards taxing unearned
income and unproductive assets [livemint].

Former Indonesian president's son launches think-tank

18 August 2017

The recent foundation of a political think tank by Agus Harimurti Yudhoyono, son of Indonesia’s former president
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, is viewed by observers as part of a strategic plan to ensure his election as Indonesian
president in 2019 [The Straits Times].

Indonesia´s War on Drugs and its Human Right Toll

18 August 2017

Two articles on the war on drugs in Indonesia highlighting the immense increase of drug suspects killed in this year
by security forces as a result of a government-ordered shift in the treatment of drug criminals [The Star].

Indonesia denies claims of Papuan rights restrictions

18 August 2017
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The Indonesian government has declared accusations of infringement of political rights of West Papuans as baseless
[Radio NZ].

New election bill, new hope for democracy

11 August 2017

Indonesian legislature passed a new bill reforming the general election process for the 2019 simultaneous elections.
Despite dissent from opposition parties, the reform introduces thresholds for the acceptance of presidential candidates, and for representation of parties in the House. The changes are expected to consolidate democratic processes, through a more effective presidency and House, and an easier-to-understand and less costly political system [The
Jakarta Post].

Indonesia Again Silences 1965 Massacre Victims

11 August 2017

Reflecting the traditional unwillingness on the side of the Indonesian government and security forces to allow public
discussion on the mass killings of communists in the years 1965-66, a workshop dealing with the issues of financial
compensation for victim of those killing was cancelled in the last week [ABC News].

Indonesia’s Death Penalty Debacle Exposed

4 August 2017

Indonesia’s Attorney General’s Office and Supreme Court are being accused of maladministration in the July 2016
execution of a Nigerian citizen charged for drug trafficking. This news comes amid President Widodo’s sustained policy to execute convicted drug traffickers. Shockingly, the president and Indonesia’s chiefs of police and narcotics
agency have urged officers to summarily execute dealers who resist [Human Rights Watch].

How This Agency is Waging War Against Corruption in Indonesia, and Winning

27 July 2017
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Indonesia’s Anti-Corruption agency KPK is continuing its quest to eradicate corruption in the island-state. To many,
the comparatively small and according to some commentators hugely underfunded agency is a success story in
fighting corruption in Asia as it keeps bringing high-profile cases to a successful end [South China Morning Post].

Indonesian religious ministry to propose tougher blasphemy laws

27 July 2017

Indonesia’s proposed “Religious Rights Protection Bill” will significantly expand the definition of blasphemy and allow
harsher punishments for the crime of insulting religion. Critics allege the bill is more about curtailing religious rights
than protecting them [Asian Correspondent].

Why banning ‘extremist groups’ is dangerous for Indonesia

27 July 2017

A new law will make it easier for Indonesia to ban any group it deems “extremist.” Critics of the law argue the law
will harm Indonesia’s stability, security and democracy [The Washington Post].

Indonesia: ‘Religious Rights’ Bill Would Harm Minorities

27 July 2017

HRW voices significant concern with regards to the recently introduced “Religious Rights Bill” in Indonesia. According
to the report, the draft law reinforces already existing discrimination against minorities and expands on harsh
blasphemy laws already in place [Human Rights Watch].

Weapon against subversion: As Indonesia Targets Islamist Hard-Liners, Even Rights Groups Object

27 July 2017

In an attempt to confront the rise of Islamist hard-liners, the Indonesian government has for the first time officially
banned an Islamic Organization. The move has raised concern across Indonesia however, as opponents of the
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measure, both Islamic conservatives as well as Human Rights groups, find the measure too punitive as in its current
form, the ban cannot be appealed [The New York Times] [The Straits Time].

Widodo risks voter backlash with ban of Islamist group

27 July 2017

Indonesian President Joko Widodo has issued a decree on the basis of which the Ministry of Justice and Human
Rights banned the Islamist group Hizbut Tahrir [Today Online].

Indonesian leader polishes strongman image by calling for drug killings

27 July 2017

Indonesia’s president Widodo has in a speech on Friday called on police to shoot drug dealers who resist arrest,
especially if they are foreign. It added to National Police Chief General Karnavian’ speech on Thursday, in which he
praised Philippines’ president Duterte’s war on drugs. While political analysts pointed out that the speech was
designed to boost the president’s popularity, it also sparks a real threat of police taking it as a green light for the
extrajudicial use of excessive force [CNN].
Indonesia police ordered to shoot drug dealers to tackle 'narcotics emergency'

27 July 2017

Indonesian President Joko Widodo’s order to shoot drug dealers echoes the policies of Philippines leader Rodrigo
Duterte, whose drug war has killed thousands and has been condemned by the international community [The
Guardian].

Indonesia’s Police Chief Touts Killing Drug Dealers as Crime Solution

27 July 2017

The most senior Indonesian law enforcement official says Duterte’s summary execution of alleged drug dealer is the
model for effective counter-drug policing. Human Rights activists say Indonesia should reject the Duterte model as “a
brutal, unlawful assault on the rule of law, human rights, and basic decency” [Human Rights Watch].
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Indonesia calls for OIC Special Meeting on Al Aqsa Issue and Urges Granting of Worship Rights in Al Aqsa

27 July 2017

Indonesia appears increasingly concerned with regards to Muslims in Palestine. It is calling on the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation to provide a forum to discuss the ongoing dispute around the Al Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem and
at the same time, Foreign Minister Marsudi has voiced concern that Muslims in Palestine will encounter restrictions
in practicing their faith due to the issues surrounding the mosque [Tempo] [Astro Awani].

The next election will be about religion: Why Indonesia´s President had to abandon his ally Ahok

21 July 2017

The article highlights the Indonesian President’s uncomfortable position between a rock and a hard place in form of a
nationalism rooted in the country's authoritarian past on the one hand and an increasingly illiberal Islamic
fundamentalism on the other while liberal voices are at risk to be increasingly marginalized in the world' largest
Muslim country’s polity with no end in sight before the 2019 elections [South China Morning Post].

'A cannon to shoot sparrows': New Indonesian anti-Islamist law slammed
Human rights organizations condemn the revised law in Indonesia allowing the disbanding of religious and civil
society organizations without the right of appeal. Part of the government’s plan to ban the conservative Islam group
Hizbut Tahrir, it could exasperate issues as peaceful political activism is already severely restricted [CNN].

18 July 2017

Indonesia's Military Chief Says ISIS Cells Are in 'Almost Every Province' of the Country

30 June 2017

Indonesia’s military chief Gen. Gatot Nurmantyo warns against country-wide established “sleeper cells” linked to the
Islamic State group (ISIS) [Time].
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6. Japan
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Japan/Korea: Issue of comfort women still looming

29 December 2017

South Korea’s Prime Minister Moon Jae-in called the country’s 2015 agreement with Japan to settle a decades-long
impasse over the so-called comfort women “seriously flawed”. Moon’s statement, in which he vows unspecified
follow-up measures to meet the victims’ demands, potentially throws the future of the deal in doubt, two years after
both countries declared it final. The government of Japan announced that it wanted to stick to the existing
agreement [Japan Times].

Japan: Ruling Liberal Democratic Party divided over scope of constitutional change

22 December 2017

While Prime Minister Abe hailed the intended revision of Japan’s constitution and especially the constitution’s Art. 9
as a ‘rebirth’ of the Nation, the party, the ruling Liberal Democratic Party, is struggling internally to find a consensus
on whether to pursue moderate or drastic changes. The former would add to Art. 9 a reference to the term "selfdefense forces" (SDF) to formally acknowledge the role of the SDF in the constitution. The latter foresee the deletion
of the Article 9’s second paragraph that prohibits Japan to maintain military forces and other war potential [Asahi
Shimbun][The Japan Times].
Japan’s Democratic Party on the brink of dissolution?

15.12.2014

Following the devastating developments around the snap election in October, when all Democratic Party Lower
House members defected the Party just days ahead of the election, and facing a current support rate down at 1.8,
the Democratic Party is in an existential crisis. In this situation and in the light of the 2019 election for the Upper
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House, in which the party is currently holding 45 seats, the party’s President has now come forward with drastic
proposals for organizational changes. Among them was even the option of the disbandment of the party [The Japan
Times].

Growing support for China’s Belt and Road?

1 December 2017

The Japanese Government is considering supporting companies that intend to have joint development projects with
companies from the China under the Belt and Road framework. Amidst difficult Japan-China relations, the Japanese
government will remain cautious about Chinese regional intentions but economic cooperation and the common
security threat from the Korean peninsula could bring the countries closer together. There also continues to be
movement on the vital issues in the East China Sea. A continuation of talks and cooperation is supposedly scheduled
for early next month [Japan News] [Global Times] [Japan Times].

Abe’s competitor in retreat

17 November 2017

After the loss at the general elections, former challenger to Abe’s premiership Yuriko Koike has stepped down as
leader of the Party of Hope, which she had founded only two months ago. She has now said she will focus on
governing Tokyo, rather than attempting to become PM. What the future of her party holds without her at the top is
questionable as public support for the part has already dropped significantly right after the election [Financial Times].

Talks on constitutional revision to be resumed

10 November 2017

The constitution-amending task force of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) announced to resume discussions
on the revision of the constitution after its work had been disrupted by the snap election. Whether the panel’s plan
to submit an amendment bill by early next year can be realized is questionable as parts of the LDP and its coalition
party Komeito remain opposed to the revision of the war-renouncing Art. 9 of the constitution [The Japan Times].
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Legal Adulthood at 18?

10 November 2017

The Abe administration has announced to push for an amendment of the Civil Code to lower legal age of adulthood
from 20 to 18 years which would permit 18 years- and 19 years-olds to marry and sign contracts for high-priced
goods and services without the need to provide parental approval. Gambling, smoking and alcohol consumption,
however, would be excluded [The Japan Times].

Abe's planned revision of the constitution faces strong opposition

3 November 2017

Despite the overwhelming victory in the Lower House election, securing Prime Minister Abe a robust two thirds
majority, his intended revision of Art. 9 of the constitution renouncing war as the sovereign right of Japan appears far
from being a sure-fire success in the light of 40 000 protesters rallying against Abe's plan in Tokyo on the occasion of
the 71st anniversary of the promulgation of the constitution and latest surveys revealing a majority of the population
opposing the constitutional change [The Japan Times 1][The Japan Times 2].

What is conservatism, liberalism in Japan?

3 November 2017

Japan’s latest House of Representatives election was said to be a battle among three forces: the ruling parties such
as the LDP and two major “startups”. Kibo no To (Party of Hope) was launched under the banner of the “conservatives working for reform,” while leftist and liberal-minded members of the Democratic Party formed the Constitutional Democratic Party of Japan. Yet, in Japan today, what is a conservative and what is a liberal? The Yomiuri
Shimbun asked two experts to explain these terms in the light of Japan’s changing demographics and societal norms
[Yomiuri Shimbun].

Abe wins snap election

28 October 2017
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Prime Minister Abe’s Liberal Democratic Party gained a landslide victory in the Lower House election of last Sunday.
Together with Komeito Party, Abe leads a coalition with a 2/3 majority enabling him to now realize his long-held plan
to revise Japan's pacifist constitution Further expected major policies include increased government spending on
economic policies and social security [The Asahi Shimbun][Reuters][The Japan Times].

Last minute, very regulated campaigning ahead of Sunday’s poll

20 October 2017

With the snap elections coming up on Sunday, Japan’s parties are on the last stretch of their campaign trail.
Expectations fuelled by surveys conducted ahead of the poll suggest a win for PM Abe’s coalition government. Whilst
Abe’s relation to US President Trump is comparatively stable, it is interesting to note that according to a recent
survey conducted by the Washington based PEW research centre, overall support for the US in Japan has dropped to
a nine-year low [Straits Times][Japan Times].

PM Shinzo Abe: Election to decide who leads Japan amid North Korean threat

13 October 2017

Japan’s Prime Minister Abe says he called for new House elections due to increasing tensions with North Korea,
stating “this general election is to decide who will handle the current situation.” He hopes to obtain a mandate from
the Japanese people to deal with this threat, and use venues such as United States President Donald Trump’s first
scheduled visit to Japan in November and the subsequent Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) summits to exert more pressure on North Korea. He also seeks a mandate to
ensure the Japanese Self-Defense Force (JSDF) has clear recognition in Article 9 of the Constitution [Japan Forward].

New satellite gives global edge in pinpointing locations

13 October 2017

With its latest satellite launch, Japan is taking a leap in technology to keep its self-driving cars in their highway lanes,
land delivery drones on matchbox-sized targets -- and potentially help destroy North Korean missile sites. Under its
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new system, geo-location satellites will hover directly above Japan, fixing the problem in the country’s dense urban
areas of existing GPS signals occasionally being blocked by tall buildings. Tokyo is also studying military uses as the
nation eases restrictions on its armed forces in the face of growing challenges from North Korea and China [wsj].

Snap election and political party dynamics

6 October 2017

Following Prime Minister Abe’s dissolution of the Diet and call for new elections on 22 October last Thursday, Japan
is witnessing drastic changes in its political party landscape. Japan’s largest opposition party, the Democratic Party
(DP), has split into two groups, with one moving to the recently founded ‘Party of Hope’ and the other joining a new
party currently in preparation by DP’s deputy president [Asian Nikkei Review]. While the Party of Hope will not win
the election, it is believed to be a game changer and able to seriously thwart Abe’s ambition to come out of the
election stronger than before [Today Online]. The Party founder and leader, Tokyo Governor Yuriko Koike, however,
has dashed speculations and hopes that she would run for a seat in the Diet. As a possible motive for this decision
observers assume that Koike as Tokyo Governor wants to wait for and take advantage of the Tokyo Olympics in 2020
for her election run in the next elections [Reuters].

Press freedom and politics in Japan

6 October 2017

A change of ownership of Japan’s leading English newspaper The Japan Times and new personnel in the management
with contacts to far-right wing political circles and individuals give reasons to be concerned over press freedom and
investigative journalism being curtailed in Japan, reflected in the termination of contracts with liberal writers and
commentators of the newspaper [East Asia Forum].

Japan’s Abe calls snap election amid worries over North Korea

29 September 2017

Japan’s Prime Minister Abe will dissolve parliament’s lower house for a snap election, as he seeks a fresh mandate to
overcome “a national crisis” pertaining to spending and North Korea’s repeated missile and nuclear tests. Some ana80

lysts suggest this may result in a "nasty surprise" for the Japanese leader, considering recent so-called populist revolts in other countries [Asia Times].

PM Abe considers snap election as early as October

22 September 2017

Backed by low single-digit approval ratings for the crisis-ridden opposition Democratic Party and own approval ratings of above 50%, Prime Minister Abe has voiced his consideration to dissolve the parliament and pave way for a
snap election in October [Today Online].

A bumpy start for new president of Japan’s Democratic Party

7 September 2017

Only a few days after his election as president of Japan’s Democratic Party [Japan Times], Seiji Maehara succumbed
to pressure of parliamentarians to withdraw his selection for the post of the party’s secretary general [Asahi
Shimbun], an embarrassing act highlighting the party´s state of crisis.

A Need to Change towards welcoming immigrants in Japan

7 September 2017

To make immigration a blessing for the country, Japan needs a new immigration policy which leaves behind the traditional focus on guest workers with temporary stay in Japan and turns to programs promoting permanent residence
and proactive assistance towards naturalization in order to provide incentives for skilled workers to come to Japan,
Noah Smith writes [Bloomberg].

The old and the new in Abe’s revamped administration

18 August 2017

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe played safe in his cabinet reshuffle in the wake of political scandals and falling approval
rates. Whether he will re-gain public support with his new administration remains questionable [East Asia Forum].
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Japan: Constitutional reform postponed - LDP to delay its revision of top law

11 August 2017

In the face of sagging poll numbers, Prime Minister Abe’s has delayed his timelines for his ambitious plans to revise
Japan’s Constitution. The revisions, which include providing a constitutional basis to the Self-Defense Forces, may
now have wait beyond 2020 for implementation. The Japanese public does not seem concerned, though, with 80
percent of those polled saying the economy and employment should be first priority and only 29 percent rating constitutional revision highest priority [The Japan Times].

Japan in troubled waters

4 August 2017

While it may be premature to proclaim Japan to be in dire straits, its political crisis is certainly worsening. Abe, who’s
term comes to an official end in late 2018, is falling in popularity polls, his party is struggling with a historic loss at the
recent elections in Tokyo, and one of his protégés, the former defense minister, had to step down amid a political
scandal. Read more on it here and be sure to watch this space in the coming weeks and months! [UPI] [Reuters]
[CNN] [CNBC].

Testing Japan´s Composure: China, Russia, North Korea

21 July 2017

Increasing threats caused by North Korea, Russia, and China are creating tensions Japan has not felt since the end of
World War II. The threats are designed to throw Japan off balance, and to challenge the strength of the Japan-U.S.
alliance [Asia Nikkei Review].

Japan to be party to U.N. intl. crime treaty

16 July 2017
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Japan has finally agreed to become party to the U.N. Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, after first
signing the treaty in 2000. The move should enhance Japan’s law enforcement effectiveness, and its standing with
the other countries party to the treaty [The Japan News].

Big in Japan: How the EU pulled off its largest trade deal

16 July 2017

Phil Hogan, European Commissioner, managed to seal the agreement with Japan on opening up Japan’s agricultural
markets in exchange for Europe dropping tariffs on Japanese cars, with the deciding factor being soft cheese
[Politico].

TPP talks to focus on bridging divides

16 July 2017

Talks on the Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade agreement have begun in Hakone (Japan), in the absence of the
United States, who withdrew. Plenary and individual meetings are expected to focus on the steps needed to bring
the TPP into force without the US, by aligning the participating countries’ positions [The Japan News].

Shock and discontent within LDP over historical loss in Tokyo assembly election

7 July 2017

Prime Minster Abe’s Liberal Democratic Party suffered a serious political defeat in Tokyo Metropolitan Assembly
elections July 2. This loss could jeopardize Abe’s political, security, and economic agenda. Abe is calling for “soul
searching” and for his party to recover public trust [The Mainichi].
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Japan Accused of Stifling Freedom with New Terror Law

22 June 2017

Japan's parliament has passed a controversial "anti-conspiracy" bill which critics say could be used to curb civil liberties across the country [CNN].

7. Laos
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

No Progress on Rights, Australia Should Use Dialogue to Raise Free Speech, ‘Disappearances’

27 July 2017

Beforehand the Australian-Laos human rights dialogue in Vientiane, Human Rights Watch calls upon Australian officials participating in dialogue to urge the Laos government to respect human rights [Human Rights Watch].

Lao PDR, Australia Extend Human Rights Cooperation

27 July 2017

Deepening the bilateral cooperation between the Lao PDR and Australia, a new AUD 815,000 four-year human rights
program was launched in Vientiane on July 18 [Lao News Agency].

8. Maldives
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue
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Ruling party dismisses opposition criticism of Maldives-China pact secrecy

15 December 2017

The opposition party in the Maldives has criticized the government’s “secrecy policies” concerning 12 key agreements signed during president Abdulla Yameen’s first state visit to China last week and weekend. “We only know the
names of these agreements,” says the opposition. “We request to know the details.” The agreements include the
landmark free trade pact, and cooperation with China’s One Road, One Belt Initiative. Following a BBC report of an
imminent coup by the opposition against the Maldives’ president “within weeks”, a leading ruling party minister
dismissed the opposition as “clowns” and “traitors” who seek foreign help for self-benefit. The Maldives adopted
multi-party democracy in 2008, it has been in political turmoil since its first democratically-elected leader was toppled in 2012 in what he claims was a coup [Mihaaru].

Maldives’ authoritarian politics in geopolitical perspectives

17 November 2017

Due to their strategic location at the center of the Indian Ocean, the currently difficult situation of domestic politics
in the Maldives demands some attention from a regional stability perspective as reflected by two recent incidents. A
Maldivian Parliamentarian just claimed that Sri Lanka would assist the Maldives opposition to overthrow the
Maldives Government while a team of U.S. diplomats discussed the situation in the Maldives with their Indian
colleagues in Delhi criticizing the government’s crackdown on the opposition as “disturbing and unfortunate”.
Both refer to political tensions rooted in an uneasy transition from authoritarian politics to democracy and back.
Protests against a dictatorial government in the early 2000s eventually led to a new constitution enacted in 2008.
The first ensuing elections ousted the old regime without leading to any sincere attempt to deliver transitional
justice. Instead, the first democratically elected president was ousted by a soft coup followed by the return of an
offshoot of the old regime winning the second presidential election with a slight margin.
The new-old regime consolidated its power with the help of rentier politics and by arresting their political rivals,
starting with the first elected president and leader of main opposition party Mohamed Nasheed whose loyalists in Sri
Lankan exile have been accused to prepare a coup now. They were responded by massive street protests leading
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only to amendments to the Constitution that bolstered the regime that went on to silence the opposition. This,
however, made the different opposition forces to join hand by forming the Maldives United Opposition consisting of
elements from both ends of the political spectrum.
This union defeated the regime loyal forces of President Yameen in the local council elections by a wide margin
earlier this year. With President Yameen’s foreign allies China, Nawaz Sharif’s Pakistan and Saudi-Arabia, the
Maldives have become a regionally relevant factor due to the government’s unprecedented support for Chinese
influence to the Indian Ocean. Besides the growing Chinese influence, the recent statement of US and Indian officials
on the situation in Male also extended to the current Islamization of the Maldives facing not only a general threat of
radicalization but also about 200 Maldivian foreign fighters in the ranks of the IS with many feared to return now
[The Hindu] [Colombo Gazette] [Ground Views].

Maldives - the dark side

4 August 2017

Male, the Maldivian capital, has seen clashes between police, army and lawmakers this past week. These stem from
a political crisis surrounding the increasingly hard-line president Abdulla Yameen and his parliamentary opposition,
who allege autocratic behavior on behalf of the president. The Maldives, traditionally politically close to India, is also
strategically important to China, which has been investing heavily in the island nations infrastructure recently [Asia
Nikkei Review].

9. Malaysia
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Malaysia’s changing political landscape awaiting next year´s elections

22 December 2017
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Malaysia – having been governed by UMNO-led coalitions since its independence in 1957 – approaches its crossroads
with next year’s elections once more. In the previous two elections in 2008 and 2013 the UMNO-led coalition had
lost its two-thirds and absolute majority respectively. Since then things went worse for the major Malay party in
country´s polity dominated by religion and ethnicity as the ever shaping cleavages. Corruption and cronyism charges
peaked with the 1 MDB scandal centered at UMNO President and Prime Minister Razak over US$800 having been
vanished from a state-owned fund. While Razak´s intra party position seems nevertheless secured the UMNO has
split again due to a breakaway of the Parti Pribumi Bersatu, short Bersatu, with former prime minister Mahathir
Mohamad and former deputy prime minister Muhyiddin Yassin in its ranks. Most notably, Bersatu has entered into
an unexpected alliance with the opposition Pakatan Harapan (PH) coalition which is effectively led by the jailed
former deputy prime minister Anwar Ibrahim, Mahathirs former deputy and then arch enemy.
Meanwhile, not only UMNO's stakes are declining but support has also dropped for its more Islamic major
oppositional contender PAS which, as an Islamist party is in constant tension with the secular Chinese dominated
Democratic Action Party (DAP) within the PH. UMNO's strategic response in this situation is a further shift towards
political Islam and an even firmer stance on Malay supremacy which might even lead to another unexpected
confluence of former arch rivals, UMNO and PAS which would split the oppositional coalition as much as the
reconciliation of Mahathir and Anwar expresses UMNO's recent split. A third trend for next year's elections is the
growing dissatisfaction among many Malaysians with both camps and, thus, with the established political caste as
such. Besides many of the youth, also many Malay are disappointed by UMNO which is not any more able to
safeguard Malay interests as it did before amidst unemployment, low wages and fear for the future [East Asia
Forum] [Malaymail Online].
As an expression of the political climate´s overall volatility the Royal Malaysian Police just questioned 92 years old
former Prime Minister Mahathir over his remarks at a “Love Malaysia, End Kleptocracy” rally on Oct 14 where he had
called Prime Minister Najib a “descendant of Bugis pirates” allegedly insulting the seafaring ethnic group of the Bugis.
The police investigates charges of sedition, intimidation and incitement of hatred via multimedia [Channel News
Asia] [Free Malaysia Today].
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Good odds for Najib – despite 1MDB

15 December 2017

On the surface, it looks like it could be difficult times for PM Najib with the national election coming up next year. He
has just been through, or still is in the middle of, a huge money laundering scandal known as 1MDB and one of his
main political rivals, Mahathir Mohammad, is garnering strengths and may even lead the opposing coalition to
Najib’s UMNO as PM in case it does indeed win the elections [A Times]. Notwithstanding, the current PM has a huge
chance of re-election. The scandal around him has lost political traction and he could score points with being hosted
by both the US and major European state leaders as well as with his domestic tactics – as one theory has it, he has
struck a deal with the Party Islam Malaysia (PAS) which has refused to join the opposition and at the same time
directly compete with Mahathir’s party for Malay seats, which will be crucial to an overall majority in Malaysia’s first
past the post electoral system [East Asia Forum].

Mandatory death sentence for drug crimes to be abolished

8 December 2017

Malaysia's lower house of Parliament last week passed an amendment to end the country's mandatory death sentencing of drug traffickers. The new law would allow judges the discretion to either impose the death penalty or sentence a convicted person to life imprisonment and not less than 15 strokes of the cane. Previously, anyone found
guilty of trafficking over a certain amount of dangerous drugs was punished mandatorily with the death penalty
[Channel News Asia].

Are Najib and Anwar friends again?

1 December 2017

A surprise visit from the Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak to the jailed opposition leader Anwar Ibrahim has
analysts abuzz over a possible shake-up in Malaysian politics. Both sides immediately dismissed suggestions of an
entente, but the cordial demeanour of the warring leaders in photographs widely circulated on social media, as well
as the timing – just months ahead of general elections – has spurred commentators to suggest there was a deeper
meaning to the visits. It remains to be seen if there are overarching common interests between Anwar and Najib for
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them to set aside their deep animosity and bring about yet another shake up in the country’s politics. The two were
the brightest young stars in UMNO until Anwar’s sacking in 1998 split the once united Malay political elite. UMNO
and its allies have ruled the majority Malay and Muslim country uninterrupted since 1957 [South China Morning
Post].

Independence of the Malaysian Bar and Bar Council under threat

1 December 2017

A number of proposed amendments to the Malaysian Legal Profession Act 1976 (LPA) may have the effect of
undermining the independence of the Malaysian bar and the Bar Council, argues Hakimi Abdul Jabar. The
amendments would allow the government to appoint two members to sit on the Bar Council, would empower the
minister in charge of legal affairs in Malaysia to determine the electoral rules and regulations of the Malaysian bar,
and would change the quorum for general meetings of Malaysian Bar, allegedly making it more difficult to
independently manage its own affairs [Asia Times].

Cyber security and cybercrime on the legislative agenda in Malaysia and Vietnam

1 December 2017

In Malaysia, the government is keen on exploring the possibility of becoming a member to the Budapest Convention
on Cybercrime, also known as the Budapest Convention. The convention, drawn up by the Council of Europe in 2001,
aims at providing for domestic criminal procedural law powers, necessary for the investigation and prosecution of
cybercrimes. It is open for ratification for all countries worldwide. In Asia, only Japan has signed and ratified the
convention so far [New Straits Times].
Meanwhile, Vietnam’s parliament has begun debate on a cybersecurity bill that would echo the law in neighboring
China by requiring technology companies, such as Google and Facebook, to store certain data on servers within the
country. The bill would also force companies to hand over data to law enforcement and provide technical assistance
to unlock data, maintain records on data breaches and anti-government content, and gain government approval to
transfer data abroad [Bloomberg]. Earlier this week, a blogger was found guilty of spreading anti-state propaganda
for producing videos and writing about protests over a chemical spill that devastated the coast of central Vietnam
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last year. In June, a court sentenced another blogger to 10 years in prison for blogging about the fish kill connected
with the spill [New York Times]. However, a real crackdown on internet freedom might be difficult to implement.
Vietnam has one of the highest rates of social-media usage among countries with comparable per capita incomes.
There are about 52 million Facebook active accounts for a population of about 96 million. Google and YouTube also
are very popular. Therefore, Dien Luong argues that the bill currently being discussed may backfire [New York Times].

Malaysia: Tensions rise ahead of polls

10 November 2017

The Sultan of Selangor has called for a sedition probe into former PM Mahathir after he allegedly insulted the ethnic
group of the Bugis, which is the ethnic group the Sultanate comes from. In the original statement, Mahathir was
attacking PM Najib, whom he seeks to oust in the next elections [South China Morning Post].

Data breach puts personal details of almost entire population of Malaysia at risk

3 November 2017

The personal details of some 46.2 million mobile number subscribers in Malaysia are at stake in what is believed to
be one of the largest data breaches ever seen in the country. From home addresses and identity card numbers to
SIM card information, the private details of almost the entire population may have fallen into the wrong hands
[Straits Times].

Sultan of Johor bans Islamic preachers from lecturing

3 November 2017

A decree from Johor Sultan Ibrahim Sultan Iskandar has banned two Islamic preachers from giving religious talks.
Previously, Singapore had banned both men from entering the Republic over the "exclusivist" nature of their messages. The case is just another illustration of the Sultan’s continued efforts to curb religious fundamentalism. Malaysia's Deputy Prime Minister, however, said the two clerics should still be allowed to preach, exposing current rifts
within the country [Straits Times].
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General election 2018

28 October 2017

Malaysian general elections have to be held before AUGUST 2018, but it is up to the PM to decide whether he wants
to call an election before that. This strategic advantage adds to the woes of the opposition which is having difficulties
standing united against the ruling party, in particular on crucial issues regarding the economy and Malay-Muslim issues [Channel News Asia].

Malaysia: Uncertainty about the reasons of government’s ban on the use of the word “Allah”

22 September 2017

A Sabah church asked the courts to order the government to disclose documents showing why it had banned nonMuslims from using the Arabic word “Allah” in 1986, but the government objected by saying such documents were
classified as “official secrets”. The church argues that the disclosure would allow the courts to determine if the
government had imposed a reasonable restriction on the local Christians’ constitutional rights [Malay Mail Online].

Malaysian government plans to publish the names of companies with no women on their boards next year

15 September 2017

According to Malaysia’s prime minister, public-listed companies (PLC) which do not have any women on their boards
of directors will be named and shamed from next year. Affected companies also have to fear that they would not be
awarded government contracts any longer. This is expected to help the country reach its target of having 30 per cent
women directors in the private sector [The New Paper].

Does the country need to re-examine its identity around its 60th anniversary?

7 September 2017

Always been haunted by the quest for national identity since the issue has become highly sensitive over the past
decade with the nation grappling with a Malay-Muslim majority largely determined to maintain the status quo, and
minorities equally determined to assert their rights while the question of political Islam and corruption allegations
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split the Malay votes [CNN].August

Moderation under threat as Malaysia faces Islamic tide

18 August 2017

With an ongoing violent radicalization and influx of violent extremism of Islamic provenance in the region, the Islamic
mainstream gets steadily more conservative in two of Southeast Asia's biggest Islam nations: Indonesia and Malaysia.
The article gives a thorough overview of the situation in Malaysia with looming elections as an amplifier of
Islamization [The Australian].

Malaysia debates Mahathir's 'Malayness'

11 August 2017

Public accusations against former Malaysian Prime Minister and current opposition leader Mahathir Mohamad of
having an Indian father, has triggered discussions on strategies of political parties in the struggle for power and the
role racial and religious issues will play therein, a year ahead of the next general elections in AUGUST 2018 [The
Straits Time].

Malaysia: Chinese money pouring into the country could help Najib with votes

4 August 2017

China is investing billions in a US$7.2 billion redevelopment that will see Malacca, long the haunt of Chinese traders,
become a new deep sea port. It is also providing funds for infrastructure projects down the eastern seaboard of Malaysia, key heartland areas for Prime Minister Najib Razak ahead of an election that could be held this year [The Edge
Markets].
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Two articles on the rights of stateless Rohingya children and illegitimate children in Malaysia

4 August 2017

While the Malaysian government will not give special privileges to children of Rohingya refugees born in Malaysia,
Malaysia's Court of Appeal ruled that Muslim children conceived out of wedlock can take their father's name, a decision that has sparked a debate over whether the country's civil court can set aside a fatwa [The Malay Mail Online]
[The Straits Times].

Politicians declaring assets: Malaysia can look to Indonesia

27 July 2017

A Malaysian civil society coalition has suggested to tighten the screws on politician’s asset declarations. Whilst there
are some mechanisms in place in Malaysia, the proponents suggest to look to Indonesia as an example for a tighter
asset declaration legal framework [The Star].
27 July 2017
Hundreds of thousands could be arrested in crackdown on Malaysia's undocumented migrants
Malaysian authorities have arrested over 3,300 undocumented workers and 84 employers in the country's latest
crackdown. Activists are concerned about possible abuses of workers' rights, while labor shortages continue to
plague business owners [CNBC].

Bangladeshi human rights activist detained in Malaysia

27 July 2017

Malaysian authorities detained a leading Bangladeshi human rights organizer as he arrived in Kuala Lumpur to speak
at a conference on the death penalty. Amnesty International has condemned Adilur Rahman Khan’s detention, and
called for his immediate release [Amnesty International].
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Malaysia: Ministry bans ‘Despacito’ over sexually-charged lyrics

27 July 2017

Malaysia’s government moved to ban the hit Latin pop song Despacito from being aired on public radio and
television following complaints of sexually-charged lyrics [Asian Correspondent].

Indo-Malay Security Cooperation

27 July 2017

In the context of a bilateral meeting between Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak and Indonesia President Joko
Widodo, the military chiefs of the two countries announced their agreement to deepen security cooperation in the
area of counterterrorism [The Diplomat].

An election like none other - is it time for change in Malaysia?

21 July 2017

In Malaysia, the next general election will be held at a still undecided date before AUGUST 2018. However, this
election will bring several “firsts”: A new coalition, a new logo, a new atmosphere of economic malaise and a new
wave of young voters mean there are virtually no points of reference for it [South China Morning Post].

Human Trafficking in Malaysia: Malaysian rights group calls for crackdown

21 July 2017

A Malaysian rights group lamented the lack of action taken by Malaysian authorities to crack down on human
trafficking following the discovery of death camps at the Thai-Malaysian border in 2015 [South China Morning Post].

Malaysian Federal State Kelantan amends Sharia law to allow public caning

21 July 2017

The Malaysian state of Kelantan on Wednesday (Jul 12) overhauled its Islamic laws to allow caning in public,
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prompting criticism that the move was against the constitution [Daily Mai].

Father of modern Malaysia backs jailed former deputy in attempt to oust PM

18 July 2017

In the wake of a massive corruption scandal shaking Malaysia and PM Najib, former PM Mahathir announced that he
is backing his former protégé and jailed opposition leader, Anwar Ibrahim, to become prime minister. Ibrahim was
sacked by Mahathir himself as deputy, and imprisoned on sodomy charges [The Guardian].

The end of political ideology in Malaysia?

18.07.2018

Party ideology with strong values, which formerly constituted the backbone of political parties in Malaysia, is fading
away. Nowadays, ideologies are represented by parties only in name, marked by personality politics where
politicians jump from one camp to another based on the behavior of a leader [The Strait Times].

Azalina: Do not politicise judges’ appointments

18 July 2017

In a statement on Tuesday, the Minister in the Prime Minister's Department said that the appointments of two
additional judges to the Federal Court are in accordance with the Federal Constitution [The Star Online].

Malaysia debates Mahathir's 'Malayness'

16 July 2018

Public accusations against former Malaysian Prime Minister and current opposition leader Mahathir Mohamad of
having an Indian father, has triggered discussions on strategies of political parties in the struggle for power and the
role racial and religious issues will play therein, a year ahead of the next general elections in AUGUST 2018 [The Strait
Times].
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Malaysian election this year or next: Guessing game goes on

7 July 2017

Although the parliamentary term is due to expire only in AUGUST next year, analysts have been predicting that
Malaysia’s Prime Minister Razak Najib would want to cement his hold on power with an early election [The Straits
Times].
7 July 2017
Malaysian sex crimes court in session
Malaysia’s new special court for child sexual crimes has convened for the first time and five cases were brought
before it [The Star Online].

Malaysia must wake up to its human trafficking problem

30 June 2017

There are multiple human trafficking schemes seen in Malaysia. Corruption, inadequate training of enforcement
officers, and limited awareness of trafficking dynamics all contribute to the lack of enforcement of Malaysia’s AntiTrafficking in Persons and Smuggling of Migrants Act [The New Mandala].

Child sexual crime court launched in Malaysia

30 June 2017

The Prime Minister of Malaysia Datuk Seri Najib Tun Razak inaugurated a special court to handle sexual crimes
against children. It is the first such court in Southeast Asia [Daily Express].
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10. Mongolia
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Bleak outlook for the Mongolia’s future

17 November 2017

In office since October, Prime Minister U Khurelsukh is lacking a consistent agenda and strategy to fight corruption
and to enhance the civil service and judiciary, the root causes for Mongolia’s current political crisis reflected by three
governments within two years. Caught up with factionalism within his ruling Mongolian People’s Party, he will fail to
lead the country out of this crisis, Julian Dierkes and Mendee Jargalsaikhan predict in this article [East Asia Forum].

New Mongolian Prime Minister

6 October 2017

Following the impeachment of Jargaltulgiin Erdenebat and his cabinet on grounds of corruption weeks ago, Deputy
Prime Minister Ukhnaagiin Khurelsukh has been elected as new Prime Minister by the ruling Mongolia People’s Party
[The Straits Times].

For Mongolia’s new president is Mongolia first and China last

18 August 2017

Mongolia’s new President Khaltmaa Battulga won the presidential election with a nationalistic, anti-China campaign.
Since more than a month in office, a core issue and challenge of his administration will be to balance the relationships of Mongolia with Russia and China [East Asia Forum].
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11. Myanmar
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Genocide on UN’s mind as Myanmar’s attacks on Rohingya continue

22 December 2017

Myanmar’s Army continued to destroy Rohingya villages even as Myanmar and Bangladesh signed an agreement last
month to repatriate refugees from the ethnic Muslim minority who had fled the violence, New York-based Human
Rights Watch alleged Monday. Citing satellite imagery, HRW say more than 350 villages have now been partially or
completely destroyed since Aug. 25, when the Myanmar Army “clearance operations” began. More than 630,000
Rohingya have fled from Myanmar into Bangladesh since then [AP].
Meanwhile, the UN rights chief said Monday that Myanmar’s attacks could possibly amount to genocide, and the
NGO “Doctors Without Borders” alleged Thursday that at least 6,700 Rohingya were killed in the first month of a
Myanmar army attacks on rebels that began in AUGUST. Although accused of “horrific crimes”, Myanmar denies
committing atrocities in Rakhine, saying the crackdown was a proportionate response to the Rohingya militants who
attacked police posts on AUGUST 25 and killed several dozen officials [AFP].
Meanwhile, two journalists investigating reports of a mass grave in north Rakhine State were arrested last week.
Their crime? Illegally obtaining information about the attacks on the Rohingya. They obtained photographs and
documents from residents in a village. Subsequently, at least eight villagers were arrested in connection with the
journalists’ apprehension. Myanmar says it is investigating the reports of the mass grave [New York Times].

Failure of Parliament and “systematic rape” by the armed forces

15 December 2017

With no signs of real improvements for the Rohingya refugees, stories about their abuse and life in most dire circum98

stances circle in the media on a daily basis. One of these shocking stories is the allegation of “sweeping and methodical” rape by Myanmar’s armed forces [Al Jazeera] [AP]. Looking at the origins and causes of the crisis and its development, some observers look at the failures of Myanmar’s institutions. Whilst the parliament could play a major role
in the way ahead, it is all but a hamstrung institution [Tea Circle]. The International Crisis Group has published a recent report, warning of potential worsening of the crisis as well as sharing some details on the lead-up to it [ICG].

The Pope’s visit in Myanmar

1 December 2017

The Pope has visited Myanmar amidst the ongoing Rohingya crisis. Meeting on Wednesday evening with the Sangha
Maha Nayaka Committee, the supreme clerical body for Burma’s Buddhist majority, the pontiff appealed to the
nation’s leading monks to combat prejudice and intolerance, but left out any specific reference to the recent
violence. Speaking out on behalf of the Muslim minority, some believe, might have endangered the Christian
minority [The Atlantic].

Human Rights Law, the Tatmadaw and the Rakhine State crisis

24 November 2017

The International Commission of Jurist, ICJ, has published a report on the ongoing crisis in Myanmar, detailing the
extraordinary role of Myanmar’s military in the conflict and how they are operating outside of a human rights
framework due to their special role in Myanmar’s polity. Their position is incompatible with rule of law principles,
which has exacerbated the crisis [Full Report][Summary]. Amnesty International said this week, persecution of
Rohingya Muslims fits the legal definition of apartheid [Amnesty International]. In the meantime, at the Asia Europe
Foreign Ministers Meeting (ASEM), Auung San Suu Kyi has done little to dispel international criticism regarding her
retraction from moral leadership [Asia Times].

Myanmar refugee crisis

10 November 2017

The crisis that has by now caused much more than half a million Rohingya Muslims to flee their homes has on
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Monday triggered the as of yet strongest condemnation by the UN. Human rights violations by Myanmar’s security
forces mentioned in the report include “the systematic use of force and intimidation, killing of men, women and
children, sexual violence and … the destruction and burning of homes and property”. A stronger resolution was
reportedly blocked by China’s veto in the security council [Time]. Myanmar officials have reacted to the statement by
stating that it would “seriously harm” efforts to repatriate Muslims who have fled [Channel News].

Suu Kyi visits troubled Rakhine, criticizes Bangladesh for delaying Rohingya return

3 November 2017

Myanmar's de facto leader Aung San Suu Kyi has arrived in Rakhine for the first time since violence erupted in the
state in late AUGUST. She is visiting the regional capital Sitter and other towns during a one-day unannounced trip.
She has been criticized around the world for not stopping a military crackdown on Rohingya Muslims, amid
allegations of ethnic cleansing. Meanwhile, Myanmar is accusing neighboring Bangladesh of delaying the return of
Rohingya Muslims forced to flee across the border to avoid a brutal campaign against them by Myanmar's military. A
spokesman of Aung San Suu Kyi, told on Wednesday that Dhaka is waiting to begin the repatriation process until it
receives $400 million in international aid earmarked to expand shelter for the 600,000 Rohingyas living in crowded
refugee camps [Reuters1], [The Guardian], [Reuters2].

Myanmar and Bangladesh agreement to cooperate in refugee crisis

28 October 2017

Myanmar and neighboring Bangladesh, to which 600.000 refugees have fled since late AUGUST, have agreed to
cooperate on a repatriation scheme and common border security [South China Morning Post 1]. The US has
withdrawn military assistance and is considering economic sanctions [BBC]. For a more detailed view on US policy
towards Myanmar, there was a senate committee on foreign relations hearing recently which can be watched here
[CSpan]. India and China however, have found some rare common ground in as much as they compete over geostrategically hugely important Myanmar and therefor both support the government in the crisis [South China
Morning Post 2].
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Myanmar: How to make better laws

20 October 2017

The Union Parliament in Myanmar is getting ready to convene a new parliamentary session and members of
parliament are making their way back to Naypyitaw. The author of this article draws attention to the highly active
role played by the parliament since it was first convened in 2011. However, laws such as the “race and religion
protection laws” or section 66(d) of the Telecommunications Law have received much criticism. Before this
background, the author proposes new approaches to law-making in Myanmar [New Mandala].

International outcry understandable but not helpful

13 October 2017

As CPG Senior fellow Jonathan Bogais has pointed out recently [East Asia Forum], the situation in Myanmar is
incredibly complex and no single blanket criticism can do the complexity of the issue justice. In agreement with that,
this RSIS article calls on ASEAN to use its strengths to try and make a positive cobtribution to the crisis through quiet
diplomacy [RSIS].

Background and new developments in the Rohingya crisis

6 October 2017

The demonization of Myanmar’s Muslim minority as “extremists” or “terrorists” has proved effective for nationalist
politicians with that country’s Buddhist majority, argues the author of the first piece. But this “othering” of the
Rohingya now risks further radicalization of the Rohingya diaspora in Bangladesh [New York Times Review of Books].
CPG Senior Research Fellow Jonathan Bogais points out that ‘more democracy’ is not a quick fix for the Rohingya
crisis and that it was unrealistic to expect rapid transformation in Myanmar’s complex environment marked by
decades of structural and political violence and more recently by rising ethno-nationalism amid a rapidly changing
socioeconomic landscape [East Asia Forum]. Myanmar and Bangladesh are in talks on how to best implement
Myanmar’s offer to take back Rohinya refugees. The two sides also agreed to constitute a joint working group on the
repatriation of Rohingyas, but fixed no timeframe to complete its formation [The Daily Star]. In India, however, the
fate of some 40,000 Rohingya refugees hangs in the balance as the country's Supreme Court hears petitions to block
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the Modi government's plans to deport them to Myanmar [Deutsche Welle].

Human Rights Watch: Military commits crimes against humanity in Myanmar

29 September 2017

Human Rights Watch research has found that the military in Myanmar has committed crimes against humanities
against Rohingya muslims since 2012. HRW hopes that the legal label will encourage governments and IOs to take
action, including targeted sanctions and arms embargoes. It is also important to note, that the violence affects everyone in the area, not exclusively muslims [Reuters].

“The Lady" breaks her silence on Rohingya crisis

22 September 2017

Aung San Suu Kyi has eventually broken her silence on the crisis in Rakhine state but leaves most international observers unsatisfied with parts of her speech having been marked as “categorially untrue” and “filled with underlying
denials”. Observers from China and India struck a more positive tone in their respective reactions [The Daily Star].

Myanmar´s Rohingya crisis: How much power and what interests does Aung San really have?

15 September 2017

Amid the brutal crackdown on Myanmar´s Rohingya observers ponder the influence of the country´s icon of democracy on these events. The BBC piece by Jonathan Head circumscribes the more or less compelling forces and remaining space of maneuver government leader Aung San Suu Kyi is subjected to while leaving it open what her own position towards the Rohingya really is. Focusing exclusively on her is a mistake, however [BBC News] [South China Morning Post].

International condemnation over Rohingya while APHR suggest “shelving of non-interference”

7 September 2017

Aung San Suu Kyi´s administration is increasingly criticised for the humanitarian Rohingya crisis [Al Jazeera] frustrat102

ing the international community by not taking a stance against the violence if not even making matters worse
[Sydney Morning Herald]. ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights (APHR) have called to shelve ASEAN´s traditional non-interference policy to avoid “another Cambodia”, referring to the Khmer Rouge genocide [APHR] while the UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights called the most recent escalation “preventable” [Forbes].

BBC Burma pulls Myanmar TV deal over Rohingya 'censorship'

7 September 2017

In a further incident highlighting growing impediments on press freedom in Myanmar, the BBC has pulled out from a
deal with popular TV station MNTV after the latter had repeatedly censored or interfered in BBC broadcasts over the
use of the term “Rohingya” among other matters [The Straits Times].

Losing Faith in Aung San Suu Kyi

31 August 2017

A thorough background article on Aung San Suu Kyi from the perspective of a former pro-democracy ally representing many ex-supporters and increasing voicers from the international community. One issue of criticism is indifference towards if not complicity with violence against minorities with the Suu Kyi’s government banning a U.N. investigation team from entering the afflicted region, and earlier this month rejecting assertions that the regime’s actions
“very likely” amounted to crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing. A second point of criticism pertains to “the
Lady’s” authoritarian leadership style [The National Post].

Thousands of Rohingya stranded on Bangladesh border as fighting rages

31 August 2017

After Rohingya insurgents have launched coordinated attacks last week in Rakhine state against security posts, setting off retaliation operations by government forces thousands of Rohingya Muslims are now fleeing toward Bangladesh for safety, accompanied by a smaller exodus of Rakhine Buddhists [livemint].
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Freedom of Speech in Myanmar

24 August 2017

Two articles on the freedom of speech legislation and its enforcement in Myanmar. Amidst growing concerns regarding the freedom of expression, Myanmar's parliament amended the 2013 Telecommunications Law last week, easing
possible sanctions. However, many opposing the law say that the amendments do little to reduce the restrictions on
speech with journalists having recently been arrested, such as activist Maung Daung Kha who was imprisoned for six
months for defamation [The Jurist]. In another case, a man faces up to two years in jail for allegedly defaming the
military in an interview on his harrowing life as a child soldier [South China Morning Post].

Breaking the Devil’s Silence: Sexual Violence in Myanmar

24 August 2017

Reported rape cases have sky-rocketed in recent years in Myanmar, with the majority of rape survivors being underaged girls. The article presents various possible measures to counter the trend [Irrawaddy].

Shan Army leaves insurgent league

24 August 2017

A major member of the United Nationalities Federal Council (UNFC), the Shan State Progressive Party/Shan State
Army-North (SSPP/SSA-N), has submitted a resignation letter to the council, with the ethnic armed group on Sunday
revealing its plans to leave the coalition. The UNFC’s dwindling membership now consists of just four of initially 12
ethnic armed groups, exemplifying an increasingly volatile situation in the multi-ethnic country [reliefweb].
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Myanmar: Bleak outlooks for Democracy and Human rights in Myanmar

18 August 2017

Myanmar is an ongoing transition with a rebalancing of power structures, constitutional development and external
support of different kind. The first article focuses on four of dimensions of this transition, namely, the transition to
democracy; from war to peace; from a war economy to a liberal open-market economy as well as a transition of the
society as such. Pondering the progress made and to be expected in the nearer future the general assessment is sobering. Significant for the status of the political transition is the second article on the rather authoritarian style of
Aung San Suu Kyi’s government. It has increasingly cracked down on journalists and activists in a climate in which it is
not easy to say in how much it is influenced by the remnants of the old order or the authentic style of an Aung San
Suu Kyi in government instead one of in opposition [Mizzima] [Gulf News] .

Myanmar Military Closes Off Shan State Township After Ambush by Rebel Army

11 August 2017

As a reaction to the rebels’ taking one person of each resident’s household as new recruits, Myanmar military saw
itself forced to close exit points in addition to initially only closing the entry point of Mantong Township. In consequence of the closure, many difficulties arise for residents in their daily routine [Radio Free Asia].

Poor Prospects for Rights and Democracy in Myanmar

4 August 2017

The chief editor of the Myanmar Now non-profit news agency, Ko Swe Win, was arrested at Yangon International
Airport on Sunday. He is being charged under controversial Article 66(d) of the Telecommunications Law by a follower of the Buddhist nationalist group Ma Ba Tha. The Article allows up to three years in prison for 'extorting, coercing,
restraining wrongfully, defaming, disturbing, causing undue influence or threatening any person using a telecommunications network'. The detention of Swe Win is the latest in a recent series of actions against journalists in the country that rights advocates say violate freedom of expression. Nevertheless, Aung San Suu Kyi and the NLD remain silent and appear not to be prepared to risk the support from among Buddhist voters. [Irrawaddy] [The Washington
Post] [Lowy Institute] [New Mandala].
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End of Mission Statement by Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar

27 July 2017

This frustrated End of Mission statement by the UN Special Rapporteur laments both difficulties in accessing the
country as well as a deteriorating situation on the ground. According to the news outlet Voice of America, a statement released on Saturday by Aung San Suu Kyi’s Ministry of the Office of the State Counselor said the government
was “disappointed” with the Special Rapporteur’s end of mission statement and that it contained “many sweeping
allegations and a number of factual errors." [UN OHCHR]
Myanmar Background Reading: Myanmar’s Myth of Ethnical Unity

21 July 2017

Matthew Walton points out the pitfalls of prescribing to the “myth” of pre-independence ethnic unity in Myanmar
and advocates for an unbiased view on history [The Tea Circle].
21 July 2017
Myanmar´s Counter-Insurgency Strategy and its humanitarian costs – The ‘Four cuts’ strategy deepens Myanmar’s
war wounds
Stella Naw provides a critical view of the Tatmadaw’s counter-insurgency “Four Cuts” strategy, which is aimed at isolating armed resistance groups throughout the country [Asia Times].
18 July 2017
Political Stability & Human Rights in Myanmar: Gagging the messengers of Myanmar’s wars
The detention of three journalists in Myanmar is a worrying sign of where things are headed. Ethnic conflict in
Myanmar goes well beyond the tragic situation of the Rohingya [Asia Times].
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Gagging the messengers of Myanmar’s wars

16 July 2017

The detention of three journalists in Myanmar is a worrying sign of where things are headed. Ethnic conflict in Myanmar goes well beyond the tragic situation of the Rohingya [Asia Times].

US State Department’s Lie About Child Soldiers

30 June 2017

After US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson took both Iraq and Myanmar off the child soldiers list, Human Rights Watch
immediately issued a statement condemning the move, requesting to put both Iraq and Myanmar back on the list as
violations are still ongoing. According to HRW, armed forces in Myanmar still include dozens of child soldiers [Human
Rights Watch].

Myanmar, an Unfinished Nation

22 June 2017

Historical tensions over identity still threaten the country's future [Nikkei Asian Review].

12. Nepal
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

A Communist Nepal tilts the sub-region Left, and towards Beijing

15 December 2017

A coalition of the Communist Party of Nepal-Unified Marxist Leninist (UML) and the Communist Party of NepalMaoist Centre (NMC) appears to have won the largest number of seats in the federal assembly, ensuring the return
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to power of former Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli to that post. Oli has eagerly sought China’s support and investment in Nepal, and has promised to re-instate a major Chinese hydropower project that was ended by the ruling Nepali Congress in November. In the sub-region, India is facing retrenchment of its political influence: China has benefited politically recently in the Maldives, Sri Lanka, and Bangladesh as well as Nepal, and Beijing is exerting both political and military pressure on Bhutan [Scroll In]. The new communist government will be “beholden” to Beijing, asserts the next article. It will be a particularly difficult foreign policy problem for Delhi, at least in part because Oli
blames his ouster as prime minister last year on India’s influence [The Times of India]. In the latest press reports,
Communist Party-UML has the lead, while the National Congress Party is second [The Himalayan Times].

Nepal’s coming elections as constitutional turning point?

17 November 2017

The coming provincial and federal polls on November 26 and December 7 – the first elections under the 2015
constitution after years of civil war – might become “historic” with a most likely communist dominated parliament
after the two large communist parties formed the Left Alliance (see the last AiR). After the run-up to the elections
saw a constitutional crisis caused by the breakaway of one of the two communist forces from the coalition
government with the center-right Nepali Congress, the election will easily mark another transition.

While a failure of the elections could support the forces aiming at the restauration of the Hindu kingdom, the likely
election victory of the Left Alliance over the weakened Congress could also lead to a major overhaul of the
constitution. Possible would be a departure from the parliamentary system with the parliament electing both the
prime minister and the (more ceremonial) president in favor of a strong executive. After all, both communist parties’
leaders fought for the annihilation of “class enemies” and “one-party dictatorship”.
The electoral contestation will however see not only a weak Nepali Congress but also a very volatile Left Alliance with
Leninist as well as Maoist forces in an all but easy relationship. The possibility of profound constitutional changes
after the 2015 constitutional compromise that concluded the civil war’s last chapter has, however, to be seen against
the background of limited success of constitutional politics under the charter.
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The Truth and Reconciliation Commission that is doomed to cease to exist in three months for instance has not been
able to take up any of the 61,000 human rights violation cases stemming from the Maoist insurgency very much
because the Maoists refused to cooperate [Indian Express].

Heading to a communist government in Nepal?

28 October 2017

Short before the provincial and federal legislature elections on November 26 and December 7 under the federal
Constitution delivered two years ago the country faces serious rifts and volatility. The announcement of Nepal’s two
communist parties – one Marxist-Leninist, the other Maoist – to contest the elections as an alliance led to an end of
the coalition government of the Nepali Congress, a centrist democratic party, and the Maoists whose 17 ministers
were immediately stripped off their portfolios by the Prime Minister. The ideological, personal and policy differences
between the two parties irrespective they would be the country’s biggest party with the Nepali Congress being not
less faction-ridden and seemingly unable to respond while former Nepali King Gyanendra Shah for the first time
stakes claim to throne eleven years since the monarchy has been abolished after years of civil war. With IndianNepali relations still strained after India’s 2015 blockade and the king having been a trustworthy ally of the Indian
government, the inter-communist rapprochement raises at the same time questions about Chinese influence behind
the scenes [Al Jazeera] [The Himalayan Times] [The Indian Express].

13. North Korea
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

North Korea: Sanctions and access to food

1 December 2017

One major argument against sweeping sanctions against North Korea has always been that it may lead to a
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significant shortage of food supplies, hitting the already suffering population hardest. Statistics suggest that China is
keeping up with the sanctions too [Bloomberg], so what is the access to food like in North Korea and can shortages
and raising prices be witnessed? The article suggests that it is slightly too early to tell but nonetheless, there are
strong reasons to be worried about the near future. The next few months will most likely provide conclusive
evidence, so this is a problem that needs to be followed closely [38 north].

Hosting proms and selling cows: North Korean embassies scrounge for cash

13 October 2017

The embassies of most countries promote the interests of companies back home, but North Korea’s are in business
for themselves. A series of tough sanctions by the United Nations and the U.S. have sought to economically isolate
the nuclear-armed regime of Kim Jong-un. But Pyongyang has held on to an array of profit-making ventures, some of
which operate in the roughly 40 embassies of the hermit kingdom. Earning money is a necessity for the embassies:
North Korea doesn’t fund them. Instead, they are expected to support themselves and send home any surplus. These
embassies have spent decades running cash-raising schemes, nearly all of them illicit under current international law.
Diplomats and their underlings have brokered deals for weapons and drugs, and more mundane products like
machine tools and cows. They have also smuggled liquor, cigarettes, luxury cars and have rented out their facilities to
unsuspecting wedding parties and for school events. Many of the activites are hard to trace, but some countries have
succeeded in shutting down businesses that rent from North Korea [New York Times].

Kim Jong-un promotes sister Kim Yo-jong to centre of power

13 October 2017

North Korea’s leader Kim Jong-un has promoted his younger sister to the secretive country’s powerful politburo,
consolidating her position as one of the country’s most influential women. Kim Yo-jong has been made an alternate
member of the top decision-making body. South Korea’s unification ministry said Kim’s promotions could be an
attempt by North Korea to navigate a way through its increasing isolation. North Korean leaders have long promoted
trusted family members to their inner political power circles, but these positions are precarious. And the US has
blacklisted Kim Yo-jong over the dictatorship’s “severe human rights abuses”: landmark UN report in 2014 found
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compelling evidence of torture, execution and arbitrary imprisonment, deliberate starvation and an almost complete
lack of free thought and belief in the country [The Guardian].

Pyongyang may brace for contact with outside with promotion of FM: report

13 October 2017

North Korea's latest appointment of its foreign minister as a member of the ruling party's politburo appears intended
to brace the regime for possible high-level contact with the U.S. and China, a Seoul think tank report said
Tuesday. North Korea on Saturday promoted Foreign Minister Ri Yong-ho to become a member of the political
bureau of the Workers' Party of Korea (WPK), a rare promotion of a top diplomat to a key party position. Ri's
appointment appears aimed at preparing for potential high-level contact with the U.S. and China, and to reflect the
need to match the title of Chinese diplomatic counterparts. The move came amid an escalating war of words
between North Korean leader Kim Jong-un and U.S. President Donald Trump over Pyongyang's nuclear and missile
programs [Yonhap].

North Korean forced labourers worked on Danish warship: report

29 September 2017

A warship for the Danish Royal Navy was built in part by North Korean forced laborers at a Polish shipyard, according
to Danish news media. The salaries of North Korean forced laborers are believed to directly benefit the Kim Jong-un
regime and its nuclear program. Denmark’s political classes have expressed outrage, using terminology ranging from
“problematic” to “completely scandalous”, “crazy”, and “absurd” [The Local].

North Korea - The In- and Outside of a Tyrannic Regime

18 August 2017

To avoid further everyday news on North Korea, the links to two background articles about this country are posted.
The first deals with the killing spree of Kim Jong-un against his family revealing the foundations and maintenance of
his regime’s power [Esquire]. The second article is a thorough analysis of the past failures of the USA and her allies in
confronting North Korea [The Economic Times].
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How to Take Down Kim Jong Un

27 July 2017

Tom Malinowski, former Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights and Labor argues against the now
often heard assumption that there are no good options in dealing with North Korea. Instead of focusing on nuclear
threat and externally induced regime change, he looks at changes that could come from within and how to help bring
them about [Politico Magazine].

AIIB may Finance Projects for North Korea

22 June 2017

"The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank may finance infrastructure projects for North Korea...is the decision of the
board of governors", said AIIB President Jin Liqun at a press conference [Korea Herald].

14. Pakistan
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Pakistan: Further weakening of democracy

29 December 2017

With political Islam rising, Prime Minister Abbasi’s unwillingness to repeal the country’s blasphemy laws, further
impairs Pakistan’s already fragile democracy, argues A. Z. Mohamed is this comment [Gatestone Institute].
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Pakistan’s ability to protect religious minorities questioned

22 December 2017

Pakistan’s ability to provide security of religious minorities, especially Christians, has once again been called into
question as a result of a terror attack on a church packed with worshipers on Sunday in the troubled southwestern
part of the country. At least nine people were killed, and at least 35 others injured. The Islamic State (ISIS) claimed
responsibility for the attack in Quetta, the capital of the restive Baluchistan Province, in the country’s
southwest. Christians make up at least 2% of the country’s population of about 198 million [New York Times]. While
there have been several terrorist attacks on churches in recent years, including one in the northwestern city of
Peshawar in September 2013 that killed 85, ISIS has most targeted Shiite Muslims in Baluchistan Province
[Washington Post]. The author of the third piece, the former Director of India’s Intelligence Bureau, assesses the
broader terror threat on the subcontinent from India’s perspective: He links faith-based extremism in the PakistanAfghanistan belt, Pakistan army-ISI support to Islamic militants of all hues, and the China-Pakistan military alliance as
the three key factors India must confront to safeguard its national security [The Guardian].

Plans for alliances with radical Islamic forces for the next government coalition in Pakistan

8 December 2017

Former dictator General Pervez Musharraf's announcement to be ready to form a coalition with the - officially
banned - Islamist militant groups Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) and its political arm Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD) in the next general
election in September 2018 demonstrates that radical Islamism has become politcially accepted in Pakistan [Asia
Times].

Political turmoil over Islamists’ protests

1 December 2017

Pakistan's law minister resigned Monday after the embattled government bowed to demands from a small Islamist
group, striking a deal with the help of the military to end a weeks-long anti-blasphemy protest. The once-obscure
Tehreek-i-Labaik Ya Rasool Allah Pakistan (TLY) group paralyzed the capital since November 6 with just 2,000
demonstrators, enraging millions of commuters and the judiciary who blasted the government for hesitating to act
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against them. The capitulation is an unsettling sign of the influence even marginal religious groups wield in
conservative Muslim Pakistan, and an embarrassment for the government before elections due in 2018. Islamabad’s
High Court has demanded the government give a full accounting of the army's role in the deal: TLY’s leader praised
the Army’s collaboration with the protest group, and military leaders failed to respond to the government’s order to
restore law at the protest site after police and para-military forces to do so. This incident is the latest in a series of
heavy blows to the ruling party: in July, Nawaz Sharif was deposed as prime minister over graft allegations [AFP].
Rabia Mehmood details the background of TLY, with both condemnation of Pakistan’s capitulation to it and
allegations of Western backing of TLY in the mistaken belief it could be a conservative Muslim group counterforce to
more extreme and sectarian militant groups. The author ties the capitulation into a larger “year of human rights
abuses” in Pakistan that includes forced disappearances of activists, academics and journalists; killing of religious
minorities; and violence against journalists and human rights defenders [Al Jazeera].

Biggest business conglomerate in Pakistan: The Military

1 December 2017

The Pakistani armed forces run over 50 commercial entities worth over $20 billion. Their enterprises span the
economic horizon, from petrol pumps to huge industrial plants, banks, bakeries, schools and universities, hosiery
factories, milk dairies, stud farms, cement plants, and vast tracks of prime real estate. In fact, says the author of this
piece (a retired Pakistani lieutenant general), Pakistan’s military is the biggest conglomerate of all business in
Pakistan. The “Culture of Entitlement” in the military has sparked nepotism and corruption among both the military
and civil bureaucracies. Currently, says the author, it appears that the Pakistan military will never relinquish the
primacy and unfettered powers it enjoys in its nation [Defense One].

Sharif’s review petitions dismissed by Supreme Court

10 November 2017

Pakistan’s top court has declared that former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif tried to fool the people, parliament, and
the court in the Panama Papers case as it dismissed of the review petitions filed by Sharif, his children, and Finance
Minister Ishaq Dar. The petitions were dismissed September 15, but the actual written order with reasons was issued
Tuesday [The Express Tribune].
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Constitutional politics in motion

10 November 2017

Pakistan’s constitutional politics are in motion displaying a pattern of continuity and change both not in a very
favorable direction.
After the impeachment of Prime Minister Sharif, the polity is all but calm while potentially shifting to a new balance
of power in which influential political families, political newcomers, the judiciary and the armed forced will play the
decisive roles in their ever-changing politics of cooperation and conflict. After the Sharif impeachment, his party is
still in power but only ruling aside the military, very visible recently, when U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson visited
the country holding talks with representatives of both parallel spheres of influence.
It has been a decade now since the military has retreated from formal politics to exert influence parallel to the
formal power arrangements and the situation has not much changed insofar as military, judiciary, and politicians still
seem to work on engineering a frame for political power albeit with much less optimism than in 2007. Since then no
political actor gained much credibility. Provincial politics with advancing Islamic extremist groups, an expanding
religious militancy and shifting parameter in terms of foreign policy form the background of the current power
rearrangements, highlighted in two recent articles [Pakistan Today] [Daily Times].
The influence of the military is subject of an interesting article by Abdul Quayyum Khan Kundi. It takes a comparative
view to the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps regarding both what he views as a comparable power position and the
outlooks for an institutional formalization of the Pakistani military’s role in politics as a possible example [Pakistan
Today].

High profile corruption trials in Pakistan

03 November 2017

While Pakistan's ousted Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif returned home from London on November 2nd to face trial
before an anti-graft court in the corruption cases spiraling from the Panama Papers scandal, an arrest warrant for
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has been issued on Monday after he failed to appear before a scheduled hearing. Dar and
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Sharif were indicted this month on charges of corruption this month. [The Economic Times], [Bloomberg Politics].

Pakistan still in crisis mode

28 October 2017

After Pakistan’s former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s judicial ouster and attempts of his followers from the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) to turn the tables by claiming a conspiracy led by the Army due to Sharif’s China
friendly policies, Sharif, his daughter, Maryam and her husband, Safdar, have now been indicted over massive unexplained wealth amassed outside Pakistan by a criminal court. Following the indictment, a PML-N fellow and Cabinet
minister suggested to replace Sharif as the party’s leader by his younger brother hinting to the likelihood of coming
inner-party rifts after the PML-N dominated parliament had just passed a controversial new law that allowed disqualified politicians to continue leading political outfits [Gulf News]. Another sign of the growing pressure on the still
governing Sharif camp might be seen in a recent speech of indicted son-in-law of the former Prime Minister, Captain
Muhammad Safdar, who attacked the Ahmadis, a repressed Muslim sect, unusually aggressively in parliament effectively declaring them enemies of the state by saying: “These people are a threat to this country and its ideology and
Constitution. Due to them, we have lost wars.” [The Hindu]

Pakistan: De-facto-military rule?

13 October 2017

Recent remarks by the director general of Inter-Services Public Relations indicate that the Pakistani civilian
leadership has only limited control over the country’s domestic and foreign policies, and that the army is, in fact, the
actual ruler reflecting a political history with 36 of the 70 years of independence under direct military government
and virtually none of the 17 prime ministers having completed a full term. Besides the general message that it is the
military making the final calls in terms of both domestic and foreign policy some of the major-general´s remarks also
carried an assertive claim of the military to act as a praetorian guard of an orthodox political Islam [The Wire]. A side
note is the premature retirement of the former director general of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) Lt Gen Rizwan
Akhtar, known for his professionalism after 35 years of military service while a regular change of command saw
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi sworn in as the new Chief of the Navy [geo] [thenews].
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Ousted PM Nawaz Sharif returns as party leader

6 November 2017

Nawaz Sharif has made a defiant comeback as head of Pakistan’s ruling party, more than two months after being
disqualified as prime minister on charges of corruption. Mr. Sharif was elected unopposed after his Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz forced through a controversial new law allowing politicians disqualified from holding public office to
continue as leaders of political parties. The development marks a dramatic turnaround for the three-time prime
minister, after Pakistan’s supreme court ruled in July that he had not declared his full wealth when he stood in the
2013 general election and so was unfit for office [Financial Times].

The growing ‘tug-of-war’ between Pakistan’s spy agencies

6 October 2017

The conflict between the civilian Intelligence Bureau (IB) and the military's Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) has risen to
new heights, with the former accused of overstepping constitutional bounds. Pakistan has long been beset by tensions between its civil and military authorities. But also, its spy agencies compete with each other. This article summarizes past manifestations of the ongoing rivalry [Asia Times].

Ousted PM Sharif's return to politics deepens Pakistan's constitutional crisis

29 September 2017

Former Pakistan Muslim League-leader and former PM Nawaz Sharif, who resigned from his political party’s leadership after the Supreme Court found him guilty in a corruption case, is expected to return to his previous role in the
party due to a successful amendment of the Political Parties Order Sharif can become chief again. Given his highly
tensioned relations to both the top judges as well as the military a rise to power again will be all but smooth [The
Diplomat].

Pakistan: More votes for religious parties in by-elections

22 September 2017
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By-elections for a vacant seat of Lahore in the National Assembly have seen a surge in the vote-share of hard-line religious parties who came third and fourth respectively. The seat became vacant after PM Sharif was disqualified by a
court after revelations linked to the Panama papers. The election was won however, by his wife with the seat remaining with Pakistan’s ruling party [The Times of India].

National population census in Pakistan after two decades on Supreme Court order

7 September 2017

A contentious national census has been completed after the Supreme Court ordered the government to do so. Pakistan today has around 208 million people. Significant is the first separate count of transgender (around 10.000) and a
particular population growth rate in the provinces known as sites for militancy and terrorism [Asia Times].

Pakistan: Between the legacy of founding father Jinnah and Islam oriented authoritarianism Zia-ul-Haq

24 August 2017

Two articles on the legacy of Pakistan’s founding father Muhammad Ali Jinnah and fading influence. Does the first
show how Jinnah’s ideals of a secular rule of law state had been abandoned in wake of Zia-ul-Haq’s Islam oriented
military rule, the second demonstrates the lasting influence of Jinnah’s “Two Nation Theory” for the discourse on the
country’s national identity seven decades of its foundation [BBC News].

Nawaz seeking to destroy judiciary, democratic system after disqualification: Imran

11 August 2017

Ousted Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s plan to travel to Lahore in calcavade is perceived by political opponents as an attempt to brings politics to the streets and destroy the judiciary and democracy in Pakistan [CBN].

Pakistan lawmakers pick Abbasi to replace ousted PM Sharif

4 August 2017

Along-time ally of Pakistan’s ousted Primie Minister Nawaz Sharif has been elected to replace the ousted prem118

ier. Shahid Abbasi, takes Pakistan’s helm, vowing he is there to “work and get some important things done” and be a
mere placeholder. But Shahbaz Sharif, Nawaz Sharif’s brother, waits in the wings for his chance to rule [BBC News].

The toxic path we still tread

16 July 2017

The coup on July 5, 1977 by Gen Ziaul Haq left damaging scars and shapes Pakistan’s state and society until today.
Forces four decades old still holds the country back and could create another big wave of violence [Dawn].

Pakistan, Indonesia Consultative Forum reviews economic, security matters

16 July 2017

During Pakistan and Indonesia’s Bilateral Consultative Forum, aimed at reviewing and discussing the countries’ political, economic, and security relations, the countries vowed to continue bilateral collaboration through the Joint Working Group on Counter-Terrorism and Policy Planning Dialogue [Business Recorder].

Pakistan's geopolitical maneuverings

7 July 2017

Pakistan’s challenges in south and southwestern Asia are complex, as is the role it sees itself playing amongst its
neighbors, friend and foe. Below, blogger Shajeel Zaidi argues for Pakistan to flex its military muscle to assert “hegemony” in the region, and in the second link the Washington Post’s Pamela Constable explains what she perceives
as Pakistan’s “pivot” to China [The Express Tribune Blogs] [The Washington Post].

15. Philippines
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue
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Duterte closes out year with continued popularity

29 December 2017

(jk) Duterte’s presidency, including the harsh war on drugs, singular leadership style and the heavy use of martial law
has not created any significant public backlash. In fact, he remains highly popular enjoying approval rates of around
80% in recent surveys. The Philippine voters seem to be inclined towards a strong type one-man leadership that
“ensures law and order” and does not bother too much with other branches of government. Whilst the media
appears to remain at least partly free [Freedom House] and keeps reporting on issues for example relating to
Duterte’s family, the presidency could be a slippery slope back to more authoritarian times not entirely unknown to
the Philippines [Asia Times].

Philippines: Asia's ‘deadliest country’ for journalists
President Rodrigo Duterte’s comment that journalists are not exempted from assassination is reflected by the
country’s presence among the deadliest countries for reporters in the world in 2017, joining Syria (12 people killed),
Mexico (11), Afghanistan (9) and Iraq (8) having risen 11 places to 127th when compared to last year’s index.
Altogether 65 journalists were killed in 2017, 26 of them in the course of their work, 39 deliberately targeted
[Philstar].

22 December 2017

End of Marawi siege does not mean end of martial law

15 December 2017

As alluded to in last week’s AiR, the Philippine President has requested an extension of martial law on the island of
Mindanao until the end of 2018. Even though IS has been defeated in the city of Marawi, Duterte deems it necessary
to keep martial law for means of “rehabilitation”. Human Rights groups have expressed concerns over the long period of martial law requested, but the Philippine Congress is expected to wave it through in accordance with the constitutional provisions enacted after the fall of long term ruler Ferdinand Marcos [WSJ].

War on drugs, communist “terrorists”, Islamist threat, martial law and dead environmentalists

8 December 2017
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The Philippine police is back in charge of fighting the war on drugs. President Rodrigo Duterte signed an order on
Tuesday directing the police to again join the crackdown. In October, Duterte announced that the Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA) would replace the police in the drug war following mounting public opposition. The
October suspension was the second time Duterte had hauled police off the drug war [South China Morning Post].
President Duterte on Tuesday also declared the Communist Party of the Philippines-New People's Army (CPP-NPA) a
terrorist organization under the Human Security Act. The proclamation still has to go through court before the CPPNPA is officially designated a terrorist organization. Under the Act of 2007, a person found guilty of terrorism should
be sentenced to jail for 40 years without parole. Earlier this year, Duterte had suspended peace talks with communist
rebels after the NPA increased its offensive against government forces throughout the country [CNN Philippines]. At
the same time, Muslim extremists continue to conduct recruitment in Mindanao, despite the liberation of Marawi
City from terrorists last month. This development might prolong martial law in the region, government officials said.
Earlier this year, President Duterte placed the entire Mindanao under martial law until the end of the year to deal
with the crisis and prevent other armed groups from reinforcing the militants or launching similar uprisings
elsewhere in the region [PhilStar]. The constitutionality of the proclamation of martial law in Mindanao was again
upheld by the Supreme Court of the Philippines on Tuesday. The en banc voted 10-3-1 to deny the motions for
mootness and lack of merit [Rappler]. Finally, in the Philippines, environmental activists were recorded to have been
killed every 12 days in 2016, with only Brazil and Colombia having more murders. The deaths are rising as
communities stand up against corrupt politicians and businessmen intent on securing increasingly scarce natural
resources [Straits Times].

War with communists, more autonomy for Bangsamoro region, and federalization on the horizon

1 December 2017

Fifteen communist guerrillas were killed in a clash with Philippine troops south of Manila on Wednesday, the same
day that the government closed the door on peace talks with the rebels. Last year, President Rodrigo Duterte moved
to start negotiations with the rebels soon after taking office. But the rebels have demanded more and more
concessions, including the release of jailed comrades. Last week, Mr. Duterte angrily called off the talks and
threatened to put the rebels on a terrorist watch list [New York Times]. Formed in 1969, the communist insurgency
has claimed an estimated 30,000 lives on both sides including civilians. Its strength peaked during the time of former
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dictator Ferdinand Marcos with more than 20,000 fighters. In 2015, the Philippine army estimated its strength at
3,200 fighters and has frequently claimed its “people’s war” is a front for extortion collected as revolutionary taxes
[Asia Times]. At the same time, regarding the Bangsamoro region, President Duterte on Monday vowed he would
ensure the passage of the long-stalled Bangsamoro Basic Law (BBL) that would create an expanded Autonomous
Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM). Duterte said that the government would engage not only the Moro Islamic
Liberation Front (MILF), but also the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) and the non-Muslim indigenous peoples.
"One republic. No condition. Government must be the sole authority, and we desire it. You'll have the elected
leaders. Whether you like it or not you must have representatives in Congress," said Duterte [Rappler]. In the Manila
Times, Antonio Contreras writes about the painful shift to a federal system of government in the Philippines. He
argues that the main challenge will be that in the Philippines, unlike most other federal countries, the component
states have not had their own autonomous, or sovereign-like, prior existence. Instead, the Philippines have a strong
experience of being under a unitary system of governance, where geopolitical subdivisions existed only as
administrative arms of the central government [Manila Times].

Duterte’s concern for the environment

24 November 2017

Maybe surprisingly to some, President Duterte is sticking to a ban on open-pit mining for its damaging impact on the
environment. The ban had been imposed under a former Environment Secretary, defying calls from the business
community that point towards large revenues created by mining. Duterte stated that he wants the extraction of
minerals to continue, but less environmentally damaging ways needed to be found [DW]. The efficacy of the ban is
highly contested however, with some arguments brought forward against it here [PhilStar].

The Philippines: The country’s two tales

10 November 2017

The Philippines are currently the fastest growing ASEAN nation, President Duterte’s approval ratings remain high and
Marawi has been reclaimed. The rather rosy picture however, is built on a bloody war on drugs that does not remain
without critics, a siege of ISIS militants that showcased the difficulties of the Philippine Armed Forces and a number
of deals struck with a rising China that some observers call ‘unbalanced’. Duterte’s single six-year term approaches its
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first quarter and it is questionable whether both his support and economic growth remain strong [East Asia Forum].
Former President Benigno Aquino in the meantime, faces criminal investigations as he is charged with usurpation of
authority, as well as graft and corruption [Reuters].

Former human rights lawyer Harry Roque to be Duterte's new spokesman

3 November 2017

President Rodgrio Duterte announced that Kabayan Partylist Representative Harry Roque will be appointed
presidential spokesman. Before his political career, Roque was a human rights lawyer who had taken part in many
high-profile cases, including extrajudicial killings. A group of legal and human rights organizations strongly urged
Roque to reconsider Duterte's offer to be his spokesman, asking him to "stand on the right side of the struggle for
human rights and justice in the Philippines" [Rappler].

Duterte takes drug war out of hands of police

20 October 2017

President Rodrigo Duterte took his war on drugs away from the 170,000-strong Philippine National Police (PNP) and
handed it over to the much smaller Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA), which has about 2,000 agents. The
Philippine police are suspending all anti-narcotics operations, which have sparked public outrage over the deaths of
thousands of mostly poor suspects. Growing anger over the violence, including killings by hit squads, has also caused
Duterte's popularity to plummet. "This is better for the bleeding hearts and the media. I hope I will satisfy you," he
said [Straits Times].
20 October 2017
Which way forward for federalism?
The author of this article assesses the current state of constitutional reform with respect to the country’s
federalization. The governing party has submitted a draft Constitution to the House of Representatives. Hearings on
proposed changes are ongoing. But the draft is loaded with compromises to secure quick approval. The author points
out the contentious points, with particular emphasis on the criteria for determining the number of federal states
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[Rappler].
6 October 2017
Human rights violations under scrutiny by UN Human Rights Council
In passing its biannual resolution on Cambodia, the UN Human Rights Council took the additional step of authorizing
the preparation of a special report on the country. In the light of recent crackdowns on the opposition and the
media, with half of the opposition Cambodia National Rescue Party’s sitting lawmakers currently overseas [The
Phnom Penh Post], the UN Special Rapporteur on Cambodia informed the HRC that efforts to undermine democratic
institutions have reached an unprecedented level in Cambodia [The Online Citizen]. Also at the UN Human Rights
Council, a group of 39 countries has raised “serious concern” regarding the human rights situation in the Philippines
amid President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs. In a joint statement released in Geneva, a group of European
nations, Australia, the US and the UK emphasized that the Philippines needs to investigate all killings, combat a
climate of impunity, and protect human rights defenders [Asian Correspondent]. At the same time, the Roman
Catholic Church of the Philippines has offered to protect police officers who want to come forward and testify about
their participation in President Rodrigo Duterte’s war on drugs. The protection offer could escalate an emerging clash
between the church and the government [The New York Times].

Philippine Office of the Ombudsman under pressure

6 October 2017

The Philippine Office of the Ombudsman investigates claims that President Rodrigo Duterte’s bank accounts had millions of dollars which the president failed to disclose as required by law. Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte said he
would not cooperate with the special anti-corruption prosecutor’s investigation, vowing he would “not submit” to its
authority [South China Morning Post]. At the same time, former Senator Jinggoy Estrada, son of former President Joseph Estrada and also under investigation for corruption, alleged corruption on the side of the Ombudsman. He said
he waited for President Duterte to create a commission to investigate the Office of the Ombudsman for corruption
[Rappler].
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Duterte’s war on drugs: entire city’s 1,200 police forced put out of duty

22 September 2017

For the first time since President Rodrigo Duterte unleashed his crackdown against illegal drugs, an entire city police
unit has been relieved of its duties. The move came amid intense scrutiny of police activities in Caloocan in the wake
of the killing of a 17-year old last month in what police said was an anti-drugs operation [South China Morning Post].

ASEAN human rights delegates barred from visiting detained senator

22 September 2017

Two delegates from the ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights said they were barred from visiting Senator Leila
de Lima in her detention cell at the main headquarters of the Philippine National Police (PNP). Several international
organizations, including APHR and the European Parliament, have backed De Lima's claim of innocence [GMA News
Online].
Philippine Commission of Human Rights’ budget cut not sealed yet

22 September 2017

After the House of Representatives of the Philippines cut down the budget of the country’s Commission of Human
Rights to about 25 dollars last week, the General Appropriations Bill 2018 may be subject to changes as it still needs
to be approved by the Senate. Erwin Colcol argues that, if the budget was restored by Congress, a presidential veto
by Rodrigo Duterte could result in a serious backlash for the president [GMA News Online].

Philippine Commission on Human Rights budget cut from $17 million to a nothing of $25

15 September 2017

President Duterte has succeeded to virtually slash the Human Right Commission giving it an annual budget for 2017
of $25 with the House Speaker calling it "useless" amid four-fifths of the lower house members supporting the de
facto abrogation of the human right body prompting the question how other right defenders and critical media will
end up in the near future [ABC News].
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The Philippines: Calls for a Senate investigation into drug-smuggling allegations against Duterte’s family

07 September 2017

For the past two months, the Philippine Senate has conducted a high-profile investigation into alleged smuggling of
drugs from China through the Bureau of Customs (BoC). The sensational investigations led to the resignation of the
BoC Commissioner, a key ally of President Duterte. Now, members of the Duterte family are facing increasing pressure [Asia News].

War on drugs in the Philippines

24 August 2017

Two articles pertaining to the war on drugs in the Philippines. The Asia Sentinel argues that there is no other word
than terror for the drug war policy of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte intending to spread fear and pander to
the basest instincts of the public. The article describes growing concerns that Duterte’s ambitions could go well along
the path Ferdinand Marcos has taken [Asia Sentinel]. Duterte himself expressed his satisfaction about simultaneous
anti-drug operations which killed a record number of suspects: “Thirty-two died early in Bulacan, in a massive raid.
That's good. If we can kill another 32 everyday then maybe we can reduce what ails this country.” [Rappler].

Death of Philippine Teenager Stokes Opposition to Duterte’s Drug Crackdown

24 August 2017

The killing of a 17-years old teenager last week has had an effect that no other police killing throughout President
Duterte's war on drugs had: The Senate, though dominated by allies of the president, has opened an investigation
indicating concerns among supporters of the harsh policy. while the president himself has ordered that the officers
involved be taken into custody — a reversal from his frequent promise to pardon officers who kill suspects without
provocation [The New York Times].

The Philippines: Blogger-propagandists, the new crisis managers

24 August 2017
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Pro-Duterte bloggers serve as crisis managers for the Presidential Communications Operations Office (PCOO), alerting them about any negative sentiments about the administration. The social media monitoring skills of the bloggers
allow the PCOO to react in a timely manner, a huge boost to the disorganized government office. Pro-Duterte bloggers are also invited to cover government forums and events to spread good news about the administration
[Rappler].

Further deteriorating human rights conditions in the Philippines as the war on drugs gets more nasty

4 August 2017

The death of Philippine Mayor Reynaldo Parojinog, accused of drug ties by President Duterte, and multiplying summary executions reported by United Nations experts, point to increasingly difficult human rights conditions in the
Philippines [The New York Times].

Duterte ally pushes for same-sex unions, divorce

27 July 2017

Opening the lower house for its second regular session, Speaker Pantaleon Alvarez said he would file a bill to legally
recognise civil partnerships between people of the same sex. The Philippines would become the first Southeast Asian
nation to legalise same-sex unions if he succeeds [Asian Correspondent].

Martial Declared and Uphold by Supreme Court

27 July 2017

The Philippine Congress voted on Saturday to extend martial law in the southern part of the country, giving the military five more months to crush a rebellion there by Islamic State-inspired militants [The New York Times].
The Philippines: A court's abdication
27 July 2017
Senator Leila de Lima, an outspoken critic of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, assesses the Supreme Court deci127

sion in Lagman v. Medialdea on the President’s declaration of martial law in Mindanao. She argues that the verdict
leaves much to be desired in the Court’s exercise of its constitutional mandate to review the sufficiency of the factual
basis for the declaration of martial law [Rappler].

Suing for peace, Duterte gets all-out war

27 July 2017

Communist rebels have seized on the government's pre-occupation with Islamic State linked militants to make strategic gains and undercut a once hopeful peace process [Asia Times].

Philippine Background Portrait: “Rudy Fariñas - boss in the House”

21 July 2017

A portrait of the House Majority Leader and Ilocos Norte politician Rodolfo Fariñas who has delivered the votes
needed to pass the President's priority bills and who generally makes things work in a chamber of sometimes unruly
lawmakers [Rappler].

Philippines not married to US, can still pursue China, says Manila’s top diplomat

7 July 2017

The Philippines’ new foreign secretary, Alan Peter Cayetano, warned that “outside influences” could turn Southeast
Asia into “a theatre of geopolitical rivalry” and that Manila’s relations with the US should not stop it from forging ties
with China [South China Morning Post].

Martial Law proclamation upheld

7 July 2017

President Duterte’s martial law declaration that set into motion a bloody campaign to retake a city besieged by terrorists is definitely legal, the Supreme Court (SC) ruled on Tuesday, 4 July [The Philippine Star].
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Mr. President, before signing the law on free college tuition, please read this

7 July 2017

In the Philippines, both houses of Congress approved a bicameral conference committee report consolidating Senate
Bill 1304 and House Bill 5633 to provide free tuition in public colleges and universities. Aniceto C. Orbeta Jr points
out critical issues regarding the bills [Rappler].

Highlights: Year 1 of President Duterte’s administration

30 June 2017

A web special with features, analyses, in-depth reports, and videos on the first year of Rodrigo Duterte’s term as
President of the Philippines [Rappler].

Philippines says no deal with Islamists who seized Marawi

30 June 2017

The Philippines ruled out negotiations on Tuesday with Islamist militants holding hostages and occupying a southern
town, after reports that a rebel leader wanted to trade a Catholic priest for his parents being held by police
[Reuters].

16. Singapore
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Political succession in Singapore

29 December 2017

Singapore’s next general elections are not scheduled until January 2021. Notwithstanding, many observers make the
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point that current PM Lee Hsien Long is leaving it late to indicate who would be to follow in his footsteps. 2018 will
likely be the year to clarify this with a major cabinet reshuffle coming up. The reshuffle will indicate who will be
relevant in Singapore’s political future and a particular importance is given to the position of Deputy PM. Both the
current PM and his predecessor have served as Deputy PM before they took over as PM [Today Online].

Limited space for political rights and external funding for right defenders in Singapore

22 December 2017

A newly released Human Rights Watch report gives a detailed account on the limited space for the freedom of
speech, media and assembly strictly confined by overly broad criminal laws, oppressive regulations, and the
weaponization of civil lawsuits imposing serious damages on parties. The underlying strategy to “Kill the Chicken to
Scare the Monkeys” is directed against individuals who are critical of the government or the judiciary, or speak
critically about issues regarded as being divisive such as religion and race. At the same, a government order issued in
late 2016, prohibits foreign or multinational companies to support events at Speakers’ Corner without a police
permit having led to the rejection of the applications of 10 multinational companies that applied to support the 2017
Pink Dot celebration of LGBT pride. The new report documents how various regulatory restrictions are used to limit
discussion of political or “sensitive” issues in plays, films, and on the internet. The government frequently conditions
licenses for public performances of politically themed plays on censorship of the script. It effectively prohibits all
positive portrayals of LGBT lives on television, radio, or in film. In 2015, the government banned the showing of a
promotional video for the annual LGBT Pink Dot celebration, even though the video simply featured a countdown
and then the words “Pink Dot” and the date of the event [Human Rights Watch].

Singapore: Human Rights Watch Report

15 December 2017

HRW has published a new report [full report] on political freedoms and human rights in Singapore. The report, rather
tellingly unveiled at its launch in Kuala Lumpur, criticises the city-state’s oppressiveness and that it is afraid of allowing its citizens free speech and freedom of assembly. This, the report goes, does not match up with the country’s
claim to be modern, democratic and business-friendly [Online Citizen].
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Governing the city-state, beyond Lee Kuan Yew

8 December 2017

In an extract from his book “Singapore, Incomplete: Reflections on a First World Nation’s Arrested Political Development”, Cherian George traces back Lee Kuan Yew’s “exit management” after stepping down as Prime Minster of Singapore in 1991. George describes LKY’s continued involvement in Singaporean politics and the People’s Action Party
(PAP), and focuses on two particular policy innovations that proved costly for the PAP, and for which, according to
George, the party is still paying a price: the elected presidency and the ministerial pay formula. The central question
nowadays according to George is how much room to give to the ideas and legacy of Lee Kuan Yew in contemporary
Singapore [New Mandala].

Restrictions on free speech in Singapore exposed

1 December 2017

Prosecutors in Singapore have charged an activist with holding unauthorized public assemblies, which human rights
groups have criticized as an excessive restriction on free speech. The activist was accused of organizing three small
gatherings over the past year. He did not receive a police permit for the gatherings, which is a violation of the citystate’s Public Order Act. Singapore has strict limits on speech and unauthorized public assembly, even for small and
peaceful political gatherings [New York Times]. A civil society association that criticized the decision demanded that
events that do not threaten the safety and well-being of any person, damage any property or cause disruption to
ordinary affairs should not be made difficult to organize [The Online Citizen].

Singapore: Cybersecurity on domestic and ASEAN agenda

17 November 2017

The Singaporean government will finetune several provisions in the country's upcoming cybersecurity bill in response
to public feedback. According to the bill, the duties of critical information infrastructure (CII) providers in securing
systems under their responsibility will be formalized. Breaches of these duties will result in fines of up to S$100,000
or imprisonment of up to two years, or both. A major point of criticism in feedback process was that CIIs were not
clearly defined [ZDNet]. As Singapore will take over the ASEAN chair next year, the country wants to pursue the
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strengthening of cyber security also on the regional level [Straits Times].

Migrant worker’s plight

10 November 2017

Singapore has in 2010 decided to open two casinos to attract tourism and create jobs and further investment
opportunities. Since then, in addition to the tourists, more and more of the city’s relatively poor migrant workers feel
drawn to the casinos, often gambling away much of what they earn [South China Morning Post]. In addition, migrant
workers in Singapore as well as other ASEAN countries continue to suffer from inadequate protection with the nearly
7 million migrant workers across South East Asia regularly facing extortion, unacceptable housing and living
conditions, the withholding of passports and an unfavorable remittance market [East Asia Forum].

Race-based politics or meritocratic democracy?

13 October 2017

The recent uncontested presidential poll in Singapore remains controversial as the ruling PAP seems to have
determined the outcome. Ensuring the win of an ethnic minority Malay candidate was according to the government
crucial in guaranteeing racial harmony in the city state. Critics view exactly this, however, as diametrically opposed to
the meritocratic democracy they cherish and see a risk of a return of race-based politics [Asia Times].

US grant asylum to Singaporean

29 September 2017

US authorities have decided that a convicted Singaporean man is deserving of asylum in the US as his conviction
serves a “nefarious purpose” [The Independent].

Lessons from the presidential election

22 September 2017

Now that Singapore's new president who was elected after changes to the election system is in office, what issues
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have emerged from the process? Elgin Toh examines three major topics: the reserved election, the walkover and its
effect going forward, and the lead time in making the legislative changes [Straits Times]. And Bhavan Jaipragas argues that Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s decision to reserve the election for a Malay candidate may threaten his
following even among those who support the Lion City’s first woman president [South China Morning Post].

New president, no election needed in Singapore

15 September 2017

Halimah Yacob, a former speaker of Parliament, is the country’s first female president and the first in five decades to
come from the Malay ethnicity when she is sworn in on Wednesday. She was certified by the Presidential Elections
Commission as the only eligible candidate, and since she had no opponent, there was no election necessary. For the
first time, candidates to become Singapore´s president could only come from one racial group: Malays. The election
has triggered debate on who is Malay and raised questions over how an individual's race can be determined. Critics
also objected that this limitation was a move backwards because it wasn´t an open election by the best from all races
[New York Times] [CNN].

Presidential Election 2017

31 August 2017

The Presidential Election in Singapore has been set for September 23 if more than one person qualifies to run for the
position. If there is only one eligible candidate, he or she will start the presidential term on the working day after
Nomination Day. The winning candidate will be the second Malay president in Singapore's history, and the first to be
chosen in a presidential election reserved for candidates of a specific community.

Next generation target in Singapore family feud

11 August 2017

PM Lee Hsien Loong’s nephew has to face potential contempt of court proceedings initiated by the AttorneyGeneral’s Chambers after he had posted an allegedly critical Facebook post last month. He stated that Singapore had
a litigious and pliant court system and linked to a 2010 NYT op-ed regarding the use of lawsuits as a censorship tool
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[Asia Times].

Halimah Yacob announces bid to be Singapore's next President

11 August 2017

Halimah Yacob, former Speaker of Parliament, has confirmed that she will run in the upcoming Presidential Elections
in Singapore in September. The position is this time reserved for a Malay candidate [Channel News Asia].

Lee Kuan Yew School professor Huang Jing banned, has PR cancelled, for being agent of influence for foreign country

11 August 2017

Dr Huang Jing, former Director of the Centre on Asia and Globalisation and Lee Foundation Professor on US-China
relations at the LKY School of Public Policy has been permanently banned from Singapore as allegations arose that he
is an “agent of influence of a foreign country”. Dr Huang claims that he is not convoluting with any foreign government or intelligence agency [The Straits Time].
Singapore's value to the United States lies in its location: US ambassador nominee KT McFarland

27 July 2017

US Ambassador Nominee presents three reasons for the importance of Singapore to the US in her confirmation hearing statement [Channel News Asia].

Singapore´s Foreign Policy: Vivian Balakrishnan outlines the core principles

21 July 2017

Singapore’s Foreign Minister Vivian Balakrishnan has laid out five principles of Singapore’s foreign policy focusing
around sovereignty, independence and advancing the city states own interest whilst cooperating with other
countries. His speech in full can be found [The Straits Times].
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Singapore is firmly in the jihadist cross-hairs

7 July 2017

Singapore faces internal and external threats from radicalised terrorists and is not excluded from the global trend of
rising terrorist incidents. Singapore could face serious challenges if extremists of a particular religious group manage
to penetrate Singaporean society for it would pose great risks of upsetting its racial and religious balance [The Straits
Times].

U.N. survey finds cybersecurity gaps everywhere except Singapore

7 July 2017

The U.N. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) released a survey stating significant gaps between countries
in their capacities and strategies to deal with cybercrime. Whilst some fifty percent of observed countries have yet to
even adopted a relevant national security strategy, Singapore scored highest in terms of its readiness and capabilities
to defend itself against cybercrime [Reuters].

Why Singapore will survive its latest political scandal

7 July 2017

Chirag Agarwal, former Singaporean diplomat, writes that Singapore’s recent political turmoil will not bring down the
PM or threaten political stability in the city-state, but rather blow over and be proof yet again for how swiftly and effectively Singaporeans deal with scandals that only distract from the real job of governing the country well [South
China Morning Post].
22 June 2017
Lee Family Spat: Many Concerned about Fallout
People worry about Singapore's reputation, but some say claims of abuse must be addressed [The Straits Times].
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17. South Korea
Summary/link(s)

Date of Air issue

Japan/Korea: Issue of comfort women still looming

29 December 2017

South Korea’s Prime Minister Moon Jae-in called the country’s 2015 agreement with Japan to settle a decades-long
impasse over the so-called comfort women “seriously flawed”. Moon’s statement, in which he vows unspecified
follow-up measures to meet the victims’ demands, potentially throws the future of the deal in doubt, two years after
both countries declared it final. The government of Japan announced that it wanted to stick to the existing
agreement [Japan Times].

Liberal Korea Party internal power struggle

22 December 2017

With local election ahead in June 2018, the main opposition Liberty Korea Party’s (LKP) president Hong Joon-pyo has
dismissed 62 party members as electoral district chiefs. Among them are many regarded as belonging to
former President Park's fraction within the party. Park is currently standing trial on multiple charges including abuse
of power and bribery. Hong’s reshuffle is widely seen as an attempt to strengthen his grip on the party leadership
[The Korea Times].

South Korea: 25 years imprisonment for former President’s confidant demanded

15 December 2017

The prosecution has asked Seoul Central District Court to sentence Choi Soon-sil, former President Park Geun-hye’s
aide, to 25 years imprisonment and a fine of more 100 Mio USD for abusing her close relationship to the President to
receive bribes from companies. Observers expect that the ruling will affect the ruling on Park’s own trial on multiple
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charges, among them leaking government secrets to Choi [The Korea Herald 1]. In a related development, another
loyalist of the former President was interrogated by the prosecution on allegations of receiving bribes in illicit political funds from local businessmen [The Korea Herald 2].

Military to stay away from politics in South Korea

15 December 2017

In the frame of President Moon’s policy of rooting out “accumulated wrongdoings” of former governments, a government-civilian committee established by the Defense Ministry in September and in charge of eradicating military
wrongdoings has drafted a bill to keep the military way from politics. According to the bill civil servants and defense
officials would receive heavy punishments for requesting the military to intervene in political affairs. On the other
side, military officials are demanded to refuse such a request for interference. Despite the successful democratic
transformation of South Korea and implementation of parliamentary control of the military, civilian-military relations
has remained strained as the military was not ready to accept civilian leadership on the grounds that civilian leaders
lack the competence and experience to face the North Korean threat [The Korea Herald].
South Korea blacklisted as tax haven

8 December 2017

For failing to demonstrate sufficient willingness to crackdown ‘harmful preferential tax regimes’, the European Union has put South Korea, Asia's fourth largest economy, member of the OECD and G20, on her first ‘tax haven blacklist’, along with 16 other countries. Among them are American Samoa, Bahrain, Barbados, Grenada, Guam, Macau,
the Marshall Islands, Mongolia, Namibia, Palau, Panama, St Lucia, Samoa, Trinidad & Tobago, Tunisia and the UAE
[Financial Times].

South Korean ex finance minister grilled over corruption allegations

8 December 2017

With former President Park standing trail over multiple corruption charges, her former finance minister on Wednesday was heavily interrogated by the prosecution over allegations of accepting bribes from the National Intelligence
Service in exchange for his support for an increase of the agency’s budget [Korea Times].
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South Korea: President appoints disputed SME minister

24 November 2017

President Moon has earned harsh critics of opposition parties for his appointment of Hong Jong-haak as SME and
Startup Minister. The opposition parties massively protested against the nomination of Hong who they consider
lacking competence and ethical qualification due to dubious financial transactions in the context of a building
allowing members of his family to pay less tax [The Korea Times].

South Korean Justice Minister vows no pause in prosecution reform

24 November 2017

Justice Minister Park Sang-ki on Wednesday expressed his firm determination to push for an overhaul of the
prosecution by setting up an independent agency in charge of investigating corruption cases involving high-level
public officials and their family members. South Korea’s prosecution has come under fire for being politicized with
prosecutors gaining high posts in the previous government through their connections to then President Park who is
currently standing trial for multiple corruption charges [Yonhap].

Constitutional reform on the way

17 November 2017

South Korean political parties have agreed on a revision of the constitution the focus of which pertain to expanding
basic rights, strengthening local government and the office of the president. While the first two issues find broad
consensus among the parties, the last issue is contested. Whereas the Democratic Party proposes a two-four-years
term limit without touching on the power of the president, the opposition parties advocates a transformation of the
current presidential system to a semi-presidential system [The Korea Times].

Sentence against confidant of ousted President Park confirmed

17 November 2017

The Seoul High Court rejected an appeal of Choi Soon-sil, a confidant of impeached former President Park, and
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upheld the three years sentence of a lower court. Choi has been found guilty of abusing her close relationship to the
President to gain favors for her daughter’s education including admission to Ewha Woman’s University over better
qualified candidates and receiving good grades for courses without attendance and fulfilling assignments. The prison
sentences against the involved university officials, among them the president of the university, were maintained, too
[The Korea Herald].

South Korea: National Assembly in movement

10 November 2017

Amid the parliamentary review of the highly contested 2018 budget bill of the Moon administration which started on
Monday [The Korea Times 1], nine out of 20 lawmakers of the Bareun Party have announced to leave their party and
join the main opposition Liberty Korea Party (LKP) in an attempt to strengthen conservative forces within the
National Assembly. This defection will increase LKP’s total number of seats in the national assembly to 119, only two
less than the ruling Democratic Party. The LKP might even become the strongest party as further Bareun Party
lawmakers consider to join the party [The Korea Times 2].

Former President Park expelled from own party

3 November 2017

In a move to regain public trust and intra-party unity, opposition Liberty Korea Party decided to expel former
President Park who was impeached in 2016 over a corruption and cronyism case. Park is currently facing trial on
bribery, abuse of power and other charges [Yonhap News].

South Korea: President names new nominee for chief of Constitutional Court

3 November 2017

President Moon has nominated Constitutional Court Justice Lee Jin-sung for the post of the Court's chief. It is Moon's
second attempt to fill this position, after his first nomination, Kim Yi-Su, was voted down by the parliament which
questioned the candidate's political neutrality [Yonhap News]. The same looks like to happen to his selection
of Hong Jong-haak as Minister for SMEs and startups who is facing growing pressure of opposition parties to with139

draw his nomination due to suspicious financial undertakings of some of his relatives [The Korea Times].

South Korea: Maturing democracy

28 October 2017

Former President Park’s impeachment over the involvement of a person without government office in decision making in which media and civic pressure played a crucial role reflects a steady development towards matured democracy in South Korea, Hee Min Kim argues [East Asia Forum]. In the a related development, the government launched a
pilot experiment of introducing elements of deliberative democracy in the legislative decision making process by
opening up the controversial legislation on the construction of nuclear reactors for citizens’ deliberation in a public
panel [Yonhap 1] the outcome of which President Moon vowed to follow and implement [Yonhap 2].

Police reform in South Korea announced by President

28 October 2017

President Moon announced a reform plan that would give the police the right to investigation which currently is in
the hand of prosecutors only who are accused to be political in their work [The Korea Times].

South Korea: Moon's anti-corruption drive

28 October 2017

President Moon has launched a large scale campaign against "deep-rooted evils" of former governments under Lee
Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye, investigating political misconduct and corruption. Opposition parties criticize this
campaign as political revenge against the conservative party [The Korea Times].

Former president's trial put on hold

20 October 2017

Ousted South Korean president Park Geun-Hye's corruption trial was put on hold Thursday after her lawyers resigned
to protest what they called biased proceedings. The defence team quit en masse on Monday, when Park condemned
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the trial as "political revenge", after her detention warrant was extended for another six months [Scroll].

Political polarization among South Korean political parties hampers efforts to counter North Korean threats

6 October 2017

Amidst high tensions between North and South Korea over Pyongyang’s nuclear tests of the recent past, the
domestic controversy between the ruling Democratic Party (DP) and the main opposition Liberty Korea Party (LKP)
over national security is heavily impeding the attempts of President Moon’s administration to effectively deal with
Pyongyang. The conservative LKP disapproves of the DP’s politics of re-engagement focusing on diplomacy and
demands a tougher stance against Pyongyang (Yonhap).

Oppositional ‘Liberty Korea Party's boycott´s parliamentary sessions

7 September 2017

Protesting an arrest warrant against the president of Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation which it views as an attempt
of the government to control the media, South Korea’s main opposition party, the conservative Liberty Korea Party,
has boycotted parliamentary sessions on Monday and Tuesday bringing legislation work to a standstill [The Korea
Times]

Democracy and the rule of law are moving on in South Korea

31 August 2017

Three trials give hope that South Korea is on a path to increase the quality of its democracy and rule of law with the
former President [Financial Times], a Samsung leader [Forbes] and the former head of the national intelligence
[Sputnik News] facing or having already been faced trial.

South Korea: Date set for referendum to amend Constitution

24 August 2017

In his address, marking 100 days in office, President Moon Jae-in announced June 2018 as date for the referendum
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on the amendment of constitution. Among other, issues of the constitutional revision pertain to the expansion of local government and basic rights [Korea Joongang Daily].

Conservative parties voice concerns over liberal chief justice nominee

24 August 2017

President Moon’s nomination of Kim Meong-su, former leader of a group of liberal-progressive judges, for the post
of the Chief Justice of the Constitutional Court has become a subject matter of a dispute between the political parties. Conservative opposition parties disapprove of the nomination fearing an ideological bias of the court. Recently,
the nomination of a conservative judge as Chief Justice of the Indian Supreme Court has caused similar debates
[Yonhap].

South Korea: More than 7 in 10 favor constitutional revision

21 July 2017

The majority of South Koreans believe their Constitution and the country’s basic law need to be updated to improve
their fundamental rights and good governance [Yonhap].

Prosecutors seek jail terms for Park aides over artist blacklist

7 July 2017

Prosecutions of former President Park’s administration continue, as Prosecutors call for prison terms for former presidential aides and ministers on trial for accused of managing a “black list” of cultural figures critical of the Park government [Yonhap].

18. Sri Lanka
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue
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Sri Lankan government backing away from conflict resolution vows

8 December 2017

The Sri Lankan government has failed to live up to promises to address the issues that led to the long and bloody civil
war between the Sinhala majority and the Tamil minority, alleges the author of this piece. It has disregarded the
United Nations Human Rights Council resolution that called for significant war-related reconciliation steps to be taken and has continued to commit egregious human rights abuses, while pandering to “ultra-Sinhala” nationalism. The
situation in late 2017, says the author, appears to be no different to what prevailed before the conflict erupted into
war in 1983 [Asia Times].
Clashes between Muslims and Buddhists in southern Sri Lanka

1 December 2017

Muslim and Buddhist extremists fought in the streets of a southern coastal town in Sri Lanka after Buddhists posted
fake news on social media. According to the rumors, Muslims were planning to attack Buddhist archaeological
relics. Tensions have increased between the country’s Muslims and hardline Buddhists, who accuse Muslims of
forcibly converting people and vandalizing Buddhist religious sites. About 70 percent of Sri Lanka’s population is
Buddhist, while only 9 percent of the population is Muslim. Tensions between the two groups have been
exacerbated by the nearby conflict in Myanmar, in which military forces have driven out the Muslim Rohingya
minority and sent around 600,000 Muslim refugees fleeing to Bangladesh [Newsweek].

Sri Lanka: Officers ordering soldiers to sexually assault Tamil detainees?

24 December 2017

Earlier this month, the Associated Press published an explosive report documenting more than 50 Tamil men’s
allegations that Sri Lanka’s security forces sexually assaulted and tortured them. Their accounts of gang rape, sexual
humiliation, and penetration with barbed wire are supported by medical records and psychiatric evaluations. The
news broke at an inconvenient time for Sri Lanka, which is up for its Universal Periodic Review at the U.N. Human
Rights Council this week. The government delegation’s assurances of a “zero tolerance policy” on torture sat
awkwardly alongside reports of shocking—and shockingly routine—abuses. The author of this piece notes that
despite these human rights abuses, the international community continues to treat Sri Lanka like a good faith
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actor, restoring preferential trade arrangements and deepening military partnerships [The Washington Post].

Sri Lanka: PM reveals secret debts of former regime

24 November 2017

Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe testified before an investigative commission this week regarding the secret
accounting practices of the former regime which had misled even the International Monetary Fund. Wickremesinghe
detailed questionable practices involving bond sales before the “Presidential Commission of Inquiry to Investigate
and Inquire into the Issuance of Treasury Bonds”, to include failure to put government projects “on the books” and
failure to pay contractors. The government still has liabilities of 500 to 600 million dollars as a result of the “creative
accounting of the former regime”, but still is investigating the degree of additional unaccounted-for debt [Daily
News]

Human rights and reconciliation after the civil war in Sri Lanka

17 November 2017

After the more recent visit of UN ‘Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees
of non-recurrence’, Pablo de Greiff, and the very recent third human rights examination by the UN Human Rights
Council´s Universal Periodical Working Group in Geneva, Sri Lanka´s human rights situation remains critical [Hiru
News].
Uncovered by an Associated Press investigation, Sri Lanka’s government faces allegations of more than 50 men who
said they were raped, branded or tortured as recently as this year. All men belong to the Tamil ethnic minority that
lost the 26-year civil war that ended 2009 with at least up to 40,000 civilian casualties in its final months only. The
torturers who accused their victims of trying to revive a Tamil rebel group are alleged to belong to both the police’s
Criminal Investigations Department and the Armed Forces [Washington Post].
Almost at the same time, Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena spoke unprecedentedly to a representative
gathering of more than 350 commanding officers, adjutants and regimental sergeant majors of the Army stressing
that military camps in the Tamil dominated North will not be removed and the government has not conducted any
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type of investigation against soldiers having been accused of severe human rights violations during the civil war. The
President vehemently turned against those civil society sectors asking for investigations claiming that no single ‘war
hero’ having been involved in the war should face such investigations [Colombo Page].
The continuing tension between the Buddhist Sinhalese majority and the Hindu Tamil minority is also reflected by
reactions to a recent report on constitutional reform discussions. Proposals to introduce a devolution principle in the
constitution to empower the provinces – including the Tamil dominated Northern and Eastern ones – sparked fierce
resistance by the politically active Buddhist clergy and other Sinhalese nationals [The Diplomat].
In fact, the country’s highly centralized unitary system has been counted as one of the reasons for the decade long
civil war. Even years after the Tamil Tiger’s military defeat by massive conventional military force, the splits are not
healed in many ways. This is only reinforced by the significant poverty allocation of the former rebel strongholds.
After the end of the civil war an expanding credit and loan practice with predatory interest rates entrenched a
serious poverty trap which hit especially the Tamil regions [The Hindu].

Mixed assessment of human rights situation

10 November 2017

A delegation of the European Parliament visited Sri Lanka last week, to obtain updates on developments since their
last official visit in 2016 and to discuss issues with Sri Lankan authorities and civil society representatives. While the
delegation welcomed a number of positive developments that have taken place since their last official visit, its
members express concern on Sri Lanka’s slower than expected progress on its implementation of international
conventions on human rights, good governance, labour rights, and the environment. The MEPs noted, however, that
the foundations for that progress were now mostly in place [Sri Lanka Brief]. The United States supported Sri
Lanka’s post-civil war reconciliation process as the two countries convened the second Partnership Dialogue in
Colombo this week. In a joint statement issued following the meeting, the U.S. expressed support to Sri Lanka in the
implementation of civil war-related Human Rights commitments, and Sri Lanka’s objectives to strengthen
democracy, democratic institutions and practices, good governance, and the rule of law. Also discussed was a vision
to develop Sri Lanka as a regional hub for trade and investment in Asia, and a wide range of other on-going and
envisioned areas of cooperation [MENAFN /Colombo Gazette].
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Efforts for early conclusion of China trade deal

3 November 2017

Sri Lanka is keen to reach agreement soon on a free trade deal with China, its foreign minister said on Tuesday,
describing Beijing as a close friend and ally, despite strong local opposition to some major Chinese-invested schemes.
In July, Sri Lanka already signed a long-delayed $1.1 billion deal to lease its southern Hambantota port to China,
ignoring an appeal by opposition parties to debate the pact in parliament [Reuters].

Sri Lanka: New constitution as a neo-colonial project?

22 September 2017

The debate surrounding the creation of a new constitution continues and one sentiment expressed in this speech is
that with too much “help” from the United States, the new constitution could turn out to be a “neo-colonial project”
[Global Research].

Sri Lanka: President seeks to shield General from war crime case

07 September 2017

Fairly little progress has been made in Sri Lanka on war crime and human rights cases in the aftermath of the bloody
civil-war that raged in the country until 2009. SL President has now said he will not allow prosecution of any “war heroes” [Aljazeera].

Sri Lankan ambassador accused of war crimes in Brazil

31 August 2017

Human rights groups have filed lawsuits in Brazil and Colombia against Sri Lanka's ambassador in Latin America, accusing him of war crimes. Lawyers seek to expel Jagath Jayasuriya, ambassador to Brazil, over abuses in final phase of
offensive against LTTE. Sri Lanka's ambassador to Brazil has fled the country after human rights groups filed lawsuits
accusing him of overseeing war crimes on Monday night. Meanwhile the former general has returned to Colombo via
Dubai after fleeing Brazil on Sunday [The Tamil Guardian] [Aljazeera].
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Two interviews on politics and the prospects of reconciliation in Sri Lanka

4 August 2017

In an exclusive interview four-time Premier Ranil Wickremesinghe describes his hopes of restoring unity and reconciliation among all communities after Sri Lanka’s past 40 years of very difficult times, whereas S. K. Senthivel, General
Secretary of the New Democratic Marxist Leninist Party, describes the case of one “oppressed class” village engaged
in this struggle, and the decline of the popularity of Leftist political organizations in such villages [Sri Lanka Guardian
1] [Sri Lanka Guardian 2].
Sri Lanka’s Current Political Impasse

16 July 2017

Sri Lanka is facing a three-fold political crisis, namely at the regime level, governance level, and its broader political
transformation process [The Sunday Leader].

19. Taiwan
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Taiwan: Lowering referendum thresholds

15 December 2017

In a move to enhance public participation in the legislation process, Taiwan’s legislature has approved a law to
amend the 2003 Referendum Act reducing the threshold for a referendum to be valid from a turnout of 50% of the
electorate to 25%. However, excluded from referendums are constitutional changes, including changes to sovereign
symbols governed by the Constitution such as the name of the nation, its anthem, flag, or territorial boundaries
[Focus Taiwan].
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Taiwan: Bill on lay judges’ participation in criminal trials completed

8 December 2017

In the frame of the government’s large-scale judicial reform the Judicial Yuan, Taiwan’s highest judicial organ, has
finalised a bill allowing lay judges to participate in criminal trials and decide with professional judges cases ranging
from cases carrying sentences for at least seven years imprisonment to homicide [Taipei Times].

Cabinet’s proposed changes to labor law criticized

17 November 2017

The Tsai administration’s recent proposal to change provisions of the labor law pertaining to the regulation of work
hours of employees has been criticized by labor rights groups as an act of bowing to demands of the business sector
at the expense of the workers’ interests. Among other disputed issues, the protest is directed in particular against an
amendment which would provide employers the opportunity to circumvent the ban on working more than six
consecutive days in exceptional circumstances and increase the number of consecutive working days up to twelve
[Focus Taiwan].

Taiwan: Hunger strike to push for direct democracy

10 November 2017

Members of the People Rule Foundation have started a hunger strike in an attempt to demand from the ruling
Democratic Progressive Party a swift passing of draft amendments to the Referendum Act of 2003. The amendments
are directed especially towards lowering the threshold of 50% voters turnout currently required to validate a
referendum [Taipei Times].

The United Nations is creating a security dilemma for Taiwan

22 September 2017

Despite its commitment to democracy and rule of law, its robust economy, and its eagerness to be a responsible
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stakeholder, Taiwan is systematically shunned by the UN and its agencies out of fear of antagonizing China. To better
fight terrorists, criminals, disease, it is time to bring Taiwan back into forums such as World Health Organization, the
International Civil Aviation Organization, and INTERPOL [The National Interest].

Taiwan’s New Premier

07 September 2017

Pressured by controversies over several policies, including pension and labor benefit reforms and a generally lackluster economic performance, Premier Li Chuan submitted his resignation. As his successor, President Tsai, who faces
dramatically dropping approval rates, appointed William Lai, hitherto mayor of Tainan [Taipei Times].

Taiwan: President Tsai Ing-wen’s approval rating sinks to new low

18 August 2017

A little bit more than one year after her inauguration as President of the Republic of China in May 2016, when she
had an approval rating of almost 70%, Tsai Ing-wen is currently facing nationwide dissatisfaction with her performance and an approval rating below 30% [Taipei Times].

Taiwan: Zuoying naval base to get upgrade

27 July 2017

The ability of Taiwan’s Navy to defend against a PRC attack is greatly restricted by the limited support facilities at its
premier Zouying naval base. That’s about to change [Taipei Times].
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The World is Not Abandoning Taiwan

7 July 2017

Panama’s recent decision to no longer recognize the Republic of China and to recognize only the People’s Republic of
China has led to serious concern regarding Taiwan’s increasing international isolation. The Sentinel argues that Taiwan’s international status is, in fact, stronger in recent years despite loss of formal diplomatic ties [Taiwan Sentinel].

20. Thailand
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Thailand: Big parties challenge recent PM’s party order

29 December 2017

(jk) The Democrat Party vowed to file a petition with the Constitutional Court regarding a recent amendment to the
Political Party Act issued by the NCPO government. According to their complaint, it favours new parties over existing
ones which are already struggling to meet the demands of the act originally enacted in early October [The Nation].
The legal team of the Democrat Party furthermore suggested the new regulations serve the purpose of setting up a
military party and may be unconstitutional [Bangkok Post]. The Pheu Thai Party has already submitted a petition to
the CC [Prachatai].

Thailand: Deputy Prime Minister under pressure over alleged asset concealment

22 December 2017

Prime Minister Gen. Prayut Chan-o-cha has been urged to suspend Deputy Prime Minister and Defense Minister
Prawit Wongsuwan on the grounds that the latter is currently facing investigations over alleged concealment of
assets. Pictures, showing the Deputy Prime Minister wearing luxury watches, went viral on social media and triggered
an online campaign demanding him to step down [The Nation].
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Activists to petition Thai Constitutional Court to restore freedom of assembly

15 December 2017

A number of activists, partly from the New Democracy Movement, partly from Thai Lawyers for Human Rights, are
planning to ask the Constitutional Court (CC) to lift a National Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) order interfering
with freedom of assembly and giving soldiers vast powers to summon and detain any person for up to seven days
under which the activists claim to have suffered unproportionally. They want the CC to rule the NCPO order
unconstitutional [Bangkok Post].

Thailand: Cabinet reshuffle

24 November 2017

An upcoming cabinet reshuffle that has caused rumors and uproar last week [Khaosod], has supposedly been
finalized but the details not yet made public. Notably, the PM recently stated that he plans to have more civil than
military ministers in his cabinet. For this reshuffle, more military ministers will leave than join the cabinet [The
Nation].

Corruption cases in Thailand and Indonesia

24 November 2017

Whilst officials in Thailand seek to make use of a new law passed in September in order to prosecute former PM
Thaksin in absentia on graft charges [Reuters], Indonesia’s anti-corruption agency KPK has made a bold move in
arresting top Golkar politician and speaker of the House of Representatives Setya Novanto. He stands accused of
being part of the corruption scandal around the electronic identity card system in 2011 and 2012 [WSJ] So far,
despite relatively few staff members and a low budget, the KPK has a record of wining every graft case it handled.
This is a particularly hefty case however, with the House fighting back- it has launched a special inquiry into the KPK’s
own conduct. Back in Thailand, Phuket to be precise, an investigation into bribery and the police is making headlines.
Positive voices point out that illegal practices are likely to recede with increasing regulation [The Nation].
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Thailand: PM asks six questions, faces strong criticism; local elections and cabinet reshuffle likely to happen

17 November 2017

NCPO chief and Prime Minister of Thailand General Prayut Chan-o-cha asked the public six questions concerning
elections and future politics, with one question asking whether the NCPO had the right to support a particular
political party [Bangkok Post]. Politicians and academics immediately responded, claiming that the move appeared to
be an attempt not only to set a political agenda but also to legitimize the junta’s rule [The Nation]. Also, Meechai
Ruchupan, head of the Constitution Drafting Commission (CDC) and a member of the NCPO, warned that it would be
a violation of the law if the NCPO officially supports a party [The Nation]. At the same time, however, the military
government has announced to unlock political activities starting with certain local polls. But local politicians would
have to avoid conflict and targeting the NCPO during campaigning [Bangkok Post]. Finally, it is likely that a Cabinet
reshuffle will take place very soon, Deputy Prime Minister General Prawit Wongsuwan said on Monday [The Nation].

Public prosecutors likely to have more power over police

17 November 2017

The Thai police and the criminal justice system are likely to undergo a major change. Prime Minister Prayut Chan-ocha wants criminal investigations and crime suppression work separated with investigations conducted by figures
other than the police, including professionals who possess sound legal knowledge. According to current proposals,
public prosecutors may be absorbed into a new body that can look into criminal cases independently [Bangkok Post].

Thailand: Controversial organic law review committee member confirmed

10 November 2017

After an organic law on the National Anti-Corruption Commission has been finalised and referred to the National
Legislative Assembly recently, a particular appointee to a commission reviewing the law had come under increased
scrutiny. The committee member tasked to review the organic law is the brother of Deputy Prime Minister
Wongsuwan and particularly controversial as he himself is subject to an ongoing investigation by the NACC.
Notwithstanding, his place on the committee has been confirmed [The Nation].
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As political ban is continued, pressure on exiled former PM Yingluck increases

3 November 2017

The Thai government will not lift the ban on political activities until calm and order are restored, Prime Minister
Prayut Chan-o-cha said on Tuesday. However, the Political Parties Act giving the parties 180 to prepare for the
upcoming election has already taken effect on October 8. Whether the deadline can be extended is not sure
[Bangkok Post]. Meanwhile, Thailand has revoked the passports of ousted Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra, who
has yet to publicly emerge since she slipped out of the country two months ago ahead of judgment day in her
negligence trial. Thai authorities are still working to confirm the former premier’s location as they seek her
extradition [South China Morning Post].

Grief and Grandeur

28 October 2017

After the passing away of Thailand's King Bhumibol who has reigned for seventy years and profoundly shaped his
country, HM Rama X, the new King of Thailand, presided over a public ceremony to begin the royal cremation for his
father at an event whose ceremonial grandeur met the authentic grief expressed by thousands of Thai people. The
event reflects the watershed King Bhumibol's death marks in Thai history and will soon be followed by a more vibrant
search for political identity [Bangkok Post].

New law suits against former PM Thaksin

20 October 2017

The National Anti-Corruption Commission of Thailand (NACC) will resume two pending criminal cases against ousted
prime minister Thaksin Shinawatra under a new organic law that allows for the trials of fugitive politicians.
Previously, the Supreme Court's Criminal Division for Holders of Political Positions suspended these cases under the
old law after Thaksin fled the country [Bangkok Post]. Earlier this month, the Attorney General decided to indict
Thaksin on a lese majeste charge and review other pending criminal cases [Bangkok Post].
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Thailand and Southeast Asia: The political and economic importance of social media and e-commerce

20 October 2017

Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg will be coming to Thailand later this month to meet Prime Minister Gen. Prayuth
Chan-ocha. In AUGUST, Prayuth opened his own Facebook page in what some say is an effort to appear more affable
and approachable. At the same time, various people have been charged for running Facebook pages criticizing the
government or running polls mocking his often eccentric behavior [Khaosod English]. The competition for Southeast
Asia’s fast-growing e-commerce market is intensifying, with industry titans Alibaba and Amazon launch new ventures
and acquisitions in a region projected to be the next high-growth frontier for online retailers. Founded by Chinese
billionaire Jack Ma, Alibaba is now the most visible player in Southeast Asia’s e-commerce space after pouring billions
of dollars into the region’s nascent markets [Asia Times].

Thailand: PM comes back from the White House and announces elections for late 2018

13 October 2017

After returning from his visit to the US [Voice of America], the Thai PM has announced that an election will be held in
November 2018. Whilst the first White House visit of a Thai PM in 12 years was seen as a diplomatic success for
Thailand, some observers remain critical [ISEAS]. Pertaining to the election announcement leaders of major political
parties differ in their opinion – after all, it is not the first time elections have been announced. Many are moreover
dismayed due to the fact that tight restrictions on political parties are still in place even after the organic law on
political parties has been recently enacted [Bangkok Post].

The challenges of the Myanmar refugee crisis

6 October 2017

With the world’s fastest growing refugee crisis developing on its doorstep, Amnesty International said that Thailand
must take concrete action to offer protection to those most in need, as the human rights organization launched a
report revealing the gaps in the country’s refugee policies [Amnesty International]. In response, Thailand's foreign
ministry said, in a rare statement, that it was "closely following the situation" and would provide aid to the
governments of Myanmar and Bangladesh [The Straits Times].
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PM Prayuth’s increased public appearances and Yingluck’s request for asylum

6 October 2017

Emma Richards analyzes The Thai Prime Minister’s current campaign for public support and how it can be viewed as
preparation for an after-election future [Asian Correspondent]. According to Prayut’s most recent statement, the
election date is likely to be in 2019, not 2018 as it has been previously assumed [The Nation]. Thailand’s former
Prime Minister and meanwhile fugitive, Yingluck Shinawatra, has applied for asylum in the United Kingdom. Thai police have asked Interpol to issue an international alert, known as a Blue Notice, to its 190 member countries to locate
her [Bangkok Post].

Yingluck sentenced in absentia to 5 years in prison

29 September 2017

The former Thai PM has been sentenced by the Supreme Court of Thailand to a prison sentence of 5 years for dishonest dereliction of duty but not for other corrupt activities and losses sourrounding the rice-pledging scheme. A
warrant for her arrest has been issued. According to the Thai government, she is currently in Dubai [Bangkok Post].

Thai Constitutional Court likely to be reshuffled

22 September 2017

The Constitution Drafting Committee has finished the first draft of an organic bill on the Constitutional Court's trial
procedures. The Court is likely to be partially "reset" as some of the incumbent judges who do not meet the stricter
qualification requirements under the new constitution may be removed [Bangkok Post].

Thailand: The anual military reshuffle as a rebalancing of power

15 September 2017

The recent annual military reshuffle further enhances the influence of the King's Guard after it had been put onto second place in the military hierarchy over the past 10 years by the Queen's Guard. While Prime Minister Prayuth
Chan-ocha and key military peers of the 2014 coup group are members of the latter Thailand´s new King has been
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part of the King´s guard [Nikkei Asia Review].
With Yingluck gone, what are the prospects?
7 September 2017
As former Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra’s whereabouts are still unknown, The Bangkok Post analyzes the
possible prospects for the Pheu Thai party as well as for the political party spectrum and the powerplay in Thai politics [Bangkok Post 1]. The Democrat Party demands her passports to be cancelled immediately [Bangkok Post 2]. Nick
Nostitz has photographed Yingluck over the course of many years. In a pictorial essay, he presents how he experienced the career of Thailand’s first female prime minister [New Mandala].

Thai Supreme Court sees no grounds for trial against Abhisit and Suthep

7 September 2017

The Supreme Court of Thailand upheld lower court decisions to dismiss lawsuits against former prime minister
Abhisit Vejjajiva and his deputy Suthep Thaugsuban related to the military crackdown on the 2010 red-shirt protest
in Bangkok. It also ruled that the case should be filed by the National Anti-Corruption Commission with the Supreme
Court's Criminal Division for Holders of Political Positions [Bangkok Post].

Rice sales court ruling: No show of former Prime Minister, 42 years for former Commerce Minister

31 August 2017

While former Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra did not show up in the court to receive the long awaited ruling of
the Supreme Court's Criminal Division for Holders of Political Positions on the rice sales case [Bangkok Post 1], former
Commerce Minister Boonson Teriyapirom in the same case, which involves 28 defendants, was sentenced to 42
years in jail [Bangkok Post 2].

770,000 Migrant Workers in Thailand Being ‘Legalised’

24 August 2017

As a result of Thailand temporarily suspending penalties under its new foreign labour law, over 770,000 illegal mi156

grant workers have decided to register with the state so far. Through harsh new fines and an increased risk to conduct illegal employment activities for employers and employees alike, the Thai government is aiming to eradicate illegal employment and human trafficking, while ensuring a more extensive protection of migrant workers’ rights
[Irrawaddy].

Thousands of police will be deployed for Yingluck verdict on Friday

24 August 2017

This Friday, over 4,000 police will guard Thailand’s Supreme Court and surrounding areas when a verdict on ousted
Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra is announced. Increasingly large crowds have gathered around the court during
Yingluck’s previous court appearances, with around 3,000 supporters expected to turn up this time. The date is significant for Thai politics, since it represents the first time a Thai leader is being prosecuted for a policy, in what some
analysts call an effort to crush the Shinawatra political machine [Coconuts Bangkok].

Thailand's Return to Democracy May Raise Tension

18 August 2017

According Thailand’s former Prime Minister Abhisit, tensions could very well arise during the country’s return to democracy next year. To blame are a new constitution which institutes a Senate of appointed soldiers, judges, and bureaucrats with the power to stifle elected politicians in the House of Representatives, as well as a two-decade national strategy which currently is being crafted and is likely to cause tensions with elected governments [Bloomberg].

Thailand: Chief of Constitutional Drafting Committee defends one-candidate one-number system

11 August 2017

Meechai, chief of the Constitution Drafting Committee, has defended the value of the proposed “one-candidate,
one-number” election method as compared to the “one-party, one-number” method. He believes it would incentivize individual politicians to work harder to win votes, rather than counting on their party’s popularity [Bangkok Post].
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More North Koreans are escaping to Thailand via an 'underground railroad'

11 August 2017

Despite the 3,000 miles separating North Korea and Thailand, the risky North Korea-to-Thailand route is becoming
increasingly popular with North Korean defectors wishing for an escape to South Korea. At the current rate, Thailand
is expected to receive about 700 to 800 North Koreans this year, on their way to South Korea through China, Laos,
and Thailand [PRI].

Thai rice politics boiling ahead of Yingluck trial verdict - Government seeks to cut production as export market returns to normal

4 August 2017

Yingluck’s ongoing trial for negligence in the management of her government’s paddy-pledging scheme, which allegedly cost the state around 500 billion baht, highlights 2 important lessons for Thailand. First, the country’s rice economy is in need of an innovative turnaround to become more market-driven and less subsidy-driven, reducing the
room left for corruption [Nikkei Asia Review 1]. Second, Thai court’s ruling on such a high-profile case is crucial in determining its legitimacy and credibility among the population, as a politically motivated verdict risks deepening Thailand’s harmful political divide [Nikkei Asia Review 2].

Controversial strategy and reform bills set path for future

4 August 2017

Thailand’s recent bills on the 20-year national strategy have raised mixed reactions. While some believe a legally
binding instrument is crucial to steer future development, others worry that it would cripple governments-to-come
and represents an attempt to consolidate military power in the future. The new committee to be headed by Prayut
will basically replace the former NRSA, which is now being slammed for not creating any tangible outcomes [The Nation].

Thai Officials Deny Reports on Abduction of Laos-Based Activist

4 August 2017
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Thai officials have denied any involvement in the abduction of Laos-based red shirt activist Ko Tee. Ko Tee had been
living in Laos in self-exile. He has been missing since Saturday, when he was apparently abducted by kidnappers who
“were definitely not Laotian officers”. News of the abduction coincides with claims of possible rioting by the red
shirts on AUGUST 25 [Radio Free Asia].

Thai fishing sector in hot water

4 August 2017

In 2015, the EU effectively threatened to ban Thai seafood imports if Thailand was not able to end environmentally
damaging fishing practices and abusive labor practices. The seafood industry has also come under scrutiny from the
US. Together, these represent two of the three biggest export markets for Thai seafood. Calls for change seem to
have been heard as Thai Union, the world’s largest producer of canned tuna, struck an agreement with Greenpeace
to improve its supply chain, thereby leading the way for other producers [Nikkei Asia Review].
Thailand: National Reform Steering Assembly under fire as civil servants 'capture' reform

27 July 2017

On the occasion of the forum reviewing the National Reform Steering Assembly’s (NRSA) work, leaders have criticized the civil service’s growing influence over Thailand’s future development. The public should have more say in
reforms, because civil servants’ ideology differs from that of the people. Reforms should therefore be initiated by political parties, in order to promote the interests of the majority, rather than the interests of the central authorities
[Bangkok Post].

Thon Buri prison chosen to pilot new inmate rules

27 July 2017

The Thailand Institute of Justice (TIJ) in cooperation with Thailand’s Corrections Department has launched a one-year
pilot programme on the good treatment of prisoners, the “Nelson Mandela Rules”. The pilot will introduce rules
aimed at improving the situation of prisoners with regards to their treatment and dignity in prison. Thailand is the
first country to embrace the Mandela Rules in this context [The Nation].
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Hundreds died in Rohingya camps on Thai-Malaysia border

27 July 2017

A two-year long trial has resulted in the conviction of 62 human traffickers—and revealed horrific accounts of the
wholesale misery and death they inflicted by their trade [Asia Times].

Political law blasted for bias

21 July 2017

Thailand’s organic bill on criminal procedures for holders of political positions, recently approved by the NLA, has
drawn criticism over its ambiguity and partiality. Critics argue that it has been designed to target ex-PM Thaksin
Shinawatra and politicians supporting him. The law creates a double standard in legal prosecution against politicians
and other groups of people [Bangkok Post].

Human Trafficking in Thailand: Ensure justice in Thailand’s largest-ever human trafficking trial

21 July 2017

The criminal Court Division for Human Trafficking in Bangkok will render the decision against state officers involved
in the case of mass human trafficking of Rohingya refugees. Although this reflects the government’s will to address
the human trafficking issue, NGO’s remain critical [Asian Correspondent].

Thailand´s Ever Debated Police Reform: Police reform panel said to 'lack sincerity'

18 July 2017

The government appointed the police reform committee consisting of 36 members, mostly senior officials with no
history of intent to fight for justice or reform. NGO’s are disappointed claiming the reform poses the tendency for
conflict of interest and offers nothing new in terms of important functions [The Bangkok Post].
Police reform panel said to 'lack sincerity'

16 July 2017
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The government appointed the police reform committee consisting of 36 members, mostly senior officials with no
history of intent to fight for justice or reform. NGO’s are disappointed claiming the reform poses the tendency for
conflict of interest and offers nothing new in terms of important functions [The Bangkok Post].

Monday Review: Calls for Elections Louder and Louder

22 June 2017

While the junta seeks reasons to remain in power, the public, politicians and even the anti-election protesters from
2014 are increasing their demands for elections. The National Council for Peace and Order is once again attempting
to delay the country’s democratization [Prachatai].

The Effects of Thailand’s Proposed Electoral System

22 June 2017

On 29 January, the second group of constitutional drafters appointed by Thailand’s NCPO released the draft of another new Constitution [Asian Correspondent].

Thailand’s Shocking Failures in Pursuing its ASEAN Goals

22 June 2017

No Thai government in recent memory has invested so much energy and money into Asean-related projects as the
current administration [The Nation].

21. Vietnam
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue
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Army creates cyber warfare unit

29 December 2017

(kj) Vietnam’s People’s Army has disclosed that it recruited over 10,000 people for a new unit dealing with “wrong”
views that are spread via the internet to which a growing number of Vietnamese have access. Vietnam, as many
other countries in the world has decided that a free and unregulated internet is likely to spread chaos and needs to
be monitored [Financial Times]. AiR has recently reported on an exemplifying case of a young Vietnamese blogger
who was detained for conducting propaganda against the stat in his blog post about a toxic spill in a steel plant
[BBC].

EU “yellow-cards” Vietnam’s seafood industry

29 December 2017

After yellow cards for Thailand and Taiwan as well as issuing a red card for Cambodia recently, the EU now added
Vietnam to the list of “booked” countries. The regime in Hanoi has until April 2018 to review its fishing industry and
make sure they comply with EU standards, so they can remain an exporter into the European Union which accounts
for just under 20% of Vietnam’s seafood exports [Financial Times].

Corruption campaign moves ahead

15 December 2017

As reported in last week’s AiR, the corruption case against the former head of a subsidiary of state-owned
PetroVietnam, the country’s largest energy firm, illustrates increased activities of Vietnam’s ruling Communist Party
to root out mismanagement and corruption. A former top party official has since been arrested in the case [Strait
Times]. Again, as was mentioned last week, the corruption crackdown is seen as more as just a genuine crackdown
on graft. Some of its political background and political implications are laid out here [Reuters].

Vietnam: High-profile anti-corruption trials

8 December 2017
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The corruption case against the former head of a subsidiary of state-owned PetroVietnam, the country’s largest energy firm, illustrates increased activities of Vietnam’s ruling Communist Party to root out mismanagement and corruption. However, David Hutt also points to political calculations as the anti-corruption campaign is targeting particularly allies of former two-term Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung, who was sidelined at last year’s Party Congress. Earlier this year, Vietnam’s largest ever anti-corruption trials got underway over alleged corrupt dealings between
PetroVietnam and Ocean Bank, a partially state-owned bank, involving 51 defendants and resulting in harsh sentences [Asia Times].

Vietnam: Major drug scandal under investigation

3 November 2017

A court of appeal in Ho Chi Minh City has ordered a fresh investigation into a major cancer drug scam that riveted the
nation by showing how bribery and forgery plague the country's healthcare sector. The appellate court made the
decision in response to an appeal by the city’s prosecutors, who said the charges put forward at the previous trial in
AUGUST were inaccurate. Vietnam's government had already ordered an investigation into the Ministry of Health's
role in the headline-grabbing scandal [VN Express].

Anti-corruption campaign still waits for breakthrough in Vietnam

7 September 2017

While the report of the Government Inspectorate, Vietnam’s highest anti-corruption watchdog body, acknowledged
progress in the buildup of anti-corruption organizations and their cooperation, it also conceded that a breakthrough
has not been achieved with corruption remaining a serious and complex problem [Viet Nam News].

Sale of state-owned enterprises gathers pace

7 September 2017

Confronted with budget deficits exceeding the country’s GDP, Vietnam has started to partially open state-owned enterprises for private investments [East Asia Forum].
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Vietnam: Standards for Party high-ranking officials issued

18 August 2017

High ranking officials of the Vietnamese Communist Party are working from now on under the scrutiny based on
written standard and assessment criteria. Introducing a novelty in Vietnam, the Party’s General Secretary signed a
related official document on Monday containing specific provisions to assess the performance of party officials falling
under the scrutiny of the Party Central Committee, Politburo and Secretariat [Voice of Vietnam].

Politicized Enforcement in Vietnam: Anti-Corruption Campaign Under CPV General Secretary Trong

11 August 2017

The fierce anti-corruption campaign pushed by the General Secretary of the Vietnamese Communist Party has resulted in the prosecution and conviction of high ranking state officials and part members. The General Secretary’s
motives for the campaign appear to be manifold, including political ones [Forbes].

Vietnam to launch online censorship system

11 August 2017

Based on a recent approval of the Vietnamese Ministry of Information and Communications, the launch of a censorship system against misleading information and cybercrime activities on the internet in Vietnam will start soon
[Xinhua].

Vietnam confirms order of Russian T-90 tanks

27 July 2017

With Russia’s defense industry, according to news agencies in Hanoi, looking to expand its presence in Vietnam, another step into this direction has been taken with Vietnam’s recent order of 64 main battle tanks [Jane's 360].

Vietnam says 4 fishermen wounded by Indonesian navy; Indonesia navy denies wounding 4 Vietnam fishermen in

27 July 2017
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clash
Vietnamese authorities have claimed that the Indonesian Navy has wounded four Vietnamese fishermen in an escalation of a fishing dispute in the contested waters of the North Natuna Sea.
The Indonesian navy denies reports that four Vietnamese fishermen were wounded after a warning shot was fired at
their boats in a bid to chase them from Indonesian territory. The incident occurred in the North Natuna Sea, the
name given to the Southernmost part of the South China Sea in Indonesia. Indonesia has stepped up defense of its
maritime territory and exclusive economic zone, regularly destroying foreign fishing vessels [Rappler] [Bloomberg].

Vietnam to pull the US back to Asia?

16 July 2017

The US-Viet Nam joint statement released in the context of Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc’s visit to the White
House on 31 May 2017 marks a firm agenda for the deepening of the two countries’ political, diplomatic, and economic ties [East Asia Forum].

Vietnam vows to lift restrictions to facilitate foreign investors: PM Phúc

16 July 2017

Viet Nam is ready to lift restrictions on foreign investment, Prime Minister Nguyễn Xuân Phúc declared at the Việt
Nam - Netherlands Business Forum in The Hague on Tuesday [Viet Nam News].

Vietnam Blogger Gets 10 Years for ‘Conducting Propaganda’

7 July 2017

Vietnamese blogger “Mother Mushroom” received a harsh sentence last week on account of “conducting propaganda against the State” and now faces ten years in prison. The law is widely criticised in the international community
and thought to be vaguely worded on purpose to suppress dissent [Voice of America].
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Vietnam for greater Indian role in SE Asia

7 July 2017

The Delhi Dialogue IX, marking the beginning of celebrations of 25 years of ASEAN-India diplomatic ties, saw a strong
call by Vietnamese leaders for ASEAN and India to further strengthen ties amid new geopolitical circumstances in Indo-Pacific Asia [The Hindu].

Breakthrough solutions needed: NA

30 June 2017

The third plenary session of the 14th National Assembly of Viet Nam passed 12 laws and 12 resolutions, marking the
determination of Viet Nam’s legislators to urge the government to advance policies important for the socioeconomic development of the country [Viet Nam News].

Việt Nam, China Discuss Defence Co-operation

22 June 2017

Việt Nam hopes to strengthen trust with China, improving the two countries’ co-operation in sustaining peace and
stability in the East Sea (South China Sea) based on respect for each other’s interests and international law [Viet Nam
News].

Reform Political Apparatus, Experts Say

22 June 2017

A revitalised Government is necessary but not enough to achieve targeted economic breakthroughs. Only a thorough
reform of the whole political system can do it, experts said at a conference [Vietnam News].
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22. Southeast Asia
Summary/link(s)

Youth protest culture and press freedom in Southeast Asia

Date of AiR issue

17 November 2017

Julian CH Lee takes Malaysia as an example for the importance of youth protests in the political culture of Southeast
Asian countries. He argues that such civil society efforts need not necessarily be thought of as separate from party
political engagement. Moreover, according to his analysis, the solution of future crises would depend on the
networks, values, and ideas that are taken into society – and, he argues, young people have been and continue to be
key in articulating and communicating that which matters [New Mandala]. The second article addresses the situation
of press freedom in ASESAN countries. As censorship by state authorities, harassment and intimidation by armed
forces, and repressive press laws continue to stifle free expression, the article provides a country-by-country
overview of the current state of press freedom [Rappler].

Southeast Asia: Autocratic redux

28 October 2017

Not the first time in history, Southeast Asia is almost entirely undemocratic and by large and large in the hands of
those who seem to be willing to readily extinguish liberal democracy altogether. With democratic, liberal regimes
under pressure all over the globe, this region is particularly susceptible to authoritarian leadership, Dan Slater from
the University of Michigan argues [New Mandala].

ASEAN: Next Secretary General most likely to be Brunei’s chief TPP negotiator

28 October 2017

Lim Jock Hoi of Brunei is expected to take over the role as ASEAN chief negotiator later this year when the current,
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Vietnamese Secretary General’s term is coming to an end. The Secretary General is chosen for a term of five years
and rotates among ASEAN countries [Vietnam Plus].

Asean at 50: Region marches towards peace and development, away from human rights

24 August 2017

Formed under American influence at a time when the region was synonymous with war, poverty and political instability, the “Asean way” of consensus building and intransigent non-interference has undoubtedly been a significant
contributor to peace and economic development in Southeast Asia whereas human rights and democracy form a rather lackluster part of its political identity suggests Max Walden [Asian Correspondent].

II. International Relations, Geopolitics, and Security in Asia
1. Diplomacy and Geopolitics
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Vietnam for greater Indian role in SE Asia

7 July 2017

The Delhi Dialogue IX, marking the beginning of celebrations of 25 years of ASEAN-India diplomatic ties, saw a strong
call by Vietnamese leaders for ASEAN and India to further strengthen ties amid new geopolitical circumstances in
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Indo-Pacific Asia [The Hindu].

Philippines not married to US, can still pursue China, says Manila’s top diplomat

7 July 2017

The Philippines’ new foreign secretary, Alan Peter Cayetano, warned that “outside influences” could turn Southeast
Asia into “a theatre of geopolitical rivalry” and that Manila’s relations with the US should not stop it from forging ties
with China [South China Morning Post].

The World is Not Abandoning Taiwan

7 July 2017

Panama’s recent decision to no longer recognize the Republic of China and to recognize only the People’s Republic of
China has led to serious concern regarding Taiwan’s increasing international isolation. The Sentinal argues that
Taiwan’s international status is, in fact, stronger in recent years despite loss of formal diplomatic ties [Taiwan
Sentinel].

Pakistan's geopolitical maneuverings

7 July 2017

Pakistan’s challenges in south and southwestern Asia are complex, as is the role it sees itself playing amongst its
neighbors, friend and foe. Below, blogger Shajeel Zaidi argues for Pakistan to flex its military muscle to assert
“hegemony” in the region, and in the second link the Washington Post’s Pamela Constable explains what she
perceives as Pakistan’s “pivot” to China (The Express Tribune Blogs, The Washington Post).

Nagaland declared as ‘disturbed area’ under AFSPA for 6 more months

7 July 2017

While Gorkha agitation has lasted over 20 days in Darjeeling, India’s central government has declared Nagaland as a
‘disturbed area’ for 6 more months under AFSPA, empowering security forces to conduct operations without prior
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notice. The area, considered to be in a ‘disturbed and dangerous condition’, and prone to ‘killings, loot and
extortion’, has remained under AFSPA enforcement for over 18 years [The Indian Express].

Why Won’t China Help With North Korea? Remember 1956

16 July 2017

The international community can’t rely on China to tighten the noose around Kim Jong-un’s neck. Historical lessons
show that Xi has no desire to “help” America with North Korea [China File].

US-Vietnam Joint statement: Vietnam to pull the US back to Asia?

16 July 2017

The US-Viet Nam joint statement released in the context of Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc’s visit to the White
House on 31 May 2017 marks a firm agenda for the deepening of the two countries’ political, diplomatic, and
economic ties [East Asia Forum].

Pakistan, Indonesia Consultative Forum reviews economic, security matters

16 July 2017

During Pakistan and Indonesia’s Bilateral Consultative Forum, aimed at reviewing and discussing the countries’
political, economic, and security relations, the countries vowed to continue bilateral collaboration through the Joint
Working Group on Counter-Terrorism and Policy Planning Dialogue [Business Recorder].

Japan to be party to U.N. intl crime treaty

16 July 2017

Japan has finally agreed to become party to the U.N. Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, after first
signing the treaty in 2000. The move should enhance Japan’s law enforcement effectiveness, and its standing with
the other countries party to the treaty [The Japan News].
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Big in Japan: How the EU pulled off its largest trade deal

16 July 2017

Phil Hogan, European Commissioner, managed to seal the agreement with Japan on opening up Japan’s agricultural
markets in exchange for Europe dropping tariffs on Japanese cars, with the deciding factor being soft cheese
[Politico].

TPP talks to focus on bridging divides

16 July 2017

Talks on the Trans-Pacific Partnership free trade agreement have begun in Hakone (Japan), in the absence of the
United States, who withdrew. Plenary and individual meetings are expected to focus on the steps needed to bring the
TPP into force without the US, by aligning the participating countries’ positions [The Japan News].

China and North-Korea: Why Won’t China Help With North Korea?

18 July 2017

The international community can’t rely on China to tighten the noose around Kim Jong-un’s neck. Historical lessons
show that Xi has no desire to “help” America with North Korea [China File].

China's first military base abroad: China sends troops to first overseas naval base in Djibouti

18 July 2017

Military personnel have been sent to China’s first overseas naval base in Djibouti in the Horn of Africa, triggering
worries in India [South China Morning Post].

Dutertismo and the West Philippine Sea: Year One

18 July 2017

Despite its apparent benefits, Duterte's policy has not generated any assurance that China will not impose itself and
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its pre-emptive claim over waters and resources that legally pertain to the Philippines [Rappler].

VN vows to lift restrictions to facilitate foreign investors: PM Phúc

18 July 2017

Viet Nam is ready to lift restrictions on foreign investment, Prime Minister Nguyễn Xuân Phúc declared at the Việt
Nam - Netherlands Business Forum in The Hague on Tuesday [Viet Nam News].

Pakistan - Indonesia Ties: Consultative Forum reviews economic and security matters

18 July 2017

During Pakistan and Indonesia’s Bilateral Consultative Forum, aimed at reviewing and discussing the countries’
political, economic, and security relations, the countries vowed to continue bilateral collaboration through the Joint
Working Group on Counter-Terrorism and Policy Planning Dialogue [Business Recorder].
India, U.S. and Japan Begin War Games, and China Hears a Message

18 July 2017

For the first time since their inception in 1992, India’s Malabar series prompted joint naval exercises by the Indian,
Japanese, but also US navies. The goal of the exercises is to permanently station warships near the Strait of Malacca,
a strategic stronghold which could be used to put pressure on Chinese supply and trade routes [The New York Times].

Indian Foreign Minister: ‘Powerful convergences’ with ASEAN

18 July 2017

At a distinguished lecture in Singapore, India’s foreign secretary Jaishankar highlighted strong convergences between
India and ASEAN, which can spur cooperation, harmonize global contradictions, and create credible meeting points
[Indian Express].

Singapore´s Foreign Policy: Vivian Balakrishnan outlines the core principles

22 July 2017
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Singapore’s Foreign Minister Vivian Balakrishnan has laid out five principles of Singapore’s foreign policy focusing
around sovereignty, independence and advancing the city states own interest whilst cooperating with other
countries. His speech in full can be found here [The Strait Times].

Indonesia & The South China Sea: Why Did Indonesia Just Rename Its Part of the South China Sea?

22 July 2017

Since more recently Indonesia takes a more assertive stance to maintain its interest in the South China Sea despite
being not a not a claimant to the South China Sea disputes in a technical sense. In a symbolically significant move,
Indonesia has now announced that it had renamed a resource-rich northern portion of the South China Sea [The
Diplomats].

Indian - Pakistan Border ceasefire violations

22 July 2017

The Indian army has retaliated against Pakistani ‘heavy shelling and firing’ in Kashmir. The Indian army and the
Pakistani army routinely accuse each other of initiating fire across the Line of Control that separates Pakistani and
Indian Kashmir [The Indian Express, Voice of America News].

Assessing the South China Sea Arbitral Award after One Year: Why China Won and the U.S. is Losing

22 July 2017

A year after the PCA ruling on the South China Sea, it looks as though the PRC has turned a legal loss into a political
victory. Nations who have an interest in upholding the ruling have thus far failed to exploit it to their advantage, in
particular with regards to reputational costs that could have arguably been imposed upon the PRC [LAWFARE].

Politicians declaring assets: Malaysia can look to Indonesia

27 July 2017
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A Malaysian civil society coalition has suggested to tighten the screws on politician’s asset declarations. Whilst there
are some mechanisms in place in Malaysia, the proponents suggest to look to Indonesia as an example for a tighter
asset declaration legal framework [The Star].

Indo-Malay Security Cooperation

27 July 2017

In the context of a bilateral meeting between Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Razak and Indonesia President Joko
Widodo, the military chiefs of the two countries announced their agreement to deepen security cooperation in the
area of counterterrorism [The Diplomat].

The only way to deal with the Chinese is directly, says Shivshankar Menon

27 July 2017

Shivshankar Menon, an Indian diplomat, former national security adviser to Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and
ambassador to China and Israel says that China as well as India will be increasingly assertive. India needs to talk
directly to China and find a new way of coexisting despite the larger strategic competition between the two [The
Hindu].

Vietnam says 4 fishermen wounded by Indonesian navy; Indonesia navy denies wounding 4 Vietnam fishermen in
clash

27 July 2017

Vietnamese authorities have claimed that the Indonesian Navy has wounded four Vietnamese fishermen in an
escalation of a fishing dispute in the contested waters of the North Natuna Sea.
The Indonesian navy denies reports that four Vietnamese fishermen were wounded after a warning shot was fired at
their boats in a bid to chase them from Indonesian territory. The incident occurred in the North Natuna Sea, the
name given to the Southernmost part of the South China Sea in Indonesia. Indonesia has stepped up defense of its
maritime territory and exclusive economic zone, regularly destroying foreign fishing vessels [Rappler, ABC News].
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Let’s be clear: China would call America’s bluff in the South China Sea

27 July 2017

White argues that the U.S. is not prepared to go to war over South China Sea territorial disputes. He believes China
“would call America’s bluff” if Washington adopted a more aggressive strategy in the South China Sea [The
Interpreter].

Beijing sees joint energy venture with Manila as a ‘model’ for resolving South China Sea disputes

27 July 2017

China and the Philippines have agreed to working out a plan of a joint energy project in the South China Sea. In the
eyes of Beijing this could be a model also for other claimant countries to follow [South China Morning Post].

China backs joint energy development with Philippines in South China Sea, urges Asean to reject outside
interference

27 July 2017

China has shown some willingness in joint energy ventures with the Philippines in the South China Sea where the two
countries claims overlap. Joint Development Zones have long been discussed as a possibility to resolve some of the
crises in the SCS [The Strait Times].

EU–China relations in the Trump era

27 July 2017

Against Donald Trump’s rejection of multilateralism as a central element of US American foreign policy, the EU-China
relationship will play a vital role in tackling challenges global governance is facing [East Asia Forum].

US-China cooperation on North Korea remains critical

27 July 2017
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Indispensible for a resolution of the North Korean crisis is an effective cooperation between the USA and China.
Detrimental to that, however, is the recent cooling down of the countries’ relations against the background of navy
operations in the South China Sea and arms sales to Taiwan [East Asia Forum].

Singapore's value to the United States lies in its location: US ambassador nominee KT McFarland

27 July 2017

US Ambassador Nominee presents three reasons for the importance of Singapore to the US in her confirmation
hearing statement [Channel News Asia].

ICYM: What’s The Future Of Sino-Palestinian Relations?

27 July 2017

Albeit a long history of supporting Palestine, China becomes more visible in the Israel-Palestine conflict. Another sign
of China’s preparations to become a more active player in the world [The Pavlovic]?

Simplistic views of Indonesian Islam are limiting Australian diplomacy

27 July 2017

Despite some progress, Australian views of Indonesian Islam continue to be excessively shaped by security
preoccupations to the detriment of more positive bilateral relations [East Asian Forum].

South China Sea

4 August 2017

The contest for the South China Sea continues unabated, testing established relationships and national interests of
countries both within and outside the region. The first two articles below examine Philippines’ President Duterte’s
rapprochement with China, and question the stress Duterte places on ASEAN and the Philippine Constitution with his
joint energy plan. The third article examines Vietnam’s failure to press China with the legal leverage it accrued from
The Hague’s Arbitatral Tribunal award to the Philippines last year, and its present strategies utilizing military and
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diplomatic avenues and and resource development partnerships. The fourth article highlights the concerns of the
United Kingdom about China’s claims to the SCS, as reflected in its Foreign Secretary’s commitment to deploy its two
new aircraft carriers to SCS freedom of navigation operations upon their completion in order “to vindicate our belief
in the rules-based international system.” [South China Morning Post, Asia Times, East Asia Forum, The Guardian]

Taiwan: Taiwan Quietly Winning Diplomatic Competition with China

4 August 2017

Taiwan has quietly expanded its visa-free status with 166 countries in the past decade, demonstrating its ability to
maneuver diplomatically despite China’s increasing pressure to isolate it internationally [VOA News].

Sri Lanka – China: Sri Lanka says 'geo-politics' addressed in strategic China deal

4 August 2017

Sri Lanka on Saturday sealed a billion-dollar deal to let a Chinese state firm take over a loss-making port in a move
that worries many, including its giant neighbour India that is nervous about China's infrastructure moves into its
traditional sphere of influence [Economy Next].

Pakistan – China Relations

4 August 2017

The relations between Pakistan and China are subject of public statements of two high profile former and incumbent
Pakistani government officials. While former High Commissioner to India Abdul Basit rejects accusations of Pakistan
being colonized by China, Army Chief Qamar Javed Bajwa expresses Pakistan’s gratitude for China’s support in the
Kashmir conflict [India Today, NDTV].

Indonesia – Pakistan: Indonesia eager to expand ties with Punjab

4 August 2017

In the frame of his visit to the Punjab Board of Investment & Trade, Indonesian Ambassador to Pakistan Iwan
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Suyudhie Amri expressed Indonesia’s interest in increasing its economic cooperation with Punjab and Pakistan
respectively [The Nation].

China Cancels Vietnam Meeting Over South China Sea Spat

11 August 2017

The South China Sea remains a flash point, as China continues to press its claims for nearly the entire body of water
and ASEAN foreign ministers express concern over its expansionist tactics. The latest spat: China’s foreign minister
cancelled a planned meeting with Hanoi’s chief diplomat in Manila in a pique over Vietnam’s leadership in this
expression of concern. Will the long-awaited SCS Code of Conduct (CoC) make any difference in reducing such
tensions? Is it a meaningful breakthrough between Southeast Asian states and Beijing? And will it help do regulate
actual Chinese conduct in the maritime realm. Some are skeptical. The first article below reports on the aborted
PRC-SRV foreign ministers’ meeting, and the second assesses the value of the so-called SCS CoC [Bloomberg, The
Diplomat].

India and Bangladesh in talks for a gas pipeline from Chittagong to Tripura

11 August 2017

To mitigate a cooking gas shortage in populous northeast, India has begun diplomatic negotiations with Bangladesh
to a lay a natural gas pipeline astride a rail line from Chittagong to Tripura [The Dollar Business].

India-Myanmar: China's Silk Road

11 August 2017

Strategic rivalry with China and economic opportunity are driving India to invest nearly $5B USD in road development
with its eastern neighbors over the past two years. Meanwhile, Myanmar looks to China’s “One Belt One Road”
(OBOR) as the way ahead as it seeks to leverage its strategic location to benefit from China’s land and maritime
expansion plans. The first article below examines India’s regional development ambitions, and the second Myanmar’s
push to exploit OBOR for its own protection and economic benefit [The Economic Times, Eleven].
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Pakistan says not bound by treaty on prohibition of nuclear weapons

11 August 2017

Pakistan does not consider itself bound by any of the obligations enshrined in the Nuclear Weapons Ban Treaty
endorsed by 122 countries at the United Nations headquarters in New York last month when Pakistan had refused to
sign the Treaty reiterating its right to defend itself [The Nation].

United Nations bans key North Korea exports over missile test

11 August 2017

The latest UN sanctions against rogue nuclear regime North Korea could slash one-third of its annual export
revenue. Russia and China joined the unanimous UN Security Council vote, but some say the sanctions do not go far
enough to truly reduce North Korea’s nuclear threat. Meanwhile, at the ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting, China
chastised North Korea and the U.S. and South Korea equally over their conduct: China told North Korea to abide by
U.N. resolutions regarding its missile launches and nuclear tests, and told the U.S. and South Korea “to stop
increasing tensions”. The first article below examines the UN sanctions, and the second details China’s perspectives
regarding the increasingly tense situation on the peninsula [Reuters, The Washington Post].

Vietnam ‘may tilt towards US’ in regional power play with China

11 August 2017

Amidst heightened tensions between China and Vietnam, Hanoi might be inclined to lean towards the USA in its
stance against China [South China Morning Post].

VN urges Mekong, India ties

11 August 2017

At the 8th Mekong-Ganges Co-operation Ministerial Meeting, in which the participated, Vietnam’s proposals to
deepen the existing co-operation between the partner countries were responded positively by the participating
Foreign Ministers of Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and India [Vietnam News].
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Indonesia – Pakistan: Indonesia Scraps Calling Visa Requirement for Pakistanis

11 August 2017

In an act reflecting a significant shift in the relationship between Indonesia and Pakistan, the Indonesian government
has decided to abandon the requirement for ‘calling visas’ for Pakistani businessmen and tourists [Tempo].

Indonesia - Russia: Lavrov: Russia, Indonesia Prepare Draft Paper on Countering Terrorist Ideology

11 August 2017

Indonesia and Russia have jointly drafted a paper on combating the ideology of terrorism which foresee a closer
cooperation between ASEAN and Russia [Sputnik News].

China – ASEAN: China's pleasant ASEAN picture

11 August 2017

Beyond the potentials and fallacies of the Manila-Statement of the ASEAN Regional Forum, ASEAN is in need of a
grand vision in dealing with China [ABS-CBN].

Cambodia and ASEAN: Cambodia upset over ASEAN standalone statement on North Korea –diplomat

11 August 2017

Testimony to the structural difficulty of ASEAN to speak with one unified voice, Cambodia has expressed annoyance
over the wording of the ASEAN ministerial statement on North Korea on Saturday at the ASEAN Regional Forum in
Manila and accused ASEAN of a solo effort [GMA News].

China – Cambodia: The Politics behind Cambodia’s Embrace of China

11 August 2017

Cambodia’s leaning towards China has a variety of reasons, among the economic strength of neighboring Vietnam
and Thailand, Chinese development aid, as well as a low appreciation of ASEAN solidarity [ISEAS].
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China – Laos: What is China’s PLA doing in Laos?

11 August 2017

In the latest effort to strengthen its presence in Southeast Asia in general and in Laos in particular, China sent a
People’s Liberation Army team of 90 persons to the bordering country to deliver medicine and medical equipment
and facilities [Asia Times].

How has China managed to get along with Trump?

11 August 2017

The North-Korean crisis is a significant test for the resilience of the US-China relationship, in particular in the light of
US President Trump’s Asia security policy [East Asia Forum].

Indo-German ties

18 August 2017

The article reviews the diplomatic ties between Indi and Germany highlighting the importance of classical German
Indology - the study and teaching of Sanskrit, comparative linguistics and comparative religions by German scholars –
as an important link between the countries and cultures [Deutsche Welle].

Thai Diplomacy between China and the US: Where is it heading to?

18 August 2017

Thailand’s diplomacy – famous for being among the most flexible in Asia – has oriented itself after the 2014 closer to
China. Since then relationships to China and the US have changed however with less momentum for the Sino – Thai
relations than widely expected and an improved relationship to the US in the wake of the current US administration’s
overall Asia policy focusing on North Korea and the South-China Sea. With the prospects of Thailand’s ‘bamboo
foreign policy’ remaining open the article examines some of the influencing factors and possible scenarios [The News
Lens].
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Pakistan’s Rebalancing Away from the US

18 August 2017

Three articles on Pakistan’s geostrategic and geopolitical position in Asia. Southern Asia’s evolving geopolitics are
leading to the intensification of the China-Pakistan nexus [War on the Rocks]. Whereas the relationships with India
and the United States remain difficult, Pakistani Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi and China's Vice-Premier Wang
Yang have agreed to further promote cooperation on all issues of mutual interest [First Post]. At the same time, a
new direct sea route between Pakistan's port of Karachi and Hamad Port in Qatar has been launched as the Gulf
blockade continues [Samaa].

What Singapore is by expelling China Hand Huang Jing

18 August 2017

the expulsion of National University of Singapore Professor Huang Jing on grounds of influencing the government in
favor of a foreign country embodies the rocky path of Singapore in adjusting and re-defining the country’s
relationship with China [South China Morning Post].

Vietnam treasures ties with Cambodia

18 August 2017

At a recent reception in Hanoi, arranged in the context of the 50th anniversary of bilateral relationships between
Vietnam and Cambodia, Vietnamese Communist Party General Secretary Nguyen Phu Trong and Nay Pena, Chairman
of the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) Central Committee’s Inspection Commission and First Vice President of the
Cambodian Senate, mutually confirmed their appreciation of the relationship between both countries [Nhan Dan].
A geo-politically expanding China (I): China's ambitions in Africa and Antarctica

24 August 2017

The establishment of a military base in Djibouti reveals Beijing’s intensifying global outreach and positioning as a
global power even if its military presence abroad is incomparable with those of the US and their military ‘base belt’
[China Policy Institute: Analysis]. Meanwhile, China’s engagement in the Antarctica worries other players in the
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international community unclear about Beijing´s actual ambitions there [East Asia Forum].

A geo-politically expanding China (II): OBOR from an Indian perspective and a skeptical view on the downside of
Chinese infrastructural investment

24 August 2017

Adding too much hope among some ASEAN member states to benefit from the OROB plan the three articles below
provide some more skeptical perspectives from different points of view.
Dhruva Jaishankar analyzes the reasons for India’s skepticism towards China’s One Belt One Road initiative. One set
of issues relates to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), casting traditional Chinese neutrality between India
and Pakistan into doubt. Another issue relates to the Maritime Silk Road, where India perceives many commercial
projects being potentially used for military purposes. For the author, India’s response could lie in enhancing
connectivity and cooperation more concerted as well [The Interpreter].
From the perspective of small countries, the One Belt and One Road initiative, on the one hand, provides
opportunities with regards to building up infrastructure and thus improve trade. On the other, these countries risk to
become victims of Chinese high-interest loans [India Times].
The Philippine government confirmed a strict vetting process for Chinese companies wanting to invest in the country
[The Jakarta Post].

Malaysia-China ties: A rosy look

31 August 2017

In an interview on Malaysian-Chinese relations China’s Ambassador to Malaysia gives his views on the country’s
bilateral ties highlighting the crucial economic relations with China being Malaysia’s most important trading partner
and China heavily investing in recent years in Malaysia as one of the first country’s having embraced OBOR in the
region [The Star].
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South Asia and US

31 August 2017

The alienation between Pakistan and the USA under Donald Trump’s administration has opened doors for the
currently very good relations between India and the USA. In the light of expectations towards increased engagement
India’s in Afghanistan, it remains, however, to be seen at what price US-Indian relations are to be bought on India’s
side [The Statesman].

Pakistan suspends talks and visits with US over Trump´s remarks

31 August 2017

A wave of anti-American anger has swept Pakistan this past week, triggered both by President Trump’s threat to
punish the country for harboring insurgents and by his invitation to India, Pakistan’s longtime rival, to become more
involved in Afghanistan’s future. In protest Pakistan has reportedly now blocked all talks with the United States and
visits to the country [Washington Post, Hindustantimes].

Is the Japanese PM seeking to encourage Indian aggressiveness for own ends?

31 August 2017

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s visit to India, scheduled for mid of September, has a hidden agenda. According
to this article, Abe will attempt to make use of India’s current tensions with China over Doklam and to strengthen
Japan’s position vis-à-vis China by fostering its relations with the USA and India [Global Times].
New Silk Road: Japan To counteract China In Kazakhstan with new Asia-Europe rail deal

31 August 2017

In a move to compete with China for influence in the Eurasian region, Japanese Nippon Express, a global logistics
company, concluded a MoU with Kazakh Railways pertaining to container traffic passing over land from Japan/South
Korea over Central Asia and The Caucasus to Europe [Forbes].
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Vietnam is the cornerstone of India’s “Counter China” policy

31 August 2017

Amid news on a weapons deal between India and Vietnam there is a significant rapprochement between both
countries that both display a rapprochement with Japan. This places Vietnam at the center of an ‘Anti China Axis’
from India to Japan meanwhile India and Vietnam increasingly fostering ties with the US. The article focuses on the
new Indian eastward movement with Vietnam as its linchpin [Quartz].

Why did China invite Thailand to the BRICS party?

7 September 2017

Thailand was invited to attend a meeting of the BRICS countries in Beijing. Analysts see China’s invitation as returning
a favour – Bangkok is its all weather ally and has helped China navigate its territorial disputes with neighbours in the
South China Sea – and as a signal of Thailand’s still sound position in the global economy [South China Morning Post].
However, there are also voices suggesting that Thailand may have to reevaluate its strategic relationship with China
[Bangkok Post].
The Belt and Road to China-based globalization

7 September 2017

China’s One Belt, One Road Initiative must not be understood only in economic terms but as nothing less than the
launching of a China-based globalization with significant ramifications in the field of geo-strategy and geopolitics,
especially for India in the wake of a intensifying China-Pakistan relationship, Colin Mackerras writes [East Asia
Forum].
China’s ‘innovative and pragmatic’ foreign aid

7 September 2017

Since Deng’s Xiao Ping’s opening of the country, China has transformed from a country that was shaped by
globalization into a country that is shaping globalization with huge investments in foreign aid projects and programs,
Lauren Johnston and Marina Rudyak write [Policy Forum].
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China ‘shoots down incoming missiles’ during exercise over waters close to North Korea

7 September 2017

Only two days after North Korea’s latest nuclear test on Sunday, China’s military conducted the shot down of
simulated missiles in the Bohai Bay. Analysts see in this exercise a warning not only against Pyongyang, but against
the USA, too [South China Morning Post].

Taiwan: Cyber attacks on rise since China critical presidency

7 September 2017

Taiwan’s National Security Bureau has disclosed high numbers of cyber attacks in Taiwan since President Tsai Ing-wen
assumed office in May 2016 [Focus Taiwan].

Trump’s posturing on Pakistan is a gift to China

7 September 2017

Calling out Pakistan as a safe-haven for terrorists and putting pressure on the government could aid Pakistan-China
relations. China has long standing relations with the South Asian nation and their ties grow closer – especially since
the beginning of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor in 2015 [Guardian].

What type of Southeast Asian order will China accept

7 September 2017

A politically unified and neutral Southeast Asia is the most preferred form of this regional entity for China in her
struggle with the USA for dominance in Asia, NUS Professor Huang Jing writes [East Asia Forum].

Thailand: The Thai canal that could link the Indian and the Pacific Ocean

15 September 2017

European business leaders have joined the Chinese and a Thai lobby in urging the construction of a ship canal
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through the Isthmus of Kra known as the Thai Canal that could be of a geopolitical impact not unlike those of the
Suez and Panama canal bypassing the narrow, piracy-prone and strategically sensitive Strait of Malacca, the world's
busiest trade route, which links East Asia with the oil fields of the Middle East and major markets in Europe, Africa
and India. While there is no sign of the Thai government in favor of the project it could change the balances of power
in the region with direct consequences for the new emerging security order in Asia [Asian Nikkei Review].

Current ASEAN dynamics

15 September 2017

Is ASEAN conspicuously absent at almost all currently decisive discursive fronts or is it still a factor and point of
reference in Asian debates on regional order? One issue in this respect is a new outreach and interest of South Korea
towards ASEAN amidst the tense situation on the Korean peninsula [The Diplomat]. Pertaining to ASEAN integration,
Singapore’s Minister for Trade and Industry argues in favor of a genuine interest to forge new paths to economic
integration after Trump has killed the TPP while the Chairman of Malaysia’s ASEAN Business Advisory Council sees
the growing Chinese influence in various ASEAN countries potentially changing the script for ASEAN’s further
integration [Straits Times]. Highlighting the case of Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam and Thailand he sees their
links to economically active sub regions in China and its One Belt, One Road initiative as having the potential to divide
the ASEAN integration agenda [The Edge Financial Daily].

China-Myanmar relations: Beijing signals further support for Myanmar as it seeks to increase its influence

22 September 2017

China has opened a diplomatic liaison office in Myanmar’s official capital – Naypyidaw – while most other countries’
missions have not yet left Yangon [SCMP]. The move´s timing in the middle of the latest Rohingya crisis is hardly
coincidence showing continuous support for the regime amid wide-spread international condemnation [Quartz].

China-Taiwan relations: China’s ‘United Front’ seeks to undermine U.S. support for Taiwan

22 September 2017

China employs a vast, shadowy web of “United Front” organizations for its propaganda and influence operations
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abroad. This article examines this web that China has created to undermine U.S. support for Taiwan, how this web
evades or ignores U.S. law, and steps that can be taken to expose the web and force its compliance with U.S. law
[National Policy Digest].

Geopolitics, democracy and India-Japan security cooperation

22 September 2017

Arguing against the trend of an autocratic redux in Asia, the author paints a more complex picture and describes
dynamics strengthening democracy in the region citing for instance Hong Kong’s and Taiwan’s reactions to a more
assertive China and referring a deepening India-Japan security cooperation [Carnegie].

India-China relations: After the Doklam stand-off and the BRICS-Summit – tensions are far from over

22 September 2017

While the recent BRICS-Summit turned out as a major factor in resolving the Doklam stand-off, India and China will
continue to find themselves at odds over numerous issues [Quartz]. As an example: China will likely finish a huge
hydro-power project in the disputed area of Kashmir way ahead of schedule. The project is part of the Pakistan
economic corridor. China presses ahead: "The Belt and Road initiative cannot be delayed or sidetracked by the
territorial disputes." Another example of likely further tension is a strategically important China-Nepal highway
[Hindustan Times] built by China. Demographics may turn the tables in the long run in India’s favour however [The
Strait Times II]. Last, but not least India’s Army Chief of Staff has spoken twice publicly on India’s ability to wage a
two-front war against China and Pakistan. Gautam Sen, a retired Indian defence accounts officer, considers possible
strategic reasons of such a statement as well as the substance of its claim. The author argues that short-term
posturing may be detrimental to India’s long-term interests [Mainstream Weekly].

China-ASEAN relations: One Belt, One Road

22 September 2017

While China’s One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative is generally welcome by ASEAN states for its promise of economic
development, it is in China's hands to dispel fears of expansionist intentions behind OBOR. Otherwise, the countries
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of this region will remain wary of this grand strategy of joint economic development and China will not gain the
expected results of cooperation and interdependence, Munmun Majumdar writes [China Policy Institute: Analysis].

EU-Asia relations: Increasing cooperation

22 September 2017

The European Union is stepping up her cooperation with Asia. European Union Ambassador to the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations said that ties between the two regional blocs can be further strengthened through
cooperation in fighting transnational crimes and on defense and security issues. The declaration follows an earlier
statement by the EU High Representative Federica Mogherini that both regions needed to bring their defense
structures closer, calling for more investments "to ensure that common threats receive common answers." [Jakarta
Globe] In a related development, the European Union expressed her determination to push for increased
coordination with China in tackling global warming. This led to US officials voicing the possibility of a reconsideration
of the US withdrawal from the Paris Climate Change Pact [Bloomberg].

China and Southeast Asia ever closer: Different intensity and levels of cooperation - similar trend?

29 September 2017

Cambodia: Amidst a global power struggle between two major powers in a multipolar world, Cambodia is hedging its
bet but is leaning closer and closer to China. China is “backing up” Cambodian elites in power, invests heavily in the
country and will further benefit from a “declining west” [Khmer Times]. PRC investments are seen to meet the
country’s needs more than other international banks and organisations and political realities in Cambodia today
favour an embrace of China (ISEAS).
Malaysia: Malaysia-China ties have been deeping in recent years, they include arms-sales, investment, informationsharing and other diplomatic engagements. While some MPs in Malyasia are critical of this, the contrast between the
treatment PM Najib experiences in China compared to his rather informal visit to the White House recently, is striking
[Free Malaysia Today]. Kuala Lumpur has also just deported 29 Uighurs who will now face prosecution in China [Strait
Times].
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Singapore: As ties between Singapore and China seem to be warming up again and with the Singaporean PM’s visit to
China last week, some analysts see the end or at least suspension of the military training arrangement between
Singapore and Taiwan called “Starlight Project”. The decade old cooperation has long been bothering China but is
important to Singapore which has only very limited airspace [South China Morning Post 1]. Other analysts point to
remaining differences likely to dominate the PRC-SP relationship, in particular the South China Sea [South China
Morning Post 2].

Malaysia disassociates itself from ASEAN statement on Myanmar

29 September 2017

Tensions between Malaysia and fellow ASEAN states have deepened over the bloc’s handling of the Rohingya Muslim
crisis in Myanmar and Bangladesh. The Malaysian Foreign Minister let it be known that the Malaysian government
was angry because the ASEAN statement made no mention of the word “Rohingya”. The word “Rohingya” is
controversial in Myanmar, whose government has refused to grant citizenship to members of this minority group.
The Buddhist majority refers to Rohingya pejoratively as “Bengalis,” because of their physical similarities with people
from neighboring Bangladesh and to imply they are undocumented immigrants [Kyodo News].

China-owned port in Sri Lanka could alter trade routes

29 September 2017

One of China’s largest state-owned companies, China Merchants Group, is in the final stages of purchasing a majority
stake in loss-making deep water container port from Sri Lanka. Focusing on the strategic shift enabled by the
purchase the article provides an optimistic outlook of how the Chinese OBOR’s grand strategy could significantly
manifest at the small village of Hambantota which is seen as becoming the main Chinese-operated transshipment
hub in the Indian Ocean adding to the port projects in Pakistani Gwadar and in Kenya and turning Hambantota port
into the key Indian Ocean deep water port between Suez and East Asia. By itself evolving in a disruptive occurrence
Hambantota is expected to reconfigure the large trade flows across the Asian sea lanes in India´s backyard.
Noteworthy, the author also projects the possible impact if an inter-ocean ‘Thai canal’ across the isthmus of Southern
Thailand would also be build by China which would re-route business away from Singapore and the Malacca Straits notwithstanding the fact that the project is currently not discussed by the Thai government [Financial Times].
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Pakistan-Russia relations: Diversifying the partnership

6 October 2017

Against the background of the chill in Pakistan-US relations, Islamabad needs to seize the opportunity to diversify its
relation to Russia beyond strategic and defense interest and step into economic cooperation for which there is
demand on the Russian side, Ume Ferwa argues [Asia Times].

Thai-U.S. relations: Prayut and Trump consent on strengthening co-operation in regional security, trade and
investment

6 October 2017

U.S. President Donald Trump and Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha met on Monday and hailed strengthening
economic and security relations between the two countries [The Nation]. Without any reference to Thailand's
military rule, the meeting underscored shifting U.S. foreign policy priorities under Trump, emphasizing American
trade and strategic interests over democracy and human rights in the nations it deals with [ABC News].

Rohingya, Rights, and ASEAN

6 October 2017

The former Indonesian foreign minister Dr. Marty Natalegawa believes that ASEAN would eventually be able to find
common ground on Myanmar’s treatment of the Rohinya minority. In spite of the apparent disunity, he expressed
optimism about the regional entity going forward and overcoming “this temporary division” [Today Online]. In this
respect, another article points to the possibly destabilizing force of widespread human rights violations in ASEAN, as
authoritarianism in the region runs counter to the otherwise liberal economic goals of Asia’s rising tigers [Frontera].
Another ASEAN-wide concern is cyber security. Telecommunications ministers from the ASEAN countries agreed on
the need for increased regional dialogue, more effective regulatory systems and improved resources to enhance
cyber security in the region. Earlier this year, Interpol had reported that it had identified cyber threats to nearly 9,000
command and control servers in ASEAN. The topic is also one of several priority pillars for market integration under
the Asean Economic Community (AEC) and a blueprint for securing information infrastructure by 2025 [Asia Times].
In the meanwhile, the U.N.’s decolonization committee announced that it will not accept a petition signed by 1.8
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million West Papuans calling for independence, saying West Papua’s cause is outside its mandate. Political control of
the region has been contested for more than half a century and Indonesia has consistently been accused of human
rights violations and violent suppression of the region’s independence movement. Many Papuans regard Jarkarta’s
1963 takeover as an illegal annexation [South China Morning Post].

Philippines: The art of hedging: Closer ties with China, Russia, and the US

13 October 2017

The Philippines are hedging their bets. They are seen to be moving away from over-reliance on the US, whilst crucially
not severing ties with its traditional major ally [Manila Bulletin]. China is more than ready to fill the gap, boosting aid
and handing out free rifles [Voice of America].

Japan and China send sweet words, for now Beijing to watch Abe's election gamble before rapprochement

13 October 2017

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is taking steps to warm Sino-Japanese relations, coinciding with his dissolution of
the lower house and call for elections on Oct. 22. Sino-Japanese relations have been strained since the autumn of
2012, primarily due to tensions over the disputed Senkaku Islands (called Diaoyu” by China). The author marvels at
Abe’s apparent shift from “hard-liner toward China” and his expressed strong desire to further improve SinoJapanese relations through top-level contacts. The author contends Abe has no choice by to “mend fences”, but that
the same is true for China as well, with its increasing “tangled” diplomacy and increasing strains in its relations with
the U.S. and many other countries. But the Xi-Abe rapprochement is a fragile one, and it is not clear it will survive
October [Nikkei Asia Review].

What’s pushing Chinese high-speed train projects off the rails overseas?

13 October 2017

China’s efforts to sell its Xi Jinping’s New Silk Road and related high-speed technology face serious obstacles around
the world, from Thailand in Asia to Libya in Africa and Venezuela in South America. The reasons for the roadblocks
include local regulations, high costs, political and economic volitility, and “lack of transparency” [South China
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Morning Post].

Chinese and Indian stakes in Myanmar today

13 October 2017

The volatility that is caused by the Rohingya crisis in Myanmar is viewed with some dismay by two other major
powers that both have a long history with Myanmar and are currently competing for investment and influence there.
Both have a long, if mixed relation with its neighbour whilst India’s interest has hugely increased since its 2014 “Act
East” policy [thedailystar].

China-Taiwan relations: The role of the US

20 October 2017

With Donald Trump’s first trip to China coming up, a Taiwanese official has raised the issue not to use Taiwan as a
bargaining chip in US-China relations [China Post]. From the congress in Beijing, strong words on Taiwan by Xi signal
continuity in the PRC’s approach to the matter [Asia Times].
Chinese foreign policy towards South Asia, Eurasia and East Asia

28 October 2017

Being nuclear powers which account for almost half of the world population, the relations between China, India, and
Pakistan build up one of the most tensest and explosive strategic configurations [China Policy Institute: Analysis].
Within this triangle, the strengthening of the Sino-Pakistani relations has put India under pressure to find strategies
to counter China’s growing influence in South Asia [China Policy Institute: Analysis]. A latest example is New Delhi’s
launching of a satellite program offering communication and meteorological data to its neighboring countries, such
as Sri Lanka for which China had installed a satellite in 2012 and with which it has established strong economic and
defense cooperation since 2015 [China Brief: The Jamestown Foundation].
The Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) with its members Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Armenia is a core
element in China’s One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative as it not only secures China’s connection to Europe and
provides economic opportunities due to the wealth of national resources in the EEU-region, but also stabilizes the
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relation to Russia as the first and foremost condition for the success of OBOR [East Asia Forum].
South Korea and China have signaled efforts to overcome their differences on the deployment of US anti-missile
systems on South Korean soil to pave way to re-vitalize diplomatic relations. At the margins of the ASEAN Defense
Ministers Meeting (ADMM) Plus in the Philippines, the defense ministers of both countries met and had talks for the
first time since 2 years [Channel News Asia].

India: An old, new pivot in the Great Game

28 October 2017

India is shifting from a mere fringe position in global politics to the role of a central and active player that aims to
significantly shaping the new emerging Asian security order. As it seems to find itself relentlessly caught up in
competition with China, the Modi administration advances its regional presence, connectivity and influence in all
directions. Its multi-alignment approach includes aligned powers like the US, Australia and Japan, South Asia, and
Southeast Asia while it also keeps good relations with its old ally Russia. An impressive line-up of projects to
strengthen links within and to South and Southeast Asia is subject of the first article looking at a number of mega
cross-border air and land connectivity projects and energy initiatives as just agreed in Bangladesh and generally
aiming at countries like Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal and Sri Lanka in South Asia as well as in the South East Asia with
Japan as a key partner in this process [The Economic Times 1].
Arguably the most important element of the new Indian foreign policy assertiveness are the Indian-US ties. After US
Defense Secretary Mattis has visited India last month, the recent Indian-US foreign minister meeting expressed the
US acknowledgment of India as a “leading power”, a democracy and the US interest to enhance India's status as a
‘major defense partner’. The ‘Major Defense Partner’ status that has been given by the Obama Administration
provides for deeper defense cooperation including technology transfer which culminated last year in a crucial
logistics defense pact that enables the countries' military to use each other’s assets and bases for repair and
replenishment of supplies. After Mattis’ recent talks on India’s role in Afghanistan and the issue of Pakistani support
for Islamic terrorism which were now continued on the sidelines of the ASEAN defense ministers meeting in the
Philippines, Tillerson and his Indian counterpart Sushma Swaraj touched on India’s remaining diplomatic presence in
North Korea and its ties to Iran, while highlighting the mutual interests in expanding maritime cooperation and
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alternatives to China’s Belt and Road Initiative as already proceeded by India and Japan in form of the Asia-Africa
Growth Corridor project. Tillerson also offered “the best” of its military technology to India with current military USIndian cooperation projects including a deal about US Sea Guardian drones and a program on ‘Helicopter Operations
from Ships other Than Aircraft Carriers’ (HOSTAC). The momentum of US-Indian relations which is likely to turn out to
exert growing impact on the overall alignment of regional ordering is already affirmed by the much recent Japanese
proposal to have top-level dialogues between Japan the US, India and Australia to promote free trade and defense
cooperation. The 31st ASEAN and East Asia Summit in the second week of November which is expected to bring
together US President Trump, Japanese Prime Minister Abe and Chinese President Xi will have to be carefully
watched in this respect [The Christian Science Monitor, ABC News, The Economic Times 2].
While India faces its biggest national security challenge with Pakistan and China steadily growing closer, the US-Indian
rapprochement is, however, both inevitable as complicated. While the democratic form of government and English as
a common lingua franca are often highlighted as assets, there is a noteworthy Indian identity discourse stressing the
superiority of Indian culture and its non-materialistic values against claimed degenerations of neo-liberal capitalism.
Currently the issue manifests in a dispute between American free trade versus Indian health care interests [The
Wire]. It has also been noted in India that the US will remain reliant on Pakistan for logistical support for its Afghan
engagement and that the Trump administration – in contrast to Japan’s Prime Minister Abe – has refrained from any
statement in support of India throughout its most serious confrontation with China in the recent Dokhlam stand-off
[The Indian Express]. Central for the future of the US-Indian partnership will be the spaces for pursuing India’s
national interest with the Afghan theater and India’s carefully cherished ties to Iran as an testing field. Crucial as the
elephant in the room will be its ties to Russia. Celebrating 70 years of diplomatic ties between India and Russia, the
Vice Chief of the Indian Air Force recently noteworthy stressed regarding military technology transfers that Russia’s
offered “everything they have from the heart without any strings attached” and highlighted the scope for further
deepening the military ties [The Economic Times 3].
In fact, Russia has provided the largest part of India’s heavy weaponry since times when the USA didn't consider India
as a noteworthy security partner. With the Indian Air Force planning to acquire a fleet of single engine fighter jets
Russia will soon be invited to bid against Swedish Saab and US Lockheed Martin offers. Yet, while India’s Defense
Production Secretary encourages Russian defense firms to come forward for entering into strategic partnerships with
Indian companies for developing defense platforms, France and India are currently enhancing their defense
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cooperation. The visit of the French Defense Minister to Delhi last week was part of India’s attempt to bolster its
strategic cooperation in defense with respect to maritime security in the Indian Ocean but also saw the French
minister attending the foundation stone-laying ceremony of the Dassault-Reliance Aerospace manufacturing facility.
Established under a joint venture in the wake of a Rafale fighter jets sale to India with some critical parts to be made
in India for later assembly in France, the facility seems to be able to be developed to completely manufacture own
Indian jets in the future. Generally, western weapons are more expensive than Russians and often come with less
favorable conditions while Pakistan and China will remain major buyers of Russian weapons [The Economic Times 4].

India: The coming US Ambassador

28 October 2017

The final Senate confirmation of Ken Juster as the next American ambassador to India seems only a formality after a
Senate Committee has approved it. Juster who holds a law degree from the Harvard Law School played a key role in
the landmark Indo-US civil nuclear deal and is regarded as an old India hand. He has been a partner at the investment
firm Warburg Pincus LLC, Executive Vice President at Salesforce.com and senior partner at the law firm Arnold &
Porter and also served as Chairman of Harvard University’s Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, and as Vice
Chairman of The Asia Foundation [The Hindu Business Line].

India´s Dangerous Taiwan Gambit

28 October 2017

Following the redefinition of its previous “Look East” policy to an “Act East” policy after the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) takes shape as a major geopolitical move that is accompanied by the impressive Chinese
advancement in the Indian Ocean region India continues its daring rapprochement with Taiwan. Under Modi who has
always been ‘Taiwan friendly’, the bilateral economic relations are thriving with some Indian voices recommending to
send an Indian defense attaché to Taipei. The development is in line with a policy to use China’s ‘core issues’ like
Taiwan, the Dalai Lama, and the South China Sea as a strategic card that gains weight in context of the emerging
quadrilateral and triangular coalitions with the United States, Australia, and Japan [The Diplomat].
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Pakistan: The Gwadar port project and Chinese security concerns

28 October 2017

Amidst reports on growing security threats for Chinese diplomats in Pakistan caused by infiltrators of the East
Turkmenistan Islamic Movement (ETIM) following the killing of two Chinese teachers in June and some worries for
Chinese workers [The Times of India], the Chinese financed and executed enhancement of Pakistan’s strategically
located Arabian Sea port of Gwadar into one of the world’s largest transit and transshipment cargo facilities
represents a highly significant geopolitical move to open an alternative trade route to the streets of Malakka. The
report compares the project to the Sri Lankan-Chinese Hambantota port project [Financial Times].

ASEAN countries: In between major powers

28 October 2017

Further intensifying Vietnamese-Indian relations, the deputy foreign ministers of both countries met in Hanoi for
strategic consultations on political and security issues. This meeting follows a number of high level visits and
exchange in the recent past [Viet Nam News]. In the meantime, Singapore is hedging between the US and China.
After a recent visit to China, Singapore’s PM is currently on a visit to Washington upon invitation by President Trump.
Whilst business has unsurprisingly been the focal point of the trip, Singapore is trying to position itself neutral,
cooperating with both China and the US [A Times]. Similarly, the Philippines - after hosting US Secretary of Defense
for a routine visit at the sidelines of the ADMM [NPR] - are making headway in diversifying their defense cooperations. New deals have been inked with both Russia [PhilStar 1] and China [PhilStar2].

Cambodia facing mixed reaction from the international community

28 October 2017

Amid Cambodia's democratic crisis, Singapore’s foreign minister has visited Phnom Penh this week seeking to
improve bilateral (economic) ties [Khmer Times], while some western countries reconsider their ties with Cambodia,
such as Sweden [Channel News], Australia [ABC], or the US [Radio Free Asia].
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Fighting Terrorism, Piracy & Drug in South East Asia

28 October 2017

While terrorist groups in Indonesia seem to have shifted the focus of the financing operations from illegal activities to
legal ones including donations through social media [The Strait Times], President Duterte calls on Malaysia and
Indonesia to ‘blast’ pirates with strings to terrorist groups out of the regional sea [The Star]. Meanwhile Indonesia’s
‘shoot-on-sight’ policy against drug offenders has increased the number of drug-related extrajudicial killings to a total
of at least 80 since January this year [The Jakarta Post].

Taiwan: President calls for breakthrough with China, faces cool response

3 November 2017

Days after the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) revealed its new generation of top leaders, Taiwan’s President Tsai
Ing-wen made a public speech on cross-strait relations, calling for a breakthrough with China. In a rare direct message
from Tsai to the Chinese authorities, Tsai’s message was a clearer definition of how she views the 1992 Cross-Straits
talks commonly termed the “1992 consensus” [The Diplomat]. Meanwhile, Tsai landed in Hawaii on Saturday en
route to a visit to Taipei’s diplomatic allies in the Pacific, despite strong objections from China. Tsai is on a week-long
trip to three Pacific allies – Tuvalu, the Solomon Islands and the Marshall Islands – via Honolulu and the US territory
of Guam. U.S. President Trump is scheduled to visit Beijing in less than two weeks [South China Morning Post].

India's new Afghan trade route via Iran, bypasses Pakistan

3 November 2017

Opening a new trade route to Afghanistan that bypasses Pakistan, India has dispatched its first consignment of wheat
to the war torn country via the Iranian port of Chabahar. The strategic sea route is a significant step in bolstering
trade with Kabul that has been hampered because rival Pakistan does not allow India to transport goods to
Afghanistan through its territory [Voice of America].

Southeast Asian cyberspace: Politics, censorship, polarization

3 November 2017
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In this piece, Aim Sinpeng argues that the combination of opaque cyber regulations and authoritarian political
regimes have made Southeast Asian cyberspace more and more restricted. The liberating effects of the internet
coexist in increasing tension with state anxiety about information control. According to her analysis, Southeast Asian
cyberspace is becoming more expansive, yet more restricted [New Mandala].

South of Thailand: Inspired by Catalonian example?

3 November 2017

Ethnic Malay political activists in Thailand’s Muslim-majority southernmost region have followed the developments in
Catalonia, wondering how the Catalan population developed their political platform, strengthened their movement’s
grass roots legitimacy and ultimately through democratic means challenged the Spanish government’s notion of
undivided national sovereignty. Thai officials, however, see self-determination as a stepping stone towards the
creation of a breakaway state and will not brook any such public debate [Asia Times]. At the same time, Thailand's
lead negotiator in peace talks with rebel groups in the deep South, insisted on Wednesday that the talks were still
ongoing, not totally halted as some had speculated [The Nation].

India: Geopolitical allies

10 November 2017

Reflecting her growing ambitions and influence, India has offered to share real-time intelligence of maritime
movements in the Indian Ocean with 10 countries that participated in a Naval Conclave at the Indian Naval War
College last week (Myanmar, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Mauritius, Bangladesh, Maldives, Seychelles
and Singapore ). Analysts believe India’s proposal is aimed at countering China's growing naval presence in the Indian
Ocean Region: it comes at a time when China is becoming increasingly aggressive in the South China Sea region and
recently established its first overseas base in the Horn of Africa country of Djibouti. India is still assessing the regional
response to its offer [Mizzima]. Meanwhile, following the first shipment of Indian wheat at the Iranian Chabahar port,
Indian officials have announced that both countries are in discussions about the begin of interim operations at the
port. India’s Chabahar engagement dates back a decade, but it has gained strategic importance with India signing
Chabahar Agreement with Afghanistan and Iran 2016 allowing India’s access to Afghanistan through the port
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[Business Insider].

China-US trade relations:

10 November 2017

Despite the signing of trade deals worth more than 250 Billion USD [South China Morning Post 1] during President
Trump’s stop in China during his Asia trip, the openness of the US market to Chinese companies vis-à-vis the
structural barriers to access the Chinese market remain a critical issue in US-China relations [South China Morning
Post 2]. Former chief CIA representative in China Randy Philipps addresses this issue in a recent interview on USChina relations [NPR]. Meanwhile, US lawmakers have submitted a bill to the Congress proposing greater scrutiny of
Chinese investments in the field of sensitive technology by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States
[The New York Times].

Sri Lanka: In the geopolitical focus of the great powers

17 November 2017

With an increasing competition over the Indian Ocean, Sri Lanka has shifted into the geopolitical focus of the major
actors struggling for influence. In this context, Indian Prime Minister Modi has assured Sri Lankan President
Maithripala Sirisena of all possible assistance in response to Sri Lanka’s request for emergency petroleum shipments
and India's generally continued support for development cooperation [DDI News]. At the same time, a Chinese
foreign minister official stressed that China would not attach any strings when extending financial assistance to Sri
Lanka and not use an investigation into alleged human rights violations or war crimes as a precondition for aid [Daily
Mirror].
A similarly vexatious game has been staged at the security front. After ships of the US Nimitz Carrier Strike Group
have recently pulled into Sri Lanka for the first time since 1985 [Defense.gov], the Chinese People's Liberation Army Navy Ship 'Qi Ji Guang' has not visited the country [Defence.lk].

China: Xi visits Vietnam and Laos following APEC Summit

17 November 2017
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President Xi has wrapped up consecutive state visits to both Vietnam and Laos this week. Besides economic
cooperation, in Vietnam, the South China Sea featured high on the agenda [ABC]. In Laos, infrastructure and
cooperation were talked about with the goal of a China-Laos economic corridor [ChinaPlus]. Vietnam and Laos, like
China, are ruled by their respective communist parties.

China: Belt and Woes

17 November 2017

China is not experiencing all but love from its neighbours it seeks to cooperate with on huge infrastructure projects
under its Belt and Road umbrella. Not only are neighbours wary due to four distinct areas of PLA reform and
capability enhancements [Asia Times], some are not always so keen on infrastructure projects on their soil under
Chinese terms. In Thailand for instance, the high-speed rail project has faced some real difficulties, as have projects in
Indonesia and even Laos [The Nation]. Nepal, in a move this week, has signaled it will cancel a deal huge deal with a
Chinese SOE to build a hydropower plant [South China Morning Post].

Cross-Straits Relations and Taiwanese Southbound Policy

17 November 2017

Since the election of Tsai Ing-wen of the rather independence-leaning Democratic Progressive Party in early 2016,
cross-straits relations have been strained and arguably deteriorated from where they had been under her
predecessor Ma Ying-jeou. Amongst many examples, the People’s Republic of China is said to have used coercion and
threats in order to block even “non-governmental” Taiwanese participation in recent UN climate talks [Reuters]. At
the same time, Beijing and Taipei have agreed to cooperate on a very interesting, potentially even militarily relevant
project, relating to surveillance satellite data sharing on earthquake tracking [South China Morning Post]. Besides,
Taiwan is aiming to bolster exchanges with Malaysia. While bilateral trade, educational exchanges as well as tourism
have already increased, the Taiwanese government aims at more. Taiwan’s New Southbound Policy, initiated by
President Tsai Ing-wen, is aimed at strengthening relationships through economic cooperation, talent development
and resource-sharing with 16 countries in Southeast and South Asia, as well as Australia and New Zealand [Focus
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Taiwan].

India: ‘Quad’ and OBOR

24 November 2017

In the face of a radically altered strategic situation in the Indo-Asia-Pacific region, India is working with the US, Japan
and Australia to resurrect the concept of a quadrilateral alignment of democracies. The “Quad” is not a new concept:
it was conceived more than a decade ago, but the concept failed due to weak political will and pressure from its
presumed target of deterrence, China. Will the idea materialise this time? And is the idea of Quad bigger than what
is generally perceived — a partnership to contain China’s illiberal and hegemonic designs? The author of this Op-Ed
examines the history of the Quad concept, the China deterrence aspect, and larger strategic issues the Quad can
address. He concludes it is a “win-win” for India to pursue it. Meanwhile, the Chinese Communist Party enshrined
President Xi Jinping’s “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI) into its constitution at the 19th National Congress in October.
This massive global infrastructure investment plan at least partly prompted last week’s quadrilateral meeting
between senior officials from the United States, Japan, India, and Australia on the future of a “free and open IndoPacific.” India’s participation in the dialogue signals that China’s method of implementing the BRI is driving a wedge
between these neighbours. By its heavy-handed treatment of sovereignty disputes, China has lent credence to critics
of the BRI who see it as a nationalist endeavour rather than a program of international cooperation. Fuelled by
suspicions of China’s ulterior motives for BRI and its China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, India has increased
cooperation with other powers [The Daily Times (Pakistan)] [The National Interest].

India-China relations: A new bipolarity in Asia on the rise

24 November 2017

With China’s assertiveness and ambitions for global leadership on the one side, boldly reaffirmed in Xi Jinping’s
speech at the recent Party Congress, and India’s growing self-confidence in claiming regional power status, reinforced
by the latest developments in US-India ties and Washington’s reassurances of the importance of a free and open
Indo-Pacific region, the trend towards a Sino-Indo bipolar order in Asia is clearly discernable. However, to sustain
such an order India would be required to form a bloc among Asian countries aimed at containing China. This will be a
huge challenge, given China’s determination to bring by force and economic incentives more and more countries on
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her side [The Hindu].

Indian-Chinese relations: Competition over Myanmar and Nepal

1 December 2017

India’s leaders see Myanmar’s Rohingya refugee crisis and the situation in Rakhine as an opportunity for China to try
to expand its strategic partnership with Myanmar and its influence in the region. China has offered to broker a deal
between Myanmar and Bangladesh regarding the Rohingya, and to create economic projects in the ravaged Rakhine
zone. In response, India kicked off a military exercise with Myanmar last week to keep the country’s military engaged.
This was followed by 3,000 family relief packs delivered to Rakhine on Friday. With regional political and economic
supremacy at stake, the contest between India and China for this strategic part of Asia is intensifying [Times of India].
Nepal announced this week that a state-owned power company will develop its biggest hydroelectric plant, after the
government scrapped a $2.5-billion deal with a Chinese company, citing lapses in the award process. Nepal's rivers,
cascading from the snow-capped Himalayas, have vast, untapped potential for hydropower generation. The country
is one of several geo-political battlegrounds between its giant neighbors China and India. The opposition Communist
UML party has said it would hand back the project to China if voted to power after elections that began Sunday
[Asahi Shimbun].
Japan: Disaster reduction equipment gifts to Maldives

1 December 2017

In a move certain to be viewed through the lens of regional economic and political competition, Japan has gifted
equipment for protection against natural disasters to the Republic of the Maldives. Despite China’s increasing
economic inroads into this island nation, the Maldives considers Japan a key ally, and it has been one of the biggest
contributors to Maldives’ development over the past five decades. During high-level talks this week, Japan and the
Maldives are discussing future cooperation, to include increasing Japanese trade, investments, and tourism in the
Maldives, counter-terrorism as well as other fields of cooperation [Mihaaru].

Cross-Strait relations, travel destinations and non-interference

1 December 2017
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AiR reported recently on some difficulties in cross-strait relations, including the case of Human rights advocate Lee
Ming-Che [AiR], who has now been jailed in China on “subversion of state” charges [BBC] [Taipei Times]. In another
spat, Beijing has taken both the Vatican and Palau in the Pacific off a list of possible destinations for Chinese tourists
in an effort to increase pressure on them as they are two of the few remaining countries that entertain official
diplomatic relations with Taiwan [Taiwan News]. The move has been criticised in Taiwanese newspapers, for example
pointing out that this kind of influence-seeking behaviour does not at all correspond with China’s cherished principle
of non-interference into the matters of other countries [Taipei Times II]. Banning destinations for Chinese tour groups
is something Beijing also continues to do with South Korea, where it strongly condemns the THAAD deployment
[Global Times]. In another incident of Beijing not approving of local circumstances, it has voiced concerns regarding
an anti-Chinese Tibet protest at a football match in Germany last week. It argues Germany should not allow
separatist, anti-China or terrorist activities, to which the president of the German Football Association responded: “It
has been made clear to the Chinese federation that when you play in Germany you also have to deal with the fact
that anyone can express their opinion.” [The Guardian]

China-Myanmar relations

1 December 2017

With most of the international community condemning Myanmar and their handling of the refugee crisis, China
continues to support the regime and is playing an increasing role in mediation and discussions on the issue. Beijing
seeks a “strategic stability” in Myanmar and is focused on safeguarding its OBOR project for which the country is in a
vital geographical position. Whether China’s influence can bring either strategic stability or lasting peace is very much
uncertain [Reuters] [Asia Times] [South China Morning Post] [Ministry of Foreign Affairs PRC].

China and Europe

1 December 2017

This week, China and the Central and Eastern European countries (CEEC) summit takes place in Budapest. Present are
China and 16 Central and Eastern European countries discussing financing channels and development cooperation
[Gov.cn] [Ministry of Foreign Affairs PRC]. With tensions between some Eastern European states (including hosting
country’s Victor Orban) and the EU high, it is not inconceivable that China can make some inroads in gaining influence
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in the EU. After all, about two third of the Central and European countries at the summit are EU members as well.

India-Afghanistan relations: Chabahar Port project launched

8 December 2017

India and Iran have inaugurated the first phase of their Chabahar port project. The port, located on the Gulf of Oman
and 85km distant from China's Gwadar port in Pakistan, will allow India to bypass Pakistan in accessing Afghanistan
and Central Asia. The port should enhance trade between India and Afghanistan, and India with Iran, as Pakistan has
denied India transit access for trade with the two countries [Times of India].

China-Maldives relations: ‘Fast-Tracked’ Trade Pact Under Fire

8 December 2017

In a rushed, short-notice night time vote, Maldives’ parliament last week voted to approve a free trade agreement
[FTA] with China. No opposition members participated in the vote (Mihaaru). The ruling party asserts the FTA will
boost the fisheries industry and tourism sector, while the opposition alleges it will be detrimental to the Maldives’
economy “as balance of trade is greatly in favor of China.” The vote has drawn fire from the opposition for both its
procedural irregularities and its content. India’s perspective on the vote is reflected in the second article [The
Economic Times]. The pact, says Indian observers, will “push Maldives towards a debt trap like Sri Lanka”, and place
the country in a geo-politically vulnerable position. India is also concerned that China is planning for a naval base in
the Maldives. But there’s no need for India’s concern, per the third article from an official PRC press organ: although
Maldives' fast-tracking of the FTA with China seems to have caught New Delhi off guard, the pact does not “target
any third party, India included” [China Daily]. China suggest that “Indian media should not read too much into the
deal”. Meanwhile, per a report from another offical Chinese state organ, Maldivian President Abdulla Yameen Abdul
Gayoom will pay a state visit to China from Wednesday through Saturday of this week, at the invitation of Chinese
President Xi Jinping [Global Times]. While the topics of discussion for the visit have not been released, the FTA and
naval basing are certain to be high on the agenda.

One Belt, One Road initiative: Nepal, Pakistan wary of PRC investment – and Control

8 December 2017
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In the past two weeks, Nepal and Pakistan have rejected three infrastructure projects with China worth nearly $20
billion. They join a growing list of countries re-thinking Chinese infrastructure investment as Beijing aggressively
pursues its ambitious Belt and Road Initiative [Quartz]. This article and the second article detail the common
problems cited for countries refusing Chinese involvement in key projects: simply put, they don’t like Chinese
pressure and they now realize that the infrastructure that is built will likely end up being controlled by China [Voice of
America]. Nepal reflects the common pattern for China to sign controversial projects when a pro-China government
is in place, only to have a new government cancel the contract once the opposition party takes control. A Dec. 7 vote
could reverse the cancellation decision, if the Nepali Communist Party takes the reins of power again.

China’s economic engagement in Southeast Asia: Taking concrete shapes

8 December 2017

As support from traditional development aid sources decrease, Indonesia receives foreign aid to an increasing extent
from China and other non-DAC (Development Assistance Committee) countries. China’s aid to Indonesia has financed
bridges, roads, power plants and a limited number of railway projects, all designed and constructed by Chinese firms.
However, Pierre van der Eng submits that Indonesia could face the dilemma of whether it can continue to limit the
influence of aid donors on its development policies when the delivery of bilateral foreign aid for infrastructure
depends increasingly on a single provider [East Asia Forum]. In Thailand, the government just approved the country’s
first high-speed railway, spearheaded by China, an on-again-off-again project that was once hailed as the crowning
project of Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative. The National Environment Commission accepted the environmental
impact assessment report for the 253- kilometer portion from Bangkok to the northeastern province of Nakhon
Ratchasima. Over years, Chinese and Japanese construction firms had contested in the bidding process [Asia Times].
Meanwhile, Myanmar and China agreed to build an economic corridor between the two countries, furthering
Naypyitaw's efforts to strengthen ties with Beijing as criticism over the Rohingya refugee crisis pushes it away from
the West. Beijing plans to build a deep-sea port as well as an industrial park. It also started up in April a crude oil
pipeline linking Kyaukpyu and Kunming, providing an alternate route for oil shipments that does not pass through the
Strait of Malacca [Nikkei Asia Review]. Before this background, the South China Morning Post asks whether an allpowerful Xi Jinping and an emboldened China are good for Southeast Asia. Karim Raslan draws historic comparisons
to the Qing dynasty’s greatest emperors Kangxi, Yongzheng and Qianlong. However, he submits that, while China
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seems on the upswing now, another stumble could well be on the way, if the looming debt crisis and growing
domestic income inequalities were not resolved. Moreover, he writes that Southeast Asian countries are unwilling to
be hegemonized [South China Morning Post].

China-Sri Lanka relations: Formal hand over of Hambantota Port

15 December 2017

China now controls Sri Lanka’s strategic southern port of Hambantota, in a move that is supposed to help the
impoverished country repay more than $8 billion USD it reportedly owes Beijing. Sri Lankan opposition leaders call
the $1.1 billion USD 99-year lease a “sell out”. The ports are expected to play a key role in China's global Belt and
Road initiative. Analysts say that while China gets an industrial-economic zone and strategic deep water port with
tremendous military potential on the Indian Ocean, Sri Lanka is stuck paying back massive loans far into the future
without the benefit of an income stream from the port due to the large tax concessions granted to the Chinese firms
who manage the lease [NDTV].

EU in SEA: EU to re-establish political ties with the Thailand, scraps funding for elections in Cambodia

15 December 2017

The European Council has agreed to gradually resume all political and economic engagement with Thailand. It
reiterated its call for “restoration of democratic process” and “respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms”
in a press release after the decision came early this week and cited as a major factor in the decision the Thai
authorities’ statement that elections will be held at the end of next year. The EU still upholds its “yellow card” it has
issued when it alleged that Thailand is not doing enough to regulate illegal fishing practices but both sides see a
major opportunity now to resume talks on the free trade agreement that have been put on hold after the coup in
2014 [Council of the EU] [Bangkok Post]. With regards to Cambodia, the EU has decided to cancel all funding for the
upcoming general election in 2018 as it was decided that under the current circumstances, a credible election cannot
be expected [Reuters].

China-Philippines relations: Nascent defense ties

22 December 2017
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Beijing and Manila after a break of four years have resumed the annual defense and security consultation (ADST) last
week. This move reflects emerging defense ties between the two countries which within the frame of President
Duterte’s ‘independent foreign policy’, do not exclude the possibility of stronger ties with Washington [The
Diplomat].

China-Cambodia relations: Chinese-language schools pushing soft power

22 December 2017

With Chinese – Cambodian ties getting steadily closer the market for Mandarin language education is significantly
expanding with the support of local branch of the Confucius Institute (CI) with its network of language schools in
more than 140 countries. The local CI works in collaboration with the Royal Academy of Cambodia but has also
supported the set - up of a “Mandarin Center” at the Ministry of Defence in July reflecting the Cambodian
dependency from Chinese weapon deliveries. Requests for Chinese language education have however, also come
from at least seven other ministries reflecting a shift to a singular position of Chinese language education in the
country as avenues to spread Chinese soft power [Reuters].

China-Laos relations: Beijing’s infrastructure funding rises

22 December 2017

In a latest development reflecting an increasing dependence of Laos on Chinese development aid and funding,
Vientianne witnessed last month a ground-breaking ceremony led by Chinese President Xi Jinping for the
construction of a 90 Mio USD hospital. A prior Chinese infrastructure investment is US$6 billion high-speed rail, of
which Laos own roughly 30% and of which the government is confident that it will transform the country into a jobcreating modern logistics hub for Chinese trade. With a domestic product (GDP) per capita of less than 2,000 USD,
which is one of the lowest rates in Asia, Laos is in dire need of foreign investment and cannot waive Beijing’s influx of
money and assistance despite the risk granting Beijing political leverage over the country [Asia Times].

Cross-Straits relations: China and Taiwan on the brink to war?

22 December 2017
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The usually high number of 10 PLA air force drills around Taiwan since the Party Congress in October have led to
speculations whether those exercises could be a precursor for an invasion of Taiwan. David Spencer, however, argues
that the latest military exercises are a show of force to intimidate the Tsai government and an appeasement to saberrattling hawks on the mainland. Meanwhile, the Taiwan’s Defense Minister has announced that his Ministry will stop
issuing reports on China’s naval and air craft drills in order to demonstrate that Taiwan “will not dance to China's
tune as it tries to use psychological warfare against Taiwan” [South China Morning Post] [Taiwan News] [Focus
Taiwan].

Pakistan-China relations: Beijing lavishes aid on Pakistan town

22 December 2017

In a move that has fueled suspicion in New Delhi and Washington, China is lavishing vast amounts of aid on a small
Pakistani fishing town that is strategically located on the Arabian Sea. Beijing has pledged half a billion USD in grants
for an airport, hospital, college, and water infrastructure for the town of Gwadar. In return, China’s rulers hope to
obtain access to – and potential military control of – some of the world’s busiest oil and gas shipping lanes [Japan
Times].

India-China-USA relations: China targets India as political tensions rise, while America highlights India’s leadership
in its new security strategy

22 December 2017

A senior Chinese PLA officer said last week that China should “thank” India last for “compelling” Beijing to address
shortfalls in its military buildup in the contested Doklam border region. In revealing comments at the annual meeting
of a leading official Communist Party press organ, other Chinese representatives opined that India is "challenging
China and containing China in Asia" and is now, accordingly, one of China's “strategic targets”.
Meanwhile, in his first National Security Strategy (NSS) released Monday, U.S. President Donald Trump placed the
“Indo-Pacific” at the very top of the regions addressed – in a marked departure from his predecessors’ strategies –,
above Europe and the Middle East. The NSS says that Washington supports a leadership role for India in the Indo209

Pacific region. As a means of countering “a wide range of threats”, Trump vowed to deepen America’s “strategic
partnership with India and support its leadership role in Indian Ocean security and throughout the broader
region." His strategy also called for continued pressure on Pakistan to intensify counterterrorism efforts and
safeguard its nuclear weapons. In addition, he framed the threats presented by China as "a geopolitical competition
between free and repressive visions of world order is taking place in the Indo-Pacific region".
The third article analyzes the Trump’s National Security Strategy, providing historical perspective and background to
the methodology. It is, says the author, a “sustainment” strategy supported by a peace-through-strength defense
buildup. It continues America’s post–World War II–era national-security policy, but tailors it to today’s challenges and
clearly states that America is presently in a great-power competition with Russia and China.
The fourth link is the NSS as presented by President Trump. It lays out the four vital national interests driving the
strategy, and bases on the strategy on clear-eyed “principled realism”. It is, says the release, clear-eyed about global
competition and it “is principled because it is grounded in the knowledge that promoting American values is key to
spreading peace and prosperity around the globe” [Global Times] [Council of Foreign Relations] [NDTV] [National
Review] [White House].

India-Nepal relations: New Delhi fears losing Nepal to China after Communist return to power

22 December 2017

The communist’s stunning upset victory in Nepal’s parliamentary elections is set to give New Delhi headaches for the
next five years, Indian analysts fear. As India’s army faces off against Chinese forces on the Doklam Plateau and
continuing political warfare regionally, India fears the incoming premier in Kathmandu will serve as Beijing’s proxy, a
“vassal state”. Since the communists took control of Beijing in 1949, Delhi found security in Nepal’s role of as buffer
zone against Chinese influence [Asia Times].

Indonesia-Australia relations: Australia’s Foreign Policy White Paper recognizes Jakarta strategic importance

22 December 2017

Australia’s Foreign Policy White Paper, released in November, has put focus on the Indo-Pacific and has stressed the
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significance of Australia-Indonesia relationships within this frame. Indonesia is one of the "trusted partners and
friends" along with the USA, Japan, India, and South Korea. Given Australia’s strategic and trade interest, this
perception of Indonesia’s importance is reasonable as Indonesia is expected by become the world’s fifth largest
economy by 2030 and is strategically placed in terms of size, significance and geography at the juncture of the Indian
and Pacific Oceans. Security cooperation between both countries, which share a common maritime border,
meanwhile, is firmly based on the Lombok Treaty of 2006 [The Diplomat].

Cross-Strait relations: Taiwan calls Chinese drills a major threat

29 December 2017

(ls) Taiwan raised alarms over China's growing military presence in a biennial defense white paper published for the
first time under President Tsai Ing-wen on Tuesday, with a particular focus on Beijing's stepped-up military drills in
the West Pacific. Moreover, due to Taiwan’s location facing the South China Sea, East China Sea and the West Pacific,
the report also said that the island could monitor the Chinese forces and provide an early warning to others about
their activities.
Last week, Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen took to Facebook to point out that China's increasingly frequent military
drills near Taiwan have affected regional stability, while motivating the military to stay vigilant in safeguarding the
country against security threats. Her comments came a couple of days after China's Air Force conducted its 10th drill
near Taiwan since the conclusion of the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China in October.
However, when asked about the continuing drills and the footage released by the air force, China’s policy-making
Taiwan Affairs Office said it and the defense ministry had repeatedly described the exercises as routine. “Everyone
will slowly get used it,” a spokesman told a routine news briefing, without elaborating [Nikkei Asian Review] [Focus
Taiwan] [Reuters].

Russia: Moscow vows to act as mediator between US and North Korea

29 December 2017

Russia has offered to act as a mediator between the United States and North Korea in the ongoing conflict over
nuclear threats and recent missile launches. A Kremlin spokesman said that “Russia is ready if both sides need it and
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want it”. The offer comes at a time when Chinese diplomatic efforts as well as new sanctions issued by the United
Nations appear to be without results. At the same time, however, the United States and Russia are entangled in
conflicting geopolitical aspirations in the Middle East and Eastern Europe, while also still dealing with allegations of
Russian interference with the 2016 US Presidential elections [Tass].

Pakistan-China relations: CPEC long-term plan says goodbye to US dollar

29 December 2017

Under the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) initiative the Chinese currency RMB will be used for transactions,
Pakistan announced this week. China and Pakistan agreed to stop using the US dollar for CPEC bilateral trade, loans,
and repayments as well as profit repatriation. However, Pakistan insists its rupee will be used in Gwadar and other
areas where CPEC projects are underway. China had demanded that its RMB be the currency used in Gwadar, but Pakistan rejected the demand [The News Pakistan].

India-USA relations: America needs India to become a great power

29 December 2017

The values of human rights, democracy, and free-market economics have shaped the institutions and norms that
have guided the free world since the end of World War II. Since the end of the Cold War, the U.S. has tried to
integrate those countries that don’t hold those same values into the international order. The author of this piece
argues that the attempts to bring countries such as China and Russia into this rules-based order has failed, and
argues that a democratic, diverse, and prosperous India can offer an alternative model to countries that wish to avoid
the temptations of China and Russia’s authoritarianism [The National Interest].

India-Nepal relations: Nepal’s Communists await the reins of power as India mulls how to mend ties

29 December 2017

(kg) Nepal’s ruling “Nepali Congress Party” was overwhelmed in provincial and parliamentary elections held in that
country earlier this month, faced a debacle in the recently held elections as the two Communist political parties
handily won the majority of votes. While Prime Minister Deuba says he is eager to turn over the reins of power to the
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Maoist winners, Nepal’s major parties have failed to forge consensus on the National Assembly Election to pave way
for the formation of new government.
Regionally, Nepal’s election of a Communist coalition to rule for the next five years is widely viewed as a major
victory for China and a major defeat for India. The author of The Wire’s article asserts that some of the roots of this
historic election outcome were planted by New Delhi: it failed on many fronts, stemming from its failure to
appreciate the impact of a devastating earthquake on the Nepali people, and political interference to its backing of
an uprising and use of an economic blockade against Nepal. The author argues Nepali-Indian relations are too
circumscribed by a narrow political and security lens: the answer to better ties between the two countries may lie in
India’s willingness and ability to employ “soft power”. This soft power would use non-traditional diplomatic efforts to
reinvigorate cultural connections, tong shared histories, and a deeper understanding of the Indo-Nepali relationship.
In The Diplomat, Harsh V. Pant argues that, while New Delhi will be viewing the developments in Nepal with some
concern, for Kathmandu there was greater room for maneuverability now between China and India. According to his
analysis, India could and should not prevent Nepal from developing closer links with China so long as Kathmandu
remains cognizant of vital Indian interests [Himalayan Times] [The Wire] [The Diplomat].

India-China relations: Talks and questions of intent in border dispute

29 December 2017

(kg) Chinese state media reported this week that China and India have reached agreement to “properly handle”
border disputes. The 20th round of talks between Chinese and Indian special representatives on boundary issues
took place in New Delhi Friday. During the talks, both sides “agreed to strengthen strategic communication and boost
strategic mutual trust”. Just how far that “strategic mutual trust” goes remains to be seen, though, and the Doklam
standoff is being closely monitored by all nations of the region.
Some are watching to determine if India will continue to support Bhutan against China. Southeast Asian nations are
watching China’s reactions to India’s resistance, as a possible lesson to resolving their own border disputes in the
future. What is likely, according to the author of this piece, is that China will try something different soon: it has a
number of options to intimidate Bhutan and to impose costs on India as a result of its recent increase in force
structure and infrastructure in the region. India, says the author, should be wary, and cannot expect China to make
the same mistakes it has made in its recent gambits there [Xinhua] [Eurasia Review].
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Japan: Security and economic ties in Asia Pacific and Indian Ocean increased

29 December 2017

(ls) Japan and Australia are close to agreeing a visiting forces agreement (VFA), which would foster smooth military
operations between the two countries. A VFA comprehensively stipulates the legal status of foreign forces engaged in
temporary activities, such as joint exercises and disaster-relief missions, in a nation's territory.
In economic terms, Japan has returned to be the top foreign investor in Vietnam in 2017, pushing South Korea on the
second rank after a three-year gap. Japanese investment more than tripled to a record $9.11 billion, accounting for a
quarter of the total. Infrastructure exports were a major driver of Japanese spending. South Korea was the top
foreign investor in Vietnam from 2014 to 2016 as, for instance, Samsung Electronics set up massive smartphone
production facilities in the north.
Japan and Oman seek to ensure maritime order amid China’s assertiveness. An agreement was reached as Foreign
Minister Taro Kono and his counterpart Yousuf bin Alawi bin Abdullah met in the Omani capital of Muscat, about 500
km southeast of the Strait of Hormuz, which is one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes for crude oil [The Sydney
Morning Herald] [Nikkei Asian Review] [Japan Times].

Maldives: Between India and China

29 December 2017

Shortly after reaching a Free Trade Agreement with China and allowing Chinese warships to dock in its waters – and
after a leading Maldives publication called India “an enemy nation” – the Maldives government is reaching out to
New Delhi to demonstrate it is sensitive to India’s concerns. The Maldives’ President Abdulla Yameen disavowed the
anti-India editorial, and now proclaims India his country’s “closest friend” and ally. A high-level visit is being planned,
perhaps involving India’s Prime Minister Modi [First Post].

Myanmar: Army invited to Cobra Gold amidst continuing human rights concerns

29 December 2017

(jk) The Myanmar military, which has recently been accused of genocide and ethnic cleansing against the Muslim
Rohingya in the country, has nonetheless been invited again to take part in the 2018 Cobra Gold military exercises in
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which Thailand, the US and other Asian countries participate.
Thailand extended the invitation which allows the Tatmadaw to participate as an observer which puts the US in a
difficult position, especially after it just imposed sanctions on senior military figures in Myanmar for their human
rights abuses of late and the unlawful detention of journalists as well as barring the UN Special Rapporteur on Human
Rights from entering the country [Bangkok Post] [US Department of the Treasury] [New York Times] [Straits Times].

2. Defense and Security
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Cross-Straits relations and the resurgence of “Martial Reunification”

31 August 2017

Because of constraining factors on international level, national level and leadership level, cross-straits unification by
military means is not a strategic choice for Beijing, Derek Ye Xiao Di writes. However, China might be compelled to
enforce martial reunification if pro-independence forces within the green camp in Taiwan would prevail over
president Tsai Ing-wen [China Policy Institute].

India and China reached an agreement – border dispute resolved

31 August 2017

China claims victory over India in Himalayan border row. The border triangle in the Himalayan between China, India
and Buthan very often led to conflicts. Now India and China have agreed to end a month-long military stand-off at a
disputed border area in the Himalayas, with Indian troop already beginning to pull out, officials say [BBC].

India may start exporting F-16 fighter jets with Lockheed wants India as global factory

31 August 2017
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Lockheed Martin is closing in on an international deal for F-16 fighter planes, and has offered to eventually build all
the jets at a proposed plant in India [India Today].

China - Pakistan military commanders hold meeting in Tajikistan

31 August 2017

General Li Zuocheng, chief of the Joint Staff Department under the Central Military Commission (CMC), met with
Pakistan’s Chief of Army Staff General Qamar Javed Bajwa in Dushanbe and pledged to further improve bilateral ties,
the Chinese Defence Ministry reports [Paktistantoday] [English.chinamil].

Japan’s maritime diplomacy mission in Southeast Asia

31 August 2017

Challenging China’s assertive maritime policy in Asia, Japan has managed to emerge as the region’s leader in
maritime security cooperation due to country’s successful defence cooperation with the USA and important ASEAN
countries and the constant expansion of its naval capabilities reflected by the recent approval of the 42 billion
defense budget, the highest ever in Japan [The Diplomat].

Indonesia and Vietnam mend ties after talks to settle South China Sea disputes

31 August 2017

Despite two recent maritime stand-offs in the waters in the South China Sea Indonesia and Vietnam mended ties
after President Joko Widodo and Communist Party of Vietnam Secretary-General Nguyen Phu Trong held talks on
their interests in the South China Sea producing also a number of important deals between the countries [Straits
Times].

Background: Indonesia and the Sea

31 August 2017
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The article analyses plans and possibilities of Indonesia to further enhance its position as a significant sea power
between the oceans in the context of Asia’s changing security order [Worldview].

China’s Indian Ocean power play

7 September 2017

The recent establishment of China’s military base in Djibouti was the start of a foreseeable bigger military presence in
the Indian Ocean. Will the region become the next conflict spot between China, India and the US [China Policy
Institute: Analysis]?

What not to learn from Doklam

7 September 2017

As future crises between India and China, or China and other powers, cannot be ruled out, it is time to reflect on the
recent China-India stand-off. The first link describes what lessons not to draw from its resolution, whereas the second
article argues India has not “won” this conflict. The third article describes however, how the resolution of the conflict
could strengthen India’s hand in Asia [Indian Express] [warontherocks] [The Diplomat].

Japan’s reach out to India and Germany for support against North Korea

7 September 2017

In the frame of Indian Defense Minister Arun Jaitley’s visit to Japan on Tuesday, he and Japanese Defense Minister
Itsunori Onodera agreed to work for an increase of pressure on North Korea by the international community. They
also discussed cooperation issues pertaining to maritime security and freedom of navigation in the light of China’s
maritime activities in the Indian Sea [The Japan Times]. In a related development, German Chancellor Angela Merkel
on a teleconference agreed with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on the need for a new UN resolution containing
tougher sanctions against North Korea in the wake of Pyongyang’s latest nuclear test on Sunday [Reuters].
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Rebuilding Marawi, or rebuilding extremism?

7 September 2017

As military operations in Marawi drag on, the enthusiasm prompted by promises about post-conflict rebuilding has
been slowly dwindling, argues Haironesah Domado. With martial law in effect, she describes how the security
environment in Marawi is increasingly polarised and politicized, and that those who express dissent with military
actions, or those who come across as unfavourable to current government’s interests, may be tagged as potential
suspects [New Mandala].

South China Sea: As world watches Kim, China quietly builds South China Sea clout

7 September 2017

Whilst Donald Trump’s America alongside much of the world’s media attention is focusing on North Korea, China
keeps advancing its interests in the South China Sea. Some observers perceive that already China is slowly filling a
power vacuum left behind by the United States in the area [Bloomberg].

South China Sea: Vietnam Government slams China over military drills in South China Sea

7 September 2017

Hanoi has condemned a military exercise of China in the Paracels Archipelago as a violation of Vietnam’s sovereignty,
reflecting the ongoing tensions between the two countries over the South China Sea [NDTV].

Warming India–Myanmar ties: India threatens to deport its Rohingya population

7 September 2017

Despite the international outcry about the dire situation of the Rohingya in Myanmar, India is strengthening ties with
Myanmar’s government over PM Modi’s visit to the country this week and an ongoing strengthening of bilateral
military cooperation. Buddhist hard-liners and nationalist are seen to have significant political synergies with Modi´s
BJP in their view of the Muslim population. At the same time, India advances in Myanmar to balance out the growing
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Chinese influence in the country [BBC] [The Times of India].

China: China-born New Zealand MP probed by spy agency

15 September 2017

An MP for New Zeeland’s ruling National Party has been investigated by New Zeeland’s intelligence agency for
alleged ties to Chinese military intelligence based on his education in China at facilities known to produce military
intelligence officers [FT.com].

South China Sea: Indonesia´s growing assertiveness

15 September 2017

The first article comments on Indonesia´s increasingly assertive posture in the South China Sea and its implications.
After three maritime skirmishes in 2016 and Indonesia having renamed a part of the disputed waters as Natuna Sea
the country is building up its military presence around the Natuna Islands despite the fact that China is one of
Indonesia´s biggest investors and trading partners [Today]. The development expresses the declared policy of
Indonesia´s President “Jokowi” to transform his country into a maritime power but also fits in a general trend of
mutual assertiveness in the disputed waters [US Department of Defense]. At the same time, Indonesia is enhancing
its military training capabilities in the context of its participation in the annual US organized bilateral CARAT military
exercise aiming at improving maritime interoperability of US partners and allies [Jakarta Globe].

Indonesia and China: The Sea between

15 September 2017

The article provides some historic background on the bilateral relation between China and Indonesia amidst growing
tension in the South China Sea. It juxtaposes historic ideas of a common cultural space in Asia and the “firm” national
borders today [NYbooks].
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South China Sea: US FONOP schedule set

15 September 2017

Since May 2017, the Trump administration has conducted three freedom of navigation operations (FONOPs) in the
South China Sea starting to recalibrate its naval presence in these important waters. Now it has scheduled regular
FONOPs under the authority of U.S. Pacific Command increasing its military presence and streamlining the command
structure at place [The Diplomat].

Indonesia – Turkey: Tightening security cooperation

15 September 2017

On occasion of their annual defense talks Indonesia and Turkey have used the opportunity to tighten their ties after
closer collaborations have emerged since 2010 [The Diplomat]. Now the decision for a joint production of the Turkish
KAPLAN medium-weight battle tank and military drones adds to the already established cooperation between the
country’s aircraft manufacturers, submarine production, and joint efforts in counter-terrorism and intelligencesharing [Hurriyet].

Terrorism: IS wants Muslim militants to avoid Syria and go to the Philippines/Returnees share horrible experiences
about life under the IS and in Singapore there are increased worries about radicalization.

15 September 2017

The Islamic State, after losing ground in Syria and Iraq, is switching its attention to the Philippines encouraging
potential fighters to join the battle for Marawi, reinforcing serious worries that Asia is ISIS's new focus [The Week]. In
Indonesia, returnees who spent some years living in Syria under the IS publicly shared some of their experiences and
what caused them to return [Benar]. In Singapore, officials lament that radicalization now happens faster than ever
[Channel News].

DPRK Crisis: Japan’s history shows oil embargoes are a dance with disaster

15 September 2017
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Amidst the new and most severe UN sanctions yet and the immediate, hostile rhetoric coming out of North Korea in
relation to them, some observes urge to consult history and point out that even more severe sanctions could have a
destabilising effect. Imperial Japan’s attack on Hawaii’s Pearl Harbour in 1941 was triggered at least in part by a
preceeding oil embargo [Asia Times].

Korea: Pushing Seoul’s North Korea agenda in a worsening crisis

15 September 2017

Despite South Korea’s central position in the ongoing conflict, it struggles to make its voice heard amidst the media
storm consistently created by the US President. South Korea has an interest however, to push its agenda and not to
be forgotten as a crucial player – the US, for instance, needs South Korean approval for any military action on the
peninsula according to the Korean President [East Asia Forum].

Japan: PM Abe seeks to upgrade security talks with India amid China muscle-flexing

15 September 2017

Japanese PM Abe is looking to upgrade the so-called two-plus-two framework between his country and India during
his trip there this week to ministerial-level talk. Thus far, India has been reluctant to upgrade the talks but with China
growing increasingly assertive, Japan feels it could have some momentum [Japan Times].

Does the West rebalance towards once distrusted leaders?

15 September 2017

Western, especially US, interests in increasing security cooperation with Southeast Asian governments seem to pave
the way for a rapprochement with ASEAN leaders who were accused of corruption or human rights violations not
long ago. Examples are the recent visit of Malaysian PM’s Najib visit in Washington amid investigations of the US
Justice Department into his finances now highlighting US-Malaysian efforts to fight terrorism [Strait Times] and
Philippines’ Duterte as an even more unsavoury, yet not less important ally due to his country’s geopolitical role
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within Asia’s emerging new security order [East Asia Forum].

South China Sea: Australian warships sent for military exercises

22 September 2017

Australia has sent 6 warships to conduct a wide range of exercises from humanitarian operations to anti-submarine
warfare towards the South China Sea. Although the final route of the armada has not yet been announced, many
observers perceive it as a show of strength aimed at the PRC which is highly critical of the action [The Daily
Telegraph].

China-Russia relations: Sino-Russian military drills

22 September 2017

Two joint military exercises of the Chinese and Russian navy in the Baltic Sea [China Policy Institute: Analysis] and
near North Korea [South China Morning Post] since July reflect the increasing security cooperation between the two
countries.

Japan-China relations: Government builds firing range, ups coastguard to fend off Chinese ships

22 September 2017

Japan continues to incrementally increase its Coast Guard logistics support and training capabilities across its
Southwest Islands in Okinawa Prefecture, in response to vastly increased incursions by Chinese civilian and
government vessels in waters it claims as sovereign. A new training range and the four-fold increase in Coast Guard
vessels on Miyakojima will help Japan’s maritime law enforcement efforts against fleets of Chinese vessels that
currently dwarf Japan’s three Coast Guard ships tasked with protecting waters that include the contested Senkaku
Islands [South China Morning Post].

Japan: Missiles deployed on island after North Korea launch

22 September 2017
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As reaction to Pyongyang’s launching of missiles last Friday, Japan deployed interceptors on the northern island of
Hokkaido. The deployment is considered by the government as a measure to prepare to for emergency cases
[Theepochtimes].

Japan-India relations: Deepening defence ties

22 September 2017

Japan’s Prime Minister Abe and India’s Prime Minister deepened defense relations between Asia's second and third
largest economies in a recent meeting in India, as both leaders eye balancing China as the dominant Asian power.
Abe's visit comes days after New Delhi and Beijing agreed to end the longest and most serious military confrontation
along their shared and contested border in decades, a dispute that had raised worries of a broader conflict between
the Asian giants. In a lengthy joint statement, India and Japan said deepening security links is paramount [MENAFN].

South Korea: What if South Korea acted like North Korea?

22 September 2017

Imagine there is a South Korean dictatorship that had been in power, as a client of the United States, since 1953.
Imagine also contemporary South Korea as a ruthlessly oppressed, pre-industrialized and impoverished failed state—
an outlaw regime, with nuclear weapons and a fleet of long-range missiles. Next, picture this rogue dictatorship
serially threatening to incinerate its neighbor, a free, democratic North Korea--and periodically promising to wipe out
Chinese cities such as Shanghai and Beijing. Imagine Washington claiming ignorance of South Korea’s capabilities and
intentions, and America lecturing China that the crisis is due in part to its support for North Korea. How would China
respond [National Review]?

North Korea: Pyongyang’s threat pushes Japan to reassess its might and rights

22 September 2017

Japan faces serious security issues such as a bellicose, threatening, nuclear-capable North Korea, global terrorism,
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and an expansionist, militarily assertive China. It must content with legal and security restrictions that are best
described as “absurdly complex”. Compounding the dilemma: the country’s missile defenses are limited, and the
Constitution limits military action only to instances of self-defense. Lingering behind the debate of how Japan should
proceed with its national defense policies is the question of whether Japan should develop its own nuclear weapons
capability [New York Times].

Thailand-UK relations: New joint military exercise

22 September 2017

Thailand and the United Kingdom will launch a new joint military exercise. The new exercise, called Panther Gold, will
be held Oct. 30 to Dec. 1 at a military base in Kanchanaburi province. The agreement may be considered a
breakthrough for the military regime, which saw European relations deteriorated following its 2014 coup d’etat
[Khasodenglish].
North Korea: Prospect of atmospheric nuclear test by North Korea raises specter of danger

29 September 2017

North Korea’s threat to conduct an atmospheric nuclear test over the Pacific Ocean is the most dangerous step
Pyongyang has taken thus far. Such a test poses enormous risks, as it will put the populations below at the mercy of
the North’s accuracy and the resultant radioactive cloud. Some question whether North Korea has the technical
ability to conduct such a test, but even the threat of the test is creating a regional nightmare, and forcing a very
severe test of the U.S. and its allies. This article examines the risks of such a test to those North Korea wishes to
intimidate and to North Korea itself [New York Times].

China: New legal tactic in the South China Sea?

29 September 2017

The Washington Free Beacon has recently put out a piece about a new legal tactic deployed by China replacing the 9Dash-Line with the “Four Sha” concept. Whilst this sounds like big news, Lawfare has reacted with a more sober
piece, putting the “new” developments into perspective [Freebeacon].
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Pakistan-Russia-China military cooperation

29 September 2017

A two-week long joint counterterrorism exercise between the special forces of Pakistan and Russia began as another
sign of the growing military cooperation between the two countries in recent years with Russia having delivered 4
Mi-35 gunship helicopters to Pakistan in August and Islamabad having shown interest in purchasing the S-400 Russian
missile defense system. Meanwhile the air forces of China and Pakistan have held joint training exercises in
northwest China for the sixth time after their launch in 2011 [Jamestown], and the joint Sino-Russian Baltic Sea Drill
has been conducted as part of the countries' “constantly expanding” maritime cooperation exercises. Russia and
China have conducted these exercises regularly since 2012, with important practical and symbolic benefits countering
Western efforts at isolation with Beijing displaying its new global military potential and increasing its relatively
nascent operational skills at sea [AA.com] [The News].

China forging military ties to expand its reach

29 September 2017

Beijing has undertaken a wide range of military engagements, such as training exercises and arms sales, to help
position itself as a regional counterweight to the United States. China’s military interaction with ASEAN countries in
recent years has been particularly striking [SCMP]. This is reflected by the ‘East Asia Forum’ focus on China’s global
arms export strategy (EAF). The article analyses the success and strategic rationale of China’s arms exports which
make the country the world’s third biggest arms exporter. Raised technological sophistication combined with
relatively low procurement cost linked to a non-interference policy to arms sales that is keeping a customer’s
political, military and human rights record outside the contractual arrangements make the Chinese products
attractive. Primary aim of the arms exports is, however, not export revenue the authors argue but longer-term geopolitical and strategic influence. As a part of an encompassing strategy including other means such as foreign aid,
investment and overseas educational programs, arms exports lever client-state relationships, bolster Beijing’s
influence and arm neighboring states to contain rivals like India [East Asia Forum].
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Deepening India-US ties

29 September 2017

US Defence Secretary General Mattis further deepened the US–Indian ties during his visit in Delhi. One subject are
arms deals with India moving away from Russia, its traditional supplier [Channel News]. Meanwhile Indian soldiers
participated a joint training with Japanese and American troops in the US [King5] and influential lawmakers in the US
House of Representative have introduced a resolution to support India´s UN-Security Council membership [Economic
Times].

Australia, Japan and India advance to the South China Sea

29 September 2017

Three major countries in Asia Pacific - Australia, Japan and India - are expected to beef up their naval presence in the
South China Sea amid the Philippine’s softening sovereignty stance in the disputed waters collaborating with China in
oil and gas exploration and accepting the increasing presence of Chinese vessels within its exclusive economic zone.
While India and Japan foster ties with Vietnam, Australia is seeking closer relations to Indonesia in the joint strategy
to contain Chinese influence [Maritime Executive].

India and Pakistan adjusting their international relations in Asia changing security order

29 September 2017

As India expands its ties not only with the US and Israel but also the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), New Delhi is also
seeking to strengthen its ties with Tehran made possible by the Iran nuclear deal signed in 2015. As a factor in
Afghanistan, a gateway to the Central Asian markets and a neighbor to Pakistan, Iran offers opportunities India aims
to exploit. A three-nation agreement between India, Iran and Afghanistan seeks to establish a land transit and trade
corridor across the countries while India faces a major challenge to strike a balance between increasingly good
relations with Washington and closer ties with Tehran. Iran on the other side fosters good relations with China while
it also threatens to advance against Sunni terrorist basis in Pakistan from which attacks on Iranian territory are
launched [Fair Observer]. With Pakistan having difficult relations with its neighbours, tough tones from the White
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House and even the recent BRICS summit – on behalf of China –, it is looking closely at Iran’s foreign policy as a model
to counter isolation, for example its closer cooperation with Russia which it may want to emulate [Geo].

Could there be theaters of war in Asia?

6 October 2017

According to a national security report of the Russian Defense Ministry, geopolitical tensions have risen to an extent
that a military conflict between Russia and NATO countries appears possible [Asia Times]. Against the background of
a looming military clash in Asia, it is interesting to imagine possible scenarios (and the actors and their strategies) of
such a clash by looking into the global war games the US Naval War College had developed in the 1970s and 1980s
for that time [The National Interest]. Currently, the two conflict spots in East Asia for which a military clash is
thinkable are North Korea and Taiwan. The risk of a war is to be considered much more acute for the latter than for
the former. One the one hand, Beijing views Taiwan much more decisive for her pursuit of regional hegemony than
North Korea [Slate] and has already made concrete plans for an invasion of the island by 2020 [The Washington Free
Beacon]. One other hand, North Korea is believed to be rational enough to see that an attack on the USA is
tantamount to suicide. In this light it is for the USA to consider abandoning the defence treaty with South Korea to
fully free herself from the risk of war with North Korea, Doug Bandow writes [National Interest].

Rising contenders in Asia: India and China

6 October 2017

Within Asia the rising powers India and China are competing for dominance manifest in efforts to assert own's
position vis-a-vis the other across the region and beyond. Military exercises in Djibouti [South China Morning Post I]
and a research vessel’s month-long presence in the Pacific Ocean southeast of US territory Guam express China’s
ambitions as global player once more. While the US considers the research expedition as directed towards the future
build-up of a military base on the island country of Micronesia [South China Morning Post II], India is concerned
about the conduct of the first live fire exercise at the Djibouti base. Besides increasing her presence in the region
around the Indian Ocean, China continues to advance its influence in Southeast Asia, where Laos and Cambodia are
China’s closest allies. However, their respective relation with China differs. While Laos appears to be savvy in
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navigating the tricky diplomatic waters and faces less risk of “over-reliance” on China, the Cambodian Prime Minister
Hun Sen has said his country is China’s “most trustworthy friend” [Myanmar Times].
On the other side, two Indian Navy warships made a goodwill visit to the Philippines this week. The visit, a
manifestation of PM Modi’s “Act East Policy”, was boost for bilateral ties and part of commemorations under way
marking 25 years of partnership between India and ASEAN. The Indian ships sailed from to visit Singapore, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Philippines, South Korea, Japan, Brunei, and Russia [The Diplomat].
Meanwhile, U.S. defence secretary Jim Mattis said that there was a strategic convergence, a “generational
opportunity” between the two largest democracies in the world to work together, based on shared interests of
peace, prosperity and stability in the region [Times of India I]. Furthermore, during the six days long visit of India’s
Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee and Chief of the Naval Staff to Vietnam, both countries expressed their
strong determination for intensify their strategic partnership and security cooperation [Vietnam News]. This meeting
comes at a time in which Vietnam is stepping up efforts to build up a robust self-defense on the country’s maritime
features in the South China Sea [China Policy Institute: Analysis] while India tries to position itself a regional power to
counter not only China’s strategic influence in Southeast Asia [Times of India II], but also its soft power and cultural
influence [New York Times].

Asia’s Maritime Order

6 October 2017

The Philippines will begin important upgrades to its primary outpost in the disputed Spratly group in the South China
Sea. The Armed Forces of the Philippines’ Modernization Program will finance the paving of an airstrip on the largest
Philippine holding in the Spratly group, where China, Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei, and Taiwan also have claims [The
Diplomat]. Regarding the exploration of oil and gas resources within disputed areas, China reemphasized its
commitment to a lifting of a moratorium and a joint commercial development of the petroleum blocks [Manila
Bulletin]. At the same time, Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte voiced rare praise for the United States, calling it an
important security ally, and dismissing historic grievances and his slew of past tirades against Washington as “water
under the bridge” [South China Morning Post]. Australia, in the meanwhile, needs to shift the focus of military
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presence from the Middle East to Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific, if it wants to succeed in coping with
emerging security challenges in Asia-Pacific and protect its direct strategic interests [The Australian].

Thai-U.S. relations: Prayut and Trump consent on strengthening co-operation in regional security, trade and
investment

6 October 2017

U.S. President Donald Trump and Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha met on Monday and hailed strengthening
economic and security relations between the two countries [The Nation]. Without any reference to Thailand's
military rule, the meeting underscored shifting U.S. foreign policy priorities under Trump, emphasizing American
trade and strategic interests over democracy and human rights in the nations it deals with [ABC News].

U.S. intelligence sees China's military expanding bases globally

13 October 2017

US Intelligence sources point to a level of Chinese military modernization and expansion around the globe that
increasingly poses risks for manifest conflict with US security interests with China seen to actively undermining US
influence [Bloomberg]. According to Rand corporation, major conflict between the US and China is unlikely imminent
while there are plenty of flashpoints to watch demanding the US to keep itself ready for various scenarios
[nextbigfuture].

Why China and Russia are unlikely to maintain a long-term strategic alliance, NATO pressures Russia

13 October 2017

Recent military exercises between the world’s second- and third-best funded armies from the Sea of Japan to the
Baltic Sea showcased a budding military partnership and determination to challenge US domination on the high seas.
China and Russia need each other in their quest for global influence amid rivalry with the US, and they share the
world’s longest border. But, argues the author, this increaslingly close Sino-Russian military relationship may mask
deepter divisions. They share little in common in terms of history, culture, religion and tradition, and they’ve fought
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periodically for more than 300 years. It is unlikely that the biggest powers in Eurasia can establish an outright and
long-lasting strategic alliance, such as NATO. NATO, in the meantime, has launched a mission with new multinational
forces in Romania as a counter to Russia’s influence. Whilst NATO and host country Romania state the mission’s aim
is nothing but peace, Russia alleges it is an encirclement strategy against it and feels put under increased pressure
[South China Morning Post] [Channelnewsasia].

Pakistan no longer dependent on US and now one of the main destinations for China’s arms exports

13 October 2017

Pakistan PM has said the days of Islamabad’s dependence on the US to meet its military requirements have ended
[Economic Times]. US equipment makes up a large part of Pakistan’s military but it also buys arms from Europe,
Russia and increasingly China, for which Pakistan has become a major arms export destination [Pakistantoday]. China
would also welcome improved ties between India and Pakistan as this would aid its ambitions of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor to the detriment of the strategic upper hand of the US in the region [Newsweek Pakistan].

China, US both using lawfare in the South China Sea

13 October 2017

Lawfare, “a form of asymmetric warfare, consisting of using the legal system against an enemy, such as by damaging
or delegitimizing them, tying up their time or winning a public relations victory”, is widely used by both the US and
China, most prominently in the South China Sea. Whilst the US has been doing so for a long time, China sees the
international norms and rule sets as set by the US and with its rise, it is increasingly less willing to simply follow the
order it encounters. New frontiers, such as cyber or outer space are an interesting space to watch in this regard as
the rules of the games there are only beginning to evolve. Related here, be sure to check out CPG’s annual
conference next week (CPG) [ippreview] [CPG].

Australia: Strengthening security and economic relations with the Philippines and Timor-Leste

20 October 2017
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Filipino and Australian naval forces darted across the sea and landed on a Philippine wharf in a disaster-response drill
in the Subic Bay to strengthen the two countries’ ability to jointly respond to typhoons and other disasters. It reflects
their deepening security ties in a region prone to calamities, piracy and territorial rifts [South China Morning Post].
Also, a long-running territorial dispute between Australia and Timor-Leste concerning vast oil and gas fields is a step
closer to resolution with the respective treaty being finalized by The Hague’s Permanent Court of Arbitration. The
rapprochement happens before the background of Timor-Leste recently having turned to China to balance the
influence of Indonesia to its west and Australia to its south [Asia Times].

North Korean nuclear weapons: Diplomats talk strategy, defense industry cashes in

20 October 2017

Diplomats from the United States, South Korea and Japan met in Seoul on Wednesday to discuss how to respond to
North Korea’s nuclear weapons program. U.S. Deputy Secretary of State John Sullivan said that Washington continues
to view diplomacy as the primary means for solving the crisis, but added that the allies must be prepared for “any
eventuality” [USA Today]. The constant missile and nuclear threats have racked regional tensions sky-high, but they
are a boon for South Korea’s burgeoning defense industry. International military attention has increasingly focused
on Seoul’s forces and equipment. The country’s missiles, howitzers, submarines and warplanes are especially popular
in Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe and South America [Inquirer].

Japan: US combat aircraft to be deployed in Okinawa

28 October 2017

In a move reflecting ongoing tensions over North Korea’s nuclear weapons tests the US Air Force has announced that
12 US F-35A stealth fighters will be deployed at the Okinawa Kedena Airbase in Okinawa in November [The Japan
Times].

North Korean Cyber Warfare: Two reports on hacker army’s activities point to India

28 October 2017
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IT security software company Kaspersky has detected some servers in India used by notorious cyber criminal gang
Lazarus – “thought to be state-sponsored” – as part of its global command and control infrastructure, yet highlights
that “compromised servers, [are] found in Indonesia, India, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Vietnam, South Korea, Taiwan, and
Thailand” [The Economic Times]. ‘Recorded Future’, a cyber security company, reported North Korean attacks from
India, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nepal, Kenya, Mozambique, and Indonesia with nearly one-fifth of all activity observed
involved India which it tries to explain by "close" Indian-North Korean relations enabling “a broad physical and virtual
[North Korean] presence in India”. The report quotes the Indian Ministry of External Affairs stressing a relationship of
“friendship, cooperation, and understanding” and stresses that the findings coincide with reports of increasingly
close diplomatic and trade relationship between India and North Korea as well the fact a number of North Korean
students in at least seven Indian universities [The Hindu Business Line].

ASEAN Defense Ministers Meetings

28 October 2017

The ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting (ADMM) and ASEAN Defense Minister Meeting- Plus have taken place in
Manial this week. Whilst the agenda was expectedly broad, there was a clear focus on terrorism [The Diplomat].
Singapore, as next ASEAN chair, has vowed to keep the fight of violent extremism exemplified by the recent Marawi
siege on top of the agenda [The Strait Times 1]. The terrorist threat is magnified by potentially radical fighters who
return to their home countries from fighting in the Middle East as ISIS there is nearly defeated and keeps losing
ground [The Strait Times 2]. The South China Sea was also on the agenda. There was agreement to keep working on a
common Code of Conduct as well as a general openness by China, the US and Japan to commence naval exercises
with ASEAN and to improve communications and work out a protocol for unplanned encounters at sea to reduce risk
of conflict [Today Online and Bloomberg]. The full joint declaration can be found here [Singapore MINDEF].

Indonesia-Vietnam Defense Ties

28 October 2017

The recent defense minister meeting culminating in the signing of a new joint vision statement for 2022 looks back to
a steady development that has started from a comprehensive partnership agreement in 2003 [The Diplomat].
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China's "New Era" foreign policy under Xi

3 November 2017

Whilst China is continuing to make strides in modernizing its military, e.g. with a supposed breakthrough in relation
to its newest aircraft carrier [South China Morning Post], it is also seen to have sent an unambiguous message to the
US when it allegedly practiced attacks on the U.S. territory of Guam as reported by Defense News, citing unnamed US
military officials. China’s Defense Ministry has not yet reacted to the allegations [Defense News]. Furthermore, China
has quietly undertaken more construction and reclamation in the South China Sea, recent satellite images show, and
is likely to more powerfully reassert its claims over the waterway soon, regional diplomats and military officers say.
Washington is struggling to counter China’s creeping domination of the area, and the issue is likely to come up during
U.S. President Donald Trump’s visit to Asia, which begins this week [Reuters]. China's assertive foreign policy should
be read in the context of the Party’s historical mission to achieve “national rejuvenation” and for China’s leadership
of the wider world in a global “New Era.” [The Diplomat]. However, it is important not to overlook risks and the very
present possibility of Xi in general and his OBOR project in particular facing huge difficulties in the time to come.
Many of the OBOR partner countries for instance are in unstable positions, have huge financial difficulties and are
unlikely going to be readily able to safeguard Chinese investment or easily return profits on it [NY Books][Japan
Times].

China-ROK relations getting back to normal, while worries about North Korean nuclear program grow

3 November 2017

After prolonged - and ultimately unsuccessful - political and economic warfare campaigns against the Republic of
Korea to dissuade it from participating in a U.S. anti-missile defense program (THAAD) aimed at North Korean nuclear
attack capabilities, China has begun taking steps to resume normal bilateral relations with South Korea. The Chinese
Foreign Ministry stated Tuesday that both sides “agree to bring communication and cooperation in various fields
back on the normal track as soon as possible” [Xinhua]. Regarding the North Korean nuclear threat, Michael Auslin
argues that the world should worry more about the risk of a North Korean nuclear accident, even more than its
threats to initiate nuclear war. Even if Pyongyang’s laboratories and factories are safe, weapons systems break down,
age, and suffer immense problems. The author also suggests that the US will need to figure out how to ensure that
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the accidents and miscalculations of the cold war are not repeated in North Korea, with catastrophic consequences
[The New York Review of Books]. Meanwhile, NATO’s Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg began visits to Japan and
South Korea on Sunday. On his topic list: North Korea, and “everything from fighting terrorism to cooperation in
cyber and maritime security”. Regarding China's increasing assertiveness in the South China Sea, Stoltenberg said it is
important for NATO to have dialogue with Beijing [Kyodo News].

India: Successful test of first nuclear-capable cruise missile

10 November 2017

Ending a decade of preparation, India has tested its first indigenous cruise missile with the capability to carry a 300-kg
nuclear waterhead [The Times of India].

India: Demand for transparency of UN Security Council reform process

10 November 2017

The Indian Ambassador to the UN, speaking at the plenary meeting of the UN General Assembly, criticized the delay
of the UN Security Council reform process and demanded from UN members the disclosure of the reasons for failing
to even come to an agreement on a document as basis for reform negotiations after more than two decades of
intergovernmental discussions [The Economic Times].

China: Show of outer space and naval capabilities

10 November 2017

Following last week’s announcement of the launch of the world’s first spaceplane in 2020, China on Sunday sent a
navigational satellite to the orbit with the potential to compete with GPS. The launch is part of a plan to install within
three years a satellite network capable of supporting military operations across the globe independent from existing
foreign navigational systems [South China Morning Post]. In an assertive show of power, Beijing unveiled its ‘island
maker vessel’ just the day before President Trump’s Asia trip kicked off on Sunday with his visit to Japan. The vessel is
said to be deployed for further land reclamations in the highly contested South China Sea [BBC]. Meanwhile, China’s
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largest and most advanced training ship is scheduled to arrive in Sri Lanka this week for a four-day goodwill visit. The
PLAN ship Qi Jiguang is heading towards Sri Lanka from Italy, as part of its mission to conduct visits to Portugal, Italy,
Sri Lanka and Thailand [The Daily Mirror].

Japan: Increasing pressure on Pyongyang

10 November 2017

In a show of force directed against North Korea, Japan’s Military Defense Force conducted trilateral exercises with US
and Indian vessels in the Sea of Japan, short before President Trump’s Asia trip [The Japan Times]. In a related move,
Tokyo announced further sanctions against Pyongyang, including the freezing of assets of organizations and
individuals [The Asahi Shimbun].

The Philippines: No occupation of any “new” territory in the South China Sea

10 November 2017

Philippine constructions on a newly built sandbar have drawn strong condemnation from China as it violates an
agreement by the two countries not to occupy any new territory. Philippine President Duterte ordered a stop to the
construction of a rather insignificant structure there, highlighting the need for a thoughtful mechanism to deal with
these type of incidents as and when they occur [The Straits Times].

India and the US: Natural allies and the re-emergence of the quadrilateral coalition

17 November 2017

In wake of the US-Indian rapprochement on the sidelines of the ASEAN summit in Manila, India, the US, Japan, and
Australia have held their first meeting to revive their coalition, ‘the quad’, with the explicit aim to ensure an open
Indo-Pacific zone. The respective public statements highlight the major objectives — beside the ultimate goal to
contain China: upholding the rules-based order in the Indo-Pacific, freedom of navigation and overflight, increasing
connectivity, countering terrorism and upholding maritime security. Remarkably, while the US, Australia and Japan
also emphasized talks on the DPRK nuclear issue, India, still fostering relations with Pyongyang, skipped the
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discussion on North Korea in its respective readout [Times of India].
In the context of the rapprochement, the US have announced significant statements on the new partnership such as
the White House Principal Deputy Press Secretary, the highest-ranking Indian-American ever in the White House
press wing ever, telling Indian reporters that “India is a natural ally of the United States” while stressing the particular
good personal relationships between both country´s leaders Trump and Modi [Economic Times].
More remarkable have been U.S. Secretary of State Tillerson’s words on India before he visited the country recently
talking about a “profound transformation that’s taking place, one that will have far-reaching implications for the next
100 years: The United States and India are increasingly global partners with growing strategic convergence” and both
nations being “two bookends of stability — on either side of the globe — standing for greater security and prosperity
for our citizens and people around the world”. Even more remarkably, the national interest has scaled the respective
speech the “most prominent speech since taking office” [National Interest].
Reinforcing Tillerson’s words, President Trump, in his speech on the US strategy towards Asia at the APEC Summit in
Vietnam, highlighted the importance of a free and open Indo-Pacific region and announced US support of India’s
membership in the APEC as the world’s seventh and Asia’s third largest economy [Forbes].

India: Advancing military cooperation and build up

17 November 2017

Indian air force commandos recently took part in a joint military exercise in Israel, the two country´s first-ever joint
military exercise. The exercise involved seven countries plus Isreal in the country´s largest-ever air force drill. India
sent pilots and members of its Garud Commando Force – the Indian Air Force’s special operation forces equivalent to
Israel Air Force’s Unit 669 – to the two-week-long drill. Other partaking forces came from Germany, France, Italy, the
United States, Poland, and Greece with the German and French aircraft also for the first time having trained in Israeli
skies [Haaretz].
Meanwhile, India will arm its Russian origin Sukhoi fighters with BrahMos supersonic cruise missiles if an ongoing test
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is successful. The missiles are produced by BrahMos Aerospace, a joint venture between the Russian Federation's
NPO Mashinostroeyenia and India's Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO). Aim of the 'marriage'
between the fighter jet and the air-to-ground BrahMos missile to enable the Indian forces to carry out deep surgical
strikes with the missiles´ reported ability to destruct underground nuclear bunkers and command-and-control
centers and – noteworthy mentioned as noteworthy – military targets as aircraft carriers deep in the ocean and
terror camps located deep inside enemy territory. Once the tests are completed, around 40 Sukhoi fighter jets are
supposed to be armed with the BrahMos missiles [Times of Now].
At the same time, the US and India seem to have agreed on building an 'aircraft carrier' alliance with the US willing to
provide a significant boost to India’s future carrier special in comparison to the US nuclear driven models due to its
electromagnetic aircraft launch system [National Interest].

Cambodia: China helps with internet governance as online controls tighten

17 November 2017

Cambodia and China signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on e-commerce cooperation on Friday, by
which China will provide technical advice to help boost e-commerce in the kingdom. According to an official
statement released by the Cambodian Ministry of Commerce, the agreement is an important element of the
government’s “rectangular strategy” and a component of China’s One Belt, One Road Initiative [Khmer Times].
Meanwhile, the Cambodian government has stepped up efforts to curtail online freedom of expression and political
opposition. A pending cybercrime law is raising concerns about legal limits on what users are allowed to post on the
internet, as charges of sedition and defamation are already used to silence dissenters [Voice of America].

Philippines-US relations: Vital for military – less so for trade

17 November 2017

US president Donald Trump said that strong US ties with the Philippines were vital for military reasons, as he ended a
trip to Manila, the last stop on his tour of Asia: “We have a very, very strong relationship with the Philippines, which
is really important: less so for trade, in this case, than for military purposes.” [South China Morning Post] Duterte, for
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his part, seems to have warmed to the United States and President Trump as the current US president did not, as his
predecessor had done, remind the Philippine leader to follow the rule of law in tackling the illegal drug trade [New
York Times]. But the longer-term game for Mr. Duterte has been his determination to court China. A spokesman
described his policy as a deliberate turn toward closer relationships with countries in Asia, and with China in
particular [New York Times]. It is against this background that both the Philippines as well as Vietnam have been wary
of Trumps offer to mediate in the South China Sea dispute [South China Morning Post]. However, in terms of trade,
critics warn that joining the Regional Comprehensive Economic Cooperation (RCEP) that includes major players such
as China, India, Japan and South Korea would be a “suicide plan” [Inquirer].

China-Japan/ROK: A new start for bilateral ties?

17 November 2017

With both Abe and Xi having consolidated their positions of strength at home, and a common interest in controlling
the situation in North Korea – if out of very different motivations – the time for a potential improvement in JapanChina ties is better than it has been in years [Japan Times]. Despite talks held at the sidelines of the recent APEC
meeting in Vietnam, and Xi reportedly foreseeing a “new start” in bilateral relations there, the relationship is still
heavily fraught. China’s growing naval ambitions may well rekindle the somewhat dormant conflict in the East China
Sea, whilst Abe is making a point out of defying some of Beijing’s parameters by for example meeting a Taiwan
official almost directly after meeting Xi [Bloomberg]. The North Korean nuclear threat also proves helpful to a careful,
ongoing détente between China and South Korea, who have agreed on a visit by the South Korean president to China
in December [Reuters].

Japan-Philippine relations: Increasing Tokyo’s military assistance

24 November 2017

In a move deepening the security cooperation between Japan and the Philippines, Manila has commissioned three
new vessels from Japan. This commission follows an earlier order of 10 patrol ships on the basis of an official
development loan from Tokyo [The Diplomat].
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Pakistan-Saudi Arabia relations: How deep ties with Pakistan’s military helped Saudi purge

24 November 2017

Pakistan has traditionally maintained that its bilateral relationship with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is its “most
important diplomatic relationship.” The high-level purge in Saudi Arabia last week appear to have hinged to a
significant degree on the close relationship that the Kingdom shares with the Pakistani military. The two countries
have long maintained a strong military relationship. Pakistani military personnel frequently serve in Saudi Arabia for
training purposes, and its last army chief, General Raheel Sharif, now heads a 41-nation Islamic army coalition based
out of Riyadh. While officials maintain that Pakistan is neutral between Tehran and Riyadh, in reality Islamabad is
treading a fine line. “Even if the Pakistani troops aren’t physically involved in an attack on Iran – or in Yemen, Qatar
or Lebanon – the fact that we are bolstering Saudi defense domestically naturally makes us an integral part of their
camp,” a retired Pakistani Army officer said [Asia Times].

Japan-China relations: East China Sea tensions

24 November 2017

Prime Minister Abe last week expressed his determination to strengthen Japan’s defense capabilities and push for
the development of own missiles capable of striking targets on land and at sea to defend the country’s sovereignty
on remote islands [South China Morning Post]. The expected Chinese reaction followed shortly: On Saturday and
Sunday Chinese military and intelligence aircraft flew through international airspace between the Japanese islands of
Okinawa and Miyako in the East China Sea prompting Tokyo to scramble jet fighters [The Diplomat]. In a related
move, Chinese bombers and jets were detected flying over the Bashi Channel located between Taiwan and the
Philippines on Thursday [Reuters].
Vietnam-US relations: Defense cooperation at new heights

24 November 2017

During President Trump’s visit in Hanoi last week both presidents expressed their strong determination to deepen
their countries' defense cooperation aimed at defending both Hanoi’s and Washington’s strategic interests in the
South China Sea against Beijing’s assertiveness. Their joint announcement to initiate a memorandum of
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understanding to operate the implementation of prior bilateral security agreements, Trump's reaffirmation of the
intention to send next year a U.S. aircraft carrier to Cam Ranh Bay, where China unilaterally placed an oil-drilling rig in
waters 120 miles from Vietnam’s coast in May this year, as well as Trump’s offer to sell missiles to Vietnam reflect the
current soaring of Vietnam-US relationships [The Diplomat].
Indonesia: Boosting air and sea denial capabilities

24 November 2017

The Indonesian government is building up air and naval facilities, for example on the Natuna Islands, in what some
observers call an increasingly assertive reaction to Chinese activities in the region [ATimes].

Transregional cooperation: Vietnam-Australia, Singapore-India, and the “Asian NATO”

1 December 2017

The Vietnam National Assembly backs the upgrade of the Vietnam-Australia relationship to a strategic partnership.
Australia is among Vietnam’s largest providers of non-refundable official development assistance. The National
Assembly’s Chairwoman also "noted with joy" the effective collaboration in national defence-security and the fight
against crimes and illegal migration [Vietnam News].
India and Singapore on Wednesday signed an agreement to deepen cooperation in maritime security and called for
ensuring freedom of navigation in critical sea lanes in the backdrop of China’s increasing assertiveness in the region.
The two sides also signed the revised Defence Cooperation Agreement to further strengthen the longstanding
defence relationship between the Singapore Armed Forces and the Indian Armed Forces. Moreover, Singapore’s
proposal to expand the Code of Unplanned Encounters at Sea to all ADMM (Asean Defence Ministers’ Meeting)-Plus
countries as well as to establish guidelines for air encounters between military aircraft was discussed too [Livemint].
Moreover, the US, Japan, Australia and India announced this month they had agreed to create a coalition that would
patrol and exert influence on waterways from the Indian Ocean to the Pacific to the East and South China Seas. The
grouping of the four countries – known as the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue or Quad – was first suggested by
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in 2007, but the idea was dropped after Beijing protested. It made a sudden
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comeback when senior officials from the four nations met in Manila on November 11 – on the sidelines of regional
summits during US President Donald Trump’s maiden tour to East Asia [South China Morning Post].

North Korea: New ICBM capable of reaching US East Coast with a nuclear warhead?

1 December 2017

The NK government has claimed it successfully tested a new inter-continental ballistic missile that can reach as far as
the US East coast, delivering a nuclear warhead. The confirmed test has been condemned by the international
community and whilst the claimed travelling distance has not been confirmed, it is a major development in NK’s
nuclear weapons programme. According the NK leader, they have now reached their set goals of their rocket
weaponry system [Korea Herald]. Beijing has expressed “grave concerns” regarding the latest developments of NK’s
nuclear programme [South China Morning Post].

India-China relations: Square off for sub-region navel supremacy

8 December 2017

Sino-Indian naval competition for the Indian Ocean continues to intensify. China is considering deployment of
warships to the Pakistani port of Gwadar, a move that would be of “grave concern” for India [Nation]. Beijing intends
to develop Gwadar as a key hub in its global “Belt & Road” initiative, and claims it is a commercial aspect of the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor. Based on the PRC’s incremental expansion of its military presence in Africa and
elsewhere, sustained PRC military use of Gwadar is clearly probable, but such plans have not been formally
announced. Meanwhile, Beijing continues to expand its commercial engagement and infrastructure development
with Pakistan, to include high-level discussions of a free trade agreement. In related developments, the second
article reports India’s confirmation this week of its “mega-project” to build six nuclear submarines [Business
Standard]. India also signaled its readiness to play a bigger in the proposed quadrilateral coalition with the US,
Australia, and Japan. The third article reports a major Indian naval exercise at the time a Chinese nuclear submarine
will transit into the Indian Ocean early next year [Times of India]. Finally, the fourth article examines China’s
maritime strategy for the Indian Ocean, and the response of India and other countries to its advances into the subregion [CIMSEC].
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Pakistan-US relations: Mattis’ Pakistan talks: Breakthrough, progress or continued Stalemate?

8 December 2017

Despite publicly stating he does not plan to “prod” Pakistan, US Defense Secretary Jim Mattis clearly expects
Islamabad to keep its promises to combat terrorism. Mattis met Monday with Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid
Khaqan Abbasi and Chief of the Army Staff Gen Qamar Javed Bajwa. The US alleges that Pakistan supports terrorists,
particularly terror groups that attack NATO coalition forces in neighboring Afghanistan. Islamabad rejects the
accusation, alleging Washington is scapegoating Pakistan for its own failures in Afghanistan. Mattis says he is trying
to find “more common ground”—but patience in NATO countries is wearing thin and punitive measures against
Pakistan remain an option [The News]. The second article highlights Mattis’ “softer approach” and questions
whether it will be effective in mending badly frayed ties with Pakistan’s leadership [VOA]. The third article reports
that despite Mattis’ efforts, the Pakistan and U.S. and NATO positions are stalemated, and it explores punitive actions
Washington might take if Islamabad continues to resist its entreaties [Aljazeera]. The latest reflection of this
stalemate is the order of Pakistan’s Air Force Chief to shoot down drones flying in country’s airspace, American
drones included [Daily Mail].

China-Japan relations: Signs of improvement

8 December 2017

Reflecting slowly improving ties between China and Japan, both countries agreed on Wednesday to set up
communication mechanisms aimed at preventing maritime and aerial clashes in and above disputed areas of the East
China Sea [The Asahi Shimbun].

China-Australia relations: The South China Sea and Chinese influence on Australia's domestic politics

8 December 2017

China has for the first time confirmed the deployment of fighter jets to Woody Island in the disputed South China
Sea, state media have reported. The Chinese military sent J-11B fighters to the island in the contested Paracel chain.
While fighter jets had been spotted on the island in 2016 and in April this year, the footage was the first time Beijing
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had confirmed the deployments [Japan Times]. Australia took a strong stance on the South China Sea issue in its
newly published Foreign Policy White Paper, urging both China and the Philippines to follow the Permanent Court of
Arbitration’s July 2016 ruling. In response, both the Chinese defense ministry and Chinese foreign ministry criticized
Australia for its “irresponsible remarks”. However, a Chinese spokesman also noted the positive evaluation of China’s
development and China-Australia relations [The Diplomat]. At the same time, out of concern about rising Chinese
influence, Australia is preparing itself to ban foreign political donations as part of a crackdown aimed at preventing
external interference in domestic politics. The new laws would ban foreign donations to political parties or any
political group that has spent more than A$100,000 ($76,350) campaigning in the past four years. Australian Prime
Minister Turnbull emphasized that the new law would not target any specific country [Reuters] [China Policy
Institute: Analysis]. China’s Foreign Ministry’s vehemently dismissed the accusations of interference in Australian
domestic politics urging Australia to abstain from aanti-China bias objectively evaluate Sino-Australian relations
without an anti-China bias [Xinhua News (in Chinese)].

Indonesia: New military head and Russo-Indonesian defense ties

8 December 2017

Indonesian President Joko Widodo has nominated the chief of staff of the air force to be the new head of the armed
forces. The outgoing armed forces chief, General Gatot Nurmantyo, who will step down at the end of his term in
April, has often courted controversy over what analysts see as his political ambitions. The designated new head, Air
Chief Marshal Hadi Tjahjanto, has close ties to the President [Straits Times]. Prashanth Parameswaran, however,
submits that the appointment is in line with traditional practice, whereby the Indonesian military chief position has
rotated between the army, navy, and air force in a move to reverse the traditionally dominant role of the army [The
Diplomat]. In another recent development, the Russian defense ministry confirmed that Russian strategic bombers
and aircraft had flown over Indonesia. The development was just the latest in a series that spotlighted the
longstanding defense relationship between Russia and Indonesia as well as Moscow’s ongoing efforts to deepen ties
with Southeast Asian states [The Diplomat].

China-US-Taiwan relations: Tensions over possible port calls of US Navy vessels in Taiwan

15 December 2017
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Congress’ passing of the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for the 2018 fiscal year authorizing US Navy
vessels visits to Taiwan and vice versa has met vehement outrage on the Chinese side. While the no. 2 of the Chinese
embassy in Washington warned that such a visit at a port of the island could activate the Anti-Secession law which
stipulates the use of military force against Taiwan in cases of developments interpreted by Beijing as possibly leading
to the island’s independence, the Chinese Foreign Ministry criticized the law as a violation of the One-China policy
and an interference in China’s internal affairs [The Maritime Executive] [Reuters]. Taiwan's Foreign Ministry
expressed gratitude to the US Congress for approving the the NDAA and dismissed the threats of violence made by
the Washington embassy official as comments unconducive to Cross-Straits relations [Taipei Times]. J. Michael Cole
in his assessment of the NDAA and the Chinese reactions argues that an invasion of Taiwan by the PLA is unlikely to
follow a port call. However, Beijing will definitely requite such a move in some way with Taiwan as target [China
Policy Institute: Analysis]. In a related move to warn Taiwan, Chinese warplanes on Monday conducted a series of
exercises in the Western Pacific, including flying over the Bashi Channel between Taiwan and the Philippines and
island encirclement patrols over Taiwan [South China Morning Post].

China-India relations: No stand down from India-China high altitude standoff

15 December 2017

India’s “Doklman Standoff” with China at a sensitive border area seemed to have ended nearly three months ago, but
Chinese troops are taking unusual steps to establish a permanent, year-round presence there. This recent increase in
tension at the border with Tibet and Bhutan results from the People’s Liberation Army construction of a road
designed to help its forces move more quickly in the area – a move seen by India as a violation of its and Bhutan’s
sovereignty. Previously, observers thought the two sides might back off tension during the winter months, as has
been the case in the past. But China seems intent on maintaining its presence – and its pressure – in this particular
contested region [Asia Times]. Meanwhile, an errant Indian drone that intruded into Chinese airspace near Doklam
has Beijing’s official publications calling for Dehli to “wake up from its arrogance”. Tying the incident to the recently
highly publicized U.S., Japan, Australia, and India “Quadralateral” security concept, Beijing’s paper warns India to not
be “desperately stupid” and rely on the Quad for security. China, they say, “has full strategic say and initiative to
teach the Indian military a lesson” [Global Times].
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Bangladesh: Agreement with Myanmar on joint group to oversee Rohingya repatriation

22 December 2017

Some estimates palce the number of Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh at around 700,000. Of that number, roughly
655,000 are Rohingya who fled to Bangladesh in the last four months due to Myanmar military attacks. This week
Bangladesh and Myanmar agreed to establish a bilateral group to oversee the voluntary repatriation of the
refugees. The movement back to Myanmar could begin by January 23. The refugees will be moved from camps and
settlements in southeastern Bangladesh for resettlement in neighboring Rakhine. Not all refugees may choose to
return to strife-torn Rakhine, though [Radio Free Asia].

Myanmar: Genocide on UN’s mind as Myanmar’s attacks on Rohingya continue

22 December 2017

Myanmar’s Army continued to destroy Rohingya villages even as Myanmar and Bangladesh signed an agreement last
month to repatriate refugees from the ethnic Muslim minority who had fled the violence, New York-based Human
Rights Watch alleged Monday. Citing satellite imagery, HRW say more than 350 villages have now been partially or
completely destroyed since Aug. 25, when the Myanmar Army “clearance operations” began. More than 630,000
Rohingya have fled from Myanmar into Bangladesh since then.
Meanwhile, the UN rights chief said Monday that Myanmar’s attacks could possibly amount to genocide, and the
NGO “Doctors Without Borders” alleged Thursday that at least 6,700 Rohingya were killed in the first month of a
Myanmar army attacks on rebels that began in August. Although accused of “horrific crimes”, Myanmar denies
committing atrocities in Rakhine, saying the crackdown was a proportionate response to the Rohingya militants who
attacked police posts on August 25 and killed several dozen officials.
Meanwhile, two journalists investigating reports of a mass grave in north Rakhine State were arrested last week.
Their crime? Illegally obtaining information about the attacks on the Rohingya. They obtained photographs and
documents from residents in a village. Subsequently, at least eight villagers were arrested in connection with the
journalists’ apprehension. Myanmar says it is investigating the reports of the mass grave [AP] [AFP] [New York Times].

China: Continued military/police reshuffle providing more power for Xi Jinping

29 December 2017
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(ls) Starting from 1 January 2018, China's People’s Armed Police (PAP) will be under the command of the Communist
Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and Central Military Commission (CMC). Both institutions are chaired by
President Xi Jinping. Up until now, the PAP was controlled jointly by the State Council and the Central Military
Commission. The PAP is a paramilitary police force that handles unrest, terrorism, and other conflicts involving
civilians.
The move is part of a massive restructuring of the military that Xi introduced in late 2015 aimed at turning the
People’s Liberation Army into a more nimble and modern fighting force. In September 2015, Xi announced that troop
levels would be reduced by 300,000, taking the size of the fighting force to about 2 million.
Hans Spross of Deutsche Welle looks back on 2017 and describes how China's leader Xi Jinping ends the year in an
unassailable position of power, having consolidated his grip over the Communist Party and state. According to the
analysis, Xi's ultimate goal is to transform China into a global superpower [Xinhua] [South China Morning Post]
[Reuters][Deutsche Welle].

3. Terrorism
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Next Islamic State: Australia’s Indonesia Challenge

30 June 2017

To counter terrorism in Indonesia, Australia needs a new strategy of containment which recognizes radical Islam as a
legitimate political force [The Diplomat].

New Indonesian counter-terrorism measures deserve scrutiny

30 June 2017

A new law is in the making in Indonesia aiming at tightening counter-terrorism legislation in the wake of the
increasing influence of the Islamic State in Indonesia and across Southeast Asia [Global Risk Inside].
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Malaysia's anti-terror chief targeted by ISIS

30 June 2017

Ayob Khan Mydin Pitchay, head of the Counter-Terrorism Division of the Royal Malaysia Police, has been announced
a target for elimination by Indonesian Islamic State in Iraq and Syria militants [Straits Times].

Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia boost joint efforts vs terrorism

30 June 2017

In a joint statement, officials of the Foreign Ministries of Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines agreed to
strengthen co-operation in preventing their countries becoming operational bases of IS-linked terror groups [ABS
CBN].

Martial Law proclamation upheld

7 July 2017

President Duterte’s martial law declaration that set into motion a bloody campaign to retake a city besieged by
terrorists is definitely legal, the Supreme Court (SC) ruled on Tuesday, 4 July [The Philippine Star].

Singapore is firmly in the jihadist cross-hairs

7 July 2017

Singapore faces internal and external threats from radicalised terrorists and is not excluded from the global trend of
rising terrorist incidents. Singapore could face serious challenges if extremists of a particular religious group manage
to penetrate Singaporean society for it would pose great risks of upsetting its racial and religious balance [Asia
Times].

A Year of Bangladesh's War on Terror

7 July 2017
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July 1st marked the one-year anniversary of Bangladesh’s “9/11”: the massacre at Dhaka’s ritzy Holey Artisan
Bakery. The subsequent twelve months represent the beginning of Bangladesh’s version of the “War on Terror”, and
all that war entails for democratic politics. The Diplomat’s Siddharthya Roy examines the events and implications
[The Diplomat].

Malaysia on high alert for fleeing militants after Mosul's liberation

16 July 2017

Malaysian Defence Minister Hishammuddin Hussein on Monday said intelligence reports indicate that foreign Islamic
State (IS) fighters fleeing the Middle East are planning to shift their bases to Southeast Asia [Channel NewsAsia].

IS declares war on Malaysia and Indonesia

18 July 2017

A video clip released by IS, depicts a man followed by child soldiers stating military threats and giving up their
Malaysian and Indonesian citizenships by burning their passports [The Jakarta Post].

IS declares war on Malaysia and Indonesia

18 July 2017

A video clip released by IS, depicts a man followed by child soldiers stating military threats and giving up their
Malaysian and Indonesian citizenships by burning their passports [The Jakarta Post].

Indonesia: Counterterrorism Law Changes Threaten Rights

18 July 2017

Despite legitimate concerns over terrorism, Indonesia’s proposed revisions to its counterterrorism law could restrict
freedom of speech and promote violations of citizenship rights [Human Rights Watch].
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Indonesia “Under the Black Flag”, Indonesia number two on list of foreign Islamic State jihadists arrested in Turkey

21 July 2017

Even as its caliphate dwindles away in Iraq and Syria, ISIS appears equipped for a long struggle in the Philippines and
possibly elsewhere in Southeast Asia [Bangkok Post].

Myanmar´s Counter-Insurgency Strategy and its humanitarian costs – The ‘Four cuts’ strategy deepens Myanmar’s
war wounds

21 July 2017

Stella Naw provides a critical view of the Tatmadaw’s counter-insurgency “Four Cuts” strategy, which is aimed at
isolating armed resistance groups throughout the country [Asia Times].

Bangladesh: Militancy rising due to poverty & misinterpretation of religion

21 July 2017

Rising radicalization towards Islamic militancy is subject of this overview, which addresses changing pattern of
radicalization, causes and catalyzing factors for militancy as well as possible counter-strategies [Prothom].

Pakistan-USA: Two articles on US pressuring Pakistan to do more against terrorism

4 August 2017

U.S. and Afghanistan say Pakistan is not doing enough to control deadly terrorist groups within its borders, and this
situation could worsen if Pakistan continues its slide into political chaos. In the same line, Congressman Larry Pressler
argues that Pakistan is a rogue state and should be treated as such until it ends its support for international terrorist
organizations [New York Times, Hindustan Times].

Terrorists’ cross-border movements targeted

4 August 2017
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An Indonesian terrorism research team detected 16 mosques in seven provinces as loci supporting the Islamic State
terrorist group. They function both as place of ideological indoctrination and as place of recruitment of fighters. In a
related development, Indonesian Coordinating Minister for Political, Legal and Security Wiranto agreed with
Ministers from Australia, Malaysia, Brunei, the Philippines and New Zealand at a meeting at the weekend in Manado,
Indonesia, to intensify cooperation in preventing cross-border movements of terrorists. Special attention was paid to
those fighters returning to Southeast Asia from the Middle East after the collapse of the Islamic State there [The
Australian, ABC News].

Singapore: Soldiers to be equipped with anti-terror skills

4 August 2017

Singapore has increased its terror-threat specific training for the armed forces as a new training institute was opened
for this purpose. Training and drills will address particular threats in urban environments and the protection of critical
structures such as Changi Airport or reclaimed Jurong Island [The Strait Times].

Taiwan seen as a vulnerable target as foreign terror threat grows

4 August 2017

Taiwan is not immune from terrorist attack, but critics contend it remains ill-prepared to deal with this increasing
threat. Still lacking: badly needed formal anti-terror regulations [Asia Times].

Pakistan – China: Old state, new client

11 August 2017

Pakistan is dealing with its grim economic horizons by placing its hopes in the promise of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). Some worry Pakistan will become overly reliant on China, and will morph into a version of
China’s North Korea proxy in South Asia: kept “alive” by its nuclear weapons capability, with a moribund economy
and its terror establishment a permanent cause of worry for India [The Economic Times].
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'Abu Adam' uses chilling video to urge attacks in Australia and Philippines

11 August 2017

In a propaganda video, Australian Islamic State militant Abu Adam has encouraged like-minded viewers to join the
fight in Marawi and conduct attacks in Australia re-enforcing the fear that the region becomes retreat area and base
for Islamic State militants [Queensland Country Life].

Marawi: Indonesia keeps eye on battle for Philippines city amid fears Islamic State contagion will spread

11 August 2017

According to a source of the Indonesian National Agency for Combating Terrorism young Indonesians continue trying
to get to Marawi and join the IS-combatants, as the fighting of the city has entered the third month [ABC News].

Bangladeshi militant Abdullah was radicalised in Indian madrasa

11 August 2017

The case of Bangladesh national Abdullah Al Manum who was arrested by India’s Anti-Terrorism Squad and who had
been radicalized in Muzaffarnagar in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh shows that India – as the country with the
second highest Muslim population in the world – is a hotbed for Islamic radicalization [BD News].

What’s Behind Malaysia’s Latest Mass Terror Raid?

11 August 2017

Over the weekend, Malaysian security forces conducted a mass raid at a popular shopping district in the country’s
capital arresting over 400 potential suspects ahead of the 29th iteration of the Southeast Asian Games later this
month reflecting growing fears of widespread infiltration and increasing activities by Islamist militants [The
Diplomat].

On the Spread of Terrorism Throughout the Region

18 August 2017
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Subject of the four links is the spread of violent terrorist Islamism in Southeast Asia. Referring to the jihadist’ motto
"If you can't reach Syria, go to the Philippines!" the first article [World Crunch] provides an outline of the current
pattern of spreading violent Islamic extremism in Asia in its historical depth. The arrest of two IS recruiters, one
originally from Cambodia apprehended in Turkey [Khmer Times] and one arrested in Jakarta and assumed to
belonging to the Indonesian Jemaah Ansharut Daulah radical group [Reuters] as well as the detection and thwarting
of a planned bomb attack on the presidential palace in Indonesia by a group of five Islamic terrorists [Reuters] reflect
the critical exposure to Islamic terrorism in Southeast Asia.

Sri Lanka Defence Officials in Rwanda to Acquire Reintegration Skills

18 August 2017

A delegation from the Sri Lanka defense force have visited the Rwanda Defense Force (RDF) to learn from Rwanda’s
recovery and reintegration efforts. RDF has a partnership with the Sri Lanka defense force especially in terms of
training. Currently, 20 RDF officers are undergoing training in engineering in Sri Lanka [KT Press].

Further Anti-Terror Initiatives in South East Asia

18 August 2017

Two articles dealing with efforts to deepen security cooperation between Malaysia, Indonesia and Philippines. While
the three countries agreed at the recent INDOMALPHI Trilateral Intelex meeting on security in Manila to set up points
of contacts in charge of facilitating intelligence information sharing among the countries [Borneo Times], Malaysian
Defence Minister Hishammuddin Hussein announced the launch of the Trilateral Air Patrol between the three
countries in the near future [Malaysian Insight].

Rebalancing Pakistan within Asia´s emerging security order

24 August 2017

The rebalancing of Pakistan within Asia´s emerging security order goes on as the articles below are highlighting from
different perspectives. In the wake of the expected new US policy towards Afghanistan, senior officials in Pakistan
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said it would lead to Pakistan further leaning towards China and Russia [India Times]. US Central Command Gen.
Votel in a meeting with Pakistan’s army chief Gen. Bajwa announced the review the US-Pakistan relationship in the of
Pakistan's counter-terrorism [Reuters]. Whereas India has voiced her backing of the US blacklisting of Hizbul
Mujahideen as a foreign terrorist organisation [Aljazeera], Pakistan's Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi confirmed
his country's readiness to strengthen economic cooperation with Turkey [Geo TV].

Southeast Asian Terrorism: Indonesian militants planned nuclear attack

31 August 2017

Indonesian pro-IS militants planned to detonate a radioactive dirty bomb close to a high - level target in Indonesia.
Given the expertise and equipment, the attempt to create a small nuclear bomb would have failed but could still
have functioned as a dirty bomb that could spray radioactive material with explosion [Reuters].

Anti-piracy patrols adrift in terror-targeted waterway

7 September 2017

Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines have started joint patrols against pirates terrorizing shipping in the deep
water Sibutu Passage between Malaysia and the Philippines, but limited resources and legal obstacles are already
rocking the boat. The Sibutu Passage has emerged as Asia's most dangerous waterway as Islamic terror groups target
seaborne trade [Asia Times].

Tracking Southeast Asia’s terror finance

15 September 2017

Counterterrorism experts will link up with financial firms in a bid to cut off Islamic State’s (IS) Southeast Asian cash
lifeline at a November summit in Kuala Lumpur, amid mounting evidence that the extremist group’s Middle East
coffers are starting to run dry. The meeting aims to develop private-public initiatives to counter the spread of IS
following its stunning seizure of Marawi city on the southern Philippine island of Mindanao in May [Asia Times].
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Is terrorism linking Asia?

29 September 2017

Recent developments highlight once more how the Near-, the Middle- and Far East are increasingly forming a belt of
highly interactive unrest. While Iran has recently declared to root out ISIS in Syria and Iraq soon in concert with
Russia, Assad-Syria, and Iraq, Iranian agents still seem to recruit Pakistani Shiites to fight in Syria for the pro-Assad
Zainebiyoun Brigade allegedly formed and trained by the Iranian Revolutionary Guards. Their engagement has now
been responded several bombs attacks by Daesh-linked militant group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi Al-Alami in Pakistan [arab
news]. At the same time, Pakistani Sunni militancy – having been instrumentalized by the state’s security apparatus
for years – has become a breeding ground for an increasing (unwanted) ISIS presence in Pakistan. The article provides
some reflections on ISIS´ presumed leader Shafiq-ur-Rahman Mengal as a prototypical example of violent
radicalization of elite members and the complex links between state actors and extremists [The Daily Caller]. Lastly, a
newly surfaced ISIS recruitment video is seen as a "game changer" in the ongoing ISIS efforts to further militarize
political Islam in Southeast Asia [The Straitstimes].

Indian army cracks down on Naga-insurgents

29 September 2017

In a pre-dawn encounter along the Myanmar border the Indian Army´s para regiment responded with heavy
retaliatory fire to previous attacks of a socialist leaning Naga insurgent group, the NSCN(K). According the army's
Eastern Command high casualties were inflicted on the rebels who are part of the complex Northeast Indian
insurgence theater with several militant groups alone in Nagaland famous for its warrior tradition including the
meanwhile abolished ritual headhunting [India Today][NDTV].

Terrorism

6 October 2017

Across the globe new counter-terrorism legislation comes along with new terrorist threats. France's lower house of
parliament overwhelmingly approved a new counter-terrorism bill, making permanent several controversial
measures in place under a nearly two-year-old state of emergency. It will allow the authorities to confine suspected
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militant sympathisers to their neighbourhoods, close places of worship accused of condoning terror and carry out
more on-the-spot identity checks - all without the prior approval of a judge [AFP]. In Bangladesh, the mass influx of
refugees from Myanmar raises geopolitical risks for Asia as a whole, including terrorism and social unrest [Nikkei].
And with the sudden emergence of an organization calling itself Jamaat ul Ansar al-Sharia Pakistan, it appears alQaeda may be on the rise again in Pakistan. Authorities there also believe that the group is comprised of highly
trained and battle-hardened Pakistani returnees from the conflict in Syria, where many fought for this Islamic State
(IS). Pakistan is an important stronghold for al-Qaeda: the group survived the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan by seeking
refuge in tribal areas of Pakistan. With IS weakened, having lost more than 60 percent of its territories in Iraq and
Syria, the al-Qaeda move to re-establish itself in Pakistan appears calculated and timely [Jamestown Foundation]. In a
related development Pakistan’s Interior Minister ordered close monitoring of activities of extremist elements on
social media to stop the extremists from utilizing the platforms to spread propaganda. He also directed devising and
implementing strategies that would lead to a national counter narrative against extremism and to fight “fake news”
[The Express Tribune].

Philippines: IS is spinning the narrative around its Marawi battle despite military setbacks

13 October 2017

The Islamic State is calling upon its supporters to liberate countries, towns and cities from its colonial, anti-muslim
rule by taking up violent means in Southeast Asia, especially as it becomes more difficult for fighters to travel to the
Middle East. The enemy of the insurgency is clearly marked as Christians, secular governments and American
involvement in the region. Marawi is hailed as an example of successful liberation which other fighters in the region
should follow. Whilst in reality Marawi is nearly fully reclaimed by Philippine forces, President Duterte expects that it
will be a long time until the terror threat as a whole recedes [eastasiaforum] [newsinfo.inquirer].

Philippines: Duterte declares Marawi liberated from terrorists, but the fight is likely to continue

20 October 2017

Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte declared the southern city of Marawi liberated from pro-Islamic State militants
on Tuesday. More than 1,000 people, mostly rebels, were killed in the battle while the heart of the city, which was
once home to 200,000 people, has been levelled by air strikes [South China Morning Post]. On Monday, one of Asia’s
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most-wanted terrorists was killed Monday in Marawi. Isnilon Hapilon was the leader of Abu Sayyaf, a militant group
affiliated with the Islamic State that has held parts of Marawi since May [New York Times]. However, experts expect
retaliatory attacks from remaining leaders of Islamic groups with ties to IS, particularly with the Malaysian Islamic
State militant leader Dr. Mahmood Ahmad, who has been operating in Mindanao since 2014 [Asian Correspondent].

Indonesia: Proposal for ASEAN intelligence sharing to track militants

20 October 2017

Indonesia will propose a broad intelligence-sharing initiative among members of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) to deal with the rising threat of radical Islamist militants. Indonesian Defence Minister Ryamizard
Ryacuda said he would propose an "Our Eyes" initiative at the ASEAN Defence Ministers Meeting (ADMM) in the
Philippines this month [Straits Times].

Navy SEALs were ready if Pakistan failed to free family held as hostages

20 October 2017

An American woman, her Canadian husband and their three children, who were born in captivity, have been freed,
nearly five years after being taken hostage by the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani Network in Afghanistan. With assistance
from US intelligence, Pakistani military located the vehicle and rescued the family last week in a dramatic
confrontation with its captors. The United States’ Navy SEAL Team was ready to mount a raid deep into Pakistani
territory to free an American citizen and her family if the Pakistan government did not act against the Haqqani
network - the terror outfit that had kidnapped the family five years ago [The New York Times].
Pakistan: Relations with US not getting better

28 October 2017

US Secretary of State Tillerson met government and heads of security agencies in Pakistan to pressure Islamabad to
take action on the support Taliban and other “terrorist organizations” receive in the country after one of the
bloodiest weeks in Afghanistan with more than 200 people killed in multiple attacks on security installations and
mosques across the country [Geo TV News 1] and recent US drone strikes on Pakistan territory viewed as a violation
of the country's sovereignty from the Pakistan side [The Washington Post]. Meanwhile Pakistan Interior Minister
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claims that 99 per cent of terrorist sanctuaries have been destroyed in the country [Geo TV News 2].

Fighting Terrorism, Piracy & Drug in South East Asia

28 October 2017

While terrorist groups in Indonesia seem to have shifted the focus of the financing operations from illegal activities to
legal ones including donations through social media [The Strait Times], President Duterte calls on Malaysia and
Indonesia to ‘blast’ pirates with strings to terrorist groups out of the regional sea [The Star]. Meanwhile Indonesia’s
‘shoot-on-sight’ policy against drug offenders has increased the number of drug-related extrajudicial killings to a total
of at least 80 since January this year [The Jakarta Post].

Japan foreign policy: The Philippines, Russia

3 November 2017

Japan has pledged to provide assistance for the Philippines as it rebuilds Marawi City in its Southern Mindanao as
well as help with other projects ranging from rail infrastructure to river defences. Japan is concerned about China’s
growing power in the South China Sea and sees cooperation with the Philippines, which lies on the waterway’s
eastern side, as key ally in helping prevent Beijing’s influence spreading into the western Pacific [Asian
Correspondent]. China has previously pledged to provide over US$24 billion in development aid and investment
largely for infrastructure development. Some analysts, however, suggest Beijing may be withholding the funds until
the bilateral relationship is more firmly consolidated, including in regard to unresolved territorial disputes in the
South China Sea [Asia Times]. Meanwhile, Japan and Russia have agreed to set up a task force to jointly develop
tourism and four other businesses on disputed islands controlled by Russia but claimed by Tokyo. Japan hopes joint
economic activities will pave the way for settling a decades-old territorial row with Russia, while Moscow aims to
attract Japanese investment to the underdeveloped islets off Japan's northernmost main island of Hokkaido. [Kyodo
News]. Russia, for its part, is increasingly wielding oil as a geopolitical tool, spreading its influence around the world
and challenging the interests of the United States. Through the state oil giant Rosneft, Moscow is trying to build
influence in places where the United States has stumbled or power is up for grabs [New York Times].
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Terrorism and international relations

10 November 2017

Last week, China blocked a bid at the United Nations by the US, France, and Britain to list the chief of Pakistan-based
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) militant group, Maulana Masood Azharas, a global terrorist. Azhar is accused of several
significant terrorist attacks in India. China’s move is doing "material harm" to the already stressed India-China
relationship and affirms Delhi's belief in Sino-Pakistani collusion, top American experts say. China’s timing is
significant, coming on the heels of Washington’s stronger rhetoric against Pakistan’s support for terrorism and
China’s blocking of India’s application to become a member of the 15- nation UN Security Council [Deccan
Herald/Press Trust of India].

Islamic State

10 November 2017

The recent battle against ISIS in Marawi has been long and difficult for the Philippines. However, it has not only been
won, but also facilitated previously stalled military cooperation with other parties in and outside of the Philippines.
Throughout the fighting, the Philippine Army has cooperated with former enemies such as the Moro Islamic
Liberation Front, but also re-kindled cooperation with neighbouring states equally concerned about Islamic
Extremism [NYT]. Notwithstanding the positive developments of late, ISIS in Southeast Asia is far from beaten and
according to the Philippine National Police, has a new leader in the Philippines who is followed by the remaining
fighters of the Maute Group [Rappler/ATimes]. Meanwhile, ISIS claimed credit for the murder of a Pakistani
diplomatic corps member in eastern Afghanistan Tuesday. The Khorasan chapter of Rana Nayyar Iqbal, part of the
ultra-violent Middle Eastern terrorist group, claimed responsibility for the killing of Aimaq. Iqbal, who worked in the
visa section of the Pakistan Consulate General in Jalalabad [The Express Tribune].

Philippines: Situation in Marawi remains uncertain as new resistance groups form

17 November 2017

Haironesah Domado argues that the authorities in Marawi face a ticking clock. According to his analysis, there is a
heightened risk for evacuees to be radicalized when they feel ignored, undermined, alienated, and excluded. The
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recent emergence of a new armed group, the Meranao Victims Movement — which claims to represent the rights of
the displaced Maranaos —illustrates the consequences of failing to involve and engage evacuees in addressing their
own needs [New Mandala].

ISIS in Southern Thailand?

24 November 2017

The International Crisis Group has published a report examining the influence of ISIS in Thailand’s southernmost
provinces after a growing number of media reports of ISIS activity in the region. It has however found little evidence
of any significant ISIS influence [Full Report]. A somewhat shorter version is accessible at [WEF].

Terrorism in Southeast Asia: Fight against IS continues

15 December 2017

Philippine Armed Forces this week have warned against continued recruitment activities of the remnants of the
terrorist group despite the end of the Marawi battle. Against the background of this claim the Philippine Congress has
approval the extension martial law over Mindanao until 31. December 2018. In a related development, Philippine and
Australian marines jointly conducted a counter-terror warfare training.
Meanwhile, Malaysian security and counterterrorism authorities have voiced concerns over the threat of militants
returning from Syria and the Philippines. Since 2013, several hundred Malaysians have travelled to Syria to the join
the IS there whereas around thirty joined forces with the pro-IS Maute group in Marawi earlier this year. Although an
IS attack in Malaysia is unlikely, lone wolf attacks and recruitment activities will continue. [Task and Purpose]
[NPR][SBS News][Global Risk Insights]

Pakistan: Pakistan’s ability to protect religious minorities questioned

15 December 2017

Pakistan’s ability to provide security of religious minorities, especially Christians, has once again been called into
question as a result of a terror attack on a church packed with worshipers on Sunday in the troubled southwestern
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part of the country. At least nine people were killed, and at least 35 others injured. The Islamic State (ISIS) claimed
responsibility for the attack in Quetta, the capital of the restive Baluchistan Province, in the country’s
southwest. Christians make up at least 2% of the country’s population of about 198 million [New York Times]. While
there have been several terrorist attacks on churches in recent years, including one in the northwestern city of
Peshawar in September 2013 that killed 85, ISIS has most targeted Shiite Muslims in Baluchistan Province
[Washington Post]. The author of the third piece, the former Director of India’s Intelligence Bureau, assesses the
broader terror threat on the subcontinent from India’s perspective: He links faith-based extremism in the PakistanAfghanistan belt, Pakistan army-ISI support to Islamic militants of all hues, and the China-Pakistan military alliance as
the three key factors India must confront to safeguard its national security [The Guardian].

China: Ubiquitous police state in Xinjiang

15 December 2017

Xinjiang, the north-western Uygur autonomous region and China's largest administrative unit, has rapidly become an
omnipresent police state under Chen Quanguo, Communist Party Secretary for Xinjiang since 2016, with an
unprecedented level of police and digital surveillance, mass disappearance and re-education camps. In a
latest development of Chen's campaign against Uygur separatism, authorities have been tracking the whereabouts of
suspected terrorists among Uygur students studying in Islamic countries and pressuring parents to call their children
back. Back in China, many of them end up in detention. Meanwhile, Radio Free Asia reports that close to 10% of
residents of a township in Kashgar prefecture have been sent to prison or education camps this year over allegation
of harboring extremist ideas. [South China Morning Post][Radio Free Asia]

China-Pakistan relations: Insecurity along China’s ‘belts & roads’

15 December 2017

While some countries are having second thoughts about their initial enthusiasm to support China’s “One Belt One
Road”, China also appears to be rethinking some of its major initiatives with partner countries. This reassessment has
impacted its multi-billion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Beijing has taken several road, mass-transit
and industrial zone projects off the table, either temporarily or permanently. Why? Political chaos, corruption, and
deteriorating law and order all play a role, as well as brutal tactics by some in Pakistan to sabotage CPEC [Asia Times].
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Beijing’s official news organizations increasingly highlight the security threats posed along China’s OBOR, per the
editorial in the second articled, which asserts assaults against Chinese overseas organizations and personnel have
seen an upward trend and specifically cites Pakistan for the murder of two Chinese there recently. Islamabad has
promised a 15,000-man army division to protect projects along the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, says this
report, but the editors want China to do more to provide Chinese security along its “Belts & Roads” [Global Times]. In
the final article, official Chinese media report that that Pakistani terrorists plan to launch a series of attacks on
Chinese agencies and personnel in Pakistan in the near future. Last Friday, China’s embassy in Pakistan alerted
Chinese agencies based there and Chinese citizens in the country to “boost security awareness, strengthen internal
precautions, minimize outdoor activities and avoid going to crowded places” [China Daily].

Counter-Terrorism in Asia: India, Russia, China resolve to step up cooperation

15 December 2017

India, China, and Russia agreed this week to increase counter terrorism cooperation as well as more effectively fight
the illegal drug trade, during an annual trilateral meeting of foreign ministers. While all three countries called on
states to take measures to prevent terrorist activity in their territory, India also express concerns over increasing acts
of terrorism by Pakistan-based terror groups, such as Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT). This year’s agreements assume
significance as China has been blocking the international efforts sanction a Pakistani terrorist leader who was the
mastermind of a major terror attack in India [Outlook India]. Meanwhile, Michael Kugelman informs in his research
report about signs of Pakistani government progress in countering the extremism and terrorist activity in North
Waziristan which has been described as “the most dangerous place on earth”. There has been a sharp decrease in
terror-related civilian deaths in recent years. But there is also reason to question the degree and endurance of the
success, and obtained a clearer understanding of disconnects in U.S. and Pakistani perceptions of the terror threat in
the region [War on the Rocks].
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III. Background Readings
Summary/link(s)

Date of AiR issue

Showdown Ahead? Border Conflicts in the South China Sea and the Struggle to Shape Asia’s Destiny

30 June 2017

A good overview of the current state of affairs in the SCS focusing on three major recent developments: The PCA
ruling, Duterte’s election in the Philippines and Donald Trump’s in the US and how all three could influence the status
quo [KAS].

The cross-border data flows security assessment: An important part of protecting China’s basic strategic resources

30 June 2017

This short essay provides some insights into how the Chinese government will look to operationalise its new
cybersecurity law that has come into effect at the beginning of this month. It is of particular importance for
businesses who are still trying to make sense of what exactly the new legislation will mean as it thus far provides little
clarity and plenty of murky language [Yale Law School].

Death Knell for democracy. Attacks on lawmakers and the threat to Cambodia’s Institutions

7 July 2017

Opposition to Cambodia’s largest political party, the Cambodian People’s Party (CPP), has become increasingly
harassed in recent years. Harassment comes in various forms and has arguably increased in more recent times with
former opposition leader Sam Rainsy being the most well-known case abroad – Rainsy however, is only the tip of the
iceberg [APHR].
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Integrated Asia

7 July 2017

Global power structures and globalization are creating an integrated Asian system with China at its centre.
Cooperation among the great powers in the region will become more difficult as this process continues. At the same
time, countries that develop stronger economies due to this integration will grow more confident and wary of its
neighbours, creating a potentially unstable environment based around hard, nationalist interests [Center of Gravity:
Australian National University].

A Year of Bangladesh's War on Terror

7 July 2017

July 1st marked the one-year anniversary of Bangladesh’s “9/11”: the massacre at Dhaka’s ritzy Holey Artisan
Bakery. The subsequent twelve months represent the beginning of Bangladesh’s version of the “War on Terror”, and
all that war entails for democratic politics. The Diplomat’s Siddharthya Roy examines the events and implications
[The Diplomat].

UN abandons democracy in Asia

16 July 2017

The UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) has redefined the term ‘governance’ in the
conceptual framework of its engagement for the promotion of development. In favor of an apolitical developmental
notion of governance ‘political’ criteria for the assessment of governance has been dropped [East Asia Forum].

Dodging Chinese Police in Kashgar, a Silk Road Oasis Town

27 July 2017

This colourful article elaborates on the tight security in Xinjian’s city of Kashgar – despite being one of the
westernmost cities in China, it is not out of Beijing’s reach [The New York Times].
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China is helping redevelop what was once the US’s largest overseas military base

27 July 2017

Clark Air Base was once the largest overseas American base. Today the site is being transformed into a new business
district that will one day rival Manila. And it is China, not the US, whose presence is increasingly felt in the area
[Quartz].

Demonic possession in Laos - is it real, or a pretext for village chiefs to banish troublemakers and nonconformists?

27 July 2017

In Laos, the evil animist spirit Phi Pob is believed to possess individual Laotians. Those accused of possession face
banishment or worse, but the motivation of the accusers has more to do with influence, money, and status than
spiritual purity [South China Morning Post].

Malaysia: Once We Were There – Debut novel breaks every taboo in the book for Malaysians

4 AUGUST 2017

Race, religion, politics, corruption, sex – nothing is off limits for Bernice Chauly in Once We Were There, a daring
page-turner, framed by events of Reformasi movement, about a mother in Kuala Lumpur caught up in rapid social
change [South China Morning Post].

Is Political corruption in India intractable? – On N Ram´s Why Scams Are Here to Stay: Understanding Political
Corruption in India

4 AUGUST 2017

In a new book, “Why Scams Are Here to Stay: Understanding Political Corruption in India”, eminent journalist N Ram
breaks new ground by presenting an original and devastating analysis of political corruption in contemporary India
and its near intractability [Asia Times].
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A Story of Public Interest Litigation in India - Anuj Bhuwania´s “Courting the People: Public Interest Litigation in
Post-Emergency India”

4 AUGUST 2017

The new book “Courting the People: Public Interest Litigation in Post-Emergency India” by Anuj Bhuwaniabreaks,
retells the story of public interest litigation (PIL) in India. The “slim, sleek, fast-paced and hard-hitting book”
(Goutham Shivshankar) has received much attention in academia already [Economic and Political Weekly].

Limits of Human Rights by Chris Stone

4 AUGUST 2017

An obituary of Wiktor Osiatyński, a professor of constitutional law and human rights who served for many years on
the Global Board of the Open Society Foundations, and who died this month in his native Poland. Christ Stone
expects that particularly his final book, “Human Rights and Their Limits”, will leave a long-lasting impression [Open
Society Foundation].

America's Darwinian Nationalism

18 AUGUST 2017

In order to prevail in the struggle for global dominance, the USA must to get back to her civilizational and founding
basics: the aspiration to universal norms and the might which stems from there, argues Robert D. Kaplan in this
article [The National Interest].

The Global Garment Industry and the Women that make it Possible

18 AUGUST 2017

The garment manufacturing industry is still harboring notorious human rights risks like sexual abuse, physical
dangers, inconsistent pay and slavery is shifting geographically from China to Southeast Asia and South America. The
article explores the links between first world brands and their supply chains to the local labor hell [The Fashion Law].
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Political Conservatism Today: State and market in the post-industrial economy

24 AUGUST 2017

This essay introduces the main tenets of the ideologies of conservatism and neoliberalism and argues that political
conservatism – in order to remain a useful approach to politics – needs to liberate itself from its merge with the
neoliberal ideology of the free market and put issues of welfare-state on the political agenda [The Spin Off].

Arctic ambitions: Could the opening up of the Arctic become the next South China Sea?

31 AUGUST 2017

In the wake of the Arctic becoming more and more accessible, it has increasingly become contested by a number of
countries with vested interested in the exploration of the natural resources of the region [The New Zealand Herald].
Related to this topic, CPG will arrange the international conference “The Global Commons and the Governance of
Unappropriated Spaces” in October [CPG].
Global Commons

7 September 2017

The academic article by Surabhi Ranganathan traces the legal discourse on governing global commons, including
spaces beyond national jurisdictions, essential resources and concerns such as biodiversity conservation and climate
change [European Journal of International Law]. CPG will arrange the international conference “The Global Commons
and the Governance of Unappropriated Spaces” from 20 to 22 October 2017 [CPG].
China and the fear of organised religion

15 September 2017

This article explores where Chinese Islamophobia comes from and whether it is organically grown or merely an
“import” from the West. Turns out many factors, such as Han chauvinism, the CCP and the “guided” public discourse
all play a role [SUP China].

On the legal profession in Asia: Entrance barriers in India, professional strain in Singapore

15 September 2017
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Increasing demands on time and performance of young lawyers as well as stiffer competition lead many to leave the
profession after a few years an issue raised by Singapore´s Chief Justice for the second consecutive year [The Straits
Times]. Differently, in India, it is access to the legal profession which is one of the major problems for young lawyers.
Here, the law field continues to be a bastion of a few privileged and powerful families in particular those whose
members are in the legal profession since generations. Also, low payment for junior lawyers makes it more
challenging for people with a less financially fortunate background [The Times of India].

Cyberspace, terrorism and international law

22 September 2017

The academic article by David Fidler analyzes international law in connection with potential terrorist cyberattacks
and terrorist use of cyber technologies for other purposes. It argues that international law is not well positioned to
support responses to terrorist cyberattacks [Journal of Conflict and Security Law]. CPG will arrange the international
conference “The Global Commons and the Governance of Unappropriated Spaces” from 20 to 22 October 2017, at
which the governance of the cyberspace will be one topic [CPG].

Special report: The breakup of Pakistan 1969-1971

29 September 2017

This special report dives into the bloody history of Pakistan in the late 1960s and early 70s and describes the
background against which the Bangladesh Liberation War took place and resulted in the independence of People’s
Republic of Bangladesh in 1971. It examines both domestic as well as international attitudes and provides a detailed
and astute historical perspective [Dawn].

Pakistan, polio and the CIA

29 September 2017

The CIA is supposedly using vaccination programmes and surveys to gather intelligence on terrorists in areas of
Pakistan ahead of drone strikes. The suspicion has led militants in some areas to refuse vaccinators access, which
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brought back a disease in some areas of Pakistan and further afield that was once nearly eradicated. With less drone
strikes being carried out, the number of polio infections dropped again [LRB].

National and international human rights law: The case for discordant parity

6 October 2017

The academic article by Eyal Benvenisti and Alon Harel explores the coexistence of constitutional and international
human rights norms. It argues that the conviction that one system is superior to the other is false. Instead, the
authors embrace competition between constitutional and international norms, what they call the “discordant parity
hypothesis” [International Journal of Constitutional Law]. CPG will arrange the “CPG Academy on Human Rights and
Development 2017” from 15 to 20 October 2017 [CPG].

Human rights discourse in South Asia

6 October 2017

Nafees Ahmad analyzes the future of the human rights discourse in South Asia. He takes into account that, often, the
judiciary lacks the strength, the means, or the will to protect human rights in many places; that national human rights
institutions are either non-existent or often non-performing; and that many countries ratify human rights treaties
without making an attempt to give effect to them. At the same time, he argues that the quest for sustainability of
democratic values and institutions is unceasing in South Asia and all members of SAARC have constitutionally endorsed liberal democracy, the rule of law and human rights. According to Ahmad’s analysis, the quest about the
normative relationship between nation-states and cultural diversity plays a central role for the direction that the human rights discourse in Asia will take [Modern Diplomacy].

Files reveal details of US support for Indonesian massacre

20 October 2017

Declassified files have revealed new details of U.S. government knowledge and support of an Indonesian army
extermination campaign that killed several hundred thousand civilians during anti-communist hysteria in the mid1960s. The thousands of files from the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta covering 1963-66 were made public Tuesday after a
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declassification review that began under the Obama administration [The Daily Mail].

Asia’s Ambivalence about International Law and Institutions: Past, Present and Futures

20 October 2017

In this academic article, Simon Chesterman explores the reasons for Asia’s under-participation and underrepresentation in international treaties and organizations. It traces the history of Asia’s engagement with
international law and assesses Asia’s current engagement with international law and institutions, examining whether
its under-participation and under-representation is in fact significant and how it might be explained. Finally, it
considers possible future developments based on three different scenarios, referred to as status quo, divergence and
convergence [European Journal of International Law].

Rakhine State Crisis

28 October 2017

Visiting ISEAS Senior Fellow and former Information Minister of Myanmar shares some historic background on the
ongoing crisis in Rakhine State, arguing that a lack of military intelligence has worsened the crisis [ISEAS].

ARF – The ASEAN Regional Forum

28 October 2017

This article explores the history, institutional development and ongoing challenges of one of the major ASEAN fora –
the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) which today includes 17 members in addition to the ten ASEAN states [KAS].

And the U.S. stood by: The 1965 Indonesian mass murder and its legacy

28 October 2017

Newly released documents reveal details of America’s role as a benevolent bystander of Indonesia's murderous 1965
anti-communist rampage that was killing half a million Indonesians at least. The NYT piece refers to newly
declassified State Department files showing that diplomats meticulously documented the purge in 1965-66 watching
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the massacre they were well informed of with some sympathy. According to the sources, US officials definitely
welcomed the end of socialist leaning dictator Sukarno by General Suharto as a “fantastic switch” they had pressured
for. While Suharto's New Order generals still play a dominant role in democratic Indonesia, the legacy of the
massacre remains a sensitive issue. After a noteworthy documentary of the killers by filmmaker Joshua Oppenheimer
from 2012 named “The Act of Killing” turned out to be highly divisive a public screening of Oppenheimer’s second
documentary, “The Look of Silence,” was restricted by a military directive while a mob gathered around a building
where a talk on the violence has been planned [The New York Times].

Cyber Warfare and the Status of Anonymous under International Humanitarian Law

3 November 2017

In this academic article, Russell Buchan evaluates the status of online groups under international humanitarian law
when they become embroiled in armed conflict and in particular under what circumstances members of these groups
can be made the object of attack under the laws of targetting [Chinese Journal of International Law].

War time intelligence and the production of good Indians: On Kipling´s enlistment by British intelligence during the 10 November 2017
Great War
Surrounding the Great War, the business of intelligence – itself as old as politics – was still far away from the huge
intelligence apparatuses that emerged after WWII. While intelligence became particular visible in the great
espionage and counter-intelligence cases of Captain Dreyfuss, Colonel Alfred Redl and Mata Hari or covert operation
like those of T.E. Lawrence on the Arab Peninsula, it was especially the business of information control and
disinformation that grew, however, into larger bureaucratic routine operations during the War. At the Munich
Deputy Military General Command in Bavaria, the young Carl Schmitt, soon to become a leading constitutional
scholar who would support the Nazis, suffered as an intelligence officer from his duty to read and censor the letters
of front soldiers to their families. At the same time, the less subtle War operations involved huge masses of soldiers
from the colonies especially on the French and British side impressively described in some of the best of William
Faulkner´s novels. In WW II this number should even reach a critical mark with African troops forming the very
backbone of the Free French Armed Forces whose manpower derived to 23% from Algeria alone until General de
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Gaulle ordered the ‘blanchissement’ of his force. Returning from War to the French and British colonies these troops
contributed to the emerging independence movements that recurred to the human right and self-determination
promises the Allied Powers gave during the War.
Against this background, the featured article provides a fascinating picture of “How Kipling helped quell an Indian
mutiny in first world war trenches” reporting on GAjendra Singh´s findings on the famous author´s enlistment by
British intelligence to counter German propaganda by rewriting soldiers’ letters home. During the early years of the
war returning Indian troops were in fact responsible for a near insurrection in India and the French war theater saw
growing collusion between Irish and Indian revolutionaries, fostered by German intelligence. The interesting pattern
revealed by Singh was to use the ‘fake letters’ to construct the image of “the good Indian against the bad” with
Britain attempting to show that the majority of Indian opinion was her side and that the defiant Indians were not
representative [The Guardian].

Chinese foreign investments in Southeast Asia

10 November 2017

These two very good ISEAS essays tackle the issue of Chinese investment into Southeast Asia and stake out the
controversial aspects of a heavily unbalanced relationship. Whereas the first essay deals with Southeast Asia in
general, the second piece looks at Cambodia in particular. Both pieces question the common wisdom of “no strings
attached loans”, citing growing political influence with a larger economic clout. Chinese FDI into ASEAN looks modest,
but is increasing substantially and more significant when Chinese FDI re-routed through Hong Kong is taken into
consideration. Chinese FDI into Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar is much greater than into other ASEAN countries
[ISEAS 1] [ISEAS 2].

Five maps that explain China (and its strategy)

17 November 2017

This article features an interesting approach, looking at geostrategic realities and statistical maps to infer Chinese
National and Foreign Policy Strategy. Recommended reading! [Business Insider]
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Western philosophy: Is it racist?

17 November 2017

Bryan Van Norden illustrates in this article how the Western study of philosophy is still strongly influenced by
orientalist thinking, generally disparaging the philosophical insights and achievements in China, India and Africa. With
a particular focus on China, he illustrates the richness of far-Eastern philosophy, and presents various examples of
Western thinkers (including Kant, Heidegger and Derrida) who self-confidently proclaimed that philosophy is a
Western invention [Aeon].

Capitalists and climate

17 November 2017

Though oil companies and other vested interests have invested a lot in climate change denial, Glenda Sluga argues in
this piece that there was a time – the 1970s – in which businesses and banks actually wanted to do something
against environmental degradation, and started certain initiatives. According to her analysis, what might seem
counterintuitive from today’s perspective, ‘following the money’ at that moment in environmental history allowed to
see bankers and businessmen standing up for the environment as well as for principles of social justice in
determining economic policy [Humanity Journal].

Electoral Process in Malaysia

24 November 2017

With the general elections coming up before AUGUST next year, this ISEAS piece provides some interesting
background information on the electoral process in Malaysia and its effect on the political system. One major finding
of the paper refers to the institutionally entrenched advantages of the incumbent party in the electoral contest
which has facilitated the dominance of the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO) [ISEAS].

China’s Rise and Dominance in the South China Sea

24 November 2017
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Two articles dealing with the rise and development of China under communist rule since 1949 and her dominant
position in the South China Sea by Jan Kliem and Grant Newsham are available in the latest issue of CPG's Online
Magazine [CPG COM].

A photo trip along the ancient Silk Road

1 December 2017

As China is poised to revive the Silk Road as an economic and geopolitical connection between East Asia and Europe,
this visual trip winds its way through parts of Kazakhstan, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Iran, Iraq, Syria,
and Lebanon. It features the Gobi Desert, the Flaming Mountains, the Singing Sands, the City of Screams, and other
ancient and modern artifacts along the ancient Silk Road [The Atlantic].

Thailand’s Computer Crime Act 2017 in a Thai-English synopsis

8 December 2017

The Thai Netizen Network provides a Thai-English version of Thailand’s Computer Crime Act, highlighting the changes
made in its last revision 2017. A valuable source for the comparative study of computer crimes in Southeast Asia
[Thai Netizen Network].

Yang Jiechi: Xi Jinping’s Top Diplomat Back in His Element

15 December 2017

Elected to the Politburo Standing Committee at the recent Party Congress, former top diplomat and Foreign Minister
Yang Jiechi has become the arbiter of China’s foreign affairs. Yi Wang informs in this article about his background and
career path [China Brief: The Jamestown Foundation].

US bombing of Cambodia in the Vietnam War and its legal justification

22 December 2017
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The article reveals how the USA legally justified the bombing of Cambodia as a third party in the Vietnam War by an
extension of the term self-defense which would become increasingly important in justifying US American
intervention abroad afterward [New York Times].

On Sino-Vietnamese Relations

29 December 2017

With ties between China and Vietnam improving of late, this article identifies both push and pull factors that will
ensure both countries remain on this path despite each focusing on their own strategic calculations. The degree of
scepticism will, however, remain large [ISEAS].

Interview with Lieutenant General (Ret.) Widjojo on Military Reform and the 1965 Tragedy

29 December 2017

In this interview, Lieutenant General (Ret.) Widjojo talks of the need to reform both police and military in Indonesia
but points to difficulties such as the move away from the idea that the TNI should be the sole guardian of the nation
and its focus on domestic threats. TNI needs to be under complete control of the civilian government. In order to
finally move on from the 1965 tragedy, an apology by all sides is needs first of all [ISEAS Part I] [ISEAS Part II].

Che, Stalin, Mussolini and the thinkers who loved them

29 December 2017

Aram Bakshian Jr. reviews Paul Hollander’s book “From Benito Mussolini to Hugo Chavez: Intellectuals and a Century
of Political Hero Worship” (Cambridge University Press, 2016). In the book, Hollander examines the impact and
origins of the twentieth- and twenty-first-century love affair between many members of the Western intelligentsia
and some of the most ruthless, bloody dictators and political systems of the age. In his review, Bakshian describes
how this is only a small, chronologically compressed part of a larger picture that goes back to the dawn of Western
civilization as embodied in ancient Greece [The National Interest].
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